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STAFF OF INVESTIGATORS FOR THE YEAR 1951

ASTRONOMY
Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

8ij Santa Barbara Street, Pasadena 4, California

Mount Wilson Observatory organized in 1904; George E. Hale, Director 1904-1923, Honorary Director

1923-1936; Walter S. Adams, Director 1924-1945. Unified operation with the Palomar Observatory of

the California Institute of Technology began in 1948.

Ira S. Bowen, Director

Walter Baade

Horace W. Babcock

William A. Baum
Armin J. Deutsch

Jesse L. Greenstein

Edwin P. Hubble
Milton L. Humason
Paul W. Merrill

Rudolph L. Minkowski
Guido Munch
Seth B. Nicholson

Edison Pettit

Robert S. Richardson

Albert G. Wilson
Olin C. Wilson
Ralph E. Wilson
Fritz Zwicky

TERRESTRIAL SCIENCES

Geophysical Laboratory

2801 Upton Street, N.W., Washington 8, D. C.

Organized in 1906, opened in 1907; Arthur L. Day, Director 1909-1936.

Leason H. Adams, Director Frank C. Kracek
Norman L. Bowen
John S. Burlew
Felix Chayes

Gordon L. Davis

Joseph L. England
*Roy W. Goranson

Joseph W. Greig

George W. Morey

J. Frank Schairer

O. Frank Tuttle

Hatten S. Yoder

Visiting Investigator

JKenzo Yagi

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism

5241 Broad Branch Road,

Organized in 1904; Louis A. Bauer, Director 190
Director 1 935-1 946.

Merle A. Tuve, Director

Philip H. Abelson

L. Thomas Aldrich

§Lloyd V. Berkner

Ellis T. Bolton

Roy J. Britten

Dean B. Cowie
*ScOTT E. FORBUSH

John W. Graham
Norman P. Heydenburg
*Ellis A. Johnson

§Gerald C. Phillips

Richard B. Roberts

Howard E. Tatel

George R. Tilton

*Oscar W. Torreson

N.W., Washington 15, D. C.

4-1929; John A. Fleming, Acting Director 1929-1934,

Ernest H. Vestine

[ I

George R. Wait
Harry W. Wells

Visiting Investigators

William R. Duryee
Soren Lovtrup

JTakesi Nagata

JJatinder N. Nanda
JJohn A. Ratcliffe

Irena Z. Roberts

* On leave of absence.

J Term of appointment completed in 1951.

§ Resigned in 1951.

j]
Retired in 1951.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Department of Plant Biology

Stanford, California

Desert Laboratory, opened in 1903, became headquarters of Department of Botanical Research in 1905;
name changed to Laboratory for Plant Physiology in 1923; Daniel T. MacDougal, Director 1 906-1 927.
Reorganized in 1928 as Division of Plant Biology, including Ecology; Herman A. Spoehr, Chairman
1 927-1 930 and 1 931-1947, Chairman Emeritus 1 947-1 950. Name changed to Department of Plant

Biology in 1951.

C. Stacy French, Director

Jens C. Clausen

Paul Grun
William M. Hiesey

*David D. Keck
Violet M. Koski

Harold W. Milner
Malcolm A. Nobs

James H. C. Smith

JHarold H. Strain

Guest Investigator

Axel Nygren

Department of Embryology

Wolfe and Madison Streets, Baltimore 5, Maryland

Organized in 1914; Franklin P. Mall, Director 1914-1917; George L. Streeter, Director 1918-1940

George W. Corner, Director Consultant

Robert K. Burns

Arpad Csapo

+Louis B. Flexner

Samuel R. M. Reynolds

George W. Bartelmez

Research Associate

Elizabeth M. Ramsey

Department of Genetics

Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, New Yor\

Station for Experimental Evolution opened in 1904; name changed to Department of Experimental

Evolution in 1906; combined with Eugenics Record Office in 1921 to form Department of Genetics.

Charles B. Davenport, Director 1904-1934; Albert F. Blakeslee, Director 1935-1941.

Milislav Demerec, Director

Alfred D. Hershey

Berwind P. Kaufmann
Edwin C. MacDowell
Barbara McClintock

Margaret R. McDonald
Evelyn M. Witkin

Visiting Investigators

NlCCOLO VlSCONTI DI MoDRONE
M. J. D. White

ARCHAEOLOGY

Department of Archaeology

10 Frisbie Place, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Department of Historical Research organized in 1903; Andrew C. McLaughlin, Director 1 903-1 905;

J. Franklin Jameson, Director 1905-1928. In 1930 this Department was incorporated as a section of

United States history in a new Division of Historical Research; Alfred V. Kidder, Chairman 1930-1950.

Name changed to Department of Archaeology in 1951.

Harry E. D. Pollock, Director

Margaret W. Harrison, Editor

Earl H. Morris

Tatiana Proskouriakoff

Karl Ruppert

Anna O. Shepard

Edwin M. Shook

A. Ledyard Smith

Robert E. Smith

Gustav Stromsvik

J. Eric S. Thompson

* On leave of absence.

t Resigned in 1951.
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RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

Research Associates Engaged in Post-Retirement Studies

Chester H. Heuser, Embryology Alfred H. Joy, Astronomy

Ralph L. Roys, History

Research Associates Connected with Other Institutions

Ralph W. Chaney (University of California), Paleobotany

Louis B. Flexner (University of Pennsylvania), Embryology

Arthur T. Hertig (Boston Lying-in Hospital), Embryology

E. A. Lowe (The Institute for Advanced Study), Paleography



OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

Vannevar Bush, President

Paul A. Scherer, Executive Officer

Samuel Callaway, President's Secretary

*Ailene J. Bauer, Director of Publications

Dorothy R. Swift, Editor

John A. Fleming, Adviser in International Scientific Relations

Earle B. Biesecker, Bursar

J. Stanley Lingebach, Assistant Bursar

James F. Sullivan, Assistant to the Bursar

Richard F. F. Nichols, Executive Assistant to the Finance Committee

*From May i, 1951. Frederick G. Fassett, Jr., Director to April 30, 1951.



ORGANIZATION, PLAN, AND SCOPE

The Carnegie Institution of Washington was founded by Andrew Carnegie,

January 28, 1902, when he gave to a board of trustees an endowment of registered

bonds of the par value of ten million dollars. To this fund an addition of two

million dollars was made by Mr. Carnegie on December 10, 1907, and a further

addition of ten million dollars was made by him on January 19, 191 1. Further-

more, the income of a reserve fund of about three million dollars, accumulated

in accordance with the founder's specifications in 191 1, is now available for general

use, and in recent years a total of ten million dollars has been paid by the Carnegie

Corporation of New York as increase to the Endowment Fund of the Institution.

The Institution was originally organized under the laws of the District of Columbia

and incorporated as the Carnegie Institution, articles of incorporation having been

executed on January 4, 1902. The Institution was reincorporated, however, by an

act of the Congress of the United States, approved April 28, 1904, under the title

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. (See existing Articles of Incorporation

on following pages.)

Organization under the new Articles of Incorporation was effected May 18, 1904,

and the Institution was placed under the control of a board of twenty-four trustees,

all of whom had been members of the original corporation. The trustees meet

annually in December to consider the affairs of the Institution in general, the progress

of work already undertaken, and the initiation of new projects, and to make
the necessary appropriations for the ensuing year. During the intervals between

the meetings of the trustees the affairs of the Institution are conducted by an

Executive Committee chosen by and from the Board of Trustees and acting through

the President of the Institution as chief executive officer.

The Articles of Incorporation of the Institution declare in general "that the

objects of the corporation shall be to encourage, in the broadest and most liberal

manner, investigation, research, and discovery, and the application of knowledge

to the improvement of mankind."

The Institution is essentially an operating organization. It attempts to advance

fundamental research in fields not normally covered by the activities of other agencies,

and to concentrate its attention upon specific problems, with the idea of shifting

attack from time to time to meet the more pressing needs of research as they develop

with increase of knowledge. Some of these problems require the collaboration of

several investigators, special equipment, and continuous effort. Many close relations

exist among activities of the Institution, and a type of organization representing

investigations in astronomy, in terrestrial sciences, in biological sciences, and in

archaeology has been effected. Conference groups on various subjects have played

a part in bringing new vision and new methods to bear upon many problems.

Constant efforts are made to facilitate interpretation and application of results of

research activities of the Institution.



ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

Public No. 260. An Act to incorporate the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled, That the persons following, being persons who are

now trustees of the Carnegie Institution, namely, Alexander Agassiz, John S. Billings,

John L. Cadwalader, Cleveland H. Dodge, William N. Frew, Lyman J. Gage,

Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry L. Higginson, William Wirt Howe, Charles L.

Hutchinson, Samuel P. Langley, William Lindsay, Seth Low, Wayne MacVeagh,

Darius O. Mills, S. Weir Mitchell, William W. Morrow, Ethan A. Hitchcock,

Elihu Root, John C. Spooner, Andrew D. White, Charles D. Walcott, Carroll D.

Wright, their associates and successors, duly chosen, are hereby incorporated and

declared to be a body corporate by the name of the Carnegie Institution of Wash-

ington and by that name shall be known and have perpetual succession, with the

powers, limitations, and restrictions herein contained.

Sec. 2. That the objects of the corporation shall be to encourage, in the broadest

and most liberal manner, investigation, research, and discovery, and the application

of knowledge to the improvement of mankind; and in particular

—

(a) To conduct, endow, and assist investigation in any department of science,

literature, or art, and to this end to cooperate with governments, universities, colleges,

technical schools, learned societies, and individuals.

(b) To appoint committees of experts to direct special lines of research.

(c) To publish and distribute documents.

(d) To conduct lectures, hold meetings, and acquire and maintain a library.

(e) To purchase such property, real or personal, and construct such building or

buildings as may be necessary to carry on the work of the corporation.

(f) In general, to do and perform all things necessary to promote the objects

of the institution, with full power, however, to the trustees hereinafter appointed

and their successors from time to time to modify the conditions and regulations

under which the work shall be carried on, so as to secure the application of the

funds in the manner best adapted to the conditions of the time, provided that the

objects of the corporation shall at all times be among the foregoing or kindred thereto.

Sec. 3. That the direction and management of the affairs of the corporation and

the control and disposal of its property and funds shall be vested in a board of trustees,

twenty-two in number, to be composed of the following individuals: Alexander

Agassiz, John S. Billings, John L. Cadwalader, Cleveland H. Dodge, William N.

Frew, Lyman J. Gage, Daniel C. Gilman, John Hay, Henry L. Higginson, William

Wirt Howe, Charles L. Hutchinson, Samuel P. Langley, William Lindsay, Seth

Low, Wayne MacVeagh, Darius O. Mills, S. Weir Mitchell, William W. Morrow,

Ethan A. Hitchcoc\, Elihu Root, John C. Spooner, Andrew D. White, Charles D.

Walcott, Carroll D. Wright, who shall constitute the first board of trustees. The

board of trustees shall have power from time to time to increase its membership
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to not more than twenty-seven members. Vacancies occasioned by death, resignation,

or otherwise shall be filled by the remaining trustees in such manner as the by-laws

shall prescribe; and the persons so elected shall thereupon become trustees and

also members of the said corporation. The principal place of business of the said

corporation shall be the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia.

Sec. 4. That such board of trustees shall be entitled to take, hold, and administer

the securities, funds, and property so transferred by said Andrew Carnegie to the

trustees of the Carnegie Institution and such other funds or property as may at any

time be given, devised, or bequeathed to them, or to such corporation, for the purposes

of the trust; and with full power from time to time to adopt a common seal, to

appoint such officers, members of the board of trustees or otherwise, and such

employees as may be deemed necessary in carrying on the business of the corporation,

at such salaries or with such remuneration as they may deem proper; and with

full power to adopt by-laws from time to time and such rules or regulations as

may be necessary to secure the safe and convenient transaction of the business of

the corporation; and with full power and discretion to deal with and expend the

income of the corporation in such manner as in their judgment will best promote

the objects herein set forth and in general to have and use all powers and authority

necessary to promote such objects and carry out the purposes of the donor. The
said trustees shall have further power from time to time to hold as investments

the securities hereinabove referred to so transferred by Andrew Carnegie, and any

property which has been or may be transferred to them or such corporation by

Andrew Carnegie or by any other person, persons, or corporation, and to invest

any sums or amounts from time to time in such securities and in such form and

manner as are permitted to trustees or to charitable or literary corporations for

investment, according to the laws of the States of New York, Pennsylvania, or

Massachusetts, or in such securities as are authorized for investment by the said deed

of trust so executed by Andrew Carnegie, or by any deed of gift or last will and

testament to be hereafter made or executed.

Sec. 5. That the said corporation may take and hold any additional donations,

grants, devises, or bequests which may be made in further support of the purposes

of the said corporation, and may include in the expenses thereof the personal expenses

which the trustees may incur in attending meetings or otherwise in carrying out

the business of the trust, but the services of the trustees as such shall be gratuitous.

Sec. 6. That as soon as may be possible after the passage of this Act a meeting

of the trustees hereinbefore named shall be called by Daniel C. Gilman, John S.

Billings, Charles D. Walcott, S. Weir Mitchell, John Hay, Elihu Root, and Carroll D.

Wright, or any four of them, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia,

by notice served in person or by mail addressed to each trustee at his place of resi-

dence; and the said trustees, or a majority thereof, being assembled, shall organize

and proceed to adopt by-laws, to elect officers and appoint committees, and generally

to organize the said corporation; and said trustees herein named, on behalf of the

corporation hereby incorporated, shall thereupon receive, take over, and enter into

possession, custody, and management of all property, real or personal, of the cor-

poration heretofore known as the Carnegie Institution, incorporated, as hereinbefore
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set forth under "An Act to establish a Code of Law for the District of Columbia,

January fourth, nineteen hundred and two," and to all its rights, contracts, claims,

and property of any kind or nature; and the several officers of such corporation, or

any other person having charge of any of the securities, funds, real or personal,

books, or property thereof, shall, on demand, deliver the same to the said trustees

appointed by this Act or to the persons appointed by them to receive the same;

and the trustees of the existing corporation and the trustees herein named shall

and may take such other steps as shall be necessary to carry out the purposes of

this Act.

Sec. 7. That the rights of the creditors of the said existing corporation known as

the Carnegie Institution shall not in any manner be impaired by the passage of this

Act, or the transfer of the property hereinbefore mentioned, nor shall any liability

or obligation for the payment of any sums due or to become due, or any claim or

demand, in any manner or for any cause existing against the said existing corporation,

be released or impaired; but such corporation hereby incorporated is declared to

succeed to the obligations and liabilities and to be held liable to pay and discharge

all of the debts, liabilities, and contracts of the said corporation so existing to the

same effect as if such new corporation had itself incurred the obligation or liability

to pay such debt or damages, and no such action or proceeding before any court

or tribunal shall be deemed to have abated or been discontinued by reason of the

passage of this Act.

Sec. 8. That Congress may from time to time alter, repeal, or modify this Act

of incorporation, but no contract or individual right made or acquired shall thereby

be divested or impaired.

Sec. 9. That this Act shall take effect immediately.

Approved, April 28, 1904



BY-LAWS OF THE INSTITUTION

Adopted December 13, 1904. Amended December 13, 1910, December 13, 1912, December 10, 1937,

December 15, 1939, December 13, 1940, December 18, 1942, and December 12, 1947

Article I

THE TRUSTEES

1. The Board of Trustees shall consist of twenty-four members, with power to

increase its membership to not more than twenty-seven members. The Trustees shall

hold office continuously and not for a stated term.

2. In case any Trustee shall fail to attend three successive annual meetings of the

Board he shall thereupon cease to be a Trustee.

3. No Trustee shall receive any compensation for his services as such.

4. All vacancies in the Board of Trustees shall be filled by the Trustees by ballot

at an annual meeting, but no person shall be declared elected unless he receives the

votes of two-thirds of the Trustees present.

Article II

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD

i. The officers of the Board shall be a Chairman of the Board, a Vice-Chairman,

and a Secretary, who shall be elected by the Trustees, from the members of the

Board, by ballot to serve for a term of three years. All vacancies shall be filled by the

Board for the unexpired term; provided, however, that the Executive Committee

shall have power to fill a vacancy in the office of Secretary to serve until the next

meeting of the Board of Trustees.

2. The Chairman shall preside at all meetings and shall have the usual powers of a

presiding officer.

3. The Vice-Chairman, in the absence or disability of the Chairman, shall perform

the duties of the Chairman.

4. The Secretary shall issue notices of meetings of the Board, record its transactions,

and conduct that part of the correspondence relating to the Board and to his duties.

Article III

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATION

The President

1. There shall be a President who shall be elected by ballot by, and hold office during

the pleasure of, the Board, who shall be the chief executive officer of the Institution.

The President, subject to the control of the Board and the Executive Committee,

shall have general charge of all matters of administration and supervision of all

arrangements for research and other work undertaken by the Institution or with its

funds. He shall prepare and submit to the Board of Trustees and to the Executive
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Committee plans and suggestions for the work of the Institution, shall conduct its

general correspondence and the correspondence with applicants for grants and with

the special advisers of the Committee, and shall present his recommendations in each

case to the Executive Committee for decision. All proposals and requests for grants

shall be referred to the President for consideration and report. He shall have power

to remove, appoint, and, within the scope of funds made available by the Trustees,

provide for compensation of subordinate employees and to fix the compensation of

such employees within the limits of a maximum rate of compensation to be

established from time to time by the Executive Committee. He shall be ex officio a

member of the Executive Committee.

2. He shall be the legal custodian of the seal and of all property of the Institution

whose custody is not otherwise provided for. He shall sign and execute on behalf

of the corporation all contracts and instruments necessary in authorized administrative

and research matters and affix the corporate seal thereto when necessary, and may
delegate the performance of such acts and other administrative duties in his absence

to the Executive Officer. He may execute all other contracts, deeds, and instruments

on behalf of the corporation and affix the seal thereto when expressly authorized by

the Board of Trustees or Executive Committee. He may, within the limits of his

own authorization, delegate to the Executive Officer authority to act as custodian of

and affix the corporate seal. He shall be responsible for the expenditure and disburse-

ment of all funds of the Institution in accordance with the directions of the Board

and of the Executive Committee, and shall keep accurate accounts of all receipts and

disbursements. Following approval by the Executive Committee he shall transmit

to the Board of Trustees before its annual meeting in December a written report of

the operations and business of the Institution for the preceding fiscal year with his

recommendations for work and appropriations for the succeeding calendar year.

3. He shall attend all meetings of the Board of Trustees.

4. There shall be an officer designated Executive Officer who shall be appointed by

and hold office at the pleasure of the President, subject to the approval of the

Executive Committee. His duties shall be to assist and act for the President as the

latter may duly authorize and direct.

5. The President shall retire from office at the end of the calendar year in which

he becomes sixty-five years of age.

Article IV

MEETINGS

1. The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees shall be held in the City of Wash-

ington, in the District of Columbia, on the first Friday following the second Thursday

of December in each year unless the date and place of meeting are otherwise ordered

by the Executive Committee.

2. Special meetings of the Board may be called by the Executive Committee by

notice served personally upon, or mailed to the usual address of, each Trustee twenty

days prior to the meeting.
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3. Special meetings shall, moreover, be called in the same manner by the Chairman

upon the written request of seven members of the Board.

Article V

COMMITTEES

i. There shall be the following standing Committees, viz. an Executive Committee,

a Finance Committee, an Auditing Committee, and a Nominating Committee.

2. All vacancies occurring in the Executive Committee, the Finance Committee,

the Auditing Committee, and the Nominating Committee shall be filled by the

Trustees at the next regular meeting. In case of vacancy in the Finance Committee,

the Auditing Committee, or the Nominating Committee, upon request of the re-

maining members of such committee, the Executive Committee may fill such vacancy

by appointment until the next meeting of the Board of Trustees.

3. The terms of all officers and of all members of committees, as provided for

herein, shall continue until their successors are elected or appointed.

Executive Committee

4. The Executive Committee shall consist of the Chairman and Secretary of the

Board of Trustees and the President of the Institution ex officio and, in addition,

five trustees to be elected by the Board by ballot for a term of three years, who shall

be eligible for re-election. Any member elected to fill a vacancy shall serve for the

remainder of his predecessor's term.

5. The Executive Committee shall, when the Board is not in session and has not

given specific directions, have general control of the administration of the affairs of

the corporation and general supervision of all arrangements for administration,

research, and other matters undertaken or promoted by the Institution. It shall also

submit to the Board of Trustees a printed or typewritten report of each of its meetings,

and at the annual meeting shall submit to the Board a report for publication.

6. The Executive Committee shall have power to authorize the purchase, sale,

exchange, or transfer of real estate.

Finance Committee

7. The Finance Committee shall consist of five members to be elected by the Board

of Trustees by ballot for a term of three years.

8. The Finance Committee shall have custody of the securities of the corporation

and general charge of its investments and invested funds, and shall care for and

dispose of the same subject to the directions of the Board of Trustees. It shall have

power to authorize the purchase, sale, exchange, or transfer of securities and to

delegate this power. It shall consider and recommend to the Board from time to

time such measures as in its opinion will promote the financial interests of the

Institution, and shall make a report at each meeting of the Board.
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Auditing Committee

9. The Auditing Committee shall consist of three members to be elected by the

Board of Trustees by ballot for a term of three years.

10. Before each annual meeting of the Board of Trustees, the Auditing Com-
mittee shall cause the accounts of the Institution for the preceding fiscal year to be

audited by public accountants. The accountants shall report to the Committee, and

the Committee shall present said report at the ensuing annual meeting of the Board

with such recommendations as the Committee may deem appropriate.

Nominating Comm ittee

11. The Nominating Committee shall consist of the Chairman of the Board of

Trustees ex officio and, in addition, three trustees to be elected by the Board by

ballot for a term of three years, who shall not be eligible for re-election until after

the lapse of one year. Any member elected to fill a vacancy shall serve for the

remainder of his predecessor's term, provided that of the Nominating Committee

first elected after adoption of this By-Law one member shall serve for one year, one

member shall serve for two years, and one member shall serve for three years, the

Committee to determine the respective terms by lot.

12. Sixty days prior to an annual meeting of the Board the Nominating Com-
mittee shall notify the Trustees by mail of the vacancies to be filled in membership

of the Board. Each Trustee may submit nominations for such vacancies. Nomina-

tions so submitted shall be considered by the Nominating Committee, and ten days

prior to the annual meeting the Nominating Committee shall submit to members of

the Board by mail a list of the persons so nominated, with its recommendations for

filling existing vacancies on the Board and its Standing Committees. No other

nominations shall be received by the Board at the annual meeting except with the

unanimous consent of the Trustees present.

Article VI

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

1. No expenditure shall be authorized or made except in pursuance of a previous

appropriation by the Board of Trustees, or as provided in Article V, paragraph 8,

hereof.

2. The fiscal year of the Institution shall commence on the first day of July in

each year.

3. The Executive Committee shall submit to the annual meeting of the Board a

full statement of the finances and work of the Institution for the preceding fiscal

year and a detailed estimate of the expenditures of the succeeding calendar year.

4. The Board of Trustees, at the annual meeting in each year, shall make general

appropriations for the ensuing calendar year; but nothing contained herein shall

prevent the Board of Trustees from making special appropriations at any meeting.

5. The Executive Committee shall have general charge and control of all appropria-

tions made by the Board. Following the annual meeting each year, the Executive
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Committee may make allotment of funds for the period from January i to termi-

nation of the fiscal year on June 30. It may also make allotment for funds for the

period from July 1 to December 31 in advance of July 1. The Committee shall,

however, have full authority for allotment of available funds to meet necessary

expenditures by other methods, if desirable, and for transfer of balances to meet

special needs. It shall make provision for outstanding obligations and for revertment

of unexpended balances at termination of the fiscal year.

6. The securities of the Institution and evidences of property, and funds invested

and to be invested, shall be deposited in such safe depository or in the custody of

such trust company and under such safeguards as the Finance Committee shall

designate, subject to directions of the Board of Trustees. Income of the Institution

available for expenditure shall be deposited in such banks or depositories as may
from time to time be designated by the Executive Committee.

7. Any trust company entrusted with the custody of securities by the Finance

Committee may, by resolution of the Board of Trustees, be made Fiscal Agent of the

Institution, upon an agreed compensation, for the transaction of the business coming

within the authority of the Finance Committee

Article VII

AMENDMENT OF THE BY-LAWS

i. These by-laws may be amended at any annual or special meeting of the Board

of Trustees by a two-thirds vote of the members present, provided written notice of

the proposed amendment shall have been served personally upon, or mailed to the

usual address of, each member of the Board twenty days prior to the meeting.





ABSTRACT OF MINUTES OF THE FIFTY-THIRD MEETING OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees was held in Washington, D. C,
in the Board Room of the Administration Building, on Friday, December 14, 1951.

It was called to order at 10:35 a.m. by the Chairman, Mr. Root.

Upon roll call, the following Trustees responded: James F. Bell, Robert Woods
Bliss, Lindsay Bradford, W. Cameron Forbes, Caryl P. Haskins, Barklie Henry,

Alfred L. Loomis, Keith S. McHugh, Roswell Miller, Henry S. Morgan, Seeley G.

Mudd, William I. Myers, Elihu Root, Jr., Henry R. Shepley, Charles P. Taft, and

Lewis H. Weed. The President of the Institution, Vannevar Bush, was also present.

The minutes of the fifty-second meeting were approved.

Reports of the President, the Executive Committee, the Finance Committee, the

Auditor, the Auditing Committee, and the Nominating Committee, and of the

Directors of Departments and Research Associates of the Institution were presented

and considered.

The sum of $1,752,628 was appropriated for the calendar year 1952 for expend-

iture by the Institution under the general charge and control of the Executive

Committee.

The following officers of the Board were re-elected for a period of three years:

Elihu Root, Jr., Chairman, Lindsay Bradford, Vice-Chairman, and Lewis H. Weed,
Secretary. Robert Woods Bliss and Henry R. Shepley were re-elected members of

the Executive Committee for a period of three years. Alfred L. Loomis, Henry
S. Morgan, and Elihu Root, Jr. were re-elected members of the Finance Committee

for a period of three years. Roswell Miller, Chairman, Homer L. Ferguson, and

James W. Wadsworth were re-elected members of the Auditing Committee for a

period of three years. Henry S. Morgan was elected a member and Chairman of

the Nominating Committee for a period of three years, succeeding James F. Bell.

The meeting adjourned at 12:05 P,M *





REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

For the Year Ended June 30, 195

1

To the Trustees of the Carnegie Institution of Washington:

Gentlemen: In accordance with the provisions of the By-Laws, the Executive

Committee submits this report to the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1951, the Executive Committee held four

meetings, printed reports of which have been mailed to each Trustee and constitute

a part of this report.

The detailed record of the activities of the Institution is presented in the reports

from the Departments, which are contained in the Year Boo\, a review of some of

the highlights being given in the report of the President. The estimate of expenditures

for the calendar year 1952 contained in the report of the President has been considered

and approved by the Executive Committee, and the Committee has also provisionally

approved and recommends to the Board the proposed budget based thereon.

The Board of Trustees, at its meeting of December 15, 1950, appointed the firm of

Haskins & Sells to audit the accounts of the Institution for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1951. The report of the Auditor, including a balance sheet showing assets

and liabilities of the Institution on June 30, 1951, together with supporting statements

and schedules, is submitted as a part of the report of the Executive Committee.

Terms of the following officers of the Board of Trustees will end at the annual

meeting in December: Mr. Root, Chairman of the Board; Mr. Bradford, Vice-

Chairman of the Board; and Mr. Weed, Secretary of the Board. Terms of Messrs.

Bliss and Shepley as members of the Executive Committee, of Messrs. Loomis,

Morgan, and Root as members of the Finance Committee, and of Messrs. Miller,

Chairman, Ferguson, and Wadsworth as members of the Auditing Committee will

end at the annual meeting. The term of Mr. Bell as a member of the Nominating
Committee will also end at the annual meeting.

Elihu Root, Jr., Chairman

Robert Woods Bliss

Vannevar Bush
Caryl P. Haskins

Barklie Henry
Henning W. Prentis, Jr.

Henry R. Shepley

Lewis H. Weed
October 18, 1951





HASKINS & SELLS 500 Equitable Building

Certified Public Accountants Baltimore 2

ACCOUNTANTS' CERTIFICATE

To the Board of Trustees of Carnegie Institution of Washington:

We have examined the balance sheet of Carnegie Institution of Washington as of

June 30, 1951 and the related statements of income and expenditures and current

funds surplus and the summaries of changes in endowment and other special funds

and changes in investment in real estate and equipment for the year then ended

(Exhibits A to E, inclusive) . Our examination was made in accordance with generally

accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting

records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circum-

stances, except that we did not examine the records in support of expenditures made

(approximately $314,000) by five of the seven branch offices of the Institution, but we
have reviewed internal audit reports of the Bursar's office covering examinations of

all branch records during the year.

In our opinion, subject to the exception stated above with respect to the limitation

of the scope of our examination, the accompanying balance sheet and statements of

income and expenditures and current funds surplus and summaries of changes in

endowment and other special funds and changes in investment in real estate and

equipment (Exhibits A to E, inclusive) present fairly the financial position of the

Institution at June 30, 195 1 and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent

with that of the preceding year.

Haskins & Sells

August 31, 19

5

1



Exhibit A Balance Sheet, June 30, 1951

Assets

Current Funds:

Cash in banks and on hand $630,330.31

Advances:

Departmental Research Operations 20,474.73

Other 833.74

Accounts receivable:

U. S. Government 949.84

Other 621.01

Inventory of books 132,384.45

Deferred charges 8,009,93

Due from Endowment and Other Special Funds 397,968.65 $1,191,572.66

Endowment and Other Special Funds:

Cash in banks $109,269.04

Securities (valuation based on market quota-

tions at June 30, 1951, $49,273,504),

per Schedule 1

:

Bonds $22,364,870.59

Preferred stocks 3,981,620.36

Common stocks 16,255,268.90 42,601,759.85 42,711,028.

Plant Funds:

Investment in real estate and equipment, per Exhibit E 4,254,973.28

Total $48,157,574.83

Liabilities

Current Funds:

Accounts payable $823.04

Reserve for valuation of books and accounts receivable 133,005.46

Current Funds Surplus, per Exhibit C 1,057,744.16 $1,191,572.66

Endowment and Other Special Funds:

Due to Current Funds $397,968.65

Principal of funds, per Exhibit D:

Capital funds $39,368,531.83

Special funds 2,944,528.41 42,313,060.24 42,711,028.89

Plant Funds:

Bequests, gifts, and income invested in plant $4,123,811.11

Harriman Fund (see note, Exhibit D) 91,092.17

Harkavy Fund 2,070.00

Hale Fund—Solar Laboratory 38,000.00 4,254,973.28

Total $48,157,574.83



Exhibit B Statement of Income and Expenditures
For the Year Ended June 30, 1951

Income:
Investment income:

Interest and dividends on securities $2,010,312.55
Less amortization of bond premiums 26,877.33 $1,983,435.22

Proceeds from sale of stock dividends 40,829.79

Total $2,024,265.01
Less income allocated to Special Funds (Exhibit D) 369,778.01

Net investment income appropriated for current purposes (Sched-
ule 2) $1,654,487.00

Other income:
Sales of publications $8,507.47
Dormitory and mess hall 11,591.00
Grants

:

American Cancer Society 12,400.00
Carnegie Corporation of New York 62,000.00
U. S. Public Health Service 21,724.21

Miscellaneous 4,629.84

Total $120,852.52
Less amounts transferred to Special Funds (Exhibit D) 3,329.84 117,522.68

Total operating income (exclusive of net gain from sales and redemp-
tions of securities—see Exhibit D) $1,772,009.68

Expenditures:

Administration:
Salaries $102,963.36
Operating expenses 61,270.87
Equipment 4,717.45 $168,951.68

Departmental Research Operations:
Salaries $969,549.57
Operating expenses 278,986.45
Equipment 64,652.36
Dormitory and mess hall:

Salaries 3,895.33
Operating expenses 8,689.73 1,325,773.44

Office of Publications:
Printing and publishing expenses $25,297.72
Office salaries 27,472.70
Stationery, postage, and other office expenses. . . . 4,238.01
Equipment 892.90 57,901.33

Research Projects, Fellowships, Grants, etc.:

Salaries $11,150.58
Grants and miscellaneous 41,790.99
Fellowship program:

Grants and stipends 28,983.47
Salaries 38,173.42 120,098.46

Pension Fund—annuity and insurance 115,866.03

Total expenditures 1,788,590.94

Excess of expenditures over operating income—to Exhibit C $16,581.26

Exhibit C Statement of Current Funds Surplus
For the Year Ended June 30, 1951

Balance, July 1, 1950 $899,058.89
Additions:

Transfers from Special Funds (Exhibit D)

:

Harriman Fund—income $4,849.92
Pension Fund 170,416.61 $175,266.53

Deduction:
Excess of expenditures over operating income (Exhibit B) 16,581.26 158,685.27

Balance, June 30, 1951, per Schedule 2 $1,057,744.16
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Schedule 1 Schedule of Securities

Principal
amount

$1,300,000

250,000

1,650,000

1,700,000

3,550,000

1,000,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

$10,200,000

Ma-
Description turity

United States Government Bonds

U. S. of America Treasury Bills 7-19-51

U. S. of America Treasury Bills 9- 6-51

U. S. of America Treasury Notes l^s 10-15-51

U. S. of America Treasury 2s 1954-52

U. S. of America Treasury 2}^s 1962-59

U. S. of America Treasury 2%s 1980-75

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2 J^s 1953

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2Hs 1954

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2Hs 1954

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2J^s- 1955

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2J^s 1956

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2J^s 1957

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2J^s 1958

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2Hs 1959

U. S. of America Savings Series "G" 2J^s 1960

Total U. S. Government

Approximate
Book market
value value

$1,294,982.00 $1,299,077

249,018.00 249,277

1,647,898.75 1,648,944

1,700,000.00 1,700,000

3,623,123.92* 3,441,281

991,093.75 972,500

50,000.00 48,950

50,000.00 48,800

50,000.00 48,650

100,000.00 97,000

100,000.00 96,400

100,000.00 95,800

100,000.00 95,200

100,000.00 94,700

100,000.00 95,600

$10,256,116.42 $10,032,179

Foreign and International Bank Bonds

$100,000 Australia, Commonwealth of, S. F. 3Ms 1956

50,000 Australia, Commonwealth of, S. F. 3}4s 1957

90,000 Canadian National Ry. Co., 4J^s Guar 1951

100,000 Canadian National Ry. Co., 4J^s Guar 1957

125,000 International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 3s. . 1976

200,000 Shawinigan Water & Power Co., 1st Mtg. & Coll. Tr. S. F. 3s

Series "M" 1971

$665,000 Total Foreign and International Bank

$100,000.00 $91,750

48,750.00 45,500

90,018.29* 90,225

112,000.00 107,500

125,000.00 120,937

207,200.00* 207,200

$682,968.29 $663,112

Public Utility Bonds

$300,000 American Gas & Electric Co., Serial Note 2J^s 1953-55

125,000 Columbia Gas System, Inc., Deb. 3s 1975

237,000 Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co., 1st Mtg. 3Ms 1970

300,000 Consolidated Natural Gas Co., Deb. 2%s 1968

200,000 Minnesota Power & Light Co., 1st Mtg. 3}^s 1975

200,000 Northern Natural Gas Co., Serial Deb. 2%s 1954-55

100,000 Ohio Power Co., 1st Mtg. 3Ms 1968

200,000 Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co., Serial Deb. 2%s 1961-62

100,000 Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co., S. F. Deb. 3Ms 1973

50,000 Philadelphia Electric Co., 1st & Ref. Mtg. 2 %s 1978

207,000 Philadelphia Electric Power Co., 1st Mtg. 2^s 1975

200,000 Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc., 1st Mtg. 3Vs s 1975

45,000 Puget Sound Power & Light Co., 1st Mtg. 4Ms 1972

210,000 Tennessee Gas & Transmission Co., 1st Mtg. Pipe Line 2%s.

.

1966

191,000 Tennessee Gas Transmission Co., 1st Mtg. Pipe Line 3s 1969

265,000 United Gas Corp., 1st Mtg. & Coll. Tr. 2%s 1967

$2,930,000 Total Public Utility

$306,258.19* $295,890

128,281.25 119,375

249,223.88* 239,962

300,740.08* 283,875

203,998.41* 192,000

204,482.60* 197,850

101,500.00 101,875

202,010.59* 190,900

101,595.42* 98,500

49,687.50 49,375

211,204.52* 191,475

204,029.22* 199,000

46,347.97* 42,525

212,362.50* 197,400

196,259.14* 179,540

265,000.00 243,800

$2,982,981.27 $2,823,342

*After deduction for amortization of premiums on bonds purchased subsequent to January 1, 1940.



Schedule 1 Schedule of Securities—Continued

Principal
amount

$150,000

150,000

500,000

200,000

100,000

200,000

300,000

$1,600,000

Approximate
Ma- Book market

Description turity value value

Communication Bonds

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Conv. Deb. 2?£s 1961 $154,246.23* $159,937

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Deb. 2%s 1975 152,193.75* 138,750

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Conv. Deb. 3%s 1963 564,625.00 573,125

Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co., Deb. 3%s 1978 201,540.00* 201,000

New York Telephone Co., Ref. Mtg. 3J^s 1978 101,282.07* 100,250

Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., Deb. 3Ms 1978 204,856.18* 200,500

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., Deb. 3>gs 1983 306,750.00* 298,500

Total Communication $1,685,493.23 $1,672,062

Railroad Bonds

$100,000 Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co., Gen. Mtg. 4J^s.

75,000 Chicago & W. Indiana R. R. Co., Cons. 4s. .

.

100,000 Pennsylvania R. R. Co., Cons. Mtg. 4Ms. . . .

$275,000 Total Railroad

1992

1952

1960

$99,464.29

70,357.66

104,662.50

$274,484.45

$118,000

75,187

108,500

$301,687

Railroad Equipment Trust Bonds

$150,000 Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co., Eq. Tr. 2s Guar 1956-58 $146,340.34 $142,750

300,000 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. Co., Eq. Tr. 2Ms Guar... 1958-63 292,507.12 280,937

100,000 Great Northern Railway Co., Eq. Tr. 2s Guar 1960-61 98,538.91 91,500

150,000 Pennsylvania R. R. Co., Eq. Tr. 2%s Guar 1958-62 146,358.96 141,375

100,000 Southern Pacific Co., Eq. Tr. 2}^s Guar 1956&59 100,239.87* 94,812

150,000 Southern Pacific Co., Eq. Tr. 2Hs Guar 1956-58 146,251.10 143,500

150,000 Southern Railway Co., Eq. Tr. 2>gs Guar 1956-58 145,928.69 142,625

$1,100,000 Total Railroad Equipment Trust $1,076,164.99 $1,037,499

Industrial and Miscellaneous Bonds

$187,000 American Tobacco Co., Deb. 3s

237,000 Bristol Myers Co., Deb. 3s

300,000 C. I. T. Financial Corp., Deb. 2%s
150,000 Dow Chemical Co., Deb. 2.35s

153,000 Food Machinery Corp., S. F. Deb. 2j^s

275,000 Goodrich (B. F.) Company, 1st Mtg. 2%s
272,000 P. Lorillard Co., Deb. 3s

295,000 National Dairy Products Corp., Deb. 2%s
488,000 Phillips Petroleum Co., S. F. Deb. 2Ms
150,000 Quaker Oats Co., Deb. 2^s
300,000 Seagram (Joseph E.) & Sons, Inc., Deb. 2}4s

500,000 Shell Union Oil Corp., Deb. 2J^s ,

500,000 Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., Deb. 23^s

300,000 Swift & Co., Deb. 2%s
500,000 Texas Corporation, Deb. 3s

346,000 Union Oil Company of California, Deb. 2Ms
400,000 Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Deb. 2^s

$5,353,000 Total Industrial and Miscellaneous

$22,123,000 Bonds—Funds Invested

1969 $189,544.55* $185,130

1968 238,006.72* 233,445

1959 302,062.27* 286,500

1961 150,647.73* 147,000

1962 152,308.98 147,645

1965 275,940.81* 261,250

1963 279,098.64* 272,680

1970 298,907.68* 278,775

1964 493,867.69* 480,680

1964 148,922.50 146,250

1966 298,500.00 274,500

1971 504,124.49* 465,000

1976 489,528.75 456,250

1972 301,501.73* 285,000

1965 523,217.37* 510,000

1970 356,478.19* 332,160

1971 404,003.84* 391,000

$5,406,661.94 $5,153,265

$22,364,870.59 $21,683,146

After deduction for amortization of premiums on bonds purchased subsequent to January 1, 1940.



Schedule 1 Schedule of Securities—Continued

Number of
shares

1,000

1,500

2,000

1,500

500

1,500

600

1,900

1,125

600

2,075

1,000

2,000

1,500

1,000

1,000

2,000

1,300

1,500

1,000

1,000

2,000

804

1,300

3,100

34,804

Approximate
Book market

Description value value

Preferred Stocks

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., $4.00 Cum. Pref $112,750.00 $100,000

Appalachian Electric Power Co., 4H% Cum. Pref 159,000.00 155,250

Armstrong Cork Co., $3.75 Cum. Pref. 205,500.00 189,000

Bethlehem Steel Corp., 7% Cum. Pref 183,637.50 217,500

Case (J. I.) Co., 7% Cum. Pref 62,225.00 74,000

Celanese Corp. of America, 4J^% Cum. Conv. Pref. "A" 152,041.50 165,000

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., $4.50 Cum. Pref 68,112.25 64,050

Consolidated Edison Co. of N. Y., Inc., $5.00 Cum. Pref 202,815.50 202,825

Continental Can Co., Inc., $3.75 Cum. Pref 115,312.50 104,343

Corn Products Refining Co., 7% Cum. Pref 110,335.18 102,900

duPont (E. I.) de Nemours & Co., $4.50 Cum. Pref 235,401.89 243,812

El Paso Natural Gas Co., 4.10% Cum. Pref 111,442.21 93,000

General Foods Corp., $3.50 Cum. Pref 201,000.00 188,000

General Motors Corp., $5.00 Cum. Pref 187,937.50 183,750

General Shoe Corporation, $3.50 Cum. Pref 102,250.00 90,000

Grant (W. T.) Co., 3%% Cum. Pref 100,447.91 93,000

Niagara Mohawk Power Corp., 3.60% Cum. Pref 207,990.00 164,500

Ohio Power Co., iY2% Cum. Pref 144,630.02 136,825

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co., 6% Cum. Pref 235,220.75 210,000

Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co., 4% Cum. Pref 104,166.68 95,000

Pillsbury Mills, Inc., $4.00 Cum. Pref 107,722.00 99,250

Reynolds (R. J.) Tobacco Co., 3.60% Cum. Pref 199,683.75 172,500

Sherwin-Williams Co., 4% Cum. Pref 88,614.37 84,621

Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, 3M% Cum. Pref. "A" 139,976.28 126,750

U. S. Steel Corp., 7% Cum. Pref 443,407.57 442,525

Total Preferred Stocks $3,981,620.36 $3,798,401

Common Stocks

6,800 Abbott Laboratories

2,000 Allied Chemical & Dye Corp

1,900 Aluminium Limited

4,400 American Can Company
6,223 American Gas and Electric Company
2,850 American Telephone & Telegraph Co
4,800 Armstrong Cork Company
1,400 Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rwy. Co
3,000 C. I. T. Financial Corporation

3,000 California Packing Corporation

2,000 Chase National Bank of the City of New York
4,000 Chrysler Corporation

5,400 Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
1,500 Coca-Cola Company
2,000 Consolidated Edison Company of N. Y., Inc

2,750 Consumers Power Co
1,000 Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago. .

.

6,373 Continental Insurance Co
16,600 Continental Oil Co. of Delaware

1,000 Corning Glass Works
6,100 Delaware Power & Light Company
10,300 duPont (E. I.) de Nemours & Co
9,000 Eastman Kodak Co
2,500 Fidelity-Phenix Fire Insurance Co. of New York

3,620 Fireman's Fund Insurance Co
12,700 General Electric Co
4,000 General Foods Corporation

(Continued on following page)

$256,

96

162

399

280

413

236

232,

151

179

71

181

227

218

67,

94,

88,

241,

326,

59,

128,

420,

272

171,

128

500

167,

174.29

.175.97

,114.88

,151.97

,046.46

,951.54

,442.69

,758.69

,369.19

,283.35

,361.04

,348.27

,773.54

,979.19

,530.37

,687.50

,175.00

,723.37

,011.27

,631.83

,803.87

,379.60

,756.19

,032.77

,858.78

,754.38

302.84

$350,200

135,500

162,450

483,450

332,930

436,050

259,200

205,800

146,250

178,500

72,500

262,500

245,025

159,375

61,000

90,062

86,500

433,364

815,475

66,500

135,725

947,600

378,000

173,125

178,285

669,925

163,000



Schedule 1 Schedule of Securities— Continued

Number of
shares

7,800

2,100

400

7,200

2,900

2,567

8,700

2,500

4,000

7,940

3,147.9

3,200

4,000

9,000

4,000

7,000

320

8,000

3,000

6,000

8,000

3,000

7,400

2,200

10,000

3,300

3,600

7,000

1,000

10,500

1,200

3,990

9,000

4,200

2,000

4,600

2,600

15,200

500

1,300

5,000

9,000

5,000

9,100

8,000

6,200

8,000

5,000

8,050

4,800

4,950

Description

Common Stocks—Continued

General Motors Corporation

Goodrich (B. F.) Company
Guaranty Trust Co. of N. Y
Gulf Oil Corp

Gulf States Utilities Co
Hartford Fire Insurance Co
Humble Oil & Refining Co
Illinois Power Co
Inland Steel Company
Insurance Company of North America

International Business Machines Corp

International Paper Company
Johns-Manville Corp

Kennecott Copper Corporation

Kimberly-Clark Corporation

Kresge (S. S.) Company
Mellon National Bank and Trust Company
Mercantile Stores Company, Inc

Merck & Co
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co
Monsanto Chemical Co
Montgomery Ward & Co., Inc

National Cash Register Co
National City Bank of New York
Newberry (J. J.) Co
Ohio Edison Co
Owens-Illinois Glass Co
Penney (J. C.) Co
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company
Pfizer (Chas.) & Co., Inc

10,500 rights to subscribe for 1,050 shares of Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., com-

mon stock

Phelps Dodge Corporation

Philip Morris & Co., Ltd., Inc

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co
Procter & Gamble Co
Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc

Scott Paper Co
Seaboard Oil Co. of Delaware

Sears, Roebuck & Co
Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles

Sharp & Dohme, Inc

Sherwin-Williams Co
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc

Southern California Edison Company
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana

Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey

Texas Company
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp
United Fruit Company
United Gas Corp

United States Gypsum Co
United States Plywood Corporation

{Concluded on following page)

Approximate
Book market
value value

$207,915.99 $361,725

78,910.68 110,775

98,003.91 112,600

324,033.47 684,000

61,802.82 59,450

173,120.24 319,591

290,411.57 976,575

97,697.35 86,875

224,137.91 183,000

243,482.20 531,980

213,004.45 629,580

169,563.15 152,800

148,016.12 223,500

459,524.19 612,000

178,079.45 184,000

220,699.69 259,875

67,193.07 100,800

174,200.45 146,000

172,889.46 255,000

138,628.07 312,000

337,473.57 714,000

161,894.89 202,500

257,367.19 365,375

88,087.50 95,150

132,451.57 351,250

105,150.00 104,775

249,918.16 286,200

248,413.74 469,000

106,350.00 111,250

203,577.62 402,937

5,906

71,057.69 73,650

210,697.55 185,036

290,391.23 375,750

177,227.28 265,650

57,045.34 56,500

103,055.95 225,400

229,104.22 218,400

347,030.43 798,000

35,039.88 36,500

50,819.74 62,400

306,487.27 316,250

272,564.13 265,500

175,996.33 163,125

329,962.24 573,300

238,147.88 482,000

163,636.60 285,200

250,787.83 468,000

141,876.60 329,375

127,987.59 154,962

434,899.45 516,000

181,461.54 170,775



Schedule 1 Schedule of Securities—Concluded

Approximate
Number of Book market

shares Description value value

Common Stocks—Concluded

4,000 United States Steel Corporation $188,577.48 $151,000

4,700 Virginia Electric and Power Co 92,038.13 95,762

11,100 Westinghouse Electric Corp 303,447.10 392,662

1,600 Weyerhaeuser Timber Company 69,352.10 92,000

416,080.9 Total Common Stocks $16,255,268.90 $23,791,957

Common and Preferred Stocks—Funds Invested $20,236,889.26 $27,590,358

Aggregate Investments (Bonds and Stocks) $42,601,759.85 $49,273,504

Summary of Security Transactions July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1951

July 1, 1950—Cash awaiting investment $185,906.09

Sales and Redemptions

Bonds
Preferred stocks

Common stocks

Sale of stock rights

Mortgages

Gain Loss

$45,323.87

Book value

$8,726,528.88

$1,872.55 253,358.77

902,912.43 3,077,549.43

7,040.42

396.28

$912,221.68 $45,323.87 $12,057,437.08

Net gain—to Exhibit D 866,897.81 866,897.81 12,924,334.89

$912,221.68 $912,221.68

Income applied to amortization of bond premiums 26,877.33

Proceeds from sale of stock dividends 40,829.79

Surplus cash transferred for investment 350,000.00

Total $13,527,948.10

Purchases

Bonds $10,100,790.14

Preferred stocks 303,271.45

Common stocks 3,014,617.47 13,418,679.06

June 30, 1951—Cash awaiting investment $109,269.04
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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
OF THE

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON
In accordance with custom and the By-

Laws, I again present to the Trustees a

report on the condition of the Institution

and further reflections on the unique posi-

tion which it occupies in scientific research.

We are at an interesting point in the

progress of scientific research in this

country. For a generation men who have

watched the progress of science and its

applications have been visualizing great

benefits to mankind in various ways, pro-

vided only that research could be ade-

quately supported and utilized. These

rosy predictions have usually been con-

ditioned upon the absence of war, an en-

lightened government, an increased intelli-

gence on the part of organized labor, or the

maintenance of some special feature of the

current economic system. But given some

of these things, they have forecast startling

increases in the standard of living and

broad improvement in the public health;

given all of them, they have predicted a

whole new outlook on life based on in-

creased leisure, the abolishment of poverty,

and relief from the more pressing fears.

It now begins to look as though some-

thing of the sort were indeed possible, and

in fact on the way. That the fulfillment of

certain conditions is necessary for sound

progress is still true, and every individual

will frame these conditions differently. All,

or nearly all, will include as a first con-

dition the avoidance of all-out war. The
chances of success in this regard have in

my judgment improved during the past

year or two. Apparently there is to be no

grandiose solution in the form of immedi-

ate world government, and the price of

peace is to be continual vigilance and a

heavy cost in maintaining sufficient de-

fensive power among the free nations. Yet

hopes are rising, and patience, determina-

tion, and collaboration may well avoid

another world war for at least a generation.

Certainly another condition is that we
somehow learn to keep our economic sys-

tem on a reasonably even keel. Perhaps

we have learned to avoid periodic depres-

sions and dislocations; at least we avoided

a postwar slump. But we have not yet

learned how to avoid the alternative of a

creeping inflation, so that perhaps all we
have attained is a longer period between

greater depressions. The hopeful point here

is that we seem to have come at last to

the conclusion that depressions are un-

necessary, and our economic discussions at

least seem to make more sense than they

did in the days both preceding and fol-

lowing the crash of 1929.

Finally, most of us would set as a con-

dition the preservation of that freedom and

initiative which made this country great.

This is no academic matter, and it touches

science very directly. The trend toward

centralization in government, facilitated,

and to a great extent caused, very largely

by the advent of modern scientific tech-

niques, could build a stifling bureaucracy

in this democratic country as readily as in

any other. It has already proceeded far in

that direction. The power of the state to

protect the individual against various ills

is employed in constantly widening areas.

In its best forms it is one of the most hope-

ful trends of the present day. But inevi-

tably it carries regimentation with it and

sets up deterrents to innovations by courage

and genius. There is therefore a distinct

danger that, in the effort to protect the

unfortunate or underprivileged, we may
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quench the spark which has thus far given

us a higher standard of living than any

part of the world has previously enjoyed.

There is danger, too, that a state devoted

to protecting all its citizens from all the

normal hazards of life may become merely

a battleground for highly organized special

interests.

These are far too complex subjects to be

elaborated here. Certainly all of us would

specify conditions which must be met if

we are to continue to prosper, and there

is no assurance that these conditions will

be met.

Yet it must be apparent to all thinking

men that we now have an opportunity,

greater than ever before, to secure the rich

fruits which applied science can certainly

render available, if wisely exploited. The

primary reasons for this are that we have

greatly increased the scope of our research,

and that the results are cumulative. If

research is defined as the deliberate search

for and acquisition of new knowledge, the

history of research goes back many cen-

turies. This history has been often recited,

and need not be repeated here. The cumu-

lative aspect of applied science warrants

more emphasis. Machines make more

machines, but that is by no means the

whole story. It is far easier to make a new

industrial application of electronics when

one can purchase all the parts cheaply and

find them well calibrated and reliable.

New materials make possible new processes

and instruments, and the instruments in

turn render it possible to produce the

materials more efficiently. Today we enter

a new era, when even much of the routine

and repetitive "thinking" involved in tech-

nical advance is relegated to the machine,

freeing the innovator for that sort of think-

ing which transcends even present machine

processes; so that we can rightly say that

when manipulated adroitly, machines de-

sign machines as well as build them. With

this cumulative effect present, it was in-

evitable that there should be a sudden

burst of activity once the groundwork had

been laid.

The surge forward was given an enor-

mous added impetus by the war. This

did not occur by reason of new scientific

knowledge, for (except in the atomic

energy field, and even there to a consider-

able extent) the wartime advances were

very largely made by drawing on the

accumulated stock of fundamental science.

Neither did it occur because developments

of war weapons were later applied to

peacetime ends; there was some of this,

but not much. Rather the surge was ac-

celerated primarily by two causes : the entry

of government into research on a vast

scale, and the conviction registered in the

minds of those in authority everywhere

that research could be made to pay off.

Each of these has its salutary influence, its

dangers, and its abuses.

Entry of government was inevitable. The
scale of research appropriate for the country

today is far beyond that which could be

supported by private funds, and much of

the research needed is not of the nature

which will be conducted by industry in its

own interest. Moreover, there is an intense

continuing need for research and develop-

ment on military devices. On the whole,

government avoided at the outset some of

the obvious pitfalls; much of the govern-

mental support of research has been wisely

conducted. But the dangers of the present

situation are great, and present trends are

far from reassuring.

Probably seven times as many dollars a

year as before the war are now being

channeled into research and development.

Many universities are carrying the bulk of

their research, and the salaries of their

graduate faculties, on government funds.

Numerous government agencies, quite in-

dependently, are furnishing the lifeblood

4
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of our advanced university work in science

and technology by grants and contracts.

There is an inevitable trend toward an

inflation within an inflation, and toward

bureaucratic control of research. Staff

members in universities receive a higher

salary if they engage in government re-

search, controlled from a desk in Washing-

ton, than if they devote themselves to

wholly academic and privately supported

work. There is the definite pitfall of greed,

and scientific eloquence is sometimes pre-

ferred over scientific merit. There is con-

fusion regarding the nature of research as

distinguished from development. In cer-

tain areas the programs of construction are

so elaborate that hardly any talent is left

unoccupied to contemplate the genuine use-

fulness of the completed devices.

Government control, thus far, has not

been onerous. The wisdom shown by the

Office of Naval Research is a striking ex-

ample of good judgment. Its record in

choice of subject matter and in maintain-

ing freedom on the part of the researchers

compares very favorably with the perform-

ance of many university boards of trustees.

But centralized federal control of research

has inherent potentialities that are very

dangerous, and bureaucratic control could

in time become onerous indeed. Depend-

ence on variable and uncertain yearly gov-

ernmental appropriations increases the dan-

gers of control, tends to emphasize the

ephemeral, could blight the whole growth,

and could put our universities into very

serious financial and organizational diffi-

culties.

Another obvious danger is that, with re-

search under government subsidy and con-

trol, there may be an undue emphasis on

the immediate and the applied, and a lack

of support for really fundamental science.

This danger has thus far been avoided to a

remarkable degree. Along with the great

—perhaps too great—subsidization of ap-

plied research has gone a reasonable

amount of support of fundamental effort.

It is not enough, to be sure, but it is far

more than might have been expected in a

democracy through the acts of permanent

government employees and the appropria-

tions of a Congress of highly practical men.

But the danger is still present that, in our

rush for the material fruits of applied re-

search, we may as a nation lose sight of

the deeper significance of increasing man's

understanding and stature. We have not

done too badly on this—as yet.

The history of the recently created Na-

tional Science Foundation illustrates this

well. Congress took seven years to set up

this agency, which was conceived in 1943

but not born until 1950. At first it was

planned to subsidize inventions and bring

very practical matters into early use for

the public benefit. But, before it emerged

from its long labor, it had become an

agency primarily devoted to the further-

ance of fundamental science and the edu-

cation of promising young scientists. There

was a flurry and a throwback at the last

moment, for the Congress momentarily

forgot all about the history of the develop-

ment of atomic energy, and cut off nearly

all its funds on the ground that funda-

mental research could not be expected to

contribute promptly to the national defense.

This slight aberration was partially cor-

rected. If the Foundation is well backed

it can have an exceedingly important in-

fluence on government policy in the sup-

port of research. There is great need for

working out policies which will avoid

undue pressure on university groups, shop-

ping about for contracts, and the like. The

method of contracting can well be im-

proved, and rendered somewhat less haz-

ardous for the universities. The general

adoption of independent review commit-

tees can go far in avoiding excessive sub-

sidy of the mediocre. There has never
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been any really sound job of fitting the

extent of research in the country at large

to the available trained personnel. In all

this the Foundation will undoubtedly work
closely with the Research and Develop-

ment Board of the Department of Defense,

and with the Science Advisory Committee

of the Office of Defense Mobilization. But

there is sorely needed an authoritative body

where over-all policies may be threshed out

for the guidance of the President and the

Congress, and this the Foundation, under

its charter from Congress, may supply.

Industrial research is going ahead ag-

gressively, ferreting out new materials and

combinations of materials from all sorts

of nooks and corners. Much of this is

work that will ultimately return a profit.

To be sure there is always much waste in

research, even in applied research, for that

is its nature. There is undoubtedly a great

proportion of the absurd today, due to

relatively easy availability of funds, to the

elaboration of hunches of those who have

no real basis for them, and most of all to

the fact that many industrialists embark

on research because it is considered the

thing to do without having the ghost of

an idea as to the nature of the new knowl-

edge which they hope that research will

produce. Yet the research volume in in-

dustry generally has been so low in the

past, and the margin produced by success

in many fields remains so high, that re-

search programs generally would have to

be far more open to criticism than they

now are before the over-all result would be

a waste. Moreover, there are industrial

programs, now as always, but more now
than in the past, that compare favorably

with the best that is done in universities or

scientific institutions in breadth of concep-

tion, skill in attack, and wisdom in orien-

tation.

Industrial research has, no doubt, been

artificially stimulated by the heavy burden

of present-day taxation and its some-

what bizarre nature. This characterization

hardly needs supporting argument just

after a committee of Congress has enter-

tained, even momentarily, a tax bill that

would have seized more than some men's

total income. There has been a tendency

to buy research at half price, which has not

been healthy, and a more reasonable tend-

ency to forego immediate profits in favor

of a strong future position. Still industrial

research viewed as a whole has not been

alarmingly inefficient, and it has certainly

aided more than is generally appreciated in

boosting our productivity abruptly when

we sorely needed it, and hence in carrying

the burden of armament without sacrifice

of the standard of living.

There are many signs of the hectic pace

of present research in this country. New
scientific journals are springing up nearly

every day. The volume of publication is so

overwhelming that many a worker must

choose whether he will spend all his time

reading and thus completely abandon his

own creative efforts, or will plunge ahead

without an adequate grasp of current prog-

ress in his field. This has naturally forced

greater specialization, and created new
responsibilities and opportunities for those

who can successfully bridge gaps between

disciplines. The American Chemical So-

ciety draws more than 15,000 men to New
York for meetings. About 2000 papers are

presented at a single gathering of the

American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science. The electronics industry

contests the position of the chemical in-

dustry as the most vigorous element in the

American economy, although even the

word electronics was a World War II

product. Hundreds of men gather from

all over the country to discuss progress in

developing digital computing machines,

although these complex devices which per-

form mathematical manipulations at the
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rate of a hundred thousand times a second

or more were only dreams a few years ago.

A ten-million-dollar piece of physical ap-

paratus goes into action, and no one except

those in the field of atomistics pays much
attention, whereas in the thirties the prog-

ress of a six-million-dollar telescope formed

a topic of discussion for scientists for several

years.

In this turbulent scene it is well to in-

quire searchingly as to the appropriate

orientation of the research program of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington.

When the Institution was founded in

1902 the path was clear before it. At that

time there was little really fundamental

research under way in this country. The
entrance of the Institution was a major

event, and its support of basic research was

probably the greatest single factor in en-

abling such efforts to go forward on a more

satisfying scale. It could hence choose a

few fields in the whole range of science,

and seek to advance these. It could do so

wisely by seeking out individuals of great

promise and extending support to them on

terms which were not restrictive but highly

encouraging. It by no means covered the

whole range of science; for example, it did

not build programs in chemistry or in many
important branches of the physical sciences,

or in the underlying discipline of mathe-

matics, except as these came in as incidents

to other programs. It chose to operate

in terrestrial magnetism, embryology, ge-

netics, paleontology, and various other

limited fields. This was undoubtedly

sound judgment at the time, for an attempt

to embrace all of science, even then, would

have led to scattering of effort. The In-

stitution's programs, its aid to others, and

especially its example gave a notable im-

petus to sound fundamental science in this

country.

Today the funds devoted to research by

the Institution are a drop in a large bucket.

It is true they are a very important drop,

far disproportionate in importance to their

relative amount. The Institution has the

respect of scientists. It has more than this.

It has a cordial regard on the part of

scientists generally, engendered to some

extent no doubt by the fact that its head-

quarters was theirs during the war. It is

producing interesting and valuable re-

sults. Nevertheless it is now, from the

standpoint of the absolute magnitude of

its effort, a minor element in the whole

vast enterprise of American research.

Although, dollarwise, the Institution

occupies a relatively small place in the

whole American research scheme, its place

in that scheme is unique in one important

respect. Its staff is freer, in the best sense,

than that of almost any other scientific

group. Scientific workers in government

are necessarily constrained by the direct

interests of the portion of the public they

serve, and by the necessity of supporting

requests for annual appropriations. Those

in industry need to show a profit, or at

least the prospect of one in the future.

Those on defense projects can never forget

that concrete applied results may be des-

perately needed soon. Even in universi-

ties, and in those departments of universi-

ties that are more or less remote from the

current pressure, there is still some arti-

ficial stimulus and consequent pressure;

the young man may well feel that his

papers will be counted when it comes to

promotion, and those who present the

needs of the organization before the alumni

and donors can at times be insistent. It is

only in certain universities, in the case of

men whose position and reputation render

them immune, and in a few choice spots

in industry, government, and some scien-

tific institutions that we find groups with

the freedom to choose and pursue their

work which is enjoyed by the staff through-

out the Institution. The freedom of choice
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is there. It is a great and constant chal-

lenge. What do we do with it?

There are many guiding principles for

us, many tried and tested. We must re-

main primarily in fundamental research,

with excursions into the applied as a mo-

mentary effort only when we feel that

otherwise something valuable might be lost.

Of course we must select objectives for

which we have the talents and the back-

ground. Of necessity we must leave to

others programs involving millions of dol-

lars in special equipment, for private funds

for such things are hardly available to us,

and we consider that reliance on govern-

ment support for a major portion of our

activities might cramp the freedom which

is our unique asset. We should refrain

from plunging into a field, however at-

tractive, into which there is a rush by

other groups. We should seize upon the

research opportunity, within our range,

which appears to be neglected and of large

potential moment. This range is wide, and

we are not unduly constrained in the

choice of objectives by the restrictions

placed upon us as conditions of our en-

dowment or by the current designations

of our departments. Yet we would not be

merely opportunists in our attitude, search-

ing only for the neglected chance for a

conspicuous contribution. Our objective is

enhanced basic understanding of nature

and of man, and to this we can soberly

dedicate ourselves with patience and forti-

tude, when those qualities are essential to

sound progress.

Research

From the reports of the departmental

directors, fully set forth as usual in this

Year Boo\, a few of the results of im-

portant investigations achieved during the

year are selected for review.

Interest at the Mount Wilson and Palo-

There is a criterion of great importance

as we plan for the future. It revolves about

the word unconventional. We can take

risks, as very few other groups can, and

there are plenty of risks to be taken. We
can take the risk of complete failure, with-

out fear of repercussions of any sort. We
can plow our way down a trail for years,

without interruption, if we can still see the

valuable and rare result at the end of the

path. We can examine into a theory which

is generally frowned upon in powerful

scientific circles, without glancing over our

shoulder, if we have the feeling that it

may after all hold a revolutionary kernel

of truth. We can search for new knowl-

edge which no one will acclaim at the time

of its advent, if we ourselves feel that it is

truly basic to man's understanding of him-

self or his environment, or even that it will

broaden his conception of his place in the

universe. We can do all this with a clear

conscience, for we can leave many fields

to others with the assurance that, unless

they are trivial, they will most certainly

receive attention as this country goes for-

ward in the greatest adventure of enlarg-

ing and utilizing man's knowledge that the

world has ever seen. We hardly know
just where this great surge in activity will

lead us, but it will be interesting, and we
can participate best by doing those things

which are most worth while, which most

closely meet our unique set of circum-

stances and opportunities, and especially

those which present opportunity of a rare

nature because of their very unconven-

tionality.

Activities

mar Observatories has very naturally cen-

tered on the observations now beginning

to come from the 200-inch Hale telescope.

One of the first results to be reported was

the extension of the red-shift measurements

to nebulae beyond the reach of smaller

8
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instruments. Earlier studies with the 100-

inch telescope had established the approxi-

mate linearity between the distance of a

nebula and its apparent velocity of reces-

sion. At the limit of the range of this

instrument a red shift corresponding to a

velocity of 42,000 km/sec had been reached.

Observations made by Humason this year

with the prime focus spectrograph of the

Hale telescope included three nebulae

whose velocities measured more than any

hitherto found, the greatest being 61,000

km/sec or over 20 per cent of the velocity

of light. These new velocities when com-

bined with the results of the more precise

methods of nebular distance measurement

now being developed should lead to a

much more accurate formulation of the

distance-velocity law. It is hoped that a

more accurate formulation of this law, as

the nebular velocities reach a substantial

fraction of the velocity of light, will pro-

vide criteria for deciding between various

proposed explanations of the red shift.

A continuation of the studies of the

general magnetic fields of stars by Babcock

has led to the discovery of the largest

field thus far observed—9000 gauss in HD
133029. This star was found to have a

variable field, which fluctuates from the

above limit down to 5000 gauss. The year's

observations have also brought to light the

first late-type star (HD 4174 of type M2ep)
to show a large magnetic field.

From the large number of observations

thus far made of stars with stellar mag-

netic fields, it appears that the spectrum

variable stars are members of a much
larger group of magnetically variable stars.

Spectrum variability of an observable

amount appears only in stars whose mag-
netic oscillations are of large amplitude

with a regular period of a few days, and

whose magnetic polarity reverses each

period. The problem of spectrum varia-

bility is one of the outstanding ones in

stellar spectroscopy, and these extensive

observations of magnetically variable stars

are already providing important clues for

its solution.

The origin of granite and the mutual

relation of its minerals has long been a

major problem in geology. Granite is one

of the two or three commonest types of

igneous rock making up the earth's crust.

Recent work at the Geophysical Laboratory

has now brought us close to a solution of

this problem.

Granites consist of a mixture of quartz

and various feldspars, together with small

amounts of mica and other minerals. Dur-

ing the past year it has been found possible

to determine the melting point of mixtures

of quartz with two feldspars, albite and

orthoclase. Such studies have been made

possible by the newer techniques involving

on the one hand the use of water vapor

under pressure for speeding up crystalli-

zation, and on the other hand use of im-

proved X-ray methods for identifying

minerals and determining their composi-

tion. Mixtures of quartz and feldspars in

the presence of water yield minimum-
melting mixtures that are substantially of

the composition of granite, and water dis-

solved in the melt lowers the melting tem-

perature very markedly. There is a limit

to this fluxing effect of dissolved water.

However great the pressure, the lowest

melting point obtainable is about 670 °, a

temperature at which albite and orthoclase

do not form as two distinct feldspars, but

enter into solid solution in each other to

form a single homogeneous feldspar. Natu-

ral granites, on the other hand, usually con-

tain albite and orthoclase as two distinct

feldspars, a condition which, in the light

of the 670 ° limitation upon lowering of

melting temperature, makes it necessary to

consider the possibility that the develop-

ment of two feldspars in granite is an
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effect that takes place after complete solidi-

fication. There is thus opened a whole new
field of inquiry upon granites, involving

both field and laboratory studies.

The effect of hydrostatic pressures on

the melting temperatures of minerals has

received further attention. With the new
high-pressure-temperature apparatus, meas-

urements have been made of the melting

point of diopside up to pressures of 5000

atmospheres. The raising of the melting

point was more than io° per 1000 atmos-

pheres. With the aid of this determined

value it is possible to inject a quantitative

factor into considerations of the behavior

of materials at various depths in the earth,

a matter of fundamental importance in

connection with the production of magma
within the earth and its extrusion from the

depths, as exemplified, for example, in the

great basaltic flows that have poured forth

at various periods in geologic history.

Field evidence on certain rock minerals

and ore veins suggests that vapor transport

of minerals must have been a major factor

in their origin. In support of this assump-

tion the Laboratory has some new results

of special interest. Previous measurements

on the solubility of quartz in superheated

steam have been supplemented by more

comprehensive studies involving a variety

of materials such as calcium sulfate, ferric

oxide, magnesium silicate, the two alkali

feldspars, and several sulfides. In each case,

easily measurable solubilities were observed

at a temperature of 500 ° and a pressure of

1000 atmospheres.

For many years students of atmospheric

physics have known that the maximum ion

density of the lower regions of the iono-

sphere depends more or less closely upon

solar zenith angle, and hence upon solar

wave radiation. In the case of the upper-

most region a dependence upon solar zenith

angle has long been suspected, but it has

not been possible to demonstrate this de-

pendence with clarity, using values of the

maximum ion density. For instance, a

substantial noon diminution in ion density

of the upper region at Huancayo and other

stations occurred when the solar zenith

angle was in fact near its maximum. This

complication has now been removed by

J. A. Ratcliffe, of Cambridge University,

and others at the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism, through the development of a

means of approximate estimation of total

ionization of the upper region from the

ionospheric records, replacing the older

values of ion density. When values of total

ionization are used, the noon diminution

is greatly reduced or disappears. More-

over, the total ionization on undisturbed

days for widely separated stations such as

Watheroo (Australia), Huancayo (Peru),

Washington, D. C, and College (Alaska)

was found to vary appropriately with solar

zenith angle. It also appears possible that

remaining minor discrepancies can be ex-

plained in terms of transport of ions of the

upper region caused by winds, tidal mo-

tions, and the effects of electric currents.

For the past three years the biophysics

group, which was established in connec-

tion with the Institution's cyclotron at the

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, has

been using to great advantage a new
method of investigating cellular metabo-

lism. Bacterial cells are grown in a medium
containing two or more compounds which

can be used as food by the cells. The com-

pounds are suitably labeled with radio-

active tracers so that the amount of each

material incorporated by the cells and the

cellular compounds formed from them can

be determined. In this way the cell can

express its preference for one or the other

compound as a raw material in its various

synthetic activities. In general the cell does

not synthesize molecules when they are

10
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available in the medium. This method has

been employed sporadically in other labo-

ratories, but has been developed here as a

major tool and used systematically. It has

already yielded information, otherwise un-

available, on the reaction chains by which

proteins and nucleic acids are synthesized

from simpler compounds. This procedure

shows promise of becoming one of the

main avenues of approach to the further

understanding of the complex processes of

the living cell.

The possibility that the green alga Chlo-

rella might be a source of food for man
and for animals appeared promising in the

light of experiments made a number of

years ago at the Department of Plant Bi-

ology. In order to bridge the gap between

those laboratory findings and the com-

mercial utilization of this new food source,

the Institution arranged with Research

Corporation to extend the investigation by

means of pre-pilot plant studies at Stanford

Research Institute, as was reported two

years ago (Year Book No. 48). Those

studies, although they produced some in-

teresting results, did not go far enough to

settle the question whether this method

might be economically feasible. The In-

stitution has recently decided, therefore,

to carry on this project to the stage where

more definitive answers can be given to

the questions whether Chlorella or other

algae can be used as foodstuffs or for other

purposes; whether they can be grown on

a large scale continuously; and what the

costs of such mass culture will be. In this

program we have also the support of Car-

negie Corporation of New York.

The first step in this enlarged program

has been to arrange for Arthur D. Little,

Inc. to set up and operate a Chlorella pilot

plant. A large plastic tube has been laid

out on the roof of one of their laboratory

buildings in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to

serve as a container in which to expose to

sunlight a suspension of growing Chlorella.

This installation has an area about one

hundred times that used in previous ex-

periments. Its operation is intended to

make possible the solution of engineering

problems involved in the culture of algae

on a scale large enough to produce usable

quantities. It will also furnish a source of

supply of Chlorella for evaluation in a

number of prospective uses.

Experiments relating to the large-scale

culture of algae are also being continued by

the Department of Plant Biology. Several

laboratory-scale models of culture appara-

tus have been operated outdoors to evalu-

ate the practicability of various designs.

The laboratory is devoting its principal

attention to some of the fundamental fea-

tures of growth, which throw interesting

light on the whole photosynthetic process.

One of the most interesting of them is the

effect of intermittent light, and an explora-

tion of the manner in which the saturation

effect at high light intensities occurs.

One of the interesting questions relating

to the photochemical steps of photosyn-

thesis is whether the chloroplast pigments

other than chlorophyll, which have long

been known to participate in photosyn-

thesis by light absorption, can act directly

in the process or whether they must first

transfer their absorbed energy to chloro-

phyll. During the past year it has been

found that the red phycoerythrin of cer-

tain algae can pass on to chlorophyll the

light energy which it absorbs. A blue pig-

ment, phycocyanin, also was found to

receive energy from phycoerythrin. This

finding has raised the question as to the

possible role of phycocyanin as an inter-

mediary in the energy transfer from the

red pigment to chlorophyll, a function for

which it appears to be well adapted, since

its absorption and fluorescence bands are

//
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located in the spectrum between those of

phycoerythrin and of chlorophyll.

The experimental taxonomy group of

the Department of Plant Biology have

made extensive field investigations of the

growth of their grass hybrids. By collabo-

rative arrangements with many experi-

mental stations in this country and in

northern Europe, these new forage grasses

have been raised in many different environ-

ments and the fitness of particular strains

to different climates has thus been deter-

mined. When the results of these out-

door experiments are compared with the

performance of the same strains grown
under different artificial climates in the

precisely controlled greenhouses at the

California Institute of Technology, certain

correlations become evident. Races and spe-

cies requiring warm days and cold nights

for their best performance in the con-

trolled experiments grew best at stations

protected from oceanic influences and were

weak at stations near exposed coasts. The
plants requiring warm nights, on the other

hand, were successful near coasts and at

high latitudes where the summer nights

are mild. The possibilities of using the

results of experiments in controlled green-

houses to evaluate the productivity of spe-

cific grass strains in different natural cli-

mates are being further investigated. It is

clear already that in addition to the infor-

mation on the physiological differences

between strains thus obtained, some ap-

proximation to predictions of their behavior

under various natural conditions may be

made.

Current studies of Tertiary plant fossils

in Japan confirm evidence from North

America that forests in the northern hemi-

sphere have had essentially the same pat-

tern of distribution as those of today dur-

ing the past seventy million years, though

at progressively lower latitudes. Current

ideas based upon shifting poles and wan-

dering continents must meet the test of

this paleobotanical evidence, for Tertiary

forest distribution seems to establish the

stability of the earth's axis of rotation, and

the permanence of continental platforms

and ocean basins, during later geologic

time. Continued observations in the mod-
ern forests of Japan are throwing addi-

tional light on the nature of past environ-

ments in the northern hemisphere, where

many trees now restricted to northeastern

Asia were much more widely distributed

during the past.

At the Department of Genetics Dr. Mc-

Clintock has concluded from her studies

of unstable genes in maize that at any one

gene-locus different alterations can occur,

each initiating a particular kind of phe-

notypic expression of the initial instability.

These alterations govern the time and

place during development at which muta-

tions of the factors at this locus will occur

in somatic cells. With the methods de-

veloped in these studies, Dr. McClintock

will be able to study the mutation process

by concentrating on the nuclear mecha-

nisms that control when, where, and how
particular factors or genie components will

be reactive in different cells and tissues of

an organ.

Further study of the mutagenic action of

manganous chloride has revealed a unique

situation; namely, that the rate of muta-

tions induced by this chemical is affected

by the physiological state of the bacteria,

which can readily be varied by changing

the environmental conditions of treatment.

Results obtained by Dr. Demerec, and also

findings of Dr. R. B. Roberts of the De-

partment of Terrestrial Magnetism, indi-

cate that the mutagenic action of manga-

nous chloride depends on the cell's uptake

of this compound, and suggest that the

72
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genetically effective component of the

chemical is bound to specific sites within

the bacterial cell. Experimental evidence

supports the hypothesis that manganous

chloride affects the metabolic activity of

bacterial cells in such a way as to render

the gene systems less stable than they nor-

mally are.

The approach to an understanding of

the nature of the gene and of gene-directed

reaction systems employed by Drs. Kauf-

mann, McDonald, and Gay involves analy-

sis of the patterns of organization of nu-

clear and cytoplasmic materials. By treat-

ing cells with purified enzymes it has been

possible to determine the pattern of asso-

ciation of nucleic acids and proteins. Treat-

ment with trypsin causes the breakdown

of nucleoproteins so that the degradation

products behave as gels, swelling markedly

in water. It is this swelling, rather than

the dissociation of proteins by breakage of

peptide linkages, as was previously as-

sumed, that causes cellular deformation.

The methods developed in these studies

afford a new experimental approach to

problems of the submicroscopic organiza-

tion of cellular materials. When applied to

cells exposed to X rays, they have revealed

that the ionizing radiations alter the gel-

like potentialities of the nucleoproteins and

markedly reduce the capacity to swell. In

other studies of the action of X rays, it has

been shown that the amount of crystalline

trypsin inactivated varies with the solvent,

the concentration of the enzyme, and the

acidity or alkalinity of the solution. These

detailed studies have illuminated many
aspects of the problem of the action of

ionizing radiations on materials in aqueous

solution.

Recently cytologists have observed, in

bacteria, bodies that look and behave like

the nuclei of the cells of higher organisms.

Working with Escherichia coli, Dr. Witkin

has obtained the first direct genetic evi-

dence that these bodies are actually carriers

of hereditary material and can therefore be

designated as nuclei in the full genetic

sense.

Observations made by Dr. Hershey indi-

cate that genetic doubling is probably a

constant feature of bacteriophage multipli-

cation. Thus it appears likely that phages

pass through a diploid stage during their

life cycle, as is common in higher organ-

isms. In experiments using radioactive

phosphorus and sulfur, Dr. Hershey has

found that the labeled atoms transferred

from parent phage to offspring are not

incorporated in special hereditary parts of

the phage particle. Experimental evidence

reported at the Cold Spring Harbor Sym-

posium in 1946 in papers given by M. Del-

briick, then at Vanderbilt University, and

A. D. Hershey, then at Washington Uni-

versity, indicates that mating takes place

between bacteriophages within an infected

bacterium. Dr. N. Visconti has developed

a special technique to investigate this ques-

tion. By studying the combinations of

parental characteristics displayed by par-

ticles liberated from bacteria after infection

with several different phages, he has ob-

tained evidence about the mating process.

So far, his data indicate that phage par-

ticles, on the average, mate at least four

times, and that each particle has the same

probability of undergoing this number of

matings.

Dr. MacDowell has found that mice

injected with large doses of heated leu-

kemic cells do not develop leukemia,

whereas injections of small doses do trans-

mit this cancerous condition. Apparently

the heat treatment is responsible for some

dilutable substance that holds the develop-

ment of leukemic cells in check. An effort

is now being made to isolate this substance.

The Institution has for some years acted

for the Carnegie Corporation in connec-

13
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tion with the latter's support of the Yerkes

Laboratories of Primate Biology at Orange

Park, Florida. The twenty-second annual

report of the Laboratories records some ex-

ceedingly interesting results obtained by

experiments on chimpanzees, particularly

with regard to the storage of memories.

It is too complex to report in detail but

makes exceedingly interesting reading.

Among the important events of the year

at the Department of Embryology was the

announcement by Dr. Perry W. Gilbert,

Fellow of the Institution on leave from

Cornell University, of his finding of "head

cavities" in eight human embryos of about

27 to 29 days gestation age. These small

cavities, which later disappear as the tissues

about them are transformed into external

muscles of the eyeballs, occur regularly in

embryos of many lower vertebrate animals

but have never been seen in mammals

higher than the marsupials except for one

observation made fifty years ago in Ger-

many on a human embryo. It is very re-

markable that this distinctive feature of

vertebrate embryology appears for a day

or two in the development of the human
embryo, but not in the other mammals that

have been examined with this point in

mind.

Continuing the Department's program

of the study of primates other than man,

Dr. Christine Gilbert, of Johannesburg,

South Africa, has prepared a description of

early embryos of the baboon, the first to

appear in the literature regarding this ani-

mal. The embryos were obtained through

a co-operative arrangement with the Uni-

versity of the Witwatersrand, Johannes-

burg.

The already very extensive collection of

embryos of primates other than man
(rhesus monkey, baboon, chimpanzee, and

platyrrhine monkeys) at the Department

of Embryology was notably augmented by

the acquisition of a large collection of

embryos of lemurs, of the primate-like

shrews of Madagascar, and of six species

of platyrrhine monkeys. This special col-

lection was assembled by Professor Hans
Bluntschli, of Bern, Switzerland, on his

expeditions to Amazonia and Madagascar;

and its addition to the Institution's collec-

tion was made possible by a gift fund re-

ceived from Dr. Albert F. Zahm, of Wash-

ington, D. C.

The research program of Dr. Louis B.

Flexner has yielded the definite informa-

tion that in the development of the brain

there is a sharply defined period during

which the embryonic cells of the brain cor-

tex are converted into definitive nerve cells.

At this time, the investigation shows, a

whole series of significant changes in the

presence of various metabolic chemical sub-

stances and enzyme systems takes place.

In the guinea pig, in which the investiga-

tion has been carried out, the critical time

is at 46 to 47 days of gestation. At this

same time rhythmic electrical changes in

the brain (the so-called "brain waves")

first become detectable, and direct electrical

stimulation of the fetal brain begins to

cause contraction of the muscles of the

body.

Extensive studies in the physiology and

biochemistry of uterine muscle by Dr.

Csapo, with Dr. Corner and other members

of the departmental group, are under way.

It has been shown that when the rabbit's

uterus develops to adult form and size at

the time of puberty, there is a significant

increase in the concentration of the con-

tractile protein system actomyosin, brought

about by the ovarian estrogenic hormone.

A special physiological condition of the

uterus, long known to exist during early

pregnancy under the influence of the cor-

pus luteum hormone, progesterone, has

been analyzed and partially explained. By

a special technical method involving the

14
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combination of physiological and biochemi-

cal observations, the energy requirement

for a single contraction of uterine muscle

has been ascertained and found to be of

the same order of magnitude as in volun-

tary muscle.

On January i, 1951, the Division of His-

torical Research became the Department

of Archaeology. This change in designa-

tion was made to describe more accurately

the area of the group's activity. At the

same time the Department embarked upon

a new program of researches. Its studies

will center about the relatively late pre-

Columbian history of Yucatan. The field is

particularly attractive in that it possesses

a considerable body of native literature,

which provides some insight into the in-

tellectual content of the culture. It is

thought that the combined use of such

documentary material and archaeological

investigations in the field may produce ex-

ceptionally worth-while results in the study

of a native American civilization.

During the past winter there was com-

pleted a base map of the ruins of Mayapan,

an important archaeological site that will

be the scene of intensive investigation by

the Department of Archaeology. This

project was in charge of Morris R. Jones,

who had been made available to the Insti-

tution through the courtesy of the United

States Geological Survey. The map has

notably revised earlier ideas concerning the

character of the ruins. Not only is the

density of remains far greater than was

suspected, but there is every indication that

the great majority of the structures were

simple houses or dwellings, in contrast

with the civic and religious buildings that

characterize all previously known Maya

centers. For the first time in the history

of exploration in the Maya area, there

is at hand a large body of material that

appears to represent the domestic aspects

of the culture and thus to reflect the every-

day life of the people. These conditions

indicate the practicability of carrying on

researches in an area that has been largely

neglected, not for want of interest but for

lack of adequate material.

A surface examination of the ruins of

Mayapan was started last season by Rup-

pert and A. L. Smith. Though this ex-

ploratory work was primarily to outline

problems and procedures for further in-

vestigation, it is worth noting as an in-

stance of the way in which field work may
corroborate documentary evidence and the

latter may elucidate archaeological find-

ings. Bishop Landa's Relacion, the most

important known literary source on ab-

original Yucatan, describes the manner in

which the natives built their houses and

how the dwellings were used. Except for

one or two rather questionable examples,

no remains resembling Landa's descrip-

tion were known to exist, and the accuracy

of his account was therefore doubted. The
results of Ruppert's and Smith's work at

Mayapan have amply justified Landa's de-

scription of house construction and seem

to confirm his account of the appearance,

use, and general functioning of the dwell-

ing; and they have thus made available

much fuller information than could be

gained from the remains alone. This is an

excellent and satisfying example of the

added knowledge that can be derived from

parallel evidence provided by documentary

sources and field investigations.

Staff

It is gratifying to call your attention to Academy of Sciences in March 1951 pre-

certain honors that have been conferred sented an award for scientific achievement

on the Institution's staff. The Washington in 1950 to Dr. Philip H. Abelson, staff
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member of the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism, in recognition of distinguished

service in the fields of chemistry, nuclear

physics, and the physics of living organ-

isms. In October 1950 Dr. Merle A.

Tuve, Director of the Department of Ter-

restrial Magnetism, and Dr. Arthur T.

Hertig, Research Associate (Department

of Embryology), received the Outstanding

Achievement Award of the University of

Minnesota, reserved for former students of

the university who have attained distinc-

tion. Dr. Norman L. Bowen, staff mem-
ber of the Geophysical Laboratory, has

received the degree of Doctor of Science

honoris causa from Yale University, and he

has been made a member of the Accademia

Nazionale dei Lincei in Rome. Dr. George

W. Corner, Director of the Department of

Embryology, received the 1951 annual

Prize Award of the American Gyneco-

logical Society for outstanding research in

problems of the female reproductive sys-

tem. He was also appointed Honorary

Fellow of the American Academy of

Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology. Dr.

Samuel R. M. Reynolds, staff member of

the Department of Embryology, has re-

ceived the degree of Doctor of Science

honoris causa from Swarthmore College

and an Honorary Doctorate from the

Catholic University of Santiago, Chile.

An award to the Department of Plant

Biology was made by the Economic Co-

operation Administration of the United

States Government in recognition of its

active collaboration with foreign plant

scientists in connection with the range-

grass program of the Department. The
award was presented in the form of a

certificate to Dr. Jens Clausen by Mayor

Walter Gaspar of Palo Alto on April 3,

1951. In recognition of his contributions

in the field of plant biology, Dr. Clausen

was elected to membership in the Royal

Academy of Sciences and Letters of Den-

mark. Dr. Berwind P. Kaufmann, staff

member of the Department of Genetics,

was elected Vice President of the Ameri-

can Society of Naturalists for the year 1951.

Dr. Chester H. Heuser, a member of the

research staff of the Department of Em-
bryology for twenty-eight years, retired in

September 1950. As Curator of the Em-
bryological Collection, he has been re-

sponsible, with his great knowledge of

the structure of embryonic tissues, for the

technical preparation and basic study of

the remarkable series of very early human
embryos that have been gathered together

in the Department. He has also contributed

much to knowledge of the early embry-

ology of the pig and the rhesus monkey.

Dr. Heuser is now professor of microscopic

anatomy at the University of Georgia

Medical College, Augusta, Georgia.

On November 1, 1950, Dr. Alfred V.

Kidder retired after guiding the work of

the Division of Historical Research (now

called the Department of Archaeology)

for twenty-two years. As Chairman of the

Division, he developed a broad anthro-

pological program of research in the Maya
area, emphasizing the use of stratigraphic

methods; and he personally contributed

numerous monographs and papers of im-

portance in the field of Middle American

archaeology. In 1947 the first Viking Fund
Prize and Medal was presented to him for

his outstanding work in the field of ar-

chaeology and for his influence in develop-

ing programs of research and stimulating

other investigators in the field of American

archaeology. The day after his retirement

the American Anthropological Association

announced the creation in his honor of the

Alfred Vincent Kidder Award, a medal

to be presented every three years for out-

standing achievement in American archae-

ology, with preference given to work in the

Southwestern and the Mesoamerican fields

—the fields of his greatest interest. Dr.
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Kidder is continuing his research and writ-

ing. Dr. Harry E. D. Pollock, who has

been associated with the Department of

Archaeology since 1931 and its executive

officer since 1947, became Director on Dr.

Kidder's retirement. Dr. Pollock received

his A.B., A.M., and Ph.D. degrees from

Harvard University. His researches in the

archaeology of Yucatan and other Middle

American regions have been concerned

primarily with architecture in its relation

to the development of the Maya Indian

culture, a subject of major activity in the

Department for many years.

Dr. Ralph E. Wilson, staff member of

the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observa-

tories, retired May 1, 1951, after thirty-

three years of service, twenty of which

were spent at the Dudley Observatory,

Albany, New York, where the Institution's

Department of Meridian Astrometry was

located. An authority on the subject of

motions of the stars, Dr. Wilson assisted

in the preparation of the classic "Boss Gen-

eral Catalogue," designed to furnish pre-

cise positions and motions of 33,342 stars

for the epoch 1950. He has recently com-

pleted a catalogue of all radial velocities

measured to date, which will be issued as

an Institution monograph. A total of

15,105 stars are included, and proper mo-

tions are listed for 90 per cent of these.

It is with regret that I inform you of the

deaths of Mr. Walter M. Gilbert, Dr.

Forrest Shreve, and Dr. Vilhelm Bjerknes.

Walter M. Gilbert, retired Executive

Officer of the Institution, died in El Cerrito,

California, on October 10, 1951. The his-

tory of the Institution is so closely asso-

ciated with the services of Walter Gilbert

that one can scarcely separate the organiza-

tion and the individual. He joined the staff

on February 4, 1905, three years after the

Institution was founded. Elected Secre-

tary of the Executive Committee in Janu-

ary 1906, appointed Administrative Secre-

tary January 1, 1921 and Executive Officer

January 1, 1940, he occupied a position of

influence at the administrative heart of

the Institution until his retirement on

March 1, 1947. Mr. Gilbert's contribution

was far greater than his years of service

and the positions that he occupied suggest.

When I joined the Institution I found that

to an extraordinary degree he focused the

loyalty of the staff and preserved its esprit

de corps. The accomplishments of the In-

stitution during the war would have been

far less if it had not been for his efforts,

for he managed its internal affairs with

skill and effectiveness, while with my asso-

ciates I struggled with problems of na-

tional defense. Walter Gilbert was be-

loved by all his colleagues, and the older

members of the research departments espe-

cially will cherish his memory, recalling

his quiet sympathy, understanding, and

efficiency as he resolved for them ever-

recurring problems of ways and means.

My own memory will center about the

cordial welcome he gave me when I came

here and the kindly way in which he

guided me to an understanding of the true

nature of the Institution.

Dr. Forrest Shreve, a member of the In-

stitution's staff in botanical research from

1908 until his retirement in 1945, died in

Tucson, Arizona, on July 10, 1950. Virtu-

ally his entire scientific career was devoted

to the study of the vegetation of the desert

areas of the southwestern United States and

of Mexico. He was a member of the origi-

nal group appointed to the staff of the Des-

ert Laboratory, and there he formulated a

comprehensive program of research on the

role of arid conditions in the evolution of

the flora characteristic of deserts. The re-

sults of his extensive field and experimental

studies have contributed significantly to an

understanding of the origin and history of

the endemic flora of arid regions, the paths

of migration along which various plant

n
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races have entered these regions, and the

extent to which these migrations have been

accompanied by evolutionary development.

Just before his death, Dr. Shreve was able

to complete his manuscript "Vegetation of

the Sonoran Desert," which will shortly be

published by the Institution as part of a

two-volume work, "Vegetation and Flora

of the Sonoran Desert." Volume two, on

flora, by Professor Ira L. Wiggins of Stan-

ford University, is in preparation.

Dr. Vilhelm Bjerknes, Research Asso-

ciate of the Institution from 1906 to 1948,

died in Oslo, Norway, on April 9, 1951, at

the age of eighty-nine. His mathematical

and physical investigations on hydrody-

namics and thermodynamics have revolu-

tionized the method of treating problems

in meteorology and oceanography, and

form a significant contribution to knowl-

edge. Since 1935 Dr. Bjerknes and his

colleagues had been preparing a revision of

a treatise on the application of his unique

theories to practical meteorology and

oceanography. I am happy to report that

this work was completed just before his

death, and the manuscript is now in the

hands of the Institution.

Finances

Income from the Institution's invest-

ments for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1951, amounted to $1,983,435.22, about

$162,000 more than the income for the

preceding fiscal year. The yield at book

value of securities held was 4.71 per cent,

and at market value on June 30, 1951, it

was 3.83 per cent. The book values of

investments held during the year averaged

38.5 per cent of the portfolio in common
stocks, 52.2 per cent in bonds, and 9.3 per

cent in preferred stocks. Of the total in-

vestment income received during the fiscal

year, 67.8 per cent was from common-stock

investments, 24.4 per cent from bonds, and

7.8 per cent from preferred stocks. The
book value of all investments at the end

of the year was $42,601,759, an increase of

about $1,334,300 over the close of the pre-

ceding year; the market value of the port-

folio increased from $46,388,213 at June 30,

1950 to $49,273,504 at June 30, 1951.

During the fiscal year, appropriations

and allotments amounted to $1,869,970,

exclusive of funds received from other

sources for specific purposes. Included in

the allotments approved during the year

was provision for support of several im-

portant research projects not provided for

through the Institution's regular budgetary

operations. Although the funds for these

special projects have not been fully ex-

pended within the year, the allotments

have been extended to cover the initial ob-

ligations for the projects. It is quite pos-

sible that some further support of these

research projects will be required.

In summarization, the Institution's in-

come from investments during the past

year exceeded total appropriations for nor-

mal operations plus allotments for special

projects by about $113,000. This is the net

amount of investment income which was

credited to reserves during the year.

Since the Institution started to invest in

equities in 1936, it has gradually increased

such investments, which now stand at

$16,250,000 book value. The Board of

Trustees of the Institution has authorized

the Finance Committee to invest in com-

mon stocks to a maximum book value of

$19,000,000. The market value of common
stocks in the portfolio on June 30, 1951 was

$23,800,000. In addition, $1,800,000 of our

capital reserve fund is accounted for by

profit realized on the sale of common
stocks. As noted above, common stocks

accounted for 68 per cent of the income of
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the Institution in the past fiscal year. In

the period from 1937 to 1943 there was a

steady and serious decline in the Institu-

tion's income, which forced many retrench-

ments and threatened, if it proceeded much
farther, to do serious damage. In fact,

toward the end of this period the Carnegie

Corporation of New York came to our

support with a gift of $5,000,000, and this

was indeed help in time of need. From

1944 to the present time the income has

increased from $1,290,000 to $1,980,000.

The index of the Department of Labor

indicates that the cost of living has in-

creased by a factor of 1.85 in the period

from 1938 to the present. Undoubtedly the

cost of carrying on research has for various

reasons increased by a greater factor than

this. Nevertheless, because of the equity

holdings primarily, and because of the wise

judgment exercised by the Finance Com-
mittee, it has been possible to budget up to

the present year with the maintenance of

a reasonable salary scale and without undue

strictures upon any of our regular depart^

ments.
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As outlined in the annual report for

1948-1949, most of the work of the Ob-

servatories may be divided into two broad

programs. The first of these, the cosmo-

logical program, is planned to extend our

knowledge of the large-scale structures of

the universe. As a result of investigations

in this field with the 100-inch telescope

carried out by Hubble and his collabo-

rators during the past twenty-five years,

our ideas as to the extent of the universe

have been completely revolutionized.

Prior to these studies all objects for

which even approximate distances, dimen-

sions, and absolute brightness were known

were limited to those located in the Milky

Way system and its immediate neighbor-

hood. The Milky Way is a flat, disklike

structure some 100,000 light years in di-

ameter and containing some billions of

stars. The first quantitative measurements

at a substantially greater distance were

made possible when photographs taken by

Hubble with the 100-inch telescope re-

solved the Andromeda nebula into stars.

From these photographs certain stellar

types were recognized whose characteristics

were known from examples in the Milky

Way. A comparison of the apparent bright-

ness of these stars in the nebula with their

known absolute brightness yielded a dis-

tance of about one million light years for

the nebula. This showed that the Androm-

Edwin P. Hubble

Paul W. Merrill

Ernest C. Watson

eda nebula was an object having about

the same dimensions and total luminosity

as our own Milky Way system.

Similar investigations followed of all the

very few extragalactic nebulae close enough

to be resolved into stars with the 100-inch

telescope. This gave preliminary informa-

tion as to the range in size and absolute

brightness of these nebulae. The distance

of any nebula that was within range of

the 100-inch telescope could then be ob-

tained from a comparison of its apparent

size and brightness with these absolute

values. The range of the 100-inch was

estimated to be 500 million light years for

a nebula of average absolute brightness.

Another part of this same program with

the 100-inch was the study, chiefly by

Humason, of the spectra of the distant

nebulae. All the spectra were found to be

shifted to the red by an amount propor-

tional to the measured distance of the

nebula. This shift is usually interpreted

in terms of an expanding universe.

Unfortunately, however, the power of

the 100-inch telescope was so limited that

only two or three stellar types could be

recognized in Andromeda, and these types

were among those for which absolute

magnitudes were very poorly determined.

Furthermore, the nebulae that could be

resolved with the 100-inch were so few

that no very reliable idea could be formed
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of their distribution in size and absolute

brightness. Consequently, though these

earlier observations provided the first

quantitative measures of the distances and

dimensions of these major structures out

of which the universe is built, large un-

certainties of 25 or even 50 per cent remain

in nearly every step through which the

final results are obtained.

Since the start of regularly scheduled

observations with the 200-inch Hale tele-

scope in November 1949, the direct photo-

graphic program has been largely devoted

to collecting plates for a systematic step-

by-step attack on this cosmological pro-

gram, in an attempt to remove the uncer-

tainties inherent in the earlier work. As

detailed in a later part of the report, many
hundreds of plates have been taken of the

Andromeda and other near-by nebulae.

Preliminary studies of these plates have

already shown that the major part of the

uncertainties involved in the use of the

former stellar types as distance indicators

can be eliminated. Another group of

plates of nebulae beyond the range of

resolution of the 100-inch have shown that

resolution can be attained in a much larger

sample of these objects than was hitherto

available. This will eliminate much of the

uncertainty in the earlier studies arising

from the smallness of the sample.

During the past year spectra of nebulae

beyond the range of the 100-inch equip-

ment have been taken by Humason with

the new prime-focus spectrograph at the

Hale telescope. These have already yielded

displacements corresponding to velocities

of 61,000 km/sec, or over 20 per cent of

the velocity of light.

In order to eliminate present uncer-

tainties in the magnitude comparisons re-

quired by the cosmological program, the

magnitudes of the standard stars in nine

Selected Areas are being redetermined by

Baum, using newly developed photomulti-

plier techniques. This should greatly re-

duce the errors present in the earlier pho-

tographic determinations.

Obviously many years will be required

before all steps in this cosmological pro-

gram can be completed and all the results

combined to form an accurate picture of

the dimensions and distribution in space

of these major features of the universe.

The second of the Observatories' broad

programs is concerned with the chemical

composition and physical conditions of

the atmospheres of individual stars and

gaseous nebulae. The placing of the large

coude spectrograph in partial operation

this year represents a major step in the

preparation of the Hale telescope for an

attack on many parts of this second pro-

gram. A detailed description of this spec-

trograph is given in the section on instru-

mentation. The first spectrograms were

taken in July 1950, and since November

the spectrograph has been in use on every

clear night during the period of moon-

light each month when the telescope was

available for spectroscopic observations. A
total of 114 spectrograms were taken on

107 nights before June 30, 1951. Thirteen

exposures were of three nights' duration;

three, of two nights'.

OBSERVING CONDITIONS

The rainfall for the year 1950—1951, with

a total of 15.70 inches, was the lowest in

47 years of recorded rainfall on Mount
Wilson. The second lowest was 19.15 inches

for the year 1947-1948. The past four sea-

sons have been far below normal, and ex-

cept for 1946-1947 the past seven seasons

have been below average.

Solar observations were made on 329

days between July 1, 1950 and June 30,
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1951. During this period the 60-inch tele-

scope was used on 258 nights and the 100-

inch on 281 nights. The 60-inch was out

of service for 50 nights for repairs or other

causes, and the 100-inch was out of service

for 8 nights.

SOLAR RESEARCH

Solar Photography

Solar observations were made by Hick-

ox, Nicholson, Parker, Richardson, and

Roques. The numbers of photographs of

various kinds were:

Direct photographs 646

Ha spectroheliograms of spot groups,

60-foot focus 867

Ha spectroheliograms, 18-foot focus. . 978
K2 spectroheliograms, 7-foot focus. . . 75,000

K2 spectroheliograms, 18-foot focus. . 948
K prominences, 18-foot focus x j°95

Sunspot Activity

The magnetic classification and study

of sunspots and related phenomena have

been continued by Nicholson and Parker.

Co-operative programs have been carried

out with the United States Naval Observa-

tory, the Observatory of Kodaikanal, the

Meudon Observatory, the Department of

Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie

Institution, and the Central Radio Propa-

gation Laboratory of the National Bureau

of Standards.

During the calendar year 1950, solar

observations were made at Mount Wilson

on 339 days, 2 of which, December 21 and

December 22, were without spots. This

is the first time the sun has been spotless

since August 27, 1945. The total number
of spot groups observed in 1950 was 377,

which was 223 less than in 1949.

The northern hemisphere with 226 spot

groups was more active than the southern

with 151. The years 1949 and 1950 are the

only two since 1943 in which activity in

the northern hemisphere has exceeded that

in the southern. The time of maximum
for the southern hemisphere was in 1947,

and that for the northern hemisphere was

in 1949.

The year 1950 prior to September was

marked by an unusually rapid decrease in

activity. From September 1950 through

March 1951, sunspot activity was about

TABLE 1

Month

January. . .

February .

.

March
April

May
June

July

August. . . .

September

.

October. .

.

November.

December

.

Yearly average.

Daily number

1949

8.7

13.6

14.7

12.1

10.2

9.6

10.0

8.6

10.7

9.6

12.4

10.1

10.9

1950

8.7

6.9

8.7

6.9

8.1

6.2

6.2

7.0

4.7

5.4

4.5

4.1

6.5

1951

4.0

4.5

4.2

5.7

7.0

5.5

constant. In April, May, and June 1951,

the number of sunspots increased signifi-

cantly, being as great in those months as

in June, July, and August of 1950.

The monthly means of the number of

groups observed daily during the past two

and one-half years are given in table 1.

Sunspot Polarities

Magnetic polarities in each spot group

have, so far as possible, been observed at

least once. The classification of groups

observed between July 1, 1950 and June

30, 1951 is indicated in table 2. "Regular"
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groups in the northern hemisphere are

those in which the preceding spot has S

(south-seeking) polarity and the follow-

ing spot N polarity; in the southern hemi-

sphere the polarities are reversed.

TABLE 2

Hemisphere Regular Irregular Unclassified

North 87

81

4

2

75

South 57

Whole sun. .

.

168 6 132

Flares

A summary has been made by Richard-

son of certain characteristics of solar flares

observed at Mount Wilson from 1935 to

1950. These characteristics on a much
reduced time scale are suggestive of the

light-curves of novae. A flare has been

called "fast" if it attains maximum area

within less than 0.4 of its lifetime. A
flare is "slow" if it attains maximum after

0.4 of its lifetime. About 75 per cent of

all flares are fast, but very slow flares

of low intensity do occur. A region has

been called "recurrent" if 5 or more dis-

tinct flares are observed there at one sta-

tion in one transit of the disk, or if 10 or

more have been reported by all co-operat-

ing observatories. Recurrent regions are

most often in or near spot groups of com-

plex magnetic polarity. Occasionally a

flare appears abnormally bright for several

hours or even days with only minor

changes in form and intensity. Such flares

have been called "persistent." An interest-

ing example has been described which

was apparently the cause of exceptionally

intense reception on the 80 Mc/s band.

The name "flash" has been given to weak

flares with a duration of 5 minutes or less.

Flash flares may be more numerous than

has been supposed, and may make a con-

siderable contribution to the solar ultra-

violet radiation. Flares of intensity 3 +
have been called "superflares." About 70

per cent of these are associated with spot

groups of complex magnetic polarity. A
comparison of complex groups and simple

bipolar groups of the same area shows that

the number of flares over the complex

groups is always greater.

The question has been investigated

whether two or more flares occur almost

simultaneously over widely separated spot

groups more often than they would be

expected to occur by chance. The number

of multiple flares observed was found to

be higher than would be calculated from

Poisson's law if they occurred at random.

It is thought that a definite conclusion can-

not be drawn until data are available for

another cycle.

The total emission from the flare of

February 21, 1950 at maximum intensity

in the K line was found by photographic

photometry to be 3.2 Xio26
ergs/sec. The

radiation from the hemisphere of the sun

at 6000 ° K in the same width of neigh-

boring spectrum is 1395 X io
26

ergs/sec.

Prominences

The motions of prominences were studied

by Pettit as in previous years, chiefly by

means of plates taken with the 13-foot

spectroheliograph by members of the so-

lar department. The eruptive prominence

of December 3, 1950, photographed by

Nicholson, showed two linear trajectories

that reached a height of 356,000 km above

the chromosphere. It was of the type that

exhibits both ordinary eruptive and quasi-

eruptive features simultaneously. The

eruptive of January 17, 1951 was followed

by Hickox to an elevation of 1,096,000

km above the chromosphere. This is the

third highest on record.
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The eruptive of August 7, 1950 was

another that showed ordinary eruptive and

quasi-eruptive properties. The high qual-

ity of the plates obtained by Hickox

and the character of the images made

it possible to obtain time-velocity and

time-distance plots directly comparable in

quality. These plots show uniform mo-

tions increasing at intervals like those

found in previous examples, and the

two methods yield essentially the same

velocities.

The Effect of Sunspots on Solar

Radiation

It has been argued that the facular areas

about sunspots to some extent neutralize

the decrease in radiation of the spot area

caused by the spot itself. To test this idea,

a thermocouple was arranged by Pettit on

the 6-inch Clark telescope in Pasadena, so

that with suitable diaphragms the exten-

sive facular areas about sunspots could be

tested against other solar areas at equal

distances from the center of the disk. It

was found possible with the telescope dia-

phragmed to 1 inch to project areas of

54 solar diameter upon the thermocouple.

Measures were made on 12 spot areas,

near the limb and near the center, and

these all show a deficiency in radiation as

compared with spot-free areas.

Sunspots of Long Duration

It has been supposed for many years that

the sunspot group of 1840—1841, lasting

for 18 months, held the record for endur-

ance. A reappraisal of the report of

Schwabe by modern standards for recur-

rent groups and revivals shows that the

longest duration assignable to this group is

121 days. An inspection of all Greenwich

and Mount Wilson reports on sunspot

groups, which cover a period of 77 years,

shows that the longest bona fide duration

of a group is 134 days, a record held by a

group in 1919. The longest bona fide dura-

tion of an individual spot cannot easily be

determined, but one was observed in the

winter of 1946-1947 which can be identi-

fied on successive rotations for a period of

124 days with an uncertainty of not more

than a couple of days.

Abundances of Chemical Elements

An investigation of the solar atmosphere

was completed by Sandage and A. J. Hill,

using the curve-of-growth technique for

Cr 1 lines. A very low excitation tempera-

ture of 3800 ° K was derived from an

analysis of the data. This result is rather

surprising, since the excitation tempera-

tures derived from similar studies of the

elements V 1, Fe 1, and 77 1 are near 5000

°

K. No explanation for the very low Cri

excitation temperature has been found.

A possible clue to an explanation of the

parity effect is suggested by a strong cor-

relation found between the laboratory pres-

sure class of individual spectral lines and

the parity of the lower atomic level pro-

ducing these lines. This correlation sug-

gests that selective pressure broadening

may be the agent responsible for the larger

equivalent width of solar spectral lines

arising from odd lower atomic states.

The abundance ratios of Cr to Mg, Na,

K, and Ca in the solar atmosphere derived

in this investigation agree well with the

same ratios found in meteorites. This

result supplements other evidence in sup-

port of the hypothesis of uniform cosmic

abundances.

Greenstein has studied the abundance of

certain elements in the sun which are sub-

ject to relatively rapid thermonuclear re-

actions. With Richardson he has found

that lithium is less abundant in the sun

than on the earth; the isotope ratio, how-

ever, is probably normal. A deficiency of
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lithium is to be expected, since protons

would destroy lithium atoms in a few

minutes at the temperatures found near

the center of the sun. The presence of

any lithium can be explained only by the

fact that the matter near the surface is

mixed with matter near the center at an

extremely slow rate, with circulation time

measured in hundreds of millions of years.

The suggestion made by the physicists

last year that the proton-proton reaction

is the important source of energy in the

sun led to the prediction that He3 would

be formed. Greenstein searched with com-

pletely negative results for He3
in the sun;

its maximum possible abundance is about

2 per cent of that of He*. This paradox

was resolved by the suggestion by C. C.

Lauritsen and W. A. Fowler that col-

lisions of two He3
nuclei destroy the He 3

.

This proves to be correct, and shows that

the energy produced by the proton-proton

cycle is only one-half of that originally

predicted.

Relations between Solar Phenomena
and Geomagnetic Activity

Nicholson and Dr. Oliver Wulf, of the

U. S. Weather Bureau, have continued

their studies of solar phenomena related

to geomagnetic activity. They have given

special attention to the intensity of geo-

magnetic activity on days just prior to

disturbances. The results indicate that

the days prior to sudden disturbances are

noticeably quieter than normal, as if the

events leading to sudden disturbances be-

gan some days prior to such disturbances.

STELLAR SPECTROSCOPY

Radial Velocities The stars in the catalogue are distributed

. among the various spectral types as follows

:

All the Mount Wilson observational

programs of stellar radial velocities have ^e

been completed, and a final list of the '
x
^'

spectral types and radial velocities of 360 p
stars is ready for publication by R. E. q _

Wilson and A. H. Joy. K 24.2

Manuscript of the "General catalogue M 13.9

of stellar radial velocities" has been com- N, R, S 2.0

pleted by R. E. Wilson and is under- Miscellaneous 1.6

going final checking. It contains the po- About half the stars, types A5 to M,
sitions, magnitudes, spectral types, and have been classed in five luminosity groups,

definitive radial velocities of all stars distributed as follows:

whose velocities have been determined at Group Per cent

any observatory. A total of 15,105 stars Supergiants 6.7.

are included, and proper motions are listed Giants 47.2

for 90 per cent of these. Interstellar- and Subgiants 4.0

emission-line velocities are given for all Dwarfs 41.4

stars in which these types of line are found, Subdwarts 1.1

and copious notes will enable the user to With the emphasis in astronomy chang-

refer to the original observations. ing from stellar motions and the dynamics
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of stellar systems to the study of stellar

atmospheres, most of the radial-velocity

programs that have occupied so large a

fraction of the observing time of many
observatories are rapidly being brought

to a close. This catalogue appears there-

fore at the close of an epoch in this field,

and should remain a useful compilation

for a long period to come.

A discussion of the motions and abso-

lute magnitudes of the stars in the Taurus

cluster has been completed by R. E. Wil-

son. It is based on earlier velocity meas-

urements and the photoelectric magnitudes

recently published by Dr. Olin Eggen.

Variable Stars

The studies of the velocity-curves of the

Algol variable AR Lacertae and of the

cepheid variables TU Cassiopeiae, DT
Cygni, U Vulpeculae, and FF Aquilae

have been completed by Sanford. Further

studies of the velocity variations of the

long-period cepheids T Monocerotis and

SV Vulpeculae confirm the differences in

the velocity-curves for lines of various

elements, especially near the phase of light

maximum. The curve for hydrogen differs

greatly from that for neutral metals, and the

curves for certain strong lines of ionized

metals are intermediate. These differences

in velocity-curves appear to resemble simi-

lar differences found by Petrie and Jacob-

sen, among others, for other cepheid

variables.

Investigations of W Virginis are being

carried out by Abt and Sanford, using

plates obtained in earlier years by Sanford

and eleven additional plates obtained by

Abt during the current year. Abt is in-

vestigating the physical and chemical con-

ditions in the atmosphere of the star, while

Sanford is studying the variations in radial

velocity. Further evidence of line du-

plicity near the phase of light maximum
is given by the latest plates. The evidence

from all the coude spectrograms is that the

phase interval for which the hydrogen

lines are bright extends 7 days beyond the

phase of light maximum.

Variations of line strengths and shapes

with phase have been studied by Adams
on a series of high-dispersion spectrograms

of a Orionis.

An investigation by Joy of the spectro-

scopic behavior of 38 RV Tauri and semi-

regular variable stars of intermediate

period, 39 to 192 days, having spectral types

earlier than M indicates that these stars

have considerable diversity in physical

characteristics. In general, they are of high

luminosity, and the spectral changes are

similar to those of the cepheids, but the

irregularities at certain times are very

confusing. If these stars are separated into

two groups having velocities less than and

greater than 70 km/sec, 24 stars fall in

group 1 and 14 in group 2. This grouping

probably corresponds to Baade's popula-

tions I and II. Group 1 resembles the

cepheids in high luminosity, concentration

toward the galactic equator, galactic rota-

tion effect, and small peculiar motions.

Group 2 has a mean radial velocity of 154

km/sec, and the stars are widely scattered

in galactic latitude; the mean spectral type

is somewhat earlier than that of group 1.

More than half the stars of both groups

show titanium oxide bands at minimum
and emission lines of hydrogen at the time

of increasing light.

A standard nova search program was

conducted during the summer of 1950 by

Zwicky, Dr. E. Herzog, and Mr. John

Whittlesey with the help of the 18-inch

schmidt telescope equipped with the full-

size objective prism. Sixteen promising

Milky Way fields were covered in groups
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of twelve every night or at least every

second night during twenty-one nights a

month, engaging three observers seven

nights each. The search netted three novae

in a small area in Scorpio. Although the

small-scale spectra show no unusual fea-

tures, some features of the light-curves

differ materially from anything observed

previously.

Stars with Emission Lines

During the year Merrill and Miss Bur-

well published a final list of 519 stars

whose spectra have a bright Ha line, and

Miller and Merrill published brief de-

scriptions of the spectra of 80 of these

objects. These two articles bring to a close

the Mount Wilson survey for the discovery

of stellar spectra with a bright Ha line.

A bright Ha line was discovered, at

Mount Wilson in 1927, in the spectrum

of HD 190073, a peculiar A-type star of

the eighth magnitude. Two most unusual

features—bright sodium lines and greatly

displaced dark lines of calcium—were

found in the next few years. Since that

time valuable data have been obtained by

several observers. A study by Merrill of

eight high-dispersion spectrograms ob-

tained at Mount Wilson during the years

1943 to 1950 has yielded more detailed

information than was previously available.

The chief interest centers in the intense,

strongly displaced H and K lines of ion-

ized calcium. These lines reveal an intri-

cate structure, with five to eight com-

ponents, some of which change in intensity

and sharpness from year to year. In spite

of minor changes in the pattern, com-

ponents with the following displacements

(in kilometers per second) are rather per-

sistent: o, —147, —181, (
— 200), ( — 296),

— 323, —358, (
— 396). Three pairs of

displacements are in the ratio of two to

one. A formal explanation might lie in

some atomic phenomenon (such as very

loose binding of calcium ions with other

particles) which displaces by small amounts

the
2S or

2P levels of Ca 11, but no plausible

hypothesis of this kind has been suggested.

Consequently the effort must be to con-

ceive physical circumstances that would

produce in large numbers of calcium ions a

set of discrete velocities outward from the

star's surface.

The complex spectrum of BD +n°4673
has been extensively studied in previous

years with low dispersion. Two articles

published during the year by Merrill, based

chiefly on spectrograms with a dispersion

of 10 A/mm, have supplied many addi-

tional data. A table lists 450 lines, mostly

in emission, measured in the spectrum at

various times. Lines from various ele-

ments exhibit remarkable differences in

behavior. Bright lines of neutral and

ionized metals are narrow; other lines are

wide and diffuse. Velocity-curves derived

from various groups of lines have a com-

mon period of 800 days but exhibit dif-

ferences in phase, amplitude, and mean

velocity. The persistent 800-day cycle prob-

ably corresponds to some kind of oscilla-

tion in an extended atmosphere. Super-

posed on the 800-day fluctuations in the

positions and intensities of the lines are

certain progressive changes. Since 1915,

velocities outward from the photosphere

as indicated by the positions of absorption

lines have been increasing until in 1950

they exceeded 200 km/sec. Since 1922 the

spectrum has gradually been developing

features characteristic of symbiotic stars.

In recent years the Hei line A3888 has

shown from two to eight narrow absorp-

tion components having displacements

from —56 to —428 km/sec. These com-

ponents vary rapidly and irregularly in

position and intensity; their behavior does

not seem to be related to the 800-day cycle.
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The spectrum of the remarkable "iron

star" XX Ophiuchi has been described by

Merrill on the basis of six high-dispersion

spectrograms taken in 1949 and 1950. The

total number of emission lines from H31,

A3661, to Ha, A6563, is 577, possibly the

greatest yet measured in any stellar

spectrum. In 1949 the H and K lines of

calcium had well defined, greatly dis-

placed absorption components somewhat

like those in the spectrum of HD 190073.

In XX Ophiuchi these lines are subject to

large variations.

The peculiar star u Sagittarii has been

followed by Greenstein for variations in

the structure of the hydrogen lines. The
star suffered a P Cygni type outburst

some years ago, and displaced absorption

components exist at Ha, H$, and Hy.
These components vary greatly in intensity

and in number. On one occasion displace-

ments up to —500 km/sec were observed.

In the spring of 1951 these components

seemed to be considerably weakened, and

the maximum displacement of —270 km/
sec is the persistent one.

A systematic study of Wolf-Rayet stars

in the yellow and red, primarily to investi-

gate shifts of bands in wave length such

as have been found for the line at A4686,

has been started by O. C. Wilson with the

assistance of Abt. Abt is also making a

study of the Wolf-Rayet binary HD 193576

to determine displacements and equivalent

widths of emission bands.

O. C. Wilson and Abt have completed

a determination of the spectroscopic orbit

of BD + 40
° 4220. The emission-line com-

ponent should probably be classified as Of,

and the absorption component appears to

be about O9. The period is 6.6 days, and

the values of msm3
i are 1.16 and 6.18

times that of the sun for the Of and O9
components respectively. The mass ratio,

moa/mot, of 5.3 is rather larger than

corresponding values for binaries contain-

ing typical Wolf-Rayet stars, which range

from 2.5 to 4.8. From this fact one would

be tempted to conclude that the Of stars

have somewhat smaller masses than do the

typical W's. This conclusion is not per-

mitted, however, because the absorption

component of the system appears to be a

supergiant of type about O9, and such

stars are known to occur within a con-

siderable range of masses. The gamma
velocity of the Of star (from A4686 He 11)

is shifted to the red by about 70 km/sec

with respect to that of the O9 star. This

behavior is typical of W stars in general,

but whether the cause is the same in this

Of star as in the W's we cannot at present

be sure.

The spectrum of RS Ophiuchi, magni-

tude 1 1.4, was photographed from A3700

to A6860, in May 1951, by Bowen with the

200-inch telescope, and discussed by Mer-

rill. Numerous bright and dark lines of

H, He 1, and various metals are well

marked. The coronal lines are no longer

present, the only forbidden lines recognized

being those of [Fe 11] and [O 1].

Merrill has in progress spectroscopic

studies of a number of long-period variable

stars and of several shell stars including

Pleione, whose shell episode appears to be

nearly at an end.

Abundances of Chemical Elements and

Physical Conditions in Stellar

Atmospheres

Greenstein has continued the high-dis-

persion investigation of the G stars. The
observational material has been completed

on eight stars ranging from subdwarfs to

bright giants, and it is hoped that a pre-

cise determination of the relative abun-

dance of the elements in giants and dwarfs

can be made. In particular, the problem

of the subdwarfs and high-velocity stars

should be clarified. The reduction of the
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microphotometer tracings is approximately

two-thirds completed. About four hun-

dred lines will be measured in each star.

Because of the great interest in the

spectroscopic differences between low- and

high-velocity stars, an observational pro-

gram has been completed by Greenstein

for the study of these differences in the F
and early G stars. Spectrograms of about

twenty stars of various luminosity classi-

fications have been obtained with a dis-

persion of 4.5 A/mm. A preliminary

examination indicates that there are no

striking differences in the behavior of

different elements. Almost all lines are

weakened in the high-velocity stars. The
exceptions are molecular lines, which are

not consistent in their behavior. It is in-

teresting to note that in this large group

of stars not one genuinely peculiar spec-

trum has been found; this lack is to be

contrasted with the great frequency of

peculiar stars among the A types. A pre-

liminary explanation of the weakening of

both the hydrogen and the metallic lines

may be that helium is approximately twice

as abundant in high-velocity stars as in

the normal type I objects.

An observational program has been

initiated for the study of the underlumi-

nous stars of spectral types A, F, and G.

Since these are fainter, a dispersion of

10 A/mm must be employed. These spectra

show that the subdwarfs have much
weaker lines than the normal stars and

that the molecular spectra are consider-

ably suppressed. With only one excep-

tion, all these stars show very sharp lines,

as if fast rotation were relatively un-

common.

A study of the chemical abundances and

physical parameters of the atmospheres of

cool carbon stars is being made by Bus-

combe using curve-of-growth techniques.

Although it has not been possible to re-

solve enough faint lines to establish the

Doppler portion of the curve of growth,

significant comparisons of atomic line in-

tensities in three R-type stars have been

made. At first these measurements were

confined to regions in the violet which

are relatively free of molecular band ab-

sorption. Owing to uncertainties of blend-

ing and of the height of the continuum,

the lines in the violet CH, green C2 , and

red CN bands have not yet yielded meas-

ures of total absorption bearing a satis-

factory relation to theoretical or labora-

tory intensities. Further study of this

problem is under way in the hope that

significant information may also be gained

from the N-type spectra. Spectrograms

of lower dispersion are being analyzed as

an aid in sketching with greater confidence

the continuous background for the line

profiles.

Photometric measurements in the spectra

of R Leonis (M8e) and of R Andromedae

(Se) were made by Buscombe and Merrill

on two pairs of coude spectrograms, one

pair taken near maximum light, the other

about two months after. Absorption lines

in the S star appeared generally stronger

as the star's total light faded, suggesting a

reduction of the continuous opacity in the

ultraviolet. Although actual relative abun-

dances are very uncertain, the line intensi-

ties indicate that, as compared with metals

adjacent to Fe in the periodic table, there

are more of the heavier elements such as

Zr in R Andromedae than in R Leonis.

Using high-dispersion spectrograms ob-

tained with the coude spectrograph,

Deutsch has started an investigation of

the chemical abundances and physical con-

ditions in the atmospheres of selected

peculiar A stars and spectrum variables.

Additional plates of both high and low

dispersion have been taken for an inter-

comparison of the spectra of late B and A
stars in several open clusters. It is hoped

that a study of these spectra will bring to
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light systematic differences in chemical

composition and in the occurrence of

rapidly rotating stars and of metallic line

stars.

Stellar Magnetic Fields

The investigation of stellar magnetic

fields has been continued by Babcock. The
strongest stellar magnetic field yet ob-

served is that of HD 133029 (Aop), which

varies between the approximate limits of

+ 9 and +5 kilogauss, according to meas-

ures of 25 plates by Miss Burd. The fluc-

tuations are fairly rapid, but no definite

period has been found, nor have any

marked changes in line intensities been

noticed. The peculiar star HD 1 88041

(Fop), which has a rich spectrum with

exceedingly sharp lines, has been under

observation since 1947. The polar field

varies between the limits + 1400 and +4800
gauss; there is a period of about 220 days,

but the amplitude is not uniform. This is

the longest period yet found for a mag-

netic variable. No variability of any kind

other than magnetic is known in this star.

Superior spectrograms, made with the

double polarizing analyzer on plates of

high contrast, have been obtained of a
2

Canum Venaticorum. Measures by Miss

Burd confirm the reversing magnetic field

previously reported for this well known
spectrum variable. The polar field varies

regularly in the period of 5.5 days between

the approximate limits —4 and +4 kilo-

gauss. The magnetic curve is not a simple

harmonic one, and the "cross-over effect"

is quite pronounced.

It is becoming apparent that the out-

standing spectrum variables of type A,

such as a
2 Canum Venaticorum and HD

125248, are members of a larger group of

magnetically variable stars. The spectrum

variability results if the magnetic oscilla-

tions are of large amplitude, if there is a

regular period of the order of a few days,

and if the magnetic polarity is reversed

for a part of each period. The larger group

of magnetically variable stars includes

many, probably a majority, which have

small or undetectable spectrum variations

because the amplitudes are small or be-

cause the magnetic variations are of long

period (as in HD 1 88041) or are irregular.

Since the characteristic polarization in the

lines, due to the Zeeman effect, can be

detected only if a star has a general or

coherent dipole field, it is not unlikely

that a great many other stars have strong

magnetic fields irregularly disposed over

the surface in such a way that no polariza-

tion is observable in integrated light.

The sole example of a general magnetic

field to be detected in a late-type star is

that of HD 4174 (M2ep). The field

fluctuates and reverses, apparently in an

irregular way, and there are variations in

the intensities of the bright hydrogen lines.

For HD 125248, the fairly extensive data

on the regular variations in the magnetic

field, in radial velocity, and in line intensity

for various elements have led to the pro-

posal of a model to represent this star.

This model is essentially Schwarzschild's

magnetohydrodynamic oscillator as modi-

fied by Cowling. To this is now added a

deep, stratified, and somewhat opaque

atmosphere, in which the rare earths are at

a low level and chromium is high, with

the other elements more or less uniformly

distributed. Under the influence of gravity,

this extensive atmosphere, dragging with

it the magnetic lines of force, is supposed

to flow back and forth between high and

low latitudes, symmetrically in the two

hemispheres, as the star oscillates. This

model accounts, at least in a rough way,

for all the rather complex observational

data, including the cross-over effect and

the changes in light.
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NEBULAR RESEARCH WITH THE LARGE REFLECTORS

At the prime focus of the 200-inch tele-

scope, 527 direct photographs and 49
spectra of nebulae were obtained in addi-

tion to a substantial number of measures

with a photoelectric cell. Observing con-

ditions varied widely through the year.

During the summer and autumn some

375 direct exposures were taken, most of

them under good conditions. The winter

and spring, however, produced 152 plates,

only a few of which could be rated "fair"

or better. This record of "dark of the

moon" observing applies to Mount Wilson

as well as to Palomar and is probably the

worst experienced since the start of ob-

serving on Mount Wilson.

Under these various conditions, the 200-

inch fully met original performance speci-

fications. Major programs of research,

developed through the long years of con-

struction, are now in full operation, re-

stricted only by vagaries of the weather.

Emphasis this year was placed on the initial

phases of the cosmological program. Other

projects, of quite limited extent, are used

incidentally, to fill gaps introduced by the

seasonal distribution of objects included

in the main program.

GALACTIC NEBULAE

Expanding Shells around Novae

Baade continued his study of expanding

shells around former novae, initiated about

ten years ago, by photographing five of

the novae (T Aurigae 1891, Persei 1901,

Cygni 1920, Herculis 1934, and Lacertae

1936) with the 200-inch. The most notable

feature in this new material was the

brightening during 1950 of the condensa-

tion at the south-following end of the

major axis of Nova Herculis. The spot

now exhibits a stellar appearance in con-

trast with the diffuse character previously

recorded.

Planetary Nebulae

Minkowski carried on his study of the

structure of planetary nebulae, assembling

direct photographs and spectra with the

100-inch, and monochromatic photographs

with the 200-inch. He also continued his

examination, with the 100-inch, of a few

remaining emission objects found on ob-

jective-prism exposures with the 18-inch

schmidt. Three new planetaries were

found.

Dr. L. H. Aller, of the University of

Michigan, and O. C. Wilson have com-

pleted a study of the structure of IC 418

based on slitless spectrograms taken with

the 100-inch coude spectrograph with the

image rotator. This object is a rather

small, low-excitation planetary which has

the advantage of being free of disturbing

fine structure details. An attempt was

made to measure the emission per unit

volume as a function of distance from the

nucleus for a number of lines, and to

deduce the density functions for H, He,

N 11, O 11, O in, Ne in, and S ii. These

preliminary results are of value in showing

the difficulties inherent in such structure

analysis.

A total of 34 spectrograms of planetary

nebulae have been taken with the coude

spectrograph of the Hale telescope by

O. C. Wilson and Bowen. Most of these

were with a dispersion of 9 A/mm, and

many of the exposures were two or three

nights in length. These plates were taken

partly in continuation of Wilson's earlier

studies of the internal motions of plane-

taries and partly to obtain more precise

wave lengths for the forbidden lines.

In collaboration with Dr. Thornton

Page, of the University of Chicago, Green-

stein has made several theoretical investiga-

tions of the structure of planetary nebulae

considered as ionized spheres of gas em-
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bedded in a larger invisible cloud. The
apparent boundary is the region where

the ionizing radiation of the central star

is exhausted. The predicted and observed

sizes agree well with this hypothesis. It

was found that the negative hydrogen ion

is quite abundant in the ionized regions.

In a theoretical investigation with Dr.

Lyman Spitzer, of Princeton University,

Greenstein found that metastable hydro-

gen atoms in nebulae can emit a blue

continuous spectrum by a peculiar transi-

tion never observed in the laboratory. In

this process the excitation energy of the

atoms appears as two quanta simulta-

neously emitted.

Distance of the Nucleus of the

Galactic System

With the setting up of definitive magni-

tude sequences in the field of the globular

cluster NGC 6522 (gal. long.= 328? 2,

lat.= — 4?3 in the Sagittarius cloud),

Baade has completed his study of the

nucleus of the galactic system. With pho-

tographic absorption of 2.75 mag. as indi-

cated by the color excess of the cluster,

which is actually embedded in the nuclear

region, the distance of the nucleus is 8200

parsecs. The result has been derived from

the density distribution of the numerous

cluster-type variables in the field, and rests

on the current value, M= 0, for those vari-

ables. The new data suggest that there

are about 100,000 cluster-type variables

within 3000 parsecs of the nucleus of the

galactic system.

EXTRAGALACTIC NEBULAE

COSMOLOGICAL PROGRAM

Priorities in the cosmological program

were assigned to the revision of the dis-

tance scale and to the law of red shifts.

The attack on the distance scale includes

three projects, namely: (1) the setting up

of faint magnitude sequences and colors;

(2) the redetermination of the distance of

M 31 using globular clusters in the galactic

system as an intermediate step; and (3)

the redetermination of the distances of

the Virgo cluster and the Ursa Major

cloud (and other near-by groups of nebu-

lae) with the use of stellar distance indi-

cators calibrated in M 31. The last project

will permit the calibration of the nebulae

themselves as distance indicators, and thus

establish the law of red shifts as a criterion

of individual distances.

Photometric Standards in Selected

Areas

Baum completed the development of a

photoelectric cell apparatus and initiated

work on the first project. The program

consists in establishing blue and yellow

(photographic and photovisual) magnitude

sequences on the international scale, in

nine Selected Areas: nos. 51, 54, 57, and

61 at +30 declination; nos. 68, 71, and

89 at +15 dec; and nos. 94 and 107

at o° dec. Priorities are assigned to SA 68

and 57, at right ascension o
h and 13

11

, be-

cause most of the cosmological data in-

volving magnitudes now available or ex-

pected in the near future will be based on

these two areas. Then follow the two areas

at declination o° to permit transfers to the

southern hemisphere, and the other areas

in order.

A 20-inch reflector moved from Mount

Wilson to Palomar is used for transferring

standards from the north polar sequence

to each of the Selected Areas, and the 60,

100, and 200-inch reflectors are used to

extend the sequences to the faintest prac-

tical limits. Data obtained so far extend

from mpg= 9 to 21.3, and, although limited,

permit two tentative conclusions: (1) Se-

lected Areas sequences measured photoelec-
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trically by Stebbins and Whitford are ac-

curately confirmed, and (2) faint sequences

measured photographically by Seares and

others tend consistently to be too bright

as they approach the plate limits.

Distance of Messier 31

The second project, redetermination of

the distance of a standard extragalactic

stellar system, M 31, is being carried out

by Baade and by others under his direc-

tion. The project includes two steps.

Variable stars in Messier 31. One step

is a search for stellar distance indicators

belonging to population II in M 31 which

can be compared directly with similar stars

in near-by globular clusters. It was assumed

that cluster-type variables would serve the

purpose, but the very first plates of the

program with the 200-inch showed that

it would be impossible to reach these

variables with blue exposures. Therefore,

the search was directed toward brighter

variables such as W Virginis cepheids,

whose light-curves clearly distinguish them

from classic cepheids with the same periods

belonging to population I.

The observing program with the 200-

inch includes three regions: one as close

as practicable to the nuclear region, where

population II predominates; a second in

the bright spiral arm about 45' south pre-

ceding the nucleus, in which population I

predominates; and a third intermediate

region where the two populations are

mingled or occur side by side. Some 40

plates of each region were assembled dur-

ing the past season, and magnitude se-

quences were transferred from SA 68 on

the best nights. Observing will be carried

on through a second season. Meanwhile, a

few of the plates have been blinked and

more than 300 variables, together with

4 novae, have been found. The power of

the 200-inch is well illustrated by the fact

that the blinking of only two pairs of

plates for one of the regions resulted in

the discovery of more than 100 variables.

The study of the material is expected to

furnish the desired distance indicators of

population II, and also the data required

for the calibration of all useful indicators

in both populations in terms of the W
Virginis cepheids. The brightest indi-

cators will then be used in the study of

more distant nebulae.

Distances of globular clusters. The
second step consists in redetermining the

distances of a few selected globular clusters

in the galactic system. These clusters are

typical population II systems with cluster-

type variables and W Virginis cepheids

among their brighter stars. Yet they are

so near that the faint yellow (G-type)

dwarfs at M= 5 to 7 on the main branch

of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram can

be measured accurately. Precise color-

"apparent magnitude" diagrams for the

cluster stars can thus be compared with

color-"absolute magnitude" diagrams for

stars within, say, 40 light years of the sun,

whose distances are well determined by

direct triangulation. The comparisons will

furnish reliable distances for the clusters

in terms of the best-determined distances

of neighboring stars and, through the W
Virginis cepheids, the distance of M 31

as well.

Collection of material for this step is

well under way. Sandage and Arp, using

the 60-inch, have derived the color-magni-

tude diagram for the cluster M 92, ranging

from the brightest members, red giants at

Mpv= —2.7, down to MPv= +1.5, and are

now extending the range from plates with

the larger telescopes. Sandage is working

on a similar diagram for M 3, from 100-

inch material supplemented by some 200-

inch plates furnished by Baade, and aided,

as in the previous case, by some faint pho-

tometric standards established in the clus-
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ters by Baum with the photoelectric cell.

For a third cluster, M 13, Baade has ob-

tained with the 200-inch the necessary

plates for constructing a precise color-mag-

nitude diagram ranging from apparent

magnitude 14 to 22. The work on this

cluster is being done in co-operation with

Dr. Malcolm Savedoff, of the Princeton

University Observatory, and Dr. Harold

Johnson, of the Yerkes and McDonald
Observatories; Dr. Johnson is establishing

photoelectrically an extensive sequence of

comparison stars in the cluster by transfers

from the north polar sequence and SA 61.

Cepheids and Novae in Nebulae Outside

the Local Group

The third project in the cosmological

program was formulated as the determina-

tion of distances of near-by nebulae out-

side the local group, using all available

criteria and leading up to reliable distances

for the Virgo cluster and the Ursa Major

cloud. In this way, it should be possible

to assemble a sample collection of perhaps

a thousand nebulae for the calibration of

the nebulae themselves as distance indi-

cators. The program with the 200-inch was

initiated toward the close of the previous

year with a few plates of the spirals NGC
2403, M 81, and M 101, the first a member

of a wide pair and each of the other two

the brightest member of a considerable

group. Distances of these three nebulae

should furnish refiable distances for a

dozen systems.

As was mentioned in last year's report,

a few variables were found and, in M 81,

some 7 novae. The program was continued

this year by Hubble, using plates con-

tributed by several other observers as well

(Humason 20, Baade 8, Minkowski 4).

In spite of the very poor observing con-

ditions during the winter and spring, a

dozen irregular variables and a consider-

able number of cepheids, 15 of which have

periods ranging from 19 to 46 days, were

found in the three nebulae, together with

7 more novae in M 81, and a bright object,

presumably a supernova, in M 101.

The bright star in M 101 appeared on

the first plate of the season, February 3,

1951, at about mpg =i7, or more than 5

mag. above the limit of the last previous

plate, July 17, 1950, on which no trace of

the star could be seen. By July 1951, it

had faded to about 18.25. No spectrum

was obtained because of the consistently

bad weather. Pending further informa-

tion, the star may be regarded as a super-

nova, type II, whose maximum may have

occurred in the late summer or autumn of

1950.

Observing conditions did not permit the

setting up of faint magnitude sequences

in the three spirals, but when this can be

done the data now available will furnish

a first sample collection of nebulae outside

the local group, with reliable distances

relative to M 31 and M 33. It was assumed

that these results would represent the

initial steps in an extensive investigation

leading up to the calibration of brightest

stars in nebulae as statistical criteria for

deriving the distances of the very large

sample collections offered by the Virgo

cluster and the Ursa Major cloud. The
high frequency of novae in M 81, how-

ever, as well as in M 31 and the galactic

system, all of which are giant Sb nebulae,

suggests a search for these stars (which

are much brighter than cepheids) as dis-

tance indicators in similar nebulae in the

cluster and the cloud. An exploratory pro-

gram was initiated during the year, but

little progress was made under the bad

observing conditions. Although the im-

mediate purpose is to get distances, the

program is formulated for later investiga-

tions of the frequency of novae along the

sequence of classification. That novae are
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associated with population II is strongly

indicated by their high frequency in Sb

nebulae and the occasional outbursts in

globular clusters (e.g., M 80) and dwarf

members of the local group (NGC 147,

185), in contrast with low frequencies in

the Large Magellanic Cloud and such Sc

nebulae as M 33 and M 101.

Stellar Contents of Extragalactic

Nebulae

The detailed study of the three spirals

outside the local group is an important

check on the assumption that the standard

nebula M 31 is a normal stellar system,

and that the assemblages of stars in the

two populations included in M 31 are in

no way peculiar. Results are restricted to

the very bright stars; in fact, the original

purpose was to calibrate, e.g., the fifth

brightest stars in systems of population I

as distance indicators. The relation be-

tween cepheids and normal novae in M 31

and in M 81 is even more important, how-

ever, because it will indicate the confidence

with which the novae can be used as dis-

tance indicators beyond the range of the

cepheids.

Other investigations in this general field

are represented by Hubble and Sandage's

study (with the Mount Wilson reflectors)

of the very bright irregular variables in

spirals, which during their long maxima
are the brightest of all stars except novae,

and Baade's studies (with the 200-inch) of

population II in members of the local

group. The latter study has been carried

out only as the major programs permitted,

but it is sufficiently advanced to be reported

in some detail.

Extent of Populaton II in Messier 31

As stated in previous reports, 4-hour red

exposures with the 100-inch clearly showed

that population II is the dominating com-

ponent in the Andromeda nebula and that

it extends far beyond the spiral structure,

which is entirely embedded in it. In order

to get a quantitative figure, population II

was traced by Baade on a series of red

exposures with the 200-inch along the

south-following minor axis. It is easily

traced in this direction up to a point 45
minutes of arc from the nucleus. This

point corresponds to Stebbins and Whit-

ford's isophote of 27 mag. per square

second of arc, and marks about the limit

to which the photocell was able to trace

the extent of the nebula. It is therefore

fully established that the large extent of

the Andromeda nebula indicated by the

photoelectric measures is due to popula-

tion II.

Variable Stars in Dwarf Systems of

Type II in the Local Group

Intercomparisons by Baade of occasional

red exposures of NGC 147, 185, and 205

showed that all these dwarf systems of

population II are rich in variable stars.

A closer investigation of these systems will

be started as soon as the work on the

redetermination of the distance scale tapers

off. During the above-mentioned prelimi-

nary tests, two novae were picked up, one

in NGC 147 and the other in NGC 185.

A nova had been observed in 1944 in NGC
147 on 100-inch plates. The appearance of

novae in these systems is in agreement

with the fact that novae are very common
in population II. It indicates in addition

that even in dwarf systems the number of

novae to be expected over the years is not

inconsiderable.

THE LAW OF RED SHIFTS

Red Shifts of Nebulae in Distant

Clusters

With a prime-focus prism spectrograph

having a dispersion of 430 A/mm at Hy,
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Humason obtained 49 nebular spectra dur-

ing the winter season, most of them under

poor seeing conditions. About two-thirds

of the nebulae observed were fainter than

mPg =i6, and four of them were fainter

than 19, including one estimated at 19.5

from photoelectric measures by Whitford.

These four faint nebulae represent three

clusters which are more distant, and ex-

hibit larger red shifts, than any clusters

in which spectra have previously been

obtained. The new data, which are listed

in table 3, extend the observed range of

red shifts by about 50 per cent out to

revision when accurate photometric data

are available. On the basis of photovisual

magnitudes of the fifth brightest nebulae

in the various clusters, estimated from

direct photographs with the aid of a few

photometric standards borrowed from pho-

toelectric measures by Stebbins and Whit-

ford and some unpublished measures by

Whitford, Hubble concludes that all the

observed red shifts, old and new, with one

exception, are represented by a linear law

of red shift (log dA/A = o.2mc+ C) within

the uncertainties of the photometric data.

The exception is the faintest cluster, for

TABLE 3

Large red shifts in clusters of extragalactic nebulae

Cluster R.A. (1950) Dec.
Velocity

(km/sec)

Distance

(millions of

light years)

Remarks

1 8
h

55
m

17
s

12 28 24

12 28 24

13 3 33

+3° 21'. 3

+ 10 50.0

+ 10 50.0

+31 9.0

+60,940

+48,790

+50,400

+ 54,890

360

300

300

330

2

3

Fol. of two

dA/A= o.2 or cXdA/A = 61,000 ± km/sec.

Two of the clusters were found (one by

Baade and the other by A. G. Wilson) on

presurvey plates with the 48-inch schmidt;

the remaining, and faintest, was known
from 100-inch plates (Hubble), and un-

successful attempts had been made with

that telescope to obtain a spectrum of the

brightest member. It is estimated that the

observed range can be extended another

25 per cent when suitable clusters are

found. Such clusters are beyond the reach

of the 48-inch, and discoveries will depend

upon chance finds with the 100- and 200-

inch reflectors.

Distances of the Observed Clusters

The distances in table 3 are provisional

estimates by Hubble, and are subject to

which the red shift is larger than suggested

by the linear law and the estimated dis-

tance.

The reduction of the uncertainties is a

major project for the next observing season.

Successful test plates have already been

obtained with a jiggle camera on the 200-

inch, with a view to measuring nebular

magnitudes in the region of 6200 A, where

effects of red shifts on apparent faintness

of elliptical nebulae are at minimum
(order of 0.1 mag. out to dA/A = o.25).

Because photoelectric cells of the sensi-

tivity required in this spectral region are

not now available, it is proposed to use the

jiggle camera, but to calibrate the methods

by also measuring blue and yellow magni-

tudes of the nebulae, which can be accu-

rately checked with photoelectric cells.
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Magnitudes of comparison stars at 6200 A
can be derived from their blue and yellow

magnitudes by means of the gradients

established by the six-color measures of

Stebbins and Whitford.

Photometry of Nebulae

Pettit has continued his photoelectric

measures of magnitudes and colors of

nebulae using both the 60- and the 100-

inch. He has selected as his observing list

the 690 nebulae for which red shifts have

been measured on Mount Wilson or on

Mount Hamilton. The data will be of

fundamental importance in calibrating the

law of red shifts as well as in the general

study of nebulae. Pettit has measured 560

of these objects; 85 others have been meas-

ured by Stebbins and Whitford, and sev-

eral dozen by both, which leaves only 45

objects for which no magnitudes are avail-

able. These unobserved nebulae either are

too large for the 60-inch, or culminate in

the winter and spring. About 25 per cent

of the nebulae were measured with two or

more apertures, and, in addition, a very

small aperture was used for the nuclei of

those showing marked central condensa-

tion. A considerable number of nebulae

have been measured on two or more

nights, and these cases, together with the

large overlap with Stebbins and Whitford's

list, permit the calculation of errors both

systematic and accidental.

RESEARCH WITH THE SCHMIDT REFLECTORS

The National Geographic Society—

Palomar Observatory Sky Survey

The National Geographic Society-Palo-

mar Observatory Sky Survey was seriously

hampered during the year by extensive re-

adjustments of the telescope in addition to

the unusually poor observing conditions.

It is believed that the last of the mechanical

difficulties has been identified and cor-

rected, and that the survey can now pro-

ceed at an accelerated pace. Some 91 fields

were photographed during the year, bring-

ing the total to 249 fields, or 28 per cent

of the area to be covered.

A. G. Wilson, in charge of the observing

program of the survey, has been compiling

lists of objects of interest noticed during

the preliminary inspection of the plates.

The lists include clusters and groups of

extragalactic nebulae (selected on the basis

of criteria which he has formulated, and

now numbering more than 600 as com-

pared with less than 40 in presurvey lit-

erature), dwarf systems (some of them

satellites of large nebulae, and all falling in

one or the other of the two recognized

classes, namely, the blue Magellanic Cloud

type and the red Sculptor type), and new
planetaries, many of which are large and

very faint. Moreover, the inspection of the

plates as they accumulate is filling in the

pattern of the distribution of nebulosity,

both light and dark, in our own galactic

system.

Equivalent Diameters of Extragalactic

Nebulae as Distance Indicators

A. G. Wilson has also carried on some

theoretical studies of luminosity profiles of

typical extragalactic nebulae. From cer-

tain readily measured parameters of a pro-

file, he finds that quantities equivalent to

an angular diameter can be deduced,

which, when properly calibrated, should

serve as reliable criteria of distance. He
further reports that, under the conditions

of constant color across the profile, it can

be shown that the effects of red shift and

evolution on the energy envelope of the

nebula can be eliminated.
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Counts of Nebulae in the Coma Cluster

and the Cancer Cluster

Zwicky has continued his studies of

large clusters of extragalactic nebulae, using

the 1 8- and 48-inch schmidt telescopes,

and in particular of the "radial and azi-

muthal" distribution in the great globular

clusters in Coma and in Cancer. He re-

ports, for the Coma cluster, a segregation

according to luminosity, the faint mem-
bers becoming more and more numerous

relative to the bright members, from the

center toward the periphery, and he esti-

mates the diameter, from the faintest mem-
bers he has counted, as of the order of 12

or 9 X io
6

light years. He assigns to this

cluster 650 nebulae between 13 and 16.5,

and 8400 between 16.5 and 19, and inter-

prets these counts to mean that from

M= —17.7 to —1 1.7 there is no maximum
in the luminosity function. In the Cancer

cluster, similar conditions are reported, ex-

cept that the population and the diameter

are smaller.

Photometric Survey of Extragalactic

Nebulae to the Fifteenth Magnitude

In collaboration with Dr. E. Herzog, of

the University of Basel, and Mr. H. S.

Gates, Zwicky has initiated a major pro-

gram of determining photographic magni-

tudes of all extragalactic nebulae over the

available sky to mpg= 15, using the "Schraf-

fier" method. Most of the work will be

done with the 18-inch schmidt, and the

program includes counts of nebulae on

direct photographs to about mPg= i6.5.

Search for Aggregations of Matter in

Internebular Space

Zwicky also reports progress in his

search with the schmidt telescopes for ag-

gregations of matter in internebular space.

The objects found await analysis with

large reflectors. Of particular interest are

"extended swarm formations of stars" be-

tween nebulae which are separated by

(projected) distances at least ten times

their own greatest "classic" diameters.

Other objects are the apparently faint blue

stars in high galactic latitudes, which, if

they are not white dwarfs, must be at large

distances from us. One of these stars is

no. 59 in SA 68, which Stebbins and Whit-

ford measured as mPg= 18.56, C.I.= +0.14.

At Zwicky's suggestion, Sandage measured

the star on 60-inch plates with about 40

years separation, and found no appreciable

proper motion. Therefore, the star is very

probably not a white dwarf.

THEORETICAL STUDIES

The investigation of the theory of inter-

stellar polarization has been completed by

Greenstein in collaboration with Leverett

Davis, of the California Institute of Tech-

nology. The cause of this polarization is

found to be magnetic fields of the order of

io"
5
gauss present through large regions

of space. In such a field small spinning

ellipsoidal dust grains are slowly oriented

through the process of paramagnetic en-

ergy dissipation. It is thought that these

extensive magnetic fields play an important

part in the motions and shapes of inter-

stellar gas clouds.

MISCELLANEOUS

The short-period asteroid Icarus discov-

ered in 1949 by Baade was rephotographed

in August 1950 by Nicholson and Harring-

ton with the 48-inch schmidt on Palomar

Mountain. Positions of Icarus were ob-

tained by Nicholson and Richardson from
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those photographs. With these positions mined with sufficient accuracy to locate the

and those of 1949, the orbit can be deter- asteroid at the next favorable approach.

INSTRUMENTATION

In last year's annual report, results of the

final Hartmann tests of the 200-inch mir-

ror were given. These may now be sup-

plemented by an additional report based

on the actual performance of the telescope

during eighteen months of regularly sched-

uled operation.

Most of the direct work at the prime

focus during this period has been car-

ried out with the F 3.67 Ross corrector

lens, a doublet with meniscus in front of

it. This lens provides a well corrected field

15 minutes of arc in diameter, and the

smallest star image thus far obtained—0.6

seconds of arc in diameter—illustrates the

excellent performance of both the mirror

and the Ross corrector lens. A correcting

lens near the focus of a parabolic mirror is

notoriously sensitive to collimation errors.

Owing to the almost exact compensation

for flexure in the tube of the 200-inch, no

troubles have been experienced in this re-

spect. The only occasions when the sys-

tem works badly are nights after large and

sharp temperature changes, when the mir-

ror on account of its thermal inertia devi-

ates systematically from a paraboloid; the

Hartmann tests of previous years showed

that under such conditions the mirror is in

an undercorrected state. Fortunately such

sharp temperature changes are common on

Palomar only during May and June, and

are usually accompanied by poor seeing,

which prevents use of the telescope for

critical studies.

A series of fine plates obtained during

the fall of 1950 permits a preliminary state-

ment concerning the effect of the imper-

fect polish (orange peel) of the 200-inch

mirror on the definition of the images.

It is imperceptible for stars within 3 to 4

magnitudes of the plate limit. For brighter

stars it shows up as a very faint and nar-

row halo around the image. Estimates in-

dicate that the amount of light thus scat-

tered is well below a tenth of a magnitude,

so that the loss in limiting magnitude is

negligible.

The color-curve of the F 3.67 corrector

outside the photographic range for which

it was primarily designed is sufficiently

flat to permit photography up to A8000

or 9000. To maintain critical definition in

the longer wave lengths the spectral ranges

have to be restricted to 700 or 800 A, a re-

quirement easily fulfilled with modern

plates and filters.

Since the field of the F 3.67 corrector

has a strong distortion, the guiding dur-

ing the exposures has to be done with the

slow motions of the telescope. After the

gearing down of the original slow motions,

this guiding with "buttons" has become

very convenient.

A second Ross corrector lens designed

to give an effective focal ratio of F 4.7 was

completed during the year. Preliminary

tests showed a slight residual astigmatic

error. This was corrected by a small

change in the spacing of the elements, and

the lens is now ready for final critical tests.

The largest single item of auxiliary

equipment for the 200-inch Hale telescope

is the large coude spectrograph, which was

brought into operation during the present

report year. In the planning of this spec-

trograph it was early realized that unless

drastic new designs were attempted, very

little gain in the limiting magnitude would

be achieved over that already available at

the 100-inch telescope. This was particu-

larly true of the higher-dispersion cameras.
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Owing to "seeing" disturbances in the at-

mosphere, the stellar images formed by

very large telescopes are no longer points,

but surfaces whose diameters are large as

compared with the slit widths of the spec-

trograph to be used with them. Further-

more, the surface brightness of such an

image formed by the 200-inch telescope is

no greater than that of the image formed

by the 100-inch, although the diameter of

the image is twice as great.

The method adopted for increasing the

spectrograph speed and thereby making

more effective use of the light collected by

the 200-inch mirror was that of greatly in-

creasing the collimator beam size. This

size was pushed to the point where the

beam could not be accommodated by any

single grating thus far ruled, and re-

course was therefore had to a composite

of four ruled gratings. Fortunately even

the longest camera has so short a focal

length that the individual grating will

yield a spectrum line considerably nar-

rower than the resolving power of the

photographic plate. Since, therefore, the

additional gratings of the composite are

used to increase intensity rather than re-

solving power, it is not necessary to adjust

the gratings relative to each other in order

to maintain correct phase relations. The
only condition of adjustment is the much
easier one which requires that the spectra

formed by all gratings coincide within the

limit of resolution of the plate.

The spectrograph was designed with a

collimator of 30-foot focal length to give a

beam 12 inches in aperture. This beam is

dispersed with a composite grating made
up of four gratings with ruled surfaces

5% x 7/4 inches. The gratings were ruled

with 10,000 lines per inch and were blazed

to throw the maximum intensity at

12,500 A in the first order, 6250 A in the

second order, and 4170 A in the third

order.

Cameras are being provided of focal

lengths 144, 72, 36, 18, and 8.4 inches to

give dispersions of 2.3, 4.5, 9, 18, and

40 A/mm, respectively, in the third order.

The cameras with the four greatest focal

lengths are of the schmidt type, although

the 144-inch requires no corrector plate.

The 8.4-inch camera combines the mirror

and corrector plate of the 18-inch camera

with a fused quartz aplanatic sphere of

2.5-inch radius to shorten the focal length

and to flatten the field.

Because of vignetting that would have

been encountered if the standard schmidt

corrector plate had been placed far enough

from the grating to avoid interference with

the collimator beam, a new arrangement

was adopted. A corrector plate of slightly

less than half strength is placed practically

in contact with the grating, and the light

passes through the plate twice, once before

and once after diffraction by the grating.

This arrangement can be used only when
the camera axis is nearly normal to the

gratings.

The collimator, gratings, and 144-inch

camera were installed and the first spectra

obtained in July 1950. The first plates were

obtained with the 36-inch camera in Oc-

tober 1950, and with the 18-inch camera

in April 1951. As is usual in taking drastic

new steps of this type, some difficulties and

delays have been encountered. Thus, the

Vitaglass used in the first corrector plate

was inhomogeneous enough to prevent the

most critical definition, and a slight re-

figuring of the 18-inch corrector plate will

be necessary to obtain satisfactory defini-

tion. The tests to date appear, however, to

leave little doubt as to the feasibility of the

new features of the design.

The 20-inch F 12 Cassegrain reflecting

telescope, which had been constructed

some years ago for lunar observations on

Mount Wilson, was completely remodeled

for photometric studies and transferred to
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Palomar Mountain. Here advantage can

be taken of the more uniform skies for

such difficult operations as the transfer of

precise magnitudes from the polar se-

quence to the Selected Areas now under

study by Baum.

Nine gratings, five having ruled areas

of 5% by 7% inches, were ruled during

the year by Babcock with the assistance

of E. D. Prall and Oscar Swanson. One
smaller grating of 7500 grooves per inch

has been tested in a nebular spectrograph

by Minkowski. On faint objects it was

found to have about twice the speed of

two coated prisms, plus the other expected

advantages of nearly normal dispersion,

straight spectral lines, and absence of ab-

sorption losses.

A major improvement in the new ruling

engine resulted from replacing the old flat-

topped monorail of the diamond carriage

by an accurate cylindrical way, and fitting

both the diamond carriage and the grating

carriage with graphite sliders. A new
driving motor has been installed, permit-

ting ruling speeds of 25 grooves per minute

or higher. The new ruling engine, as the

result of extensive modification and devel-

opment over a period of two decades, may
now be regarded as completed, in the sense

that it will rule practically perfect gratings,

within its capacity, and there appears to be

little room for further improvement. In

most of the recent gratings luminous effi-

ciency of 60 to 65 per cent is obtained,

scattered light is negligible, and Rowland

ghost intensity is held to about 0.001 in the

fifth-order spectrum. The best of the larger

gratings has a measured resolving power in

the fifth order of 500,000, as well as nearly

perfect performance in all other respects.

GUEST INVESTIGATORS

The policy of making available to quali-

fied observers from other institutions such

telescope time as is not required by the

programs of our own staff has continued

throughout the year. This has brought to

the Observatories over twenty astronomers

from other institutions, who have carried

out the programs listed below.

Dr. Leland E. Cunningham, of the Berke-

ley Astronomical Department of the Uni-

versity of California, worked with the 60-

inch telescope nearly every month of the

report year. He made photographic obser-

vations of the appearance, magnitude, and

position of 19 comets, including 1950b

Minkowski and 6 returning periodic com-

ets. He also photographed 18 minor plan-

ets and several satellites, including the

Wilson-Wallenquist Object 1950 LA and

Jupiter IX. In all, 482 exposures were

made.

One very good coude spectrogram (dis-

persion 10 A/mm) of the T Tauri type

star RW Aurigae in the AA4900-3600 re-

gion was obtained by Dr. George H.

Herbig, of Lick Observatory, when the

variable was near magnitude 11. This

plate shows much new detail in this com-

plex spectrum. The study of the struc-

ture of the broad emission lines and of

other features on this important spectro-

gram will, it is hoped, shed significant

light on the T Tauri mechanism. A fair

10 A/mm plate of the similar star BD
— 6° 1253 was also obtained. Seven coude

spectrograms were secured of the bright

cepheid variable S Sagittae, whose period

is 8.4 days, in order to supplement the ex-

tensive radial-velocity material collected at

Lick. One coude plate, taken near the

phase of maximum velocity of recession in

the 8-day cycle, shows strong hazy emis-

sion cores in the H and K lines of Ca 11.

These lines were displaced about 50
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km/sec shortward with respect to the ab-

sorption spectrum. Numerous Lick low-

dispersion plates reveal that this emission

is an ephemeral occurrence in each cycle at

the same phase.

Dr. E. Herzog, of the University of

Basel, Switzerland, Mr. John Whittlesey,

and Mr. H. S. Gates have assisted Zwicky

in his search for ordinary novae in the

galaxy and in his study of the distribution

of extragalactic nebulae.

Mrs. M. W. Jaffe has studied a large

number of spectrograms of the peculiar

star MWC 560 which had been taken by

Minkowski over a period of several years.

The most conspicuous feature of the spec-

trum is absorption lines of H and Ca

which vary rapidly, sometimes from day

to day, in number, intensity, and short-

ward displacement; the largest displace-

ment observed corresponds to a velocity

of 3000 km/sec. The emission spectrum,

consisting of H, Feu, [F<?n], and other

doubly ionized metals, shows only minor

and slow variations.

Dr. K. O. Kiepenheuer, of the Fraun-

hofer Institute in Freiburg im Breisgau,

spent about six weeks on Mount Wilson

studying solar magnetic fields. A photo-

electric method was employed which used

the amount of polarization in the wing of

a line instead of the displacement of the

line as an index of the field intensity. This

method, with the grating spectrograph of

the Mount Wilson 150-foot tower, gave no

indication of a general field of the sun.

The upper limits set are 0.6 gauss for the

longitudinal field and 1.5 gauss for the

transverse field, especially in the neighbor-

hood of the equator. Certain patches were

observed having a field of a few gauss but

containing no sunspots. These fields were

always tangential to the solar surface and

seemed to be directed preferentially paral-

lel to the equator. Preliminary results in-

dicate that in the vicinity of a large sun-

spot group, weak fields can be traced to a

distance of one or two group diameters.

These fields, as well as the patches with-

out sunspots, show a fine structure indi-

cating the occurrence of peak fields of

more than 20 gauss even outside the sun-

spot belts.

Dr. Robert B. Leighton, of the Physics

Department of the California Institute of

Technology, has started a program for ob-

taining a series of photographs of the moon
at different libration angles. These are to

be used to form stereoscopic pairs for the

study of topographic features of the moon.

Dr. W. J. Luyten, of the University of

Minnesota, used the 60-inch and 100-inch

telescopes on ten nights during August

1950. He obtained small-dispersion spectra

of several faint white dwarfs and deter-

mined color indices for a number of others.

One new white dwarf was found in the

course of this work—the faint companion

of the double L 879-2. Observations were

made at the Cassegrain focus of the 100-

inch on the flare star L 726-8 for the pur-

pose of showing orbital motion.

As part of a program for studying the

rotation and distribution of mass in the

Andromeda nebula, M 31, the 100-inch re-

flector was used by Dr. N. U. Mayall, of

Lick Observatory, on fourteen nights dur-

ing the fall of 1950 to obtain eight long-

exposure (7 to 16 hours) grating spectro-

grams of 7 of the fainter emission patches

discovered in the spiral by Baade. The

radial velocities, when compared with

those previously determined at Mount Wil-

son and at Mount Hamilton for several

of the same objects and for a number of

the brighter ones, appear to differ system-

atically by about 100 km/sec. The source

of this difference, if real, has not yet been

found. Hence it would be premature to

discuss its significance with respect to mo-

tions in the spiral, especially since further
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observations are planned to confirm the

difference or to account for it.

Dr. D. B. McLaughlin, of the University

of Michigan, spent several weeks studying

and measuring the Observatories' collec-

tion of spectrograms of novae. A com-

parative study and measurement was made
of spectrograms of faint novae of which

isolated plates or relatively short series of

plates exist. In the case of bright novae,

measurements were made of plates that

had been taken on dates that were missed

in the observation of these objects at the

University of Michigan Observatory.

The co-operative program with the

McMath-Hulbert Observatory for the use

of the Snow telescope for the study of the

infrared solar spectrum has continued

throughout the year. Mr. Dale Vrabec, of

the McMath-Hulbert Observatory, was in

residence on Mount Wilson under the

direct supervision of Dr. Orren C. Mohler,

who visited the project for a month and

carried out a series of observations. Obser-

vations were made on 143 days between

July 1, 1950 and July 1, 1951. More than

1500 tracings were made during the course

of the year's work, requiring 500 observing

hours. On August 1, 1950 a refrigerated

lead sulfide cell was installed and the solar

spectrum was mapped to a long wave-

length limit of 3.6 microns. During May
1951 a new Cashman lead sulfide cell in

quartz envelope, adapted for cooling, was

tested and found to give better results

than any hitherto attained. With this new
cell, more than 80 per cent of the theoreti-

cal resolving power of the grating in the

infrared spectrometer can be attained. On
the attainment of this additional resolving

power, it became evident that a complete

new map of the solar spectrum between

1.4 and 3.6 microns should be made, and

observations leading toward this end were

started. An important part of this pro-

gram was a set of observations for estab-

lishing the wave-length scale to a higher

degree of accuracy. A great many "east-

west" solar limb tracings were made for

the purpose of identifying solar lines.

Early in 1951 the University of Michigan

Press published a Photometric atlas of the

near infra-red solar spectrum, \8465 to

\2$,242. All the tracings reproduced in this

atlas were made on Mount Wilson as part

of the co-operative program before men-

tioned.

An exploratory series of tracings of the

helium 10830 line was made by Vrabec at

the suggestion of Dr. Mohler. These trac-

ings were made in plage areas as well as

at the center and poles of the sun. Vrabec

also made a series of tracings showing the

change in Brackett gamma from the center

to the edge of the sun for use by Mr. Kung
in his thesis.

Drs. G. C. Omer, Jr., and T. L. Page,

of the University of Chicago, have investi-

gated the distribution of nebulae and the

luminosity function in the Coma cluster.

One 48-inch schmidt plate taken by Baade

was counted by 5-mm squares as defined

by reseau. A. G. Wilson had earlier

counted by circular zones another 48-inch

schmidt plate centered on the Coma cluster

and had prepared an overlay of the objects

counted. Omer re-counted this overlay

with the 5-mm-square reseau so that the

data would be comparable. Dr. C. D.

Shane, of Lick Observatory, made avail-

able to them his counts by io' squares over

a 20-inch astrographic plate centered on the

cluster.

Treating all three sets of counts alike

and assuming that the cluster was con-

tained upon the plates and that the back-

ground count could be found from the

peripheries of the plate, a good agreement

was found among the three independent

counts over this cluster. All three counts

indicated that the cluster was about 3 in

diameter and contained about 800 objects.
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Since the counts appear to be complete at

the 1 8th magnitude, it is inferred that the

luminosity function of this cluster is

bounded. An intercomparison by strips of

these three independent counts, made later

by Omer, shows a detailed agreement as

to the internal structure of this cluster.

The density distribution is not an Emden
isothermal distribution. It is instead a non-

equilibrium distribution characterized by a

conspicuous plateau. Omer would like to

interpret this plateau as the transition zone

between an oscillating core and a mono-

tonically expanding exterior. A theoretical

calculation of the location of the transi-

tion zone based upon the assumptions of

an average mass of a galaxy of io
9 suns

and the value of the cosmological constant

taken from cosmology agrees with the

observed location of the plateau.

Omer also developed a solution to the

Plummer integral equation using the

Gram-Charlier series, and carried on cer-

tain theoretical studies of cluster models.

Page took microphotometer tracings of

certain of Humason's spectra in a study

of emission lines in E and other early-type

nebulae.

Dr. D. M. Popper, of the University of

California at Los Angeles, and Dr. E. C.

Yowell, of the National Bureau of Stand-

ards at Los Angeles, have carried out spec-

trographs observations on the long-period

eclipsing binaries BM Cassiopeiae, KU
Cygni, TW Cancri, UU Cancri, V777

Sagittarii; on dwarf stars of types G to M
with emission at H and K, in a search for

intensity variations of a cyclic nature; and

on the relativity red shift in the spectrum

of 40 Eridani B.

Dr. Franklin B. Roach, of the Pasadena

Annex of the Naval Ordnance Test Sta-

tion at Inyokern, carried out measurements

of the distribution in intensity over the sky

of the light of the night sky at Palomar

taneous measurements made at Cactus

Peak near Inyokern, these gave data for

evaluation of the elevation of the source of

the radiations.

Dr. Lyman Spitzer, of Princeton Uni-

versity, continued during the summer and

fall of 1950 his previous observations on

the faint, displaced components of the in-

terstellar Na D line. High-dispersion spec-

trograms were taken of a considerable

number of stars which were shown by

Adams' work to possess displaced faint

components of interstellar K and H.

Though the Na components tend to be

weaker than those of Ca, a few stars

showed fairly strong components; for ex-

ample, HD 199478 showed three well sepa-

rated components of each D line, with

radial velocities ranging from —13 to

+ 44 km/sec. An analysis of the equiva-

lent widths of these components by Routly

and Spitzer, and comparison with the cor-

responding data for Ca, show that the

ratio of Na 1 atoms to Ca 11 ions is a func-

tion of cloud velocity, decreasing from

about 30 for clouds with a velocity less

than 10 km/sec to about 0.2 for clouds

with a velocity exceeding 30 km/sec. The
physical reason for this behavior is not yet

understood.

Dr. Otto Struve, of the University of

California, has made systematic observa-

tions of several bright stars of the 3 Canis

Majoris class, has studied the peculiar spec-

troscopic features of Capella, and has made
occasional observations of close spectro-

scopic binaries in which phenomena of

gaseous streams are prominent. The re-

sults of these observations have led to a

new conception of the short-period changes

in the (3 Canis Majoris stars as originating

in two diametrically opposite "spots" on

the surface of a rotating star. It is possible

that the "spot" associated with the "sharp

line" stage is produced by turbulent mo-
tions in a tidal bulge which in turn owes
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its existence to a small, dense companion.

Among the binaries with streams, U
Sagittae has given the most interesting re-

sults. It is possible to integrate a variety

of previously unrelated observational ef-

fects into a harmonious picture of binaries

having common envelopes of low density

that are being continuously replenished by

the ejection of atoms, primarily from the

advancing hemispheres of the components.

Dr. Struve has also accumulated material

for a study of the abundances of the chemi-

cal elements in a few typical stars. This

material has been used for the study of

curves-of-growth phenomena in stars with

large turbulent velocities, especially in C

Aurigae. The effects of stratification in the

atmospheres of these stars play an im-

portant role, and give rise to conspicuous

differences in the profiles of lines pro-

duced at different levels.

During the spring and early summer of

1951 Dr. Harold Weaver, of the University

of California, obtained plates with the

60-inch and 100-inch telescopes of the

globular clusters NGC 5053 and 5904 in

both blue and yellow light. These plates

will be used for the determination of mag-

nitude-color diagrams. The standard mag-

nitudes on which the results will depend

will be established in these clusters photo-

electrically.

During a visit in the summer of 1950,

Dr. A. E. Whitford and Dr. H. L. Johnson,

of the Washburn Observatory of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, made photoelectric

color studies of elliptical nebulae in remote

clusters as compared with those in the local

group and in near-by clusters. On the basis

of better-chosen samples, the two-color

measures confirmed and strengthened the

color-velocity relation previously found by

Stebbins and Whitford. A four-color study

of near-by elliptical nebulae showed that

M 32 has a typical energy-distribution

curve and may therefore safely be used

in calculations of expected red-shift red-

dening.

Whitford extended the two-color survey

to still more remote objects in the spring

of 195 1. He also continued the multicolor

observations with emphasis on red and

infrared points, in order to get a wider base

line for evaluating the unexplained color

excess found in the two-color results. The

red-sensitive photometer was developed by

Johnson and tested in 1950.

During a visit beginning in June 1951,

Dr. A. D. Code, also of Washburn Ob-

servatory, obtained a two-color photoelec-

tric light-curve of BD — o°29ii, a fast

cluster variable with a two-hour period, as

a part of a general study which included

a radial-velocity curve. The more southerly

objects on the new Nassau-Morgan list of

O- and B-type stars were observed for color

and magnitude, the purpose being to get

distance corrections from color excesses.

Trials of a preliminary model of a photo-

electric spectrum scanner were begun.

STAFF AND ORGANIZATION

Dr. Ralph E. Wilson retired on May 1,

1951. Dr. Wilson joined the staff of the

Department of Meridian Astrometry of the

Carnegie Institution in 1918 and carried out

extensive investigations of stellar motions

besides taking a major part in the prepara-

tion of the General catalogue issued by

that Department in 1937. On the termina-

tion of the work of the Department, Dr.

Wilson transferred to the Mount Wilson

Observatory, January 1, 1938.

At the Observatory, Dr. Wilson con-

tinued his investigations of stellar motions

and in particular used statistical studies

of these for the determination of the aver-

age absolute magnitudes of various stellar
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types. During the war some thousands of

plates were taken for the determination of

radial velocities on several Observatory

programs, but because of the war activity

of most of the staff very few of these were

measured. At the close of the war Dr. Wil-

son obtained a very substantial number of

additional plates to complete these pro-

grams, and took charge of the assessment

of the material. This resulted in 1950 in

the publication of the radial velocities of

21 1 1 stars, in collaboration with Dr. Joy,

who supplied the spectral types for the

stars. Since it is contemplated that no

further major radial-velocity programs will

be undertaken by the Observatories, Dr.

Wilson has utilized most of his last year

before retirement in the completion of a

catalogue of all radial velocities measured

at the Observatory or elsewhere. The ra-

dial velocities of a total of over 15,000 stars

are included.

Dr. Armin J. Deutsch joined the staff

of the Observatories on February 1, 1951.

Research Division

Solar Physics: Seth B. Nicholson, Edison

Pettit, Robert S. Richardson, Joseph O.

Hickox, James M. Parker.

Stellar Spectroscopy and Motions: Paul W.
Merrill, Horace W. Babcock, Ira S. Bowen,

Armin J. Deutsch, Jesse L. Greenstein,

Rudolph L. Minkowski, Olin C. Wilson,

Ralph E. Wilson, William Buscombe, Hel-

mut Abt, Sylvia Burd, Mary F. Coffeen,

Dorothy S. Deutsch, A. Louise Lowen.

Nebular Photography, Photometry, and Spec-

troscopy: Edwin P. Hubble, Walter Baade,

William A. Baum, Milton L. Humason,

Rudolph L. Minkowski, Edison Pettit, Al-

bert G. Wilson, Fritz Zwicky, Halton C.

Arp, Alice S. Beach, Allan R. Sandage.

Secretary of the Observatory: Milton L.

Humason.

Editor: Paul W. Merrill.

Assistant Editor and Librarian: Alexander

Pogo.

Photographer: William C. Miller.

Instrument Design and Construction

Design: Bruce Rule, project engineer; Edgar

C. Nichols, chief designer; Harold S.

Kinney, draftsman.

Optical Shop: Don O. Hendrix, superintend-

ent; Floyd E. Day, Melvin W. Johnson,

opticians.

Instrument Shop: Albert T. Mclntire, super-

intendent; Elmer D. Prall, Oscar Swanson,

instrument makers; Fred Scherff, Albert

Labrow, Donald W. Yeager, machinists.

Maintenance and Operation

Mount Wilson Observatory and Offices

Office: Anne McConnell, bookkeeper;

Wilma J. Berkebile, secretary; Ruby A.

Ross, stenographer and telephone opera-

tor.

Operation: Ashel N. Beebe, superintend-

ent of construction; Hugh T. Couch,

carpenter; Kenneth E. DeHuff, engineer;

John E. Shirey, janitor and relief engi-

neer; Eugene L. Hancock, Alfred H.

Olmstead, Arnold T. Ratzlaff, night as-

sistants; Emerson W. Hartong, truck

driver; Anthony H. Wausnock, Margie

C. Wausnock, stewards; Arthur L.

France, Everett W. McConnell, janitors.

Palomar Observatory and Robinson Labora-

tory

Office: Eleanor C. Ellison, secretary and

librarian; Dorothea Davis, secretary.

Operation: Byron Hill, superintendent,

Palomar Observatory; Benjamin B. Trax-

ler, electrician and chief night assistant;

Paul Jett, Charles Kearns, night assist-

ants; Harley C. Marshall, office manager;

Ferd Feryan, mechanic; Gladys Feryan,

stewardess; Ray White, powerhouse op-

erator; George W. Pettit, janitor; Gus
Weber, assistant mechanic.
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The accomplishments of the past year

perhaps may be best evaluated by first out-

lining as a whole the work of the postwar

years. Five years ago, following the end

of the war, the Geophysical Laboratory

revivified its research program in experi-

mental geology, and a framework for fu-

ture research was presented in Year Book

No. 45. The program was based on the

premise that the general purpose of the

Geophysical Laboratory is to learn as much
as possible concerning the composition and

nature of the earth as a whole and to

understand the processes by which, during

geologic ages, it reached its present state.

It is gratifying to report that during this

five-year period we have successfully re-

organized our plans for attack on the gen-

eral problem, we have developed appro-

priate new methods, and we have set up

equipment to implement the experimental

techniques, as a result of which we have

made unexpectedly rapid progress toward

our broad objective.

The backbone of our program has been

a study of silicates, which make up the

outer shell of the earth. Continuing prog-

ress has been made on "dry" silicate sys-

tems, a knowledge of which is an essential

prerequisite to studies of these systems with

water as an additional component. But,

important as are studies of dry silicates, we
cannot hope to have a satisfying explana-

tion of the origin of the igneous and meta-

morphic rocks containing hydrous min-

erals, nor to understand properly the be-

havior of rocks exposed to vapors and

aqueous solutions, unless these investiga-

tions are extended to cover mixtures of

the principal rock-forming oxides with

water. Owing to the development of new
experimental methods, it has been possible

to accelerate progress in the investigation

of hydrous silicate systems and to demon-

strate that such systems are just as amena-

ble to simple and direct quantitative meas-

urements as are the dry systems. The re-

sults of these studies have shown the nature

and mechanism of processes in the forma-

tion of serpentine, granites, and pegma-

tites and have revealed unforeseen com-

plexities in the composition and forms of

the feldspars. Even the forbidding and

difficult problem of the vapor transport of

minerals has proved amenable to quantita-

tive study; and valuable information on

replacement processes and on the mech-

anisms of ore deposition in veins is being

obtained from the new measurements.

Another fruitful field of research in ex-

perimental petrology is the investigation

of the combined effects of temperature and

pressure. We have succeeded in making

advances in the techniques for carrying out

quantitative studies of silicates at high

pressures and high temperatures. The re-

sults obtained recently are giving us a

clearer picture of geological processes

within the earth and are leading to new
methods for the study of metamorphic

rocks and their rock-forming minerals.

The effect of pressure on melting, together

with the volume changes on melting, pro-

vides a clue for unraveling some mysteries

concerning magma formation and vol-

canism and for understanding the strong

forces of movement and deformation that

take place in the crust of the earth.

Progress in several other fields of study

has been satisfactory, although less spec-
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tacular. The application of statistical meth-

ods to petrologic problems has been help-

ful in establishing a measure of the ac-

curacy obtainable in the determination of

the composition of rocks as related to the

nature and size of the rock samples. We
have set up calorimeters for measurement

of the thermal quantities involved when a

mineral dissolves or melts or transforms

to another mineral, and are just beginning

to obtain the greatly needed thermal data

on silicates. In co-operation with the De-

partment of Terrestrial Magnetism, we
have devoted much time and effort to ex-

ploring the outer shell of the earth by the

application of seismological methods to

artificial earthquakes (explosions). Al-

though the data are difficult to interpret,

we have been able to draw definite con-

clusions concerning the nature and thick-

ness of the earth's crust in various con-

tinental regions.

After this epitome of progress for the

past five years, we now turn to the princi-

pal results of research during the past year.

The results are summarized under the fol-

lowing headings: Feldspars and granites;

Solubility in vapor phase and vapor trans-

port of minerals; Effects of hydrostatic

pressures on melting temperatures; Sili-

cates in the presence of water under pres-

sure; Anhydrous silicate systems; Stability,

properties, and occurrence of minerals; Im-

provement in methods; Thermal proper-

ties of mineral substances.

FELDSPARS AND GRANITES

It is impossible to overemphasize the

importance of the feldspars in geological

and petrologic theory. They are the most

abundant minerals in igneous and meta-

morphic rocks, and even in sedimentary

rocks they occur not only in detrital grains

derived from other rocks, but also as new
authigenic growths. There is no rock-

forming group which has been studied

more thoroughly in the past, and yet,

strangely enough, there is no mineral

group which still yields so much valuable

new information. In the last two annual

reports we supplied information on the

feldspars and listed some of the significant

new results. During the past year the re-

searches have disclosed that the feldspar

group is even more complex than had been

supposed, and have added support to the

preliminary conclusion that feldspars will

eventually prove to be remarkable "geo-

logical thermometers," applicable over a

wide range of temperatures and pressures

to nearly all types of rock. It is now quite

certain that the study of associated feld-

spars can afford much information as to

the temperature and pressure prevailing

during their formation and also other in-

formation as to their subsequent environ-

ment. This group of minerals seems to be

a veritable "philosopher's stone."

Alkali feldspar series (Bowen, Tuttle).

On the basis of X-ray and optical exami-

nation, alkali feldspars may be divided

into four series which for want of better

terms may be described as microcline—low

albite, orthoclase—low albite, sanidine

—

high albite, and "high" sanidine—high al-

bite. The members of each series occur as

microscopic intergrowths (microperthite)

or as submicroscopic intergrowths (cryp-

toperthite) whose inhomogeneous nature

is revealed only by X rays. It is natural to

suppose that such minute intergrowths can

have formed only by unmixing from an

originally homogeneous feldspar, a suppo-

sition that is confirmed by reheating ex-

periments and by the whole picture of

feldspar relations, which turns out to be a

singularly complicated one.
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Examples of each of the first three series

are found among natural feldspars. Syn-

thetic feldspars belong to the fourth series,

and all the others can be converted to

homogeneous members of the fourth or

"high" sanidine—high albite series. More-

over, a general survey of the relations of

the several natural series points strongly

to the conclusion that all of them formed

initially as homogeneous feldspars of the

"high" sanidine—high albite series. On
cooling, these homogeneous feldspars ex-

perienced unmixing, following the beha-

vior previously observed at the Laboratory

and reported in Year Book No. 49. Dur-

ing the slow natural cooling, the individual

components of the now inhomogeneous

members of the "high" sanidine—high

albite series are then converted to lower-

temperature forms, the "high" sanidine to

sanidine, the high albite to low albite, the

sanidine first to orthoclase and eventually

to microcline. The natural alkali feldspars

are the product of these changes inter-

rupted at various stages. The actual con-

stitution of any sample can be determined

by optical and X-ray studies.

On reheating, the members of the dif-

ferent series exhibit distinctive behavior.

The "high" sanidine—high albite varieties

(synthetic) become homogeneous at mod-

erate temperatures, the maximum tempera-

ture of homogenization (660 ° C.) occur-

ring at the composition albite 55 per cent,

as detailed in the previous report. The
natural feldspars of the sanidine—high

albite series are homogenized at even lower

temperatures, the maximum temperature

lying somewhat below 600 °.

On the other hand, the feldspars of the

orthoclase—low albite series, except those

rich in one or the other component, are

still incompletely homogenized even when
the temperature is raised to the melting

point (between 1000 and 1100 ). The
two components do, however, converge in

composition as the temperature is raised,

and a definite metastable equilibrium is

established between them. This may be

approached in either direction, that is, with

rising or with falling temperature, and

the composition of each of the two com-

ponents as determined by X rays is the

same in either case. The microcline—low

albite series probably behaves similarly, but

further study is necessary. Only by pro-

longed heating close to the melting

temperature are these inhomogeneous low-

temperature feldspars converted into homo-

geneous high-temperature feldspars analo-

gous to the synthetic forms, which repre-

sent stable equilibrium at the higher

temperatures.

These low-temperature feldspar inter-

growths and their convergence in composi-

tion with rising temperature are important

in connection with problems of meta-

morphism. Rocks show the effects of meta-

morphism when they are heated by a

near-by igneous body or through the me-

chanical effects accompanying mountain

building, and indications of the extent of

reheating may be obtained from the be-

havior of the feldspars.

The characteristics of the four series of

alkali feldspars may be summarized as

follows

:

(1) Microcline—low albite. All analyzed

specimens of microcline so far examined

consist of submicroscopic intergrowths of a

soda- and potash-rich feldspar which can

be homogenized by heating. The optical

properties are intermediate between those

of microcline and low albite. There is

some optical evidence that the microcline

—

low albite cryptoperthites are gradational

into the orthoclase—low albite series.

(2) Orthoclase—low albite. Alkali feld-

spars from many pegmatites fall into a

series which has been recognized by other

investigators and may be called the ortho-

clase—low albite series, or orthoclase cryp-
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toperthites, as they usually consist of a fine

intergrowth of low albite and orthoclase.

The optical properties are intermediate be-

tween those of orthoclase and low albite.

(3) Sanidine—high albite. Alkali-feld-

spar phenocrysts of most extrusive rocks

have optical properties intermediate be-

tween those of high albite and of the

potash-rich phenocrysts which have been

called sanidine by most petrographers.

Nearly all such phenocrysts are shown by

the X ray to be submicroscopic perthites

composed of nearly pure high albite and

sanidine. These cryptoperthites can be

made homogeneous by heating for a short

time at 900 . Their optical properties show

only slight changes on homogenizing, and

they can be distinguished easily from the

"high" sanidine—high albite series.

(4) "High" sanidine—high albite. Syn-

thetic alkali feldspars have optical prop-

erties different from those of the great

bulk of the natural feldspars of the same

composition. The natural crystals can be

converted to forms having optical proper-

ties identical with those of the synthetic

series by prolonged heating at tempera-

tures near the solidus. Rare examples of

natural feldspars belonging to this series

have been found in blocks ejected from

Vesuvius. Since the optical properties of

this series do not correspond to those of the

alkali feldspars that are usually called sani-

dine, it is suggested that the series be called

"high" sanidine—high albite.

The optic axial angle has been found to

be very useful in placing an unknown feld-

spar in one of the four series, particularly

when the composition has been determined

by the X ray. Accordingly, a chart has

been prepared showing the variation of

optic angle with composition for the four

series. Other charts showing variations in

index of refraction and extinction on (010)

have been prepared for two of the four

series. Changes in the position of the opti-

cal indicatrix have been determined for

members of the sanidine—high albite series

after homogenization.

Results reported here represent only a

small fraction of the information that will

be forthcoming when a more comprehen-

sive investigation is completed. As an ex-

ample of what remains to be studied : We
have upwards of forty analyzed feldspars

which have been heat-treated a number of

times at different temperatures and stud-

ied with the X ray. Each of these speci-

mens should be studied before and after

the various heating experiments. When
this has been done the effect of lime on

the optical relations can be intelligently

investigated. This will lead to composi-

tions in the plagioclase group, where much
work has already been carried out by Euro-

pean petrographers. Many of the optical

data for the plagioclase group, however,

have been obtained without the benefit of

heating experiments, of synthetic materials

of known composition, or of X-ray in-

formation, and it seems certain that this

group will also have to be restudied.

Optical studies of numerous heat-treated

specimens already examined by X ray will

provide us with badly needed data to guide

our experiments in the future. Needless

to say, such information will also be of

great value to petrologists studying the

feldspar-bearing rocks.

Unit-cell dimensions and the nature of

unmixing in perthites (Donnay). There

is strong evidence from the results obtained

by Schairer, Bowen, and Tuttle that the

high-temperature alkali feldspars form a

complete series of solid solutions. Since the

end members belong to different crystal sys-

tems (orthoclase is monoclinic, and albite

triclinic), it is important to know how the

cell dimensions change from one end of

the series to the other. Powder patterns

for ten compositions were obtained (Ad-

ams) on the X-ray spectrometer. These
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data yielded remarkably accurate cell di-

mensions. The computing task for mono-

clinic and especially for triclinic crystals

had been considered forbidding in the past.

With I.B.M. machines, however, the cal-

culations have become feasible.

The dimensions of the monoclinic cells,

from orthoclase to AbeoOno, have been

determined. Work is in progress on the

triclinic cells. The transition point, which

is close to Na2/3Ki/3AlSi308 , has been lo-

cated by X rays. Further studies are needed

to determine whether the transition from

monoclinic to triclinic is gradual or dis-

continuous within our limits of accuracy

( ± 0.005 Angstrom or ± 3 minutes of arc)

.

Because of its bearing on the broader

problem of unmixing in perthites, an X-ray

study of Victoria anorthoclase was under-

taken. Weissenberg photographs of the

unheated anorthoclase show the presence

of grains of different compositions, with a

transition from a monoclinic to a triclinic

form. The cell dimensions of the latter

are analogous to those of pure albite. All

the triclinic material appears as albite

twins; no other twins are observed. These

data are compatible with the following

hypothesis: As the material unmixes on

cooling, it separates into two feldspars,

each twinned according to the albite law.

The compositions, as shown by the cell

dimensions of later grains, follow the un-

mixing curve to the left and to the right

until the homogeneous phase has disap-

peared.

After the mineral had been heated for 24

days at 900 °, it was again X-rayed. The
photographs show a homogeneous triclinic

phase, the cell dimensions of which are

those predicted, on the basis of composi-

tion, from the properties of the syn-

thetic high-temperature alkali-feldspar se-

ries. Further studies with the Buerger pre-

cession camera will give more quantitative

data.

Feldspars in extrusive and plutonic felsic

roc\s (Tuttle) . There are certain mineral-

ogical differences between the feldspars

and quartz of plutonic and extrusive rocks

having essentially the same bulk composi-

tion. It appears that these differences are

due, at least in part, to inversion, recrystal-

lization, and unmixing in the feldspars,

and that the importance of these processes

might possibly be ascertained by a detailed

study of samples from the more quickly

cooled contacts of granitic and syenitic

rocks. Accordingly, collections are now
being made at several such contacts in

Scotland, Norway, and Finland.

During the past few months 40,000 thin

sections in the collection at the Depart-

ment of Mineralogy and Petrology, Uni-

versity of Cambridge, England, were sys-

tematically examined and over 100 extru-

sive rocks containing one or more feldspars

were selected. Specimens from these se-

lected volcanic rocks will be subjected to

X-ray and thermal studies at the Labora-

tory. The X-ray method of determining

composition of alkali feldspars (Bowen

and Tuttle) will be used to determine the

composition of these high-temperature

feldspars. Optical studies will also be car-

ried out on this material.

Synthetic granites and application to nat-

ural granites (Bowen and Tuttle). Mix-

tures of NaAlSi 3 8 , KAlSi 3 8 , and SiOa

(mineralogically albite, orthoclase, and

quartz) have now been examined as to

their melting behavior at four isobars, 500,

1000, 2000, and 3000 atmospheres pressure

of water vapor, a sufficient range of com-

positions being covered so that it may now
be said that the investigation is nearing

completion. Similar studies of the alkali-

feldspar mixtures (albite, orthoclase) were

reported in Year Book No. 49. These

showed that the feldspars form at high

temperatures a complete series of solid

solutions of the type with a minimum
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melting temperature. Further, these solid

solutions unmix at lower temperatures, the

whole constituting the "high" sanidine

—

high albite series already mentioned. When
excess SiC>2 is added to these mixtures, the

expected additional lowering of melting

temperature is observed. At each of the

mentioned pressures the boundary curve

between the fields of quartz and of feld-

spar reflects the minimum temperature on

the feldspar side line and itself shows a

minimum temperature. The minimum
temperature decreases with increasing pres-

sure of water vapor owing to the increased

amount of water dissolved in the liquid

phase at the higher pressure, but whereas

the effects of increasing pressure are at first

very marked, they diminish rapidly, and

the difference between the value for 2000

atmospheres and that for 3000 atmospheres

is only about 5 , the actual temperatures

being about 675 ° and 670 °, respectively.

Plainly, the effect of pressure of water

vapor in lowering the melting temperature

of these mixtures is soon reduced to a van-

ishing quantity.

These minimum-melting mixtures are

substantially of the composition of granite,

and the limitation of the lowering of melt-

ing temperature to about 670 ° is highly

significant in connection with problems of

the origin of granite. For example, one

theory of the origin of granite holds that

sediments approaching granite in composi-

tion may become re-fused as a result of

down-folding and deep burial in times of

mountain building. It has been supposed

that if the sediments contain a considerable

quantity of water some remelting (partial

and selective) will take place even at quite

moderate temperatures, the basis for this

supposition being the opinion that addi-

tion of water under pressure continues to

lower the fusion temperature of granitic

material indefinitely. Now that it has been

found that the lowest temperature of melt-

ing is about 670 °, some limitations are

placed on the possibilities of this process.

On any acceptable hypothesis as to the

thermal gradient in the crust of the earth,

a very substantial depth of burial, perhaps

15 to 20 miles, is required for such a tem-

perature. At these depths the pressure due

to overburden of rock is several thousand

atmospheres, but mere pressure does not

lower the fusion temperature of granitic

material. Its effect is just the opposite.

Pressure of water vapor and consequent

solution of water in the liquid phase are

the effective factors. For the full effect

the water in the liquid must amount to

about 10 per cent, and the proportion of

liquid formed depends on the amount of

water available. Considering the fact that

any sediment which suffers deep burial is

thereby raised in temperature at an exces-

sively low rate and the increasing meta-

morphism experienced is such as to expel

a large proportion of its original water,

we must conclude that the surviving

amount may be such as to permit no more

than very limited partial melting. Any
theory that considers batholithic masses of

igneous rock to be produced by wholesale

remelting of sedimentary rocks must take

into account these limitations on the proc-

ess of remelting and can be entertained

only if the sediments may be regarded as

having been exposed to a temperature suf-

ficient to melt the rocks in the presence

of moderate proportions of water.

Still another example of the manner in

which experimental results serve as a guide

to thinking about natural phenomena and

a spur to their closer observation is fur-

nished by the 670 ° minimum value for

the melting temperature of synthetic gran-

ite. This temperature is still a little above

the maximum temperature (660 °) of un-

mixing of the alkali feldspars, and, there-

fore, only a single homogeneous feldspar

crystallizes even at the lowest melting tem-
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perature induced by water fluxing. How,

then, do we get a natural granite contain-

ing the two feldspars side by side in a

nearly pure state? The first answer that

comes to mind is that initially there was

only one feldspar, and separation into two

feldspars (unmixing) has taken place as a

result of recrystallization subsequent to

initial consolidation, a recrystallization

which may be facilitated by the vapor

phase surviving in the pores of rock. This

hypothesis is being subjected to critical

examination in a study of natural rock

series, which reveals that the unmixing

process apparently has been interrupted at

various stages according to the length of

the cooling period experienced by the rock.

Cryptoperthite, microperthite, and perthite

may thus represent intermediate steps in

the unmixing which finally yields the

granular fabric of ordinary granite, and the

manner in which these different feldspar

intergrowths occur is confirmatory of this

concept.

These relations thus afford strong sup-

port for our first answer, as do many other

relations of the rocks brought out by this

critical survey. There is, however, one

major factor that is impossible to evaluate

as yet, the effect of the presence of lime in

most of the natural feldspars. Qualita-

tively, it is known that the presence of lime

in an alkali feldspar raises its unmixing

temperature above that of the correspond-

ing feldspar free from lime. The final an-

swer will, therefore, be forthcoming when

further experimental results have afforded

a quantitative knowledge of the magnitude

of the effects of lime on unmixing tem-

peratures of the feldspars.

We plan to push the measurement of the

minimum melting temperature of "syn-

thetic granite" to pressures higher than

3000 atmospheres in order to verify the

indications that further increase of pressure

produces no more than negligible further

lowering of melting temperature and may

eventually effect a rise. We also plan to

study hydrothermally the ternary feldspar

mixtures containing lime feldspar, as well

as soda and potash feldspar (already ex-

amined in the dry way by Franco and

Schairer), in order to ascertain, among
other features, the effect of lime feldspar

on the unmixing temperature, as set forth

above.

Further, we wish to examine hydro-

thermally the fusion and other equilibrium

relations in mixtures having a deficiency of

silica with respect to feldspar compositions,

as contrasted with the "synthetic granites"

already studied, which have an excess of

silica. The results will throw light on the

nature and origin of those interesting rock

types, the nepheline syenites.

Complexities in anorthite and the plagi-

oclases (Bowen, Davis, Donnay, Schairer,

Tuttle, Zies). In a study of viscosities of

silicate melts, C. B. Wyckoff, of the re-

search staff of Union Carbide and Carbon

Company, Niagara Falls, New York, su-

percooled a melt of anorthite composition

to about 1200 and left it overnight. It

crystallized completely in two different

forms. Through his kindness, samples of

these crystals have been available to us for

study. Chemical analyses confirm the com-

position of both types of crystal as CaO*

Al203*2Si0 2 , but neither of the two types

is like natural, or high-temperature, syn-

thetic anorthite crystals. One type is or-

thorhombic and the other hexagonal. By

crystallization at appropriate temperatures,

crystals of both these types have been ob-

tained by us from pure synthetic anorthite

glass and from synthetic glasses of various

members of the plagioclase series, with

compositions from 100 to 30 weight per

cent of anorthite. Heating experiments

suggest that both these new crystalline
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forms of CaO-Al 2 3
- 2Si0 2 may be meta-

stable and that both form at least lim-

ited solid solutions with soda feldspar

(NaAlSisOs).

X-ray photographs were made of the hex-

agonal CaO-Al 2 3 -2Si0 2 . W. L. Bond,

of the Bell Telephone Laboratory, kindly

tested the material for a center of sym-

metry and found no evidence for its ab-

sence. The most probablejspace group is,

therefore, C6/mmm, but C62m and C6mm
are not ruled out. The axial lengths,

a— 5.100 and c— 7.358 A, were obtained

from single crystal films and then refined

with the help of the powder pattern. With

one formula weight per cell, the calculated

density is 2.78 gm/cm 3
. A rough measure-

ment of the density gave 2.7 gm/cm8
.

T. Ito in 1950 reported the structure of

oc-celsian, BaAl 2Si 2 8 . Hexagonal anor-

thite appears to be isostructural with

ct-celsian. To test this hypothesis, we plan

to compare observed structure factors from

Weissenberg photographs, already taken,

with structure factors calculated for a struc-

ture of the a-celsian type.

Thermal properties of plagioclases (Kra-

cek, Neuvonen). Through a consistent

effort to evaluate critically the analyses of

the feldspars measured in the heat-of-solu-

tion calorimeter, a procedure has been

evolved for distributing the errors of anal-

ysis between the various constituents in

such manner that the chemical analyses of

the samples account more consistently for

the grams of feldspar per gram of sample

than does the usual normative computa-

tion based on the percentages of base ox-

ides. This scheme assumes that the alge-

braic excess of silica and alumina is ac-

counted for by error in analysis of the base

oxides or by the actual error in the de-

termination of silica and alumina, or both.

The principal apparent advantage of this

type of calculation of the analyses is that

it brings the thermochemical data into

much better accord than before.

Figure 1 presents graphically the results

for the thermal measurements on the

plagioclase series of feldspars. According

to the crystal structure studies recently pub-

lished from Professor Taylor's laboratory
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Fig. 1. Upper diagram: molar heats of solu-

tion, —AHsoln , of plagioclase feldspars in kilo-

calories, represented by circles; and the corre-

sponding values for mechanical mixtures of the

two end members, albite and anorthite, repre-

sented by the line of mixtures.

Lower diagram: molar heats of formation of

plagioclase feldspars in kilocalories, given by the

difference of —AHsoln of mixtures. Note the

departures of the experimental points for the

feldspars from the line of mixtures in the two

regions, to 30 and 65 to 100 mole per cent

anorthite, as discussed in the text.

at Cambridge University, the plagioclases

should fall into three groups, with dividing

lines drawn at 30 and 70 per cent anorthite.

Furthermore, our results indicate a break

in the optical properties near 40 per cent
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anorthite. The heat-of-solution values in

the figure depart from a straight line at

something above 65 mole per cent anor-

thite, which corresponds to 66.3 weight per

cent, the same region of composition as

that in which Taylor's data indicate the

beginning of homogeneous solid solutions.

The reported 30 per cent point, however,

does not show up well in our thermal

measurements, possibly because we do not

have enough points in the to 30 per cent

region.

Modal composition of granites (Chayes)

.

The expanding and improving of the in-

formation about the modal composition of

granite continues to guide and to some

extent limit all studies of natural granites.

A considerable amount of work has al-

ready been done on this subject, and

sampling will be extended to the principal

granite areas of Minnesota.

In modal composition, the calcalkaline

granites of Texas and the Southeast prove

to be very similar to those of New Eng-

land. Results for 145 specimens of New
England granite are summarized in two

contoured frequency diagrams in figure 2.

In figure 3 are shown the same two projec-

tions recontoured after addition of 115

specimens from Texas and the Southeast.

Addition of these new results has scarcely

changed the outlines of the occupied areas

in either projection. The quartz-plagi-

oclase-orthoclase maximum has increased

slightly in intensity and has shifted a little

toward the center of the diagram; evi-

dently, highly potassic granites are some-

what more common in New England than

elsewhere. On the whole, however, there

is remarkably little difference between the

two sets of diagrams. In detail also, the

data show the same internal homogeneity

and the same small but definitely signifi-

cant differences between granites in both

sets of material. Though still fragmentary

and in need of expansion, information

about the modal composition of calcalka-

line granites has now accumulated to the

point where intelligent inquiry into the re-

COMPOSITE CONTOUR DIAGRAM

145 ANALYSES

,12% COUNTER

CONTOURS; >0.>3.>9

Fig. 2. Contoured frequency diagrams show-

ing modal composition of New England calc-

alkaline granite sample. Co-ordinates, volumes

per cent.

In A: M = mafics, F = total feldspar, Q
= quartz.

In B: Q= quartz, Pl = plagioclase, Or= micro-

cline.

lations between them and the other great

group of granites, the so-called alkali gran-

ites, becomes possible.

Occurrence of microperthite in calcalka-

line granites (Chayes). Though the mi-
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crocline of calcalkaline granites is probably

rarely free of soda, perthitic intergrowth

readily resolvable under the microscope is

not common. It has recently been found

that such intergrowth reaches maximum
development in rocks in which quartz has

been granulated by shearing stress. Where

COMPOSITE CONTOUR DIAGRAM
260 SPECIMENS

12 COUNTER
CONTOURS >0. H >4. >8

COMPOSITE CONTOUR DIAGRAM
260 SPECIMENS

025 COUNTER. 18 GRID
CONTOURS >0. >2.>5. >7

Fig. 3. Contoured frequency diagrams show-

ing modal composition of calcalkaline granites

from New England, Texas, and the southeastern

states. Co-ordinates as in figure 2.

quartz shows no evidence of shear, perthite

of microscopic dimensions is usually very

rare. Where shear has been sufficient to

produce strain in the quartz (as shown by

optical examination) but not to granulate

it, perthite may or may not be more com-

mon than usual. Where quartz granulation

is extreme or complete, perthite is always

more abundant than in unsheared speci-

mens of the same rock. It is suggested that

exsolution may be very sluggish in albite-

poor microclines and that stress may induce

exsolution of albite from microclines of this

type which might otherwise remain met-

astable indefinitely. It is possible, and

experience with pegmatitic and vein ma-

terial makes it seem probable, that some

optically homogeneous granite microclines

are already submicroscopically unmixed,

so that the effect of stress is really to pro-

mote recrystallization rather than exsolu-

tion. In favorable cases X-ray spectrograms

should permit choice between these alter-

natives, and work on this aspect of the

problem is continuing.

Influence of grain size on dispersion of

modal analyses of granites (Chayes). This

problem has been mentioned in earlier re-

ports and continues to be a major source

of difficulty. During the past year a simple

detour around it has been developed and

put into practice. In the finer-grained

granites only one thin section is cut from

each hand specimen, and the modal anal-

ysis may be regarded as an estimate of the

composition either of the thin section or

of the hand specimen. Interpretation of

the data is simplified and strengthened if

the sample item is as small as possible.

To date, therefore, emphasis has been

placed on the thin section as the sample

item.

It is obvious, however, that if the thin-

section area, that is, the area actually ana-

lyzed, remains fixed, results for coarse-

grained rocks will necessarily be more

variable than those for fine-grained ones.

Thus, in multiple comparisons of rocks

of widely differing grain size, conclusions

arising either from simple inspection of

tables or from calculations based on the

common experimental designs will be ren-
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dered invalid by inhomogeneous sample

variance. What we really require is an

area of analysis, a sample item, adjusted in

each case for grain size, rather than a fixed

sample size. Since in the work on finer-

grained granites it is optional whether we
regard the analysis as estimating the com-

position of the thin section or of the hand

specimen, we may agree, for the present,

to consider the sample as composed of

hand specimens. If the hand specimen is

taken as the sample item, we are free to

improve our estimate of its composition by

cutting and analyzing replicate sections.

This can be continued, by a rather crude

analogy with the sequential sampling

schemes of industrial statistics, until the

total dispersion of hand-specimen mean

values for a coarse-grained granite becomes

comparable to that for individual thin

sections (hand specimens) of fine-grained

ones. If the desired reduction of total dis-

persion is obtained by a reasonable amount

of repetition, we may suppose that the ad-

ditional variation of individual results is in

fact introduced by grain size alone, and

may next proceed to examine the mean
values in the light of what has already been

learned about the distribution of individual

results in finer-grained granites. This pro-

cedure has been followed with two coarse-

grained granites, one from Salisbury,

North Carolina, and another from Mount
Airy, North Carolina. In both cases, con-

trary to expectation, the desired reduction

of dispersion was reached by the use of

only two thin sections for each hand speci-

men; and the hand-specimen mean values

show the characteristics expected from

study of finer-grained granites. Figure 4

compares the scatter of quartz-plagioclase-

microcline ratios for these rocks with that

found in the Elberton, Georgia, granite,

a typical fine-grained calcalkaline granite.

From the results obtained to date it

would seem that a practical working solu-

tion to this problem is within easy grasp,

and the way is now open to accumulation

of much useful information about coarse-

grained granites.

Synthetic haplogranite for analytical

studies (Zies, Thwaite, Schairer, Davis,

Chayes, Adams). The precision of rock

analyses is of great concern to the petrolo-

gist. Unless the chemical data are de-

pendable, a serious error in the deductions

on mineral compositions may result. As

a consequence of the surprisingly wide

range in the results of chemical analyses by

twenty-five different laboratories on a

"standard" granite (Year Book No. 49),

we decided to make for analytical test a

simplified granite (haplogranite) with

great care from the purest of chemicals.

Ninety-two grams of a haplogranite of a

selected but undisclosed composition were

prepared, and 75 grams were delivered to

Professor H. W. Fairbairn, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, for analysis by the

"ten best" laboratories (as indicated by the

previous test on the "standard" granite)

and for development of quantitative spec-

trographic procedures for determining the

major elements in minerals and rocks.

The remainder of the haplogranite was

retained at the Geophysical Laboratory and

subjected to chemical analysis. The three

separate duplicate analyses agreed closely

not only with one another, but also with

the original composition. This indicates

that with sufficient care chemical analysis

of silicate mixtures by standard methods

can be reliable. The results of the analyses

by the "ten best" laboratories, however, in

most instances showed considerable de-

partures from the synthetic composition.

The sum of the AI2O3 and Si0 2 by analysis

agreed well with the value from synthesis,

but the Si02 tended to be about 0.5 per
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fine-grained (Elberton) granites. Individual results for the coarse-grained specimens are connected

by a line, at the center of which the mean is indicated by a symbol. Co-ordinates as in figure 2B.
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cent low and the AI2O3 correspondingly

high. This illustrates the need for a further

critical study of the procedures for the

chemical analysis of rocks.

SOLUBILITY IN VAPOR PHASE AND VAPOR TRANSPORT
OF MINERALS

Field evidence on certain rocks, minerals,

and ore veins suggests that the vapor trans-

port of silicates, sulfides, and other min-

erals must be a major process in their

results are summarized in figure 5. The
curve for 400 ° shows a strong upward

bend at the higher pressures, indicating a

falling off of the rate of increase in solubil-

005 0.30 0.40 0.50
SOLUBILITY IN WEIGHT PER CENT

0.80

Fig. 5. The solubility of quartz in superheated steam at high pressures. Two thousand bars corre-

sponds to the weight of about 5 miles of granite crust.

origin. Until recently we have had few or

no reliable quantitative data on the solu-

bilities of any of these materials in a vapor

or fluid phase. In Year Book No. 49 we
presented the results of an investigation

on the solubility of quartz in superheated

steam (Morey). During the past year, ad-

ditional experiments were made on quartz,

extending the temperature from the previ-

ous maximum of 500 to 600 and the pres-

sure range from 1000 to 2000 atmospheres.

The maximum solubility found at 600

°

and 2000 atm. was 0.765 per cent. The

ity with pressure. A further increase in

pressure probably would not greatly affect

the silica content of the gas. This fall-

ing off is less at 500 ° and scarcely dis-

cernible at 600 °. Indeed, at 600 ° the re-

sults from 667 to 2000 atm. may be repre-

sented fairly well by a straight line. Ex-

trapolations of that straight line to 10,000

atm. would give a solubility of 4.5 per cent,

and to 100,000 atm., 47 per cent. Such an

extrapolation is, of course, pure speculation.

Measurements were made on several

other minerals. The feldspars albite and
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microcline gave solubilities at 500 and

2000 atm. o£ 0.27 and 0.25 per cent, respec-

tively. It is noteworthy that with albite

at lower pressures the ratio of the com-

ponents Na 20, AI2O3, and Si02 in the

steam was 1:0.71:8.63 at 400 atm., but at

2000 atm. the ratio was 1:0.98:6.10, prac-

tically the 1:1:6 ratio of crystalline albite.

Solubility in steam at 500 and 1000 atm.

was determined with the following: an-

hydrite, CaS04 , 0.002 weight per cent;

barite, BaS04, 0.004; anglesite, PbSCX,

o.on; and thenardite, Na 2S04, 0.43.

Hematite, Fe 203, gave a solubility at 500
°

and 1000 atm. of 0.009 per cent; cassiterite,

Sn0 2 , only 0.00025 per cent. Enstatite,

MgSiC>3, at 6oo° and 1000 atm. was decom-

posed by steam with extraction of Si0 2 .

The sulfides bornite, CusFeS*; covellite,

CuS; bismuthenite, Bi 2S3; chalcosite, Cu 2S;

and sphalerite, ZnS, gave no evidence of

decomposition by steam, and showed a

small but definite solubility. For example,

at 500 and 1000 atm. the steam contained

0.2 per cent ZnS. Pyrite, FeS 2 , was decom-

posed by steam with formation of pyrrho-

tite, FeuSi2.

During the past year a reconnaissance

has been made of the solubility of various

salts in steam. This solubility is being

studied in two ways:

(a) Qualitative experiments are per-

formed with ordinary bombs (pressure ves-

sels) to find the approximate three-phase

pressure (gas-liquid-solid) in binary sys-

tems. The salt is placed in a crucible with

a perforated bottom resting on another

crucible. If the pressure is below the three-

phase pressure, the salt remains in the up-

per crucible; if above the three-phase pres-

sure, it melts and runs through. These

simple experiments need no chemical

analyses, and they are made in between

other runs. Following are some results

(limits will be narrowed in future experi-

ments) :

T Three-phase

Substance pressure limits
ture , .N

(psi)

Li 2S04 500 9,000-10,000

T12S04 400 3,000- 4,000

Na20-2B 2 3
400° 2,000-3,000

Na 20-3B 2 3 400 2,000- 3,000

Na 20-4B 2 3 400 1,000-3,000

NaP0
7 6oo° below 1,000

NaP07 400 below 750

Na4P 2 7 500 4,500- 6,000 (?)

(b) It is planned to continue dynamic

solubility measurements in steam. K 2S04

has been tried. One series of runs, not

concordant, gave 0.002 per cent at 500 ° and

400 atm. and 0.05 per cent at 500 ° and

700 atm. The problem is that K 2SC>4 sepa-

rates from the condensed steam and the

rate gradually slows almost to zero. If the

valve is rapidly opened and closed, some of

the material deposited can be blown out.

The fundamental trouble is that K 2S04,

like other sulfates, has a retrograde solubil-

ity curve, and at 374
° the solubility in

liquid water is practically zero. There evi-

dently is no tendency toward supersatura-

tion, and the K 2SC>4 precipitates and clogs

the tube. Na4P 2 7 also clogs the apparatus.

It is very soluble in steam—0.07 per cent

at 500 ° and 400 atm.

It is planned soon to use 1 per cent

Na 2 solution instead of water. This

amount of Na 2 will completely dissolve

in the steam, and may greatly affect the

solubility of such substances as quartz and

cassiterite. Also, such a solution may be

nearer to conditions in nature than is pure

water.
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EFFECTS OF HYDROSTATIC PRESSURES ON MELTING
TEMPERATURES

Change of melting point of diopside

with pressure, and the origin of magmas

(Yoder). The melting point of synthetic

diopside under pressures up to 5000 atm.

was found by experiment to be well repre-

sented by the equation s= 1391.5+ 0.01297P,

where t is the melting point in degrees

overlying rock, let us consider a slab of

anhydrous basaltic rock, 400 by 25 miles

by 1 mile thick, at a depth of 25 miles or

40 km, which may be regarded as the

thickness of the earth's crust (fig. 6) . The

beginning of melting of basalt at 1 atm.

pressure is taken as 1000 ; the change of

SURFACE
200 400

TEMPERATURE °C—

*

600 800 1000
T

1200 1400

PERIDOTITE

I I I I I I

Fig. 6. Relation of geothermal gradient to beginning of melting curve of basalt (solid curves),

and temperature change with pressure (dashed curve) of a hypothetical magma produced and ex-

truded in the manner described in the text.

centigrade and P the pressure in bars. The
character of the melting curve supports the

prevailing view that the melting curve for

minerals rises indefinitely with increasing

depth in the earth. Perhaps much more

significant than these conclusions was the

development of a quantitative picture of

the production and extrusion of magma.

The large volume change involved in the

melting of crystalline rock is made the

basis of a theory regarding the production

of lava.

Assuming that the crustal layers of the

earth are entirely crystalline and under

pressure equivalent to the weight of the

the beginning of melting of basalt with

pressure is estimated to be io° per 1000

atm., which is consistent with the above-

described experiments on diopside; and the

slab, in accordance with a reasonable geo-

thermal gradient, is at a temperature 75
°

in excess of that required for melting at

1 atm. On release of 5000 atm. pressure, for

example by gentle arching of the super-

incumbent rock, 6 per cent of the slab

would melt and thereby consume the adia-

batically available heat (specific heat= 0.30;

heat of melting=100 cal/g). By the arch-

ing process, or some other process, tensions

would be built up; and fractures would
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develop, accompanied by earthquakes hav-

ing shallow (20—25 mues ) foci.

The volume change on melting for ba-

salt is 1 1.2 per cent; the slab would thus

increase in volume by 70 cubic miles. The

space for this increase in volume might

be obtained by further arching of the

overlying rock, or by some of the magma
rising in the fractures. In the latter case,

the 70 cubic miles of molten rock could

fill a channel 150 miles long and 100 feet

wide from the bottom of the crust to the

surface. If the resulting crystal "mush"

should rise in bulk, the channel would over-

flow, since, in rising, the pressure would

be further reduced, more melting would

take place, and the ratio of liquid to crys-

tals would increase. The great basaltic

flows in geologic history have poured out

of fractures, and the linearity of the great

volcanic mountain chains also attests to

fracture control.

This "swelling" mechanism provides a

large volume of lava pouring out non-

explosively for a considerable time along

an entire channel (i.e., plateau basalts) or

out of chance openings (i.e., isolated vol-

canoes). No matter how a magma is pro-

duced from solid rock in the crust, whether

by heat from a local hot spot, by relief of

pressure, or by actual unloading, the large

volume change accompanying the phase

change plays an important role in the

extrusion of the magma.

Melting point of iron under pressure

(Yoder). Over a dozen successful runs

have been made in an effort to determine

the change of melting point of iron with

pressure. Such information is required for

calculating the volume change of iron on

melting. In addition, it might aid in mak-

ing a very rough estimate as to the physical

state of the core of the earth, now thought

to consist mainly of iron or nickel-iron.

Using the data now available in the litera-

ture, it is possible to calculate a change of

melting point of iron with pressure to suit

almost any requirement. From these data

the slope of the curve could be positive or

negative. Although it is more likely that

the slope is positive, further experimental

data obviously are needed.

The technique employed in our measure-

ments consists in suspending a loop of pure

iron wire at the "hot spot" of a furnace

surrounded by the pressure medium, argon

gas, and passing a very small current

through the wire. At the melting tem-

perature the wire parts at the loop, and the

circuit is broken. A suitable signal, from a

light or a buzzer in the circuit, indicates

that melting has taken place. The tem-

perature of melting is measured at the

loop with an enclosed platinum-platinum

10 rhodium thermocouple. To ensure an

even zone of heating, the loop and the

thermocouple are enclosed in a thick plati-

num thermal block.

The high melting temperature of iron

(1535 ±5°) is not the chief difficulty of the

experiment. The presence of carbon, pro-

duced by the cracking of oil in the oil-

pumped argon gas, lowers the melting

point of iron noticeably and also affects

the platinum thermocouples. The usual

oil filter involving a liquid-nitrogen tem-

perature bath was not considered practica-

ble for a high-pressure system. A filter of

absorbent cotton, silica gel, and glass wool

also was unsatisfactory. A series of runs at

5000 atm. indicated that carbon might

lower the melting point as much as ioo°.

Two runs at that pressure, in which no visi-

ble carbon deposit could be detected, re-

sulted in a lowering of 65 °. This value,

however, is not considered reliable. It is

hoped that water-pumped argon will pro-

vide a sufficiently pure medium in which

to measure correctly the change of melting

point of iron with pressure.
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Effect of carbon dioxide on melting be-

havior of natural roc\s (England, Adams).

Some preliminary experiments were made

to determine the effect of heating silicate

mixtures in the presence of carbon dioxide

under pressure. The material used is a

rock described as kimberlite. An examina-

tion of a thin section of this rock showed

that it is pseudomorphic except for about

2 per cent of residual clino-pyroxene. The

original structure was porphyritic. The

only abundant secondary mineral is cal-

cite, which occurs in definite grains, total-

ing about 5 per cent. Some of this is well

segregated and some is widely distributed

in small grains. To judge from the refrac-

tive indices and other optical properties,

the remainder corresponds to the antigorite

and chrysolite of ordinary serpentine.

When heated at atmospheric pressure

the material begins to melt at about 1150 ,

the percentage of glass increasing with

temperature. Small samples were placed

in a water-cooled pressure vessel contain-

ing a platinum resistance furnace, carbon

dioxide being used as the pressure medium.

As the result of several tests at tempera-

tures up to 1290 and pressures up to 1600

atm., it was found that the carbon dioxide

at the various pressures had no noticeable

effect on the melting behavior. In other

experiments, a sample of the material was

sealed in a small platinum capsule with the

addition of about 2 per cent of water. The

introduction of the water caused the ap-

pearance of a new phase occurring in long,

needlelike crystals, possibly hornblende,

produced from the olivine.

X-ray powder spectrograms of the heated

samples were made and are being ex-

amined in detail. A study of the possible

effect of carbon dioxide alone and in com-

bination with water is being continued at

higher pressures and with larger amounts

of water.

SILICATES IN THE PRESENCE OF WATER UNDER PRESSURE

In addition to the very interesting results

on feldspar systems with water, described

in an earlier section, excellent progress has

been made on a number of other hydrous

silicate systems.

The system MgO—AhOs—SiOr-HzO
(Yoder). One of the most fruitful projects

is the determination of the stability rela-

tions of the minerals in the MgO—AI2O3

—Si0 2—H2O system. Since the composi-

tion of 80 per cent of the sedimentary for-

mations can, for the most part, be repre-

sented in this system, it is the most impor-

tant to metamorphic petrologists. The sys-

tem MgO—Si0 2—H2O has been worked

out by Bowen and Tuttle, the system

A1 2 3—Si0 2—

H

2 by Roy, Roy, and Os-

born, and the system MgO—Al 2Os—Si0 2

has recently been corrected by Keith and

Schairer. The minerals of particular impor-

tance occurring in the quaternary system

are pyrope, clinochlore (chlorite), cordier-

ite, magnesian, chamosite, and amesite.

Although only nine compositions have been

investigated, the stability relations have

been outlined for temperatures above 450

°

at 1000 atm. The possible mineral associa-

tions are to be presented in a series of dia-

grams at significant temperature intervals.

One of the most interesting phases of the

work was the confirmation of the synthesis

of clinochlore by K. C. Tu (unpublished

Ph.D. thesis, University of Minnesota). It

was found that clinochlore decomposes at

680 ±5° into forsterite, cordierite, spinel,

and vapor, the phases being stable up to

the solidus temperature. Recent work by

Brindley and Ali {Acta cryst., 1950, vol. 3,

pp. 25-30) indicates that the clinochlore

structure suffers modification when heated
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dry at 600 °. At 800 ° the chlorite structure

disappears, and at 850 olivine and spinel

are clearly visible in the X-ray diagram.

These changes can be related to the peaks

in the differential thermal analysis charts.

It is to be noted, however, that these

changes do not constitute equilibrium re-

lations and, therefore, cannot be viewed in

the same light as the results recorded in

phase diagrams. The decomposition of

clinochlore can be represented only by the

reversible reaction : 5 clinochlore £5 10 for-

sterite + cordierite+ 3 spinel+ 20H2O.

At temperatures less than 550 °, a new
form having the clinochlore composition

was obtained. The X-ray pattern is distinct

and appears to be similar to that of some

natural serpentines. (The uncertainty lies

mainly in the interpretation of the poor

X-ray patterns obtained from minerals hav-

ing layered structures.) One of the out-

standing mineralogical problems is the de-

termination of the amount of solid solution

between serpentine and chlorite. Chemi-

cally the solid solution appears complete,

but from the point of view of crystal struc-

ture this seems quite unlikely, since the

two forms of serpentine are structurally

different from clinochlore. The structure

of this new form of clinochlore may permit

complete solid solution between minerals

of the serpentine and clinochlore composi-

tions.

Completion of this system will take

much time because runs of at least a week

are required. Metastability is common.
For example, talc forms readily and easily

reacts again; forsterite and spinel form

readily but do not react again at an ap-

preciable rate.

The system diopside—water (Yoder).

Preliminary experiments have been made

on the diopside—water system. The main

purpose of these experiments is to deter-

mine the amount of water a diopside liq-

uid, or, more generally, a basaltic magma,
can hold. Goranson's work on a melt of al-

bite composition indicated that as much as

10 per cent water can be held by a granitic

magma. It is believed by most geologists

that a basaltic magma can hold much less

water, perhaps only a few per cent. The
preliminary experiments support this view.

Two serious difficulties have arisen in ob-

taining a correct value for the water con-

tent. One difficulty lies in the fact that

diopside crystallizes readily and, therefore,

quenching its liquid to a glass requires a

large, instantaneous drop in temperature.

It has not always been possible to fulfill this

requirement under high pressures.

Even if a satisfactory quench is obtained,

the resulting glass contains many bubbles.

These may be as large as 0.5 mm in diame-

ter and contain both a liquid and a gas

phase. The amount of water held by the

liquid at the desired pressure and tempera-

ture is determined by measuring the weight

loss of its glass between no° and 1000 at

one atmosphere. This loss in weight, how-

ever, represents both the weight of the

water in the glass and that in the bubbles.

Since the bubbles can be demonstrated to

have formed during the run and not as

a result of vesiculation in the quench, an

overestimate of the water content is ob-

tained. As yet no technique has been

found which prevents the bubbles from

forming in the liquid during the run.

System H20—Na 20—Si0 2 (Morey, Hes-

selgesser). In Year Books Nos. 48 and 49,

we reported progress on this very difficult

and important system; and last year it was

stated that the results at 400 ° were prac-

tically complete and would soon be ready

for publication. Further work has been

necessary for the following reasons.

Previously the maximum pressure avail-

able was 2000 atm., which was not sufficient
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to cause melting of sodium metasilicate or

sodium disilicate at 400 °. With the im-

proved equipment now available it has

been found that 2500 atm. does melt

sodium disilicate. This means that the

upper critical end-point curve at the disili-

cate ratio must be below 400 °, and since

the lower critical end-point curve must be

near 374 ° it is evident that the region be-

tween these curves must be of narrow tem-

perature range and enormous pressure

range. We have here interesting ques-

tions: Is this the condition to be expected

with all substances of low volatility which

show a critical end point with water? Is

the second critical end point H2O—Si0 2 at

around 400 ° and an enormous pressure?

We do not know whether 2500 atm. will

be high enough for sodium metasilicate.

Only one run at 400 ° and that pressure

has been made, and that contained no crys-

tals. The gas is, of course, very high in

Na 20, and hence corrosive. For further

experimentation we may construct a pres-

sure vessel with a nickel liner.

In addition, we have extended the work

to 500 and 6oo°. These experiments are

much easier to carry out because of the

lower pressures required. The maximum
on the P-T curve of the equilibrium gas+
liquid + Na 2

, 2Si02 + quartz lies be-

tween 500 ° and 600 °, and these two points

will enable us to extrapolate to the binary

eutectic at 793 °. The investigation with the

disilicate will tie in with previous work.

Models of theoretical systems (Morey).

During the past year three models helpful

in understanding systems of the type we
must consider fundamental to our work on

silicate systems with water were made.

These are pressure-temperature-composi-

tion models for the following types of

binary system:

(1) No compounds are formed, there is

no immiscibility, and no critical end points

are formed.

(2) No compounds are formed, and

there is no immiscibility, but a critical end

point of the type (G=L)+S is formed.

(3) No compounds are formed; two im-

miscible liquids are formed; there is a criti-

cal end point of the type G+(Li=L2).

It is hoped that a model can be made in

which both types of critical end point,

(G=L)+S and G+(Li=L2), are found

in the same system. These are of especial

interest to us. It has been suggested that

there may be immiscibility in a system of

the type water—albite. It is also conceiv-

able that the system H 2 —Si02 is one in

which there is immiscibility and both types

of critical end point are formed. There

are, however, definite theoretical limita-

tions as to what can take place under these

conditions. These have never been clearly

stated. Hence, the construction of such a

model will necessitate a considerable

amount of research.

System K20—Si02—H2 (Burlew,

Burke) . A number of improvements were

made in the filter autoclave, most impor-

tant of which was a new end plug sealed

by a silver gasket designed according to

Bridgman's unsupported-area principle.

The arrangement eliminated the leakage of

steam during cooling, which had spoiled a

number of solubility determinations. This

end plug was made with a thermocouple

well so that the temperature of the inner

face of the plug can be measured during

cooling. The upper extension of the end

plug was designed to take a simple annular

packing of Teflon. This change eliminated

the bulky water cooler formerly used, and

thereby made possible a simplified and im-

proved means of mounting the upper

thrust bearing for the stirring shaft.

Another change in the apparatus was the

introduction of a heated valve by means of

which the autoclave could be isolated from

the boiler during cooling. The use of this

valve combined with temperature measure-
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ments of the face of the new end plug

made it possible to gain much more in-

formation about the way the steam pres-

sure changes in the system during cooling.

Nineteen solubility determinations in the

system K2O—Si0 2—H2O were performed

with the improved apparatus. For all of

them the reaction mixture was a potassium

silicate solution having a weight ratio of

Si0 2/K 2 = i.68. Stirring and filtering at

300 and 50 atm. steam pressure gave a fil-

trate having a weight ratio of Si0 2/K 2 =
1.41. The water content of this nitrate was

variable, depending upon the cooling

schedule.

The principal variation in cooling sched-

ule was the extent to which the filtrate had

access to the steam boiler during cooling.

If the filtrate was isolated from the boiler

(by means of the new valve) before the

temperature of the end plug had dropped

close to the temperature of the boiler, the

pressure in the autoclave dropped so rap-

idly that the filtrate frothed. A series of

experiments was begun using the same

cooling path for the autoclave and boiler,

but with the valve between them closed at

different stages during cooling.

During the course of these solubility de-

terminations, further improvements were

made in the design of the receiver for the

filtrate. Year Book No.' 49 mentioned an

attempt to protect the filtrate from fluctua-

tions of steam pressure during cooling by

isolating a portion of it. Thorough testing

of this type of receiver showed that it was

ineffective in protecting the filtrate, because

adjustment to changes in steam pressure

occurs very rapidly in the small spaces of

the receiver. Also, capillarity could not be

depended on for retaining a portion of the

filtrate in one part of the receiver. A re-

ceiver in which an internal overflow tube

regulated the amount of filtrate retained in

each part was found much more satisfac-

tory. Finally, a four-stage platinum re-

ceiver was designed, but it has not yet been

constructed. Its use will make possible the

analysis of four different portions of the

filtrate.

It is hoped that the central problem of

cooling a filtrate without change of water

content can be solved, but the amount of

further experimentation required cannot

be predicted. If this problem cannot be

solved, the apparatus is seriously limited in

its usefulness for solubility determinations.

It still could be used for the preliminary

exploration of a system, relying on the

variation in composition of the dehydrated

filtrate and the identification of solid

phases to give information about different

fields.

Now that the mechanical operation of

the apparatus has been perfected, it might

have two other uses: first, the preparation

of hydrated crystalline compounds in a

very pure form—for example, about 100

grams of the compound K^O^SiCvF^O
have been prepared incidentally during the

course of the solubility determinations;

and, second, the measurement of the de-

gree of reaction of relatively insoluble

materials (such as some minerals) with hot

water or dilute aqueous solutions in the

temperature range ioo° to 600 °. A system-

atic series of such experiments with dif-

ferent minerals might give information

that would have a bearing on the problem

of the leaching of minerals from "country

rock" by hydrothermal solutions.

ANHYDROUS SILICATE SYSTEMS

System KoO—MgO—AhOz—SiOz
(Schairer, Thwaite, Keith). During the

preparation of a manuscript on four joins

in the portion of the quaternary system be-
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tween cordierite, forsterite, leucite, and silica

(Schairer), it became apparent that it

would be necessary to establish the field of

sapphirine in the limiting ternary system

MgO—AI2O3—Si02 and the temperatures

of the three ternary invariant points with

sapphirine as one of the solid phases. Ten

closely spaced compositions were prepared

and studied. These data established the

presence of a very tiny field of sapphirine

and the temperatures and compositions of

the three ternary invariant points. Further-

more, it has appeared desirable to present

the data on one additional join along with

the original four.

Some progress has been made in the por-

tion of the quaternary system involving

leucite, forsterite, silica, and potassium

disilicate (Schairer, Thwaite). The more

siliceous melts are viscous, difficult to

crystallize, and slow to reach equilibrium.

Quenching runs of twenty-one days' dura-

tion are necessary for many of the composi-

tions after crystallization, which often has

taken as long as a year.

System Na20—AhOa—Fe2O s—Si02 .

Very substantial progress has been made

on this interesting quaternary system.

The join jadeite—acmite (Schairer,

Yoder) : Only crystals of albite, nepheline

(solid solutions of albite in nepheline),

and acmite (pure or very nearly pure

Na 2
- Fe 203 - 4Si0 2 ) are found in these

compositions when they are completely

crystallized. A few additional long runs

will be made on compositions near the

jadeite end of this join to confirm these

results.

The join Na sO • 4SiO a—Al 2O s—Fe 2 3

(Schairer, Thwaite) : This part of the in-

vestigation has been completed. A total of

thirty-three separate compositions was pre-

pared and studied.

The join nepheline— silica—acmite

(Schairer, Thwaite) : This also has been

completed. Twenty-one separate composi-

tions were prepared and studied to deline-

ate the relations.

The join nepheline—sodium disilicate

—

acmite (Schairer, Thwaite) : Twenty-four

separate compositions were prepared for the

study of this join. Three univariant lines in

the quaternary system pierce this join: (1)

carnegieite + nepheline + hematite-corun-

dum solid solution + liquid; (2) nepheline

+ acmite + hematite—corundum solid solu-

tion + liquid; and (3) nepheline + acmite

+ sodium disilicate+ liquid. Work on this

join has been nearly completed; only a few

more compositions will be prepared and

studied to locate the piercing points more

exactly as to temperature and composition.

The nepheline crystals which appear in this

join are not pure nepheline, but a solid

solution. The quenching data show that

their composition cannot be pure Na 2
0*

Al 203'2Si0 2 . They probably have albite

in solid solution, and there may be some

molecule containing Fe 2Os that enters the

nepheline lattice. This matter will be in-

vestigated further.

The join sodium disilicate—albite—ac-

mite (Schairer, Thwaite) : Thirty-two sep-

arate compositions have been prepared, and

the measurements on all except two have

been completed. Two quaternary univari-

ant lines pierce this join: (1) albite +
hematite-corundum solid solution + acmite

+ liquid; and (2) albite + acmite+ sodium

disilicate+ liquid. They have been located

approximately and the few remaining runs

should locate them accurately. One un-

expected feature is the composition of the

albite crystals. The quenching data show

that they cannot be pure Na 2
- Al 2 3

'

6Si0 2 . They probably contain some of the

iron-albite molecule (Na 20"Fe 2 3 *6Si0 2 )

in solid solution. This will be investigated

further.

The join nepheline—5Na 2
- Fe 2 3

'

8Si0 2—acmite (Schairer, Thwaite):
Twenty-one compositions have been pre-
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pared and most of them have been studied.

Several more compositions must be pre-

pared to complete our data. Three quater-

nary univariant lines pierce this join: (i)

carnegieite + nepheline + hematite—corun-

dum solid solution + liquid
; (2) nepheline

+ acmite+ hematite-corundum solid solu-

tion + liquid; and (3) nepheline + 5:1:8

crystals+ acmite+ liquid. It will take sev-

eral months to complete this join.

Reconnaissance in joins nepheline—iron

nepheline and albite—iron albite (Schairer,

Thwaite) : Three compositions have been

prepared and the measurements are being

made.

Joins jadeite—diopside, nepheline—di-

etpside, and nepheline—diopside—silica

(Schairer, Yoder, Yagi). During the past

several years we have been accumulating

data on the join nepheline—diopside

—

silica. This is a triangular plane in a five-

component system, and the relations are

difficult to interpret. The joins diopside

—

albite and diopsite—jadeite cross this tri-

angular join, and nepheline—diopside is

one side of the join. From past results it

became apparent that we must have more

data on the side line nepheline—diopside

in order to interpret results in the triangu-

lar join.

During the past year eleven compositions

intermediate between nepheline and diop-

side were prepared. These were spaced at

10 per cent intervals weight per cent, with

two extra compositions selected afterward.

They were studied by the method of

quenching and the solid phases were iden-

tified by X rays. The join is not binary

and the relations are very complex. Car-

negieite, nepheline, diopside, olivine, and

melilite appear as solid phases, and all of

them are solid solutions.

Some additional runs were made on

compositions in the triangular join nephe-

line—diopside—silica, particularly on com-

positions near the side line nepheline

—

diopside (Schairer). The solid phases were

identified by X rays. From the data it is

apparent that the addition of only 5 or 10

per cent of excess SiC»2 to nepheline—diop-

side compositions prevents the appearance

of melilite or greatly restricts the tempera-

ture range of its presence.

No further progress was made on the

join jadeite—diopside during the past year.

System FeO—AUOz—SiOz and iron cor-

dierite (Schairer, Yagi). In 1940 Schairer

completed a study of the liquidus relations

in the system FeO—AI2O3—Si0 2 . A pre-

liminary diagram, but not the data on

which it was based, was published as one

of the limiting ternary systems of the

quaternary system CaO—FeO—AI2O3

—

Si0 2 . Before writing up these data for

publication, it seemed desirable to extend

the investigation to include studies at sub-

liquidus temperatures to find whether the

iron analogue of cordierite (2FeO - 2Al 2Os"

5Si0 2 ) or alamandine garnet (3FeO*

Al 2 3 -3Si0 2 ) or ferrosilite (FeO'Si0 2 )

might appear as a solid crystalline phase.

During the past year Yagi has been

working with Schairer on the equilibrium

at subliquidus temperatures. No alaman-

dine garnet was encountered. When some-

what impure natural alamandine is heated

at 900 ° or above, it slowly decomposes, and

spinel, fayalite, and cordierite are formed.

No ferrosilite was encountered at any tem-

perature. In a large number of the melts

that were crystallized at low temperatures,

iron cordierite crystals appeared as one of

the solid phases; and we were able to

demonstrate that this compound has a

small stability field on the liquidus sur-

face. The ternary reaction point mullite-H

tridymite + spinel+ liquid at 1205 ±5° and

the ternary eutectic fayalite + tridymite +
spinel + liquid at 1073 ±5°, determined on

the preliminary diagram, are metastable

invariant points owing to failure of iron
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cordierite to crystallize from the viscous

melts. Four new stable ternary invariant

points were established during the past

year.

System Na2
—FeO—SiOz (Schairer,

Thwaite). During the year work was be-

gun on this system. A few melts have been

prepared to lie on each of the three joins

(Na 20'6Si02)—FeO, (Na2
0-

4Si02)—

FeO, and (Na 20-2Si0 2)—FeO. Some of

these have been run in iron crucibles in

nitrogen, and the liquidus temperatures

have been determined approximately. No
chemical analyses have yet been made.

The results so far indicate that this system

is an interesting one, and that over a large

portion of it there should be a liquid phase

at moderate temperatures (750 to 1000 ).

STABILITY, PROPERTIES, AND OCCURRENCE OF MINERALS

Jadeite (Yoder) . The change of free en-

ergy with pressure for the reaction nephe-

line+ albite= 2 jadeite was computed from

determinations of the density and com-

pressibility, and from the unpublished

thermal expansion data of Rosenholtz and

Smith. This effect of pressure was found to

be very small. From thermodynamic meas-

urements made here and elsewhere it can

be concluded with reasonable certainty that

at room temperature jadeite does not re-

quire pressure for its formation. Since the

reaction takes place with decrease of vol-

ume, it follows that pressure favors the for-

mation of jadeite. The present calculations

show that the tendency to form jadeite in-

creases at a decreasing rate as the pressure

is increased.

A study was made of the recently dis-

covered jadeite deposit in San Benito

County, California. Two weeks were spent

in the field, with the kind assistance of

Mr. C. W. Chesterman of the California

State Division of Mines, surveying the sev-

eral jadeite bodies. These bodies, lenslike

and veinlike, lie in an oval mass of serpen-

tine. This is a typical occurrence of jadeite,

which is known in its purest form from

only four other areas: Burma, Japan, Cen-

tral America, and Celebes island. From
the field evidence, it was tentatively con-

cluded that the jadeite of California was

formed either during or after the emplace-

ment of the serpentine and that the fluids

from which it was deposited were most

likely residues of the process that gave rise

to the serpentine.

Jadeite in the past has been considered a

high-pressure mineral, that is, a mineral

which can form only under high pressure.

As was mentioned above, recent laboratory

experiments have led to the conclusion that

at low temperatures jadeite does not re-

quire pressure for its stable existence, but

the present data leave open the question

as to the stability at high temperatures

and high pressures. The occurrence of

jadeite in a vein associated with serpentine

lends support to the view that jadeite does

not require high pressures for its forma-

tion and that it is stable up to only mod-

erate temperatures (less than 500 ).

Pyrope (Yoder). The synthesis of py-

rope, Mg 3Al 2 (Si04)3, has not yet been

achieved. From the work on a portion of

the system MgO—A1 2 3—Si02—

H

20, it

is now apparent that pyrope cannot exist in

the presence of an "excess" of water vapor.

The attempt to synthesize pyrope in a "de-

ficiency" of water vapor still appears to

offer the most promise. Another reward-

ing approach might be found in work on

the system spessartite—pyrope.

Using the conventional dry-quenching

techniques, Schairer found that at 1200 a

glass of pyrope composition crystallizes

into cordierite+ forsterite + spinel, the min-

erals stable below the solidus. Of excep-
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tional interest was the metastable forma-

tion of enstatite from the pyrope glass at

1200 in 34 hours and at io8o° in 3 days.

Minerals unstable in presence of excess

water vapor (Yoder). It has been dem-

onstrated recently that some minerals are

not stable in the presence of an excess of

water vapor. For example, pyrope, gros-

sularite, anthophyllite, and jadeite at all

temperatures and enstatite and forsterite at

some temperatures appear not to be com-

patible with water vapor. Recognition of

this fact has led to the belief that some

metamorphic facies result not from changes

in pressure per se and in temperature, but

from changes in one minor component,

water vapor.

Usually changes in the amount of water

vapor present have been interpreted as

retrogressive metamorphism in the sense

of lower-grade metamorphism, i.e., meta-

morphism under conditions involving

lower pressures and temperatures. Such

"retrogressive metamorphism" is not iso-

chemical and, therefore, should be classed

as hydrothermal alteration. The kelyphitic

rims surrounding some garnets are an ex-

ample. It is not possible to conclude from

these rims whether a rock has suffered

higher- or lower-grade metamorphism.

Some of the unsuccessful attempts in the

laboratory to produce metamorphic min-

erals may be due to the difficulty of synthe-

sizing minerals in an environment defi-

cient in vapor. The types of apparatus

commonly used, such as the Tuttle quench-

ing furnace or the Morey bomb, permit

experimentation only with an excess of

water vapor. The simplest technique now
available for working with fixed amounts

of water vapor involves the use of a sealed

tube of platinum originally developed by

Adams and Eskola and later used exten-

sively by Goranson. This so-called sealed-

tube technique has now been improved for

rapid preparation of the sample.

The forms of sodium disilicate (Don-

nay). X-ray studies of crystalline sodium

disilicate samples prepared by Morey re-

veal the existence of a third polymorphic

form, predicted by Kracek in 1939. So far

this intermediate modification has been ob-

tained only as a powder, and single-crystal

work remains to be done. For the low- and

high-temperature forms, the following re-

sults were obtained:

The low-temperature form is mono-

clinic, space group P2i/a, with 4 formula

weights per cell. The lattice parameters

are : a= 12.307 ± 0.005, b = 4-^49 ± °-003> c—
8.i24±o.oo4 A, and (3 = 104.12 ±0.005°.

The calculated and observed densities are

2.542 and 2.57 ±0.10 gm/cm 3
, respectively.

Dual twinning is observed, with twin plane

and composition plane (100).

The high-temperature form is ortho-

rhombic, with space group Pnam and

pseudo space group Pnab. There are 4

formula weights per cell, and the lattice

parameters are: a— 15.38 ±0.2, b— 4.91 ±
0.07, c= 6.46 ±0.2 A. The calculated and

observed densities are 2.48 and 2.47 ±0.03

gm/cm 3
, respectively. It is likely that we

may be able to refine these cell dimensions

by further measurements.

IMPROVEMENT IN METHODS

Precision of the point counter (Chayes).

The point counter used in the studies of

statistical petrography of thin sections of

rocks was designed and tested at the Lab-

oratory. The test showed quite clearly that

in the hands of a practiced operator the

error of the method is essentially binomial,

and thus small enough to yield useful re-

sults even with a total count length of only

1000 or 1500 points. The time per anal-
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ysis ranges from 12 to 20 minutes. In a test

carried out at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology the average time per anal-

ysis was a half hour, approximately twice

that at the Laboratory, but this would be

reduced by practice. The reproducibility

or precision error of the M.I.T. test was vir-

tually identical with that found at the

Laboratory. The thin sections were quite

similar, and the order in which they were

run by each operator proved of no conse-

quence. There were small but statistically

significant differences among the results

of the operators, but these disappeared

after minor differences of opinion about

identification conventions had been re-

solved. This instrument should produce

first-rate modal analyses quickly and in-

expensively for any competent petrologist.

An improved model is now on the market.

X-ray equipment. The role of precise

X-ray powder patterns has become more

evident during the past year, particularly

following the installation of new wide-

range equipment. We feel that we now
have an excellent X-ray laboratory and one

which not only is particularly fitted to our

program, but also, with the recent addition

of a precession camera, has wide applica-

tion. The routine employment of X rays

in the solution of phase identification and

relationships has been invaluable in our

silicate work.

Interpretation of rotation and Weissen-

berg photographs (Donnay). Two nomo-

graphs have been devised which permit

rapid interpretation of rotation and Weis-

senberg photographs. One of them gives,

from a rotation photograph, the direct-

lattice translation of the rotation axis. The
other gives, from a zero-layer undistorted

Weissenberg photograph, the reciprocal-

lattice translations. The use of carefully

constructed charts entails no loss of ac-

curacy.

Adjusting crystals by one doubly exposed

photograph (Donnay). Many crystals can

have one of their lattice rows adjusted only

approximately by optical means. A simple

procedure has been worked out by which

the corrections to be applied to the arcs of

the goniometer head are obtained from a

single film, on which a io° oscillation with

unfiltered radiation and a rotation with

filtered radiation are superimposed. Meas-

urement of the position of the continuous

streak due to the oscillation with respect

to the rotation record leads to the desired

corrections. The method has been tested

on such widely different materials as a

high-molecular-weight organic compound

and a minute diamond crystal from a sam-

ple that had been passed through a 200-

mesh screen.

Interpretation of Patterson maps (Don-

nay). The difficulty in elucidating crystal

structures stems from not knowing the

phases of the diffracted X-ray waves. The

electron density of a crystal can be ex-

pressed as a Fourier series, the coefficients

of which are complex numbers involving

the unknown phases. The Patterson func-

tion is obtained by using as coefficients real

numbers directly obtainable from the ob-

served intensities of X-ray reflections. One

of the challenging problems of present-day

crystallography is to find a way of deci-

phering the crystal structure from the Pat-

terson function. Progress has been made

in this important field.

Accurate molecular-weight determina-

tion by X rays (Donnay, Adams). A
new organic compound of high molecular

weight was prepared by Dr. Harrel, of the

Johns Hopkins University. Its molecular

weight will be found from an accurate

density determination (Adams) and the

unit cell dimensions (Donnay) that have

been obtained. It is known to be in the

neighborhood of 800, a value which cannot

easily be made more nearly accurate by
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chemical means. We hope to obtain the

molecular weight with an accuracy of bet-

ter than i in iooo.

Application of I.B.M. methods to crystal-

lographic calculations (Donnay). Punch-

card methods, which we had already used

in crystallographic calculations, have now

been applied to powder problems. A table

giving the square Q of the reciprocal-lattice

vector in terms of the deviation angle 2O

has been prepared at the Watson Comput-

ing Laboratory in New York. It has

proved very valuable in refining the cell

dimensions of the feldspars.

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MINERAL SUBSTANCES

Work has continued on the measure-

ment of the heats of reaction of minerals

when dissolved in 20 per cent hydrofluoric

acid in a solution calorimeter. Improve-

ments in the apparatus and in the opera-

tional procedures have enabled us to sur-

mount some temporary difficulties. The
heats of solution given below are based on

the following conditions: initial tempera-

ture of the material to be dissolved, 25 °;

that of the HF, 74.7 °; final temperature of

all products, 74.7 .

Data on silica (Kracek, Burley) . A ther-

modynamic study of this system was pub-

lished by Mosesman and Pitzer (1941),

based almost purely on low- and high-

temperature heat-capacity data. Measure-

ments of heat of reaction for the solution

of 1 mole Si02 in 6 moles HF have now
been made. For quartz, cristobalite, and

glass the values are, respectively, —33,300,

—33,930 and -35,500 cal. No value is yet

available for pure tridymite. There is some

possibility that we may be able to produce

pure tridymite hydrothermally in adequate

amount for thermal studies.

Gallium oxide and gallium anorthite

(Kracek, Burley). The heats of solution in

HF for crystalline and glassy gallium anor-

thite, CaGaAlSi 208, were found to be re-

spectively — 170,800 and — 185,200 cal/mole.

From these figures it may be computed

that the heat of melting (referred to 25 °)

is 14,400 cal/mole.

For Ga 203 the heat of solution is found

to be —51,600 cal/mole. Using these data

in combination with others, we are able to

calculate the heat of formation of the crys-

talline compound as —23,200 cal/mole

(Si0 2 in the form of quartz). This value

may be compared with the —29,200 found

for ordinary anorthite.

Heats of solution of oxides for purpose

of evaluating heats of formation of silicates

(Kracek, Burley)

:

CaO: Calcium carbonate was heated at

iooo to drive off most of the C02 , and

then at 1400 to produce coarsely crystal-

line lime so that it could be weighed con-

veniently. The heat of the solution was

found to be —55,700 cal/mole.

Gamma alumina: Crystalline ALO3'
xH 2 (x= 3.019 moles) was heated at

about 350 ° to drive off most of the water

slowly. The resulting product was ap-

proximately A1 203*0-5H 2 in composi-

tion. The temperature was then slowly

raised to 600 ° and maintained at this point

for about 3 days. This treatment produced

a crystalline substance containing 0.76 per

cent water in one case, and 0.63 per cent

water in another case. The X-ray pattern

obtained coincided with that of gamma
alumina. For the heat of solution the

value —92,000 cal/mole was obtained after

correction for the water content.

Sodium oxide: It would be a major un-

dertaking to measure the heat of reaction

for the dissolving of Na 2 in HF. In

place of the direct experiment, a value for

the heat of reaction can be obtained from

heat-of-solution measurements on H 2SO*
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and Na 2S04 together with data from ther-

mochemical tables according to the well

known principle of the combination of

thermochemical equations.

Following this procedure, we have ob-

tained — 90,600 cal for the solution of one

mole Na2 in 2 moles HF. This compares

favorably with the value that can be cal-

culated from the results of other investi-

gators. We have also begun to make some

measurements using NaCl and HC1 in-

stead of Na 2S04 and H2SO4.

CO-OPERATIVE SEISMIC WORK
The comprehensive program for the ex-

ploration of the earth's crust by seismic

methods, as reported in Year Book No. 49,

has been carried forward. The new meas-

urements are providing definite informa-

tion on the depth of the crust in different

regions, the nature of its lower boundary,

Listed below are papers published dur-

ing the report year in technical journals.

Several additional papers have been pre-

pared and are awaiting publication. These

are: L. H. Adams, "Elastic properties of

materials of the earth's crust"; F. Chayes,

"On the association of perthitic microcline

with highly undulant or granular quartz

in some calcalkaline granites"; F. Chayes,

"On the bias of grain size measurement

made in thin section—discussion of a dis-

cussion"; F. Chayes, "The finer grained

calcalkaline granites of New England";

F. Chayes, "Modal analyses of the test

rocks"; F. Chayes and H. W. Fairbairn,

"A test of the precision of thin-section

analysis by point counter"; Gabrielle and

J. D. H. Donnay, "Charts for the interpre-

tation of rotation and Weissenberg photo-

graphs"; Gabrielle and J. D. H. Donnay,

"Crystal adjustment by means of one

doubly exposed X-ray photograph"; M. L.

Keith and J. F. Schairer, "The stability

field of sapphirine in the system MgO

—

A1 2 3—Si0 2"; F. C. Kracek, "Phase trans-

formations in one-component silicate sys-

tems"; F. C. Kracek, K. J. Neuvonen, and

Gordon Burley, "Thermochemistry of min-

eral substances: thermodynamic study of

and the behavior of elastic waves passing

through the materials below the surface.

Details of this joint undertaking of the

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism and

the Geophysical Laboratory will be found

in the report from the former Department.

the stability of jadeite"; G. W. Morey,

"Double fluorides of zinc"; G. W. Morey,

"The solubility of some minerals in super-

heated steam at high pressures"; G. W.
Morey, "The ternary system Na 2 —
B 2 3—Si02"; G. W. Morey, "The system

NaPOs—Ca(P03 ) 2"; G. W. Morey and

J. M. Hesselgesser, "The solubility of

quartz and some other substances in super-

heated steam at high pressures"; Elizabeth

Rona and W. D. Urry, "Radioactivity of

ocean sediments. VIII. Radium and ura-

nium content of ocean and river waters";

J. F. Schairer, "Phase transformations in

polycomponent silicate systems"; A. H.

Stone, "On the supersonic flow past a

slightly yawing cone. II"; O. F. Tuttle,

"Origin of the contrasting mineralogy of

extrusive and plutonic salic rocks"; F. E.

Wright, "Computation of the optic axial

angle from the three principal refractive

indices"; Kenzo Yagi, "Petrochemical stud-

ies on the alkaline rocks of the Morotu

District, Sakhalin"; H. S. Yoder, "Change

of melting point of diopside with pres-

sure"; H. S. Yoder and C. W. Chesterman,

"Jadeite of San Benito County, California";

H. S. Yoder and M. L. Keith, "Complete

substitution of aluminum for silicon: the

system 3MnO • A12 3 3Si0 2—3Y2O3 *
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5AI2O3"; H. S. Yoder and C. E. Weir,

"Change of free energy with pressure of

the reaction nepheline + albite= 2 jadeite";

and H. S. Washington (deceased) and

L. H. Adams, "The chemical and petro

logical nature of the earth's crust."

SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED WORK
(1131) The chemical kinetics of the Katmai

eruption. C. N. Fenner. Amer. Jour.

Sci., vol. 248, pp. 593-627, 697-725

(1950).

Several publications of the author described

the pumices ejected in the great eruption of

Mount Katmai in 1912. These pumices

showed a remarkable association of contrast-

ing felsitic and mafic material, an effect that

was ascribed to the assimilation of basic rocks

by the new siliceous magma. This view

aroused skepticism among geologists as to

whether assimilation on such a large scale

were credible.

The possibilities of exothermic reactions in

the magma are explored, and the large quan-

tities of heat that may be developed are indi-

cated. The development of heat is based

upon well recognized chemical principles, but

whatever might be deduced in this manner,

the real basis for conclusions in this connec-

tion is pre-eminently the pumices themselves;

and the greater part of the paper is devoted

to detailed descriptions of their field rela-

tions, their petrography, and their chemistry,

from every relevant standpoint. Most of the

evidence presented is new. It points directly

and unmistakably to the assimilation of great

quantities of basic rock by the new magma.

The phenomena are different in kind and

in magnitude from effects that have been

described in other volcanic eruptions.

(1132) The system NaAlSi 3 8—KAlSi3 8
—

H 20. N. L. Bowen and O. F. Tuttle.

Jour. Geol., vol. 58, no. 5, pp. 489-511

(1950).

In the presence of water vapor under pres-

sure, soda feldspar and potash feldspar crys-

tallize readily from their glasses. At high

temperatures they appear to form a complete

series of solid solutions showing continuous

variation of lattice spacing as measured by

X rays. Studies of the dry melts had indi-

cated that the solid solutions are of the type

having a minimum-melting mixture. This

conclusion is reinforced upon investigation in

the presence of water. At a pressure of 1000

kg/cm 2 of water vapor the minimum lies at

the composition 70 per cent NaAlSi 3 8 , and

the temperature is 843 ° C. This temperature

is 220 below that observed in dry melts, the

lowering being induced by the presence of

some 7.5 per cent H aO in the liquid phase or

melt. Increase of pressure to 2000 kg/cm2

produces a further lowering only about one-

third as great. When the material is crys-

tallized at still lower temperatures, the com-

plete solid-solution relation no longer obtains,

and two feldspars form side by side. Ho-

mogeneous synthetic feldspars formed at high

temperatures unmix when held at lower tem-

peratures, in confirmation of the accepted

theory regarding most natural perthites. The

composition of both members in natural cryp-

toperthites can be determined by means of

X-ray data established for our synthetic feld-

spars of known composition.

(1133) High-temperature albite and contiguous

feldspars. O. F. Tuttle and N. L. Bowen.

Jour. Geol., vol. 58, no. 5, pp. 572-583

(1950).

Synthetic albite is found to have X-ray and

optical properties different from those of the

very pure natural albites from pegmatites,

but these natural albites can, by heating, be

converted into a form identical with the

synthetic product. High- and low-temperature

modifications of albite are thus indicated. The

inversion temperature is believed to be in the

neighborhood of 700 ° C. Optical and X-ray

studies show that the inversion extends into

the plagioclase series approximately to An 35 .

These high-temperature plagioclases are com-

mon as phenocrysts in extrusive rocks but

have not been found in plutonic rocks.
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(1134) The alkali-feldspar join in the sys-

tem NaAlSi04—KAlSi04—Si02 . J. F.

Schairer. Jour. Geol., vol. 58, no. 5, pp.

512-517 (1950).

A study of the alkali-feldspar join KAlSi 3O s

—NaAlSi3 8 in the system NaAlSi04
—

KAlSi04—Si0 2 shows an unbroken series of

solid solutions between these alkali feldspars

with a minimum on the melting and freez-

ing curves at 1063 ±3° C. at 35 weight per

cent potash feldspar. All alkali-feldspar com-

positions with more than 49 weight per

cent potash feldspar melt incongruently and

contain leucite crystals, which disappear only

at higher temperatures. A revised equilibrium

diagram for the system NaAlSi04—KAlSi04

—Si02 is given.

(1135) On the relation between anorthite con-

tent and gamma-index of natural plagio-

clase. Felix Chayes. Jour. Geol., vol. 58,

no. 5, pp. 593-595 (1950).

A single regression line fits fairly well over

the entire range of composition, but a con-

siderably better fit is obtained from two cal-

culated lines, one computed for the region

An -30 , the other for the region An 70.1O0 .

Extrapolation of the first curve for values in

the region An30 _5o and of the second for

values in the region An30.70 yield much bet-

ter agreement with observed values than is

obtained from a single curve calculated over

the entire range. In addition, observed de-

partures from the single curve appear to be

highly systematic in the Ab-rich end of the

series. A similar (unpublished) result is

found for the a index. Refractive-index data

thus indicate discontinuity in the plagioclase

series, in accord with recent synthetic and

crystallographic findings. There is still no

general agreement about the number or loca-

tion of the breaks; the refractive-index data

could be accounted for by a single break in

the region An45 -55 . Most of the albite-rich

specimens appear to have been collected from

veins and pegmatites; it is possible that they

are commonly the low-temperature modifica-

tion, and that the calcic specimens, taken

mostly from lavas and plutonic rocks, are

usually the high-temperature form.

(1136) The making of a magmatist. Norman L.

Bowen. Amer. Mineralogist, vol. 35, pp.

651-658 (1950).

Professor E. S. Larsen's studies of lavas,

minor intrusions, and batholiths in the San

Juan region of Colorado and in southern Cali-

fornia are presented as the basis of his de-

velopment of magmatist views. Anti-mag-

matist views on the formation of batholiths

are discussed, and also the magmatist view

that batholiths are formed by re-fusion in a

tectogene.

(1137) High-low quartz inversion up to 10,000

bars. Hatten S. Yoder, Jr. Trans. Amer.

Geophys. Union, vol. 31, no. 6, pp. 827-

835 (1950).

The high-low quartz inversion temperature

has been measured up to 10,000 bars; the

initial pressure coefficient is about 29 X io" 3

deg/bar and the coefficient at 10,000 bars is

about 20X10" 3 deg/bar. From the previ-

ously known volume change, the heat of in-

version was calculated to be 2.3 cal/gm.

The measurements of the effect of pressure

on the quartz inversion temperature have an

important bearing on the depth below the

surface at which anomalies in earthquake

velocities may occur in quartz-bearing rocks.

Apparatus which has a working range up

to 1400 ° C. and 10,000 bars is described.

(1138) Measurement of intercept distances in

thin section. Felix Chayes. Trans. Amer.

Geophys. Union, vol. 31, no. 6, pp. 870-

872 (1950).

Use of a low-pitched thread on the main

screw of the mechanical stage of the point

counter and substitution of an electric ten-

key adding machine for the cumulative

counter used in modal analysis permit rapid

measurement of grain intercept distances in

thin section. Distribution of individual meas-

urements is badly skewed and sometimes

J-shaped, with a preponderance of short runs

and a scarcity of long ones, but random sam-
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pling experiments show that even in extreme

cases means of samples of ten are essentially

normal. The measuring technique and some

results are described.

(1139) The atomic arrangement and chemical

composition of krennerite. George Tu-

nell and K. J. Murata. Amer. Mineralo-

gist, vol. 35, pp. 959-984 O950).

The crystal structure of krennerite has

been analyzed by means of Weissenberg

photographs and powder diffraction photo-

graphs. The dimensions of the unit cell, all

determined roentgenographically, are a —
16.54 A, b = 8.82 A, <r = 446 A, all ± 0.03 A.

The density determined pycnometrically on

five single crystals from Cripple Creek, Colo-

rado, crushed into fragments is 8.63; the

X-ray density is 8.86. The unit cell contains

8(Au,Ag)Te 2 ; the ratio of Au to Ag was

found by analyses of crystals from Cripple

Creek to be close to 4 to 1. The space group

is C 2v4-Pma. The eighteen parameters de-

fining the atomic positions were determined

by calculation of the intensities of the diffrac-

tion lines of a powder photograph (which

had been rigorously indexed from the single-

crystal data), and of the diffraction spots of

Weissenberg equator photographs of crystals

rotating about the c- and b-axes; the positions

of the atoms were confirmed by a Fourier

projection of the structure on the plane 001

made from a Weissenberg equator photo-

graph taken with the crystal rotating about

the <r-axis. The gold (or silver) atoms are

situated in (a) with z = o (arbitrary), in (c)

with )>! = 0.319, z± = 0.014, and in (d) with

^2= 0.124, 3/2 = 0.666, 22 = 0.500; the tellurium

atoms are situated in (c) with 3/3= 0.018,

#3= 0.042, and 3/4 = 0.617, £4= 0.042, and in

(d) with x5 = 0.003, y^~ 0.699, #5 = 0.042,

and x6= 0.132, 3/6= 0.364, #6= 0.500, and

*7= o.ii9, 3/7 = 0.964, # 7 = 0.500. Each gold

(or silver) atom is surrounded by 6 tellurium

atoms, and each tellurium atom is surrounded

by 3 gold (or silver) atoms and 3 tellurium

atoms, or by 5 gold (or silver) atoms and 1

tellurium atom, or by 1 gold (or silver)

atom and 5 tellurium atoms.

(1140) The system K 2 —MgO—Si0 2 . Edwin
Woods Roedder. Amer. Jour. Sci., vol.

249, pp. 81-130, 224-248 (1951).

The phase diagram of the more geologi-

cally significant portions of the condensed sys-

tem has been determined by the quenching

technique. Four new ternary compounds

were found and their thermal relationships

determined. Their compositions are K 2
0*

5MgO-i2Si0 2 , K 20-MgO-5Si0 2 , K2

MgO-3Si0 2 , and K 2
• MgO • Si02 (?). The

first of these may occur naturally but has not

been reported, possibly because of its optical

similarity to quartz. The second and third

appear to be isomorphous with leucite and

kalsilite, respectively, and the last is of com-

paratively little geologic interest. Thermal,

optical, and X-ray data are given for these

compounds, and composition and temperature

have been determined for 28 of the invariant

points occurring in the system. Experimental

technique, crystallization behavior, and geo-

logical application are discussed briefly.

(1141) Volcanic geology, hot springs, and gey-

sers of Iceland. Tom. F. W. Barth. Car-

negie Inst. Wash. Pub. 587, 174 pp.

(1950).

Iceland affords an unusual opportunity for

studying the conditions and nature of vol-

canic geology. In 1934 and in 1937 field

trips were made to the island for the pur-

pose of making a comprehensive investiga-

tion of thermal activity. Temperature meas-

urements in the hot springs and geysers were

made with portable equipment. Among the

conclusions reached is that the fundamental

cause of geyser activity is to be found in the

circumstance that the energy acquired at

depth cannot be carried away at the rate at

which it is added, but accumulates until a

condition of instability is attained.

The book is divided into four parts, the

first three dealing respectively with volcanism,

hot springs, and geysers, and the fourth con-

taining descriptions of the hot-spring areas.

In the descriptions, reference is often made
to local use of the springs, or to historical or

legendary events connected with them.
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(1143) Liquidus temperatures in mixtures of

the feldspars of soda, potash, and lime.

R. R. Franco and J. F. Schairer. Jour.

Geol., vol. 59, no. 3, pp. 259-267 (1951).

Liquidus data are reported for a series of

forty-two ternary feldspar compositions, in-

cluding compositions at each 10 per cent

interval by weight of soda, potash, and lime

feldspars. Only two fields, those of feldspar

and leucite, appear on the liquidus surface.

In addition to the liquidus data, the tempera-

ture of appearance of a second solid phase

was determined for some of the compositions.

Measurements of the index of refraction of

the feldspar glasses are recorded. These data

are principally of value as a starting point for

studies of the same compositions with water

as an additional component.

(1149) Annual report for 1950-1951.
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The research men on the staff of the De-

partment have met and solved during this

year the personal problem of continuing

their creative activities in pure science de-

spite interruptions and deflections for defense

work. The war in Korea and the declara-

tion of a national emergency left no doubt

that each man would accept responsibility

for making appropriate contribution of his

special knowledge or training to defense

problems in his own field, but the situation

did not call for an all-out mobilization.

In fact, a complete abandonment of re-

search activity along normal lines clearly

would be a mistaken policy for a "readi-

ness emergency" of indefinite duration.

A plan which permits defense activity for

part of the time, not only through work on

committees or in advisory posts, but also

through actual laboratory work using

the Department's facilities, was therefore

adopted and has proved effective.

Vigorous participation in defense proj-

ects, primarily in their early or research

phases, has occupied part of the time of

nearly every member of the Department

during the year. The staff members are

beginning to realize that, historically, con-

tributions to science have been made under

the stress of extraneous pressures perhaps

more often than not, and they have evolved

a point of view and a co-operative proced-

ure enabling them to keep their research

work alive and effective despite temporary

interruptions. The impact of these external

problems, kept thus limited, has served

even to raise the interest of the staff in the

opportunity for work on their own scien-

tific problems.

Correlation of the ionization in the up-

per (F) region of the ionosphere with the

angle of the sun, for position, time of day,

and season, has not been satisfactory in the

past. This year, with the help of J. A.

Ratcliffe from the Cavendish Laboratory,

Cambridge University, numerous iono-

sphere records from Huancayo and Wath-

eroo were integrated to give total ioniza-

tion in the thick overhead ion bank, in-

stead of the maximum density of ions per

unit volume, which is directly measured

and plotted. The total ionization, at least

in many cases, follows nicely the expected

intensity of ultraviolet light from the sun

on the atmosphere immediately overhead,

as a function of the apparent position of

the sun; this removes much of the uncer-

tainty as to mechanisms producing the

principal ionization in the high atmos-

phere.

The studies of the earth's crust using

waves from explosions were brought to a

high degree of experimental elaboration

during the year. Observations were made
simultaneously at 24 points along a line

2 km long at 30 to 150 km from various ex-

plosions, in a search for firm evidence of

horizontal layers below the sediments. A
sharp transition of this kind between two

types of rock was observed at 30 to 35

km depth in the vicinity of Washington,

D. C, and this buried surface is rough

and broken. No intermediate layers were

found; misleading effects suggesting the

presence of intermediate layers were

proved to be interference effects between

waves arriving simultaneously over dif-

ferent paths.

Simultaneous observations using three

sets of ionosphere equipment spaced at dif-

65
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ferent distances in triangular or linear for-

mation were used this year for studies of

winds and turbulence in the very high at-

mosphere. It was unexpectedly found that

large differences in the ionosphere over-

head were shown by stations only 30 miles

apart. For understanding radio wave prop-

agation as well as the dynamics of the

atmosphere, it is of great interest to deter-

mine the general range of dimensions of

these turbulent features of the upper air.

In the laboratory work a vigorous effort

was made to find angular relationships in

space for individual proton and gamma-
ray emissions from various excited nuclei.

The lack of correlation which was found

requires further study. These experiments

are one expression of the hope that meth-

ods can be evolved for producing a polar-

ized proton beam, for highly analytical

studies of nuclear interactions.

The biophysics group made a series of

unusual studies of pathways and inter-

mediate products in the synthesis of nu-

cleic acid and of protein constituents, using

a procedure in which the nutrient medium
is supplied with particular tracer-labeled

compounds, selected as being specific com-

pounds that may be formed in intermedi-

ate stages of the synthesis. The living cell

often, but not always, makes use of these

preformed constituents. The use of "de-

ficient mutants," which are unable to syn-

thesize, for example, certain essential

amino acids, provides another analytical

procedure. These studies are giving a new
kind of information concerning simple

aspects of universal biological processes.

The new procedures are beginning to shed

light on some of the physical and chemi-

cal mechanisms by which the components

of a protein are reproduced, and on the

degree of variability in precise constitution

which is normal, for example, in the suc-

cessive reproduction of a given protein.

EXPERIMENTAL GEOPHYSICS

UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH

When the classic papers on the earth's

atmosphere were written, the regions above

a thin shell near the earth's surface were

thought to be entirely void of any weather.

From the stratosphere to the outer fringes

of the atmosphere, it was believed, every-

thing was quiescent—no winds, turbulence,

or rapid fluctuations. In recent years, how-

ever, procedures have been initiated for

investigating changes in the outer atmos-

phere by use of direct sampling by balloons

or rockets and of indirect observations by

radio waves, spectroscopy, sound waves,

and other means. These experiments have

caused radical revision of early concepts.

The concept of a simple, slowly varying

ionosphere appeared acceptable until the

development at the Department, at the end

of the war, of a high-speed recording tech-

nique. Observations at single stations then

revealed rapid changes in important char-

acteristics. However, the elements of a

more complete picture of the dynamic

properties of the ionosphere were missing

until a third dimension, using spaced re-

ceiving stations, was added. Our experi-

ments with three independent high-speed

ionospheric recorders operating simultane-

ously within a small geographical area are

beginning to give information of this kind.

The experiments conducted from July 1950

to June 1951 with the two mobile labora-

tories plus the base station reveal the sur-

prising fact that the ionosphere, at any

time, may have properties which are greatly

different for places only 100 miles apart.

The drift of meteor trails and "wind"

measurements from radio receivers spaced

100 miles apart on the ground show veloci-
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ties of nearly 100 meters per second in or

below the E region of the ionosphere. Re-

sults of our three-station experiments (Der-

wood, Maryland; Charlottesville, Virginia;

and Morgantown, West Virginia) show

"winds" with apparent velocities of more

than 200 m/sec in the F region. The asser-

tion that these changing patterns of radio

reception which we call "winds" are due to

actual mass motions of air, and not, for

example, to moving patterns of ion recom-

bination, cannot be made with full con-

fidence until tested by other methods.

An experiment with a line of stations

between Derwood and Charlottesville was

conducted during June and July 1951. The
closest spacing was 30 miles, from Der-

wood to Gainesville, Virginia. Preliminary

analyses have established the fact that

many events such as sporadic E- and F-

layer clouds, at heights of 70 to 150 miles,

occur independently for stations 30 miles

apart on the ground. Such occurrence was

hardly to be expected, and is related to the

presence of ion gradients which have hori-

zontal components.

Although the properties of the upper at-

mosphere have been found to differ greatly

within small geographical areas at any

given time, the average properties as deter-

mined by hourly values or similar averag-

ing methods would undoubtedly be very

similar. It is equally apparent, however,

that a new dynamic factor must be in-

cluded in the assessment of ion balance at

any time. This dynamic factor will in-

clude effects of winds, turbulence, or travel-

ing compressional waves which alter the

ion density or distribution.

Although the ionizing energy of the

sun's ultraviolet light remains the principal

factor in producing ions and electrons in

the upper atmosphere, the large differences

in characteristics within small areas estab-

lish the presence of localized "weather" ex-

tending to the outer fringes of our atmos-

phere.

Experimental results. The principal find-

ings from our three-station experiments are

as follows:

(a) The occurrence of localized differ-

ences in ion density and layer heights

demonstrates that the changing pattern is

related to changes on the earth, and is not

due, at least not directly, to solar fluctua-

tions.

(b) Many ionospheric disturbances are

small in physical dimensions. Cloudlike

surges lasting a few minutes are found to

occur almost independently at each station.

(c) The cloudlike surges have apparent

velocities, predominantly in the downward

or earthward direction, ranging from 100

to 450 km/hr, with most values between

350 and 400 km/hr.

(d) Other ionospheric disturbances pro-

duce temporary but large differences in ion

density and have a period of approximately

one hour. Careful statistical analyses indi-

cate apparent velocities between 700 and

900 km/hr—roughly, two-thirds the ve-

locity of sound. The nature of this dis-

turbance suggests a traveling compressional

wave type of phenomenon.

(e) The cloudlike surges and the longer-

period fluctuations may be associated like

whitecaps on ocean waves.

(/) The occurrence of local ionospheric

disturbances, as described above, is inde-

pendent of large-scale solar or magnetic

disturbance. Many of the observations

were made during periods of minimum
magnetic activity.

John A. Ratcliffe, of the Cavendish Lab-

oratory, Cambridge University, was at the

Department for several months in 1951,

and during his stay he initiated studies

which show promise of answering the

long-standing question, Why does the F
region have greater ion density in winter
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than in summer ? He approached the prob-

lem from a consideration of total ioniza-

tion—a function of layer thickness as well

as ion density—and demonstrated that

many of the so-called anomalies fall into

an orderly pattern of diurnal and seasonal

characteristics when total ionization is

determined.

It was determined that total F2-layer

ionization at night could be obtained with

reasonable accuracy from tabulated iono-

spheric data, although day values required

scaling of individual records. A program

was initiated for obtaining values repre-

sentative of total ionization from the long

series of existing ionospheric records from

the Huancayo (Peru), Watheroo (Aus-

tralia), and College (Alaska) observatories.

Considerable attention has likewise been

given to the related problem of actual dis-

tribution of ionization with height, for the

purpose of an independent assessment of

the validity of certain assumptions in the

mass scaling procedures.

Activities in progress, (a) Absorption,

fine structure, tidal motions: The duplex-

channel apparatus developed by Berkner

will be in limited operation in the late sum-

mer of 1951. Its first applications will be

on fixed frequencies, pending completion

of the sweep-frequency components. The

high precision and versatility of the instru-

ment will provide a new and powerful tool

for many fundamental problems of upper

atmospheric research.

(b) Dimensions of local ionospheric dis-

turbances: The line experiment with sta-

tions 30 and 70 miles apart between Der-

wood and Charlottesville was started in

June 1951. Results of analyses in progress

will dictate the requirements for additional

experimental work of this nature.

(c) Annular eclipse of September 1,

1951 : Preparations for special recordings

are under way for the annular eclipse of

September 1, 1951, which will be nearly

total in the Washington area. The maxi-

mum eclipse, which occurs near sunrise at

Charlottesville and Derwood, is slightly

outside the path, but a third station located

at Chincoteague, Virginia, will be in the

path of annular eclipse, with maximum oc-

curring about 12 minutes after sunrise. The
observations may provide data relating to

the important question, Is the sun's corona

important in the production of ionization

in the upper atmosphere ?

(d) Properties of extremely high atmos-

phere: Although no immediate experi-

mental work is contemplated, active inter-

est is maintained in methods for determin-

ing properties of the atmosphere above the

normal ionospheric regions. The scintilla-

tions of radio stars are probably due to tur-

bulence or patchiness in the upper iono-

sphere. Study of the mechanism of radio

amateur communications over thousands

of miles in equatorial regions, using fre-

quencies which penetrate through the nor-

mal ionosphere, strongly suggests that the

signals are scattered from cloudy structure

or ion blobs at altitudes up to 1000 km or

more above the earth. The phenomenon

of F scatter established by analyses of

Huancayo records appears to be closely as-

sociated with these events and suggests the

intriguing possibility that it may truly rep-

resent turbulence or atmospheric instability

to extreme heights.

Several months in the early part of 1951

were devoted to studies on radio wave

propagation and observations related to

radio communication problems, at the re-

quest of the government. Our facilities at

the Derwood Experimental Laboratory

were used to provide a base of operations

for apparatus of the National Bureau of

Standards. Some members of our staff

were actively engaged on a full-time basis

for the duration of the experimental period,

and others co-operated on a part-time basis.

A preliminary report on these studies was
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prepared in collaboration with NBS per-

sonnel, and a final report has been issued.

STUDIES OF THE EARTH'S CRUST

Seismic Observations Using Explosions

The work this year on the seismic pro-

gram may be divided roughly into three

parts : a reassessment of the ever increasing

body of data; an increased use of our newly

acquired equipment—a multiple seismome-

ter array extending over 1 km; and the

start of explorations into new geographical

areas.

Any seismogram exhibits a bewildering

procession of apparently haphazard mo-

tions. Our investigations indicate that these

ground motions subsequent to the firing

of an explosive charge are due to some sort

of reverberation or interference of over-

lapping wave trains. The seismic waves

leave the source and are scattered, reflected,

and refracted by the earth's surface, by

faults, and by inhomogeneities of all sizes

and shapes. In the past, without realizing

explicitly the nature of the resulting more

or less random motions, workers have dis-

trusted and disregarded most of them. To
make some sense out of the seismograms,

emphasis has been laid upon the first ob-

served seismic wave arrival. This proced-

ure has, however, serious drawbacks. First

of all, analysis of the first arrivals, as was

pointed out by Slichter in 1932, is ambigu-

ous and does not lead to a unique answer

regarding the structure of the crust. To ob-

tain a unique answer some additional hy-

pothesis must be adopted. For example,

the assumption has been made that the

earth's crust is layered and exhibits sharp

discontinuities in depth, but is horizontally

uniform. This must be proved, not merely

assumed. The seismic method of explora-

tion must be critically examined, and it

must be determined whether the method

has the resolving power required to dem-

onstrate the existence of structures such as

these horizontal layers.

Another reason for distrusting the first

arrival may be seen if one considers the

following hypothesis. Suppose the upper

few kilometers of the crust are much more

irregular than the next few below. Then
the wave traveling through the upper part

of the crust may be scattered to such an

extent that at some distance it is not de-

tected, and from then on a wave from a dif-

ferent depth is the first observed arrival

and is misinterpreted as the true first. We
have some evidence that this hypothesis is

correct.

When one attempts to draw conclusions

about crustal structure with the degree of

precision to which it is possible to measure

the times for the first arrival at any dis-

tance, one is faced with disappointment,

for though there are apparent uniformi-

ties, as the amount of data increases, these

"characteristic" features disappear. Meas-

urements are readily made to within 0.02

second. Measured arrivals may differ by

large fractions of a second, however, when
taken at precisely the same distance from

the shot point, but in slightly different

directions. A little thought shows that this

is what one should expect, for wherever

any earth structure is exposed, it rarely

shows fixed characteristics and properties

over distances of the order of kilometers.

Then again, these exposed layers usually

show tilting and other deformations which,

if continued within the crust, should in-

duce variations in the times of arrival of

seismic waves such as we observe.

In the face of these observed variations,

to attempt any general representation one

must disregard all the local variations and

take a general average, and hope it can be

shown to represent average crustal prop-

erties.
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Present data, thus averaged, indicate that

within the crust the wave velocity probably

increases with depth (though small ups

and downs are not precluded), and that in

some places there is a marked velocity dis-

continuity at a depth of 30 to 50 km (plates

1, 2). Below this the velocity is 8.1

km/sec, as has long been known from the

studies of the propagation of earthquake

waves. But what has not been known is

that the discontinuity is well localized in

depth. Our records indicate that it exists

under the Atlantic coastal region near

Washington, D. C; under the Appala-

chians near the Tennessee-Virginia border;

and under northern Minnesota.

The field work during this report year

was carried out in the states of Maryland,

Virginia, Minnesota, and Washington. Pre-

liminary work in the early part of the year

was directed to the search for signals from

intermediate crustal layers with our new
multiple-channel recording arrays. Obser-

vations were made on twenty shots set off

in the Patuxent River; no constant signals

were observed from these hypothetical lay-

ers. During the summer of 1951 a joint

expedition was carried out by the Geo-

physical Laboratory and this Department,

involving eleven men and seven vehicles.

Five weeks of observations on 29 explo-

sions in the Mesabi Range in Minnesota

resulted in about 90 seismograms, and two

weeks of observations on 17 shots set off

by the Coast Guard in Puget Sound yielded

70 seismograms. These seismograms were

recorded at distances from 10 to 500 km
from the shot points. Some indication of the

amount of physical work involved in any

exploration of the earth is given by the fact

that these eleven men traveled by car and

truck 130,000 man miles in two months.

The observations were satisfactory.

A set of seismic data interpreted by

means of the first arrivals may in certain

cases indicate sharp discontinuity, but the

same travel-time data would be obtained if

there existed a reasonably gradual transi-

tion, with no discontinuity. It is necessary

to find the reflections from the discon-

tinuity to prove that it is localized or sharp,

and we believe these have been found in

certain regions. The reflections which ap-

pear so prominently in some places, how-

ever, disappear in others. Here the use of

lines of multiple seismometers with mul-

tiple recording demonstrates its value.

Even in some places where the single seis-

mogram fails to show these reflections (and

where even the first arrival disappears),

the multiple seismogram, which is more

responsive to the action of a large piece of

the earth's surface, indicates that the re-

flections are still there. Indeed, the very

absence or masking of the reflections is per-

haps an indication of the topographic fea-

tures of the buried discontinuity.

Thus, when all these seismic data on ex-

plosion waves are considered, they show

that there is a definite crustal structure

and that it is not a succession of horizontal

layers. The structure shows a rather slow

(but not well defined and probably irregu-

lar) increase in average velocity with depth,

from a surface velocity of 6 km/sec down

to a depth of about 30 km, where the veloc-

ity is roughly in the range 6.8-7.2 km/sec.

At this depth there often is found a great

velocity discontinuity, and below this the

velocity is 8.1 km/sec.

It is possible to associate these seismic

measurements with other measurements on

the earth, namely, those of gravity. Though

the data are, so far, few, yet it is interesting

to compare them and see what they mean.

Seismic measurements indicate that under

Maryland the depth of the velocity discon-

tinuity is some 30-33 km, and that under

the Appalachians it is some 45-odd km. As

far as the seismic observations are con-
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Fig. i. For seismic studies of the earth's crust more than 250 explosions have been specially sched-

uled and fired in various regions of the United States.

Fig. 2. Observers from the Geophysical Laboratory and the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism

have encountered desert heat and winter snow in traveling over 200,000 miles by car and truck for

seismic observations.
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cerned, this is the greatest difference be-

tween the two regions.

Historically the measurement of gravity

is the means by which the earth's crust has

been explored. Everest in India a hun-

dred years ago observed that the moun-

tains acted as if they were "hollow" and

that they did not attract the plumb bob

as much as "solid" mountains apparently

should. Later, Airy explained this by say-

ing that the earth has a crust which floats

upon the outer mantle of the earth (i.e.,

the earth material below the crust and out-

side the core), and that where there are

mountains reaching up high, the crust, like

an iceberg, floats deeper in the mantle.

The mantle, being of heavier rock, is thrust

farther below the earth's surface, and thus

the value of gravity at the surface is less

in mountainous than in lowland regions.

This is the Airy hypothesis. Some time

later Pratt introduced an alternative hy-

pothesis, namely that the crust, instead of

being almost uniform in constitution every-

where, varying mostly in depth, is instead

uniform in depth below sea level every-

where and varies in density from this base

to the surface. Mountains are therefore

higher than the surrounding terrain be-

cause the mountainous part of the crust is

less dense and thus will float above the

neighboring lowlands. Gravity measure-

ments by themselves are, as Jeffreys has

shown, incapable of differentiating be-

tween these two hypotheses.

The value of gravity is less in the Appa-

lachians than along the coast. We have

found that the depth of the velocity dis-

continuity is greater under the Appa-

lachians. It is quite attractive to put these

two ideas together and say that the velocity

discontinuity we have found is the lower

crustal boundary and that in these two re-

gions the crust is constructed in the main

as hypothesized by Airy; the weight of the

mountains causes the crust to sink deeper

into the mantle of the earth. It should be

pointed out, however, that the crust may

be as Airy hypothesized, and yet that from

region to region there may be significant

changes in density, as proposed by Pratt.

Only by the seismic method is it so far pos-

sible to ascertain whether this is true. A
limited number of explosions in California,

and this summer's work in the state of

Washington, showed no evidence of the

sharp boundary. Whether or not this defi-

nite boundary is truly a general crustal

characteristic remains for future explora-

tion to determine.

In addition to this boundary at the bot-

tom of the crust, 30 to 50 km deep, it has

been thought that earthquake data have

indicated other systematic layering within

the crust. No such system has been found

by explosion waves where we have ex-

plored. With multiple seismometer arrays

we have investigated what seismologists

call "phases," presumed to be refractions or

reflections from discontinuities at shallower

depths within the crust. Although these

"phases" or sudden increases in amplitude

may be signals from buried structures, we
have found that as one moves either the

shot or the reception point, they disappear

and others appear, and thus they are not an

indication of any systematic horizontal

structure. In fact, they could be and usu-

ally are just random increases in amplitude

from scattered energy.

It is quite apparent that the seismic

method, even when controlled explosions

are used instead of local earthquakes, is not

sensitive enough to find any arbitrary type

of discontinuity which it might be pos-

sible to assume. To be detected by this

method, the discontinuity must be fairly

large and its reflections and refractions

must be observed at a distance at which

other shot-induced ground motions do not

interfere. The great crustal discontinuity

at 30 to 50 km depth fulfills these condi-
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tions, since it shows an increase of i km/sec

in velocity, and gives a critical reflection at

a radial distance of three to four times the

depth. Notice that this leaves only a small

range of velocity between that above the

discontinuity (7.2 km/sec) and that at the

surface (6 km/sec). There is meager evi-

dence that the velocity does increase with

depth; therefore any discontinuity would

have to be, say, 0.5 km/sec or less, and

since it would occur at a depth shallower

than that of the great discontinuity, its re-

flections might be expected to occur at a

great distance relative to the depth and

thus be extremely difficult to observe. Of

course, if the velocity diminishes with

depth, then any number of discontinuities

may be imagined. A drop in velocity with

depth would make a shadow zone, and

thus for a specified distance the "first arri-

val" would fail to appear; experimentally

there are great difficulties in establishing

the reality of such a disappearance, and

therefore any proposal for a decrease in

velocity with depth requires unequivocal

demonstration before it can be accepted.

Further light has been sought on the

general problem through an examination

of the region known as the Canadian

shield. The exposed surface rock over the

vast region is all pre-Cambrian in age and

contains some of the oldest known rock;

it is possibly the oldest part of the con-

tinent—if it can really be demonstrated

that the continent has grown. Part of this

shield extends into the state of Minnesota,

and in this area is the Mesabi Iron Range,

a region of intense mining activity. With

the enthusiastic support and co-operation

of several of the mining companies and

many of their officials and employees, ar-

rangements were made to time certain

blasts set off in the course of the normal

mining procedures. These arrangements

covered 29 especially selected blasts of from

4300 to 28,000 pounds of explosive in the

course of three weeks during June 1951.

We had five observing teams, of which two

used our new 24-channel arrays and three

used the older 2-channel recording systems.

The shots were observed at stations all over

the state of Minnesota and into Canada

and South Dakota. From preliminary re-

duction it is apparent that to a considerable

degree the results are similar in general

character to those obtained in our ex-

plorations in Maryland and Tennessee-

Virginia. The crust apparently has a defi-

nite lower boundary (here at some 40 km
in depth) and shows no evidence of any

intermediate structures. The velocities of

the seismic waves agree in general with

what we have found elsewhere. We await

with great interest a gravity survey of that

region. Our explorations in conjunction

with Airy's hypothesis would suggest a

negative gravity anomaly. Its size would

depend upon density differences, a measure

of which will be an outcome of the gravity-

seismic explorations.

This summary of the seismic program

cannot do justice to the work of the men
concerned without a grateful acknowledg-

ment of the continued interest and help

of the U. S. Navy and the Office of Naval

Research, which provided numerous one-

ton explosions for study. The kindness of

the United Geophysical Company, Pasa-

dena, California, in providing on indefinite

loan two sets of multiple amplifiers and

other equipment for the multiple arrays is

also gratefully acknowledged.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the in-

terest and co-operation extended us by the

personnel of the mining companies in the

Mesabi Range, Minnesota, during June

1951. In the midst of the complex task of

mining iron ore at a rate of a hundred

million tons a year, they went so far as to

schedule various explosions to suit our

convenience, in order that our observing

groups could be in appropriate locations at
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the agreed times. The number and size of

the explosions during our observing pe-

riods were not limited by the good will of

the mine operators, but only by their occa-

sional good fortune in encountering pock-

ets of soft ore.

The companies under whose auspices

the explosions were arranged are the M. A.

Hanna Company, the Oliver Iron Mining

Company, the Cleveland Cliffs Mining

Company, and the Republic Steel Com-
pany. The Meridian Iron Company also

made a special map available to us. By

reason of Andrew Carnegie's traditional

connection with and personal interest in

the Mesabi country during the early years

of this century, it is pleasant to record the

warmly personal reception given to Car-

negie Institution investigators by the offi-

cials of the companies now operating there.

Numerous individuals joined in making

the program effective. It is appropriate,

however, to acknowledge special obligation

to Messrs. R. T. Elstad, J. H. Hearding,

Jr., W. J. Kaiser, E. A. Friedman, Lloyd

Campbell, I. Rubow, J. H. Harrison, M. E.

Johnson, L. D. Madson, and P. Perith, of

the Oliver Company; Messrs. R. W. Whit-

ney, S. Mahon, B. Andreas, R. Gross,

M. A. MacCormick, Lyle Campbell, and

B. Russo, of the Hanna Company; Messrs.

J. G. Holt, Hugh Leach, M. Viant, and

D. Castellano, of the Cleveland Cliffs Min-

ing Company; and H. Cash, of the Re-

public Steel Company.

Microseisms

Repetitive patterns of motion of the

crust with apparent periods of 4 to 10 sec-

onds are associated with storms at sea and

surf on the coast. For several years discus-

sion has been vigorous as to the relative

effectiveness of these two possible sources,

and "direction finding" experiments on the

wave patterns observed, using three sta-

tions a mile or so apart, have been vari-

ously interpreted. The wave patterns are

not simple, and it seems clear that they

comprise an interference pattern of semi-

coherent waves from related sources, or

source and reflection paths, moving over

the observing array, in a "storm" which

lasts for hours or days. The problem of

analysis in this case resembles the one en-

countered with explosion waves, and ac-

cordingly it has been of interest to observe

some microseism storms.

A tripartite station for microseisms was

set up. It involved construction of four

horizontal seismographs of 10-second pe-

riod, one long-period vertical seismograph,

and five low-frequency amplifiers. Photo-

graphic recording was made on a multiple-

channel camera. The apparatus was made
to record 5 minutes of every hour. The rec-

ords were taken during the months of Feb-

ruary through April. During this period

major storms were very few. In general,

the microseisms seemed to arrive from two

different directions, one about io° north of

east, and the other about due south.

The directions calculated from the rec-

ords at three different stations on the cor-

ners of a right-angled isosceles triangle

with equal sides of 1 mile each were the

same as those calculated from the records

from two horizontal pendulums placed at

the same spot but oriented at right angles.

This result led to the setting up of a direc-

tion meter. Two coils were mounted on

the same axis and placed between pole

pieces of a permanent magnet. The coils

were slightly rotated with respect to each

other. A mirror was attached to the axis.

The axis rod was pivoted in jewel bearings

at the two ends. Electrical connection was

made with the coils through slip rings. If

current passes through one coil, the mirror

reflects a spot of light on the record to one

side, and if the current passes through the

other coil only, the spot is deflected to the
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other side; if both coils carry currents, the

spot indicates the required direction, as-

suming the two currents to be propor-

tioned to two direction vectors at right

angles. The outputs of the two horizontal

seismographs were amplified, rectified, and

then connected to the two coils through a

direct-current amplification device. Direc-

tion records are now being made with this

apparatus, but they are capable of interpre-

tation for direction finding only a small

part of the time. This result supports the

idea that directions of microseisms cannot

be dependably determined by local obser-

vations, if indeed there is any clear mean-

ing to the idea of a direction of travel of

such an interference pattern of superposed

waves. In general, the waves are too com-

plicated to give a specific direction of en-

ergy travel.

Reverberation

The study of reverberation of seismic

waves was continued. It is suspected that

the intense second arrivals observed in the

eastern United States at about ioo km from

the shot contribute to increased reverbera-

tion intensity at about 30 to 36 seconds after

the shot, near the shot point. Further data

are being collected. If the suspicion is con-

firmed, a simple method may be available

for locating the Mohorovicic discontinuity,

which is responsible for the above-men-

tioned intense second arrivals.

Isotope Studies of the Ages of Minerals

In the program of mineral age deter-

mination, a new program begun this year

in collaboration with the Geophysical Lab-

oratory, experience has been gained in

making the isotope measurements on solid

samples of calcium, rubidium, and stron-

tium which will be required for such de-

terminations. The materials and equip-

ment collected will enable the group to

carry out most of the chemical separations

as well as the mass spectrometric measure-

ments that the program will require.

Vigorous interest has developed in a

group of questions relating to geological

changes during the vast expanse of pre-

Cambrian time, because it is now possible

to approach such problems fruitfully. Mod-
ern procedures utilizing isotope analysis,

isotope dilution, and induced radioactivity

have greatly expanded the possible range

and penetration of studies relating to the

age and transformations of ancient rocks,

recorded in their detailed chemical and iso-

topic constitution. For example, it is be-

ginning to be possible to date igneous in-

trusives by selecting minute fragments of

specific minerals in granitic and basaltic

structures and performing four or five in-

dependent isotopic analyses, all on the same

igneous samples. If the various measures

agree for different samples from a whole

region, confidence can be placed in the

dates indicated for large-scale igneous ac-

tivity. The hope of obtaining in this way
reliable information bearing on the evolu-

tion of continental structures is one of

several goals of the new program on iso-

topes in rocks which resulted from several

months of seminar meetings held here two

years ago.

The immediate purpose of this work is

to make possible age determinations on a

number of minerals, using both the ru-

bidium-strontium and the potassium-cal-

cium and potassium-argon decay systems,

and to extend these determinations to

minerals containing uranium if possible.

The isotope determinations made thus

far on normal Ca and Sr indicate that these

may be determined with agreement within

1 per cent between successive runs. Those

on Rb show that reproducibility of the

85/87 ratio is within 0.5 per cent.

Part of our experience in Sr isotope meas-
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urements has been obtained in collabora-

tion with Professor L. H. Ahrens, of the

Geology Department at Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. Professor Ahrens

has provided Sr concentrates from two

minerals whose Rb and Sr content he has

measured spectrochemically. An ancient

lepidolite was the source of one Sr sample,

87 per cent of which was radiogenic. The

lepidolites are one of the richest mineral

sources of Rb, and this high radiogenic

Sr content justified the assumption made in

earlier spectrochemical age work that it

was all radiogenic. The case of the biotite

sample studied was somewhat different.

The Rb-Sr ratio obtained spectrochemically

was much smaller than that obtained for

the oldest lepidolite. The mass spectro-

metry analysis showed that the reason for

this very small ratio was the presence of

normal Sr. In fact, the Sr
87/Sr88

ratio was

such that only 4 per cent of the Sr
87

could

be radiogenic. When these data were

added to the spectrochemical data, the age

of the mineral was calculated to be about

two billion years.

The chief difficulty encountered in work-

ing on Sr mineral samples was the fact

that very small amounts of Rb confused

the Sr analyses considerably. To eliminate

Rb, two methods have been used. The
first involved extreme care in handling and

cleaning the ion source and platinum rib-

bon from which Sr
+

is evaporated therm-

ionically. The second involved process-

ing the sample itself. The conventional

process by which Sr, Ca, and Rb are recov-

ered from the mineral leaves traces of Rb
which are difficult to eliminate. The use

of resin ion-exchange columns for this pur-

pose has proved uniquely effective. The
column now in use is 19 cm X 0.22 cm2 and

consists of Dowex-50 resin 100-200 mesh in

the hydrogen form. In the preliminary

work radioactive Na22
, K42

, Rb 86
, Ca45

, and

Sr
89 were used as tracers in a sample hav-

ing a composition, in these elements, simi-

lar to that of lepidolite. We now know a

method for completely resolving each of

these elements, and have a shortened pro-

cedure for separating most of the K from

Rb, and all the Rb from Ca and Sr. This

separation can be programed without using

tracers so that three-fourths of any given

element can be recovered, and it requires

less than one day of running time. A paper

on these procedures is in preparation.

This year we have also begun to learn

the problems of the "isotope dilution" tech-

nique for chemical determination of Rb,

Ca, and Sr in minerals. We have begun

with Rb determinations, since they require

the least mineral processing. For "isotope

dilution" determination, measured trace

amounts of separated stable isotopes (ob-

tained from the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion) are added to the mineral sample

when it is first put in solution. In principle

it is possible to add such a "spike solution"

at this time for each of the elements of the

mineral to be determined, i.e. Rb85
, Sr

84
,

Ca48
. Since there is so much Rb in suitable

samples, the Rb "spike" is added to a frac-

tion of the total mineral analyzed. It is

assumed that in the subsequent heating,

the isotopes added in the "spike" come to

equilibrium with the corresponding ele-

ments in the mineral. If further processing

adds none of the elements to be deter-

mined, a qualitative chemical procedure

suffices to extract some of each element to

be measured in a form suitable for the

mass spectrometer. The chemical deter-

mination is then completed by a set of iso-

tope ratio measurements in the spectrom-

eter.

Using these procedures we have found

that Rb can be determined without sepa-

rating it from K or Ca. We have also

learned that CaCL and SrCl 2 may be ap-

plied directly to the filament from which

Ca+ and Sr+
are evaporated. Thus these ele-
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ments may be analyzed in the spectrometer

in the form in which they come out of the

ion-exchange column.

Other equipment constructed and pur-

chased for this work includes a new 60
°

mass spectrometer which has successfully

completed its preliminary tests. This was

assembled completely in our shops. This

instrument has also been made sufficiently

flexible to permit single- or double-beam

collection. For single-beam collection we
have an electron multiplier detector which

will permit examination of very small

samples of Ca or Sr. The Geophysical

Laboratory has purchased a flame pho-

tometer to enable us to determine K by this

technique.

The preliminary work indicates that the

combination of ion-exchange columns and

isotope dilution coupled with flame pho-

tometry and isotope analysis will be a

highly effective procedure for age measure-

ments on igneous intrusive rocks.

Magnetization of Rocks

The search for the subtle imprint of the

earth's magnetic field in ancient rocks has

been continued. Our first efforts several

years ago showed that the earth's magnetic

field has been approximately constant for

20,000 years; later this simple pattern was

extended to perhaps 30,000,000 years. But

beyond this the simplicity becomes lost.

The sampling in the folded mountains, as

reported last year, demonstrated the mag-

netic stability of certain rock strata for up-

wards of 300,000,000 years, but the mag-

netic directions observed were found to be

not suitably consistent with respect to geo-

logic time and geographical positions. To
shed light on this difficulty the measure-

ments were extended into flat-lying sedi-

mentary beds.

This year's observations of the directions

of magnetization of flat-lying sedimentary

beds suggest that for the past 400 or so mil-

lion years the earth's magnetic field has

been essentially constant. Before drawing

such a conclusion, however, it will be neces-

sary to show that the directions of mag-

netization in these old flat beds were origi-

nally acquired at the time of deposition

and that they have been retained faithfully

to the present day. Evidence collected in

previous years shows that many rocks in

the folded Appalachians can retain mag-

netization faithfully, but there is uncer-

tainty whether this finding of stability is

generally applicable to flat beds great dis-

tances away. The focus of interest in rock

magnetism is thus to find out whether this

year's observations on flat beds, which indi-

cate a relatively constant direction of the

earth's field, have any real bearing on the

past directions of the earth's magnetic field.

The investigation of stability in beds that

have never been involved in mountain-

building deformation calls for specialized

types of exposure, as, for example, where

pieces of the beds were broken off and in-

corporated at random in a new matrix at

some time far back in the geologic past. If

the magnetizations of the various pieces

have been stable throughout geologic time,

then one can expect to find them today

pointing in all possible directions rather

than in the single direction shown by the

unbroken flat beds. But if the magnetiza-

tions are unstable, then all the pieces at

random in the conglomerate will be mag-

netized in the same direction.

Studies in a particular Upper Cambrian

conglomerate near Hudson, New York, re-

vealed unstable magnetizations, and it is

not yet known whether such a finding is

typical of the polarizations of flat beds. If

such findings prove general, flat-lying beds

selected at random, as in the past, cannot

be taken to demonstrate the past history of

the direction of the earth's magnetic field.
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Extensive samplings in a number of other

conglomerates are now in progress.

Some interesting new measurements

have been made on the samples that were

used in 1949 to prove the magnetic sta-

bility of a Silurian bed in the folded Ap-

palachians. The magnetic stability of this

bed had been demonstrated by the direc-

tion of magnetization. It has been deter-

mined that if a uniform magnetic field of

the order of 20 times the earth's present

magnetic field strength had been applied

momentarily at the outcrop, the intimate

relation between direction of magnetiza-

tion and attitude of bedding would have

been destroyed. It thus appears likely that

since Permian time the earth's field has not

exceeded 10 gauss.

The problem of the anomalous mag-

netizations of some Silurian sections in the

Appalachian Mountains remains unsolved,

and as things stand now, with the added

uncertainty about the stability of polariza-

tions in the flat beds, we do not know
whether or not the earth's field has ever

reversed, or whether perhaps there is some

devious, and as yet mysterious, mecha-

nism of nature by which the polarization

of a rock becomes inverted under the in-

fluence of special chemical or physical con-

ditions. It can be shown that the magnetic

ingredients of some of the normally and

inversely polarized rocks are different, and

this fact raises the question of the relative

magnetic stability of the different ferro-

magnetic components. Studies now in

progress may shed some light on the

problem.

STATISTICAL AND OBSERVATORY GEOPHYSICS

THEORY OF MAGNETIC STORMS

The electromagnetic state of the earth

and its atmosphere varies with time. In

particular, terrestrial magnetism may un-

dergo considerable changes during a period

of only a day or two. A few times each

year these changes become large and are

then called magnetic storms. During

storms there is on an average a net increase

in the earth's magnetism during the first

hour or two, known as the initial phase,

which is followed by a main phase in-

volving a larger diminution of field to a

minimum in about 20 hours. There is then

a gradual recovery to a normal field value

over a period of days.

The cause of magnetic storms is un-

known, although one theory ascribing a

storm to the effects of a stream of positive

and negative particles propelled from the

sun has been partially worked out by Chap-

man and Ferraro. In general terms, this

theory proposes that the initial phase of a

storm is caused by magnetic effects which

appear as the stream rapidly approaches

and nears the earth magnet, and the main

phase of the storm arises from processes

which dominate when the earth is within

the stream. It is of course most difficult or

impossible to determine what is going on

within the stream from the nature of the

surface magnetic data on the earth. Hence

it is desirable to use the simpler approach

of comparing the more plausible features

predicted by theory with actual observation.

The earth's magnetism at points in space

outside is well represented by a dipole or

short magnet at the earth's center, inclined

at an angle of 12 to the earth's axis of

rotation. Because of this inclination it un-

dergoes a daily wobble relative to a solar

stream advancing in the plane of the eclip-

tic, as well as a more substantial relative

change with season in the course of the

earth's motion about the sun. According

to theory, an infinite stream with a plane

surface vertical to the plane of the ecliptic

will, as it advances in the field of the
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dipole, be stopped at a distance of about

5 earth radii (in the plane of the earth's

equator), the kinetic energy of the particles

in the stream being used to create electric

currents in the face of the advancing

stream. The additive field at the earth's

surface will then be approximately that of

the image dipole of the earth located

within the stream at a distance of 10 earth

radii, in the earth's equatorial plane, on a

line normal to the face of the advancing

stream. The orientation of the image di-

pole, however, will vary with that of the

terrestrial dipole at the time of arrival of

the stream. Hence the additional field at

the earth noted during the initial phase of

storms should depend in direction upon the

orientation of the terrestrial dipole relative

to the stream.

In a study undertaken jointly with

S. Chapman, of Oxford University, it

was found that during the first hour or

two of the averaged storms (the so-called

initial phase), the magnitude of change

depends in a marked and systematic way
upon season, and especially upon the

Greenwich hour of beginning of the storm.

This may be due to a difference in the

effect of the terrestrial dipole upon an

advancing solar ionized stream, varying

with the seasonal change in orientation of

this dipole, as well as with the daily rota-

tion of the dipole about the earth's axis of

rotation. This result is hence in qualitative

accordance with the expectations of the

theory, which ascribes the initial phase to

electric currents induced by the terrestrial

dipole in the face of a solar stream ad-

vancing approximately in the plane of the

ecliptic. The increase in field near the

earth, during the initial phase, does not

appear to be so simple as that due to an

image dipole located in a semi-infinite con-

ductor supposed, in the simple theory, to

represent in idealized fashion the solar

stream. This may mean that the elec-

trically conducting material of the stream

has some favored or specialized unknown
distribution departing from the theoretical

or ideal distribution of ions within the

stream. Moreover, it is also necessary to

take into account the effects due to electro-

magnetic induction in the atmosphere, and

within the earth. To this end, data ob-

tained at a considerable number of stations

are being extracted for the initial phase of

storms.

Averages in field components, accord-

ing to hour of storm, were also computed

by month and season for a total of about

120 moderate to large magnetic storms

recorded at Cheltenham and Tucson

(U. S. A.) and San Juan (Puerto Rico).

It would appear from this study that in

middle latitudes the main phase of mag-

netic storms is on the average about the

same in magnitude and character, what-

ever the month and season. It was also

shown, by averaging storms so that their

sudden commencements fell within eight

3-hour divisions of the Greenwich day, that

the main phase of storms depends little, if

at all, upon orientation of the earth dipole

relative to the supposed ionized streams in

space. Both the above findings are in ac-

cord with expectations of the Chapman-

Ferraro theory of storms, since in middle

latitudes the disturbance field is supposed

to be due to a ring current in the plane of

the magnetic equator, at a distance of a few

earth radii.

IONOSPHERIC STUDIES

In another study, ionospheric data for

about 25 of the magnetic storms considered

above are being examined mainly for night

hours at Watheroo (Australia), Huancayo

(Peru), Washington, D. C, and College

(Alaska). At Watheroo an increase in the

F2 critical frequency above normal ap-

peared after the time of sudden commence-
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ment, enduring somewhat longer than the

initial phase of storms, and was followed

by a decrease in critical frequency with a

time phase approximately similar to that

of the main phase of the corresponding

magnetic storms. Such an effect had been

noted previously by Appleton in England,

and by others. The total ionization in the

F region at night may remain nearly nor-

mal during the main phase, so that the

principal ionospheric effect in F2 at

Watheroo, for instance, is the increase in

actual height of the layer during that

phase. This result is being examined more

carefully, using numerical integration of

ionospheric records which provide virtual

heights of reflection at various frequencies.

Results found at Huancayo are probably

similar, though more complicated. The
changes in the F region accompanying

magnetic storms, though pronounced, seem

particularly difficult to interpret since the

ionization is affected by several unknown
parameters such as recombination and at-

tachment coefficients, transport of ions due

to tidal effects, and other factors including

electric polarizations and electromotive

forces.

An attempt is being made to determine

the law of dependence of total ionization of

the F region near noon upon solar zenith

angle, on magnetically quiet days, for vari-

ous seasons and years of the sunspot cycle.

It appears that speedy and coarse approxi-

mate procedures will be likely to lead to

large systematic errors in total ionization.

Hence more exact methods are used, based

on numerical integration, with special at-

tention to the effect of the E and Fi re-

gions upon the estimates of height and

thickness, and sometimes upon the critical

frequency, of F2.

The difference or separation in penetra-

tion frequency of the ordinary and ex-

traordinary radio waves has sometimes

been used in attempting to estimate the

earth's magnetic field in the F2 region of

the ionosphere. Near the auroral zone

it was found that this separation under-

went very large time fluctuations, which

have been attributed by Chapman to the

intense magnetic fields of localized strong

electric currents in the ionosphere.

An investigation was made of time varia-

tions in the separation of the ordinary and

extraordinary waves at penetration fre-

quency of the F2 region for Watheroo,

Australia. It was found that there were

large diurnal and seasonal variations in the

gyrofrequency derived from this separation

at Watheroo. A marked feature was the

sharp decrease by over 10 per cent at

ground sunrise, which in turn showed a

considerable seasonal variation. It was also

noted that the time fluctuations in gyro-

frequency are of the same order of magni-

tude as those found in Canada near the

auroral zone. It has recently been proposed

that these large time fluctuations in gyro-

frequency are due to the intense magnetic

fields caused by strong localized currents

flowing in the auroral region. At Wath-

eroo, located a considerable distance from

the southern auroral zone, this explanation

would scarcely appear applicable. More-

over, there does not appear to be other

evidence of strong local concentrations of

electric current above Watheroo. Hence

it seems preferable to attribute these varia-

tions to deflection of the extraordinary and

ordinary waves from the vertical, influ-

enced by a time variation in the latitude

gradient of ionization.

This group has co-operated with govern-

ment agencies in activities concerned with

the national defense: (1) It has carried out

an important revision of statistical infor-

mation on the duration and amplitude of

short-period magnetic fluctuations in vari-

ous parts of the world. (2) A member has

served as chairman of the Research and

Development Board's Panel on Terrestrial
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Magnetism and Electricity, which has con-

cerned itself especially with airborne mag-

netic surveys.

COSMIC-RAY RESEARCH

Solar flare effects. No solar flare effects

on cosmic radiation have been detected

since November 19, 1949, either by the

large chamber at Derwood or by the

Compton-Bennett meters.

Neutron chambers. Through the co-

operation of Dr. S. D. Chatterjee and the

Bartol Research Foundation, three neutron

chambers were constructed for the Depart-

ment. The cylindrical counters are 30 cm
long and 7.5 cm in diameter, and are filled

to a pressure of about one atmosphere with

boron trifluoride, enriched in boron 10.

The special feature of these counters is

that the central wire collector is insulated

by quartz through the use of pyrex-to-

quartz graded seals. It is expected that

this high insulation will permit the collec-

tion of electrons for periods of half an hour

or more with negligible loss of charge. It

is estimated that three of these counters

embedded in a lead paraffin pile will be at

least as sensitive as the large ion chamber

at Derwood for detecting cosmic-ray effects

associated with solar flares, minimizing re-

cent effects and emphasizing the heavy nu-

cleonic components of the cosmic-ray flares.

This neutron detector has the further ad-

vantage of being compact and light as

compared with the large ion chamber.

These neutron chambers use the same sim-

ple control circuits and recording systems

(without vacuum tubes) that have been so

reliable with the Compton meters, thus

making continuous operation possible in

places where skilled technical personnel

may be unavailable. The insulation resist-

ance of the first central collector was found

to be inadequate, but by careful technical

handling this was improved by a factor of

5. As the report year closes it is sufficient

(about 2X106 ohms) for reliable record-

ing. Preliminary tests show that the ioniza-

tion from slow neutrons is about 25 per

cent of that from other causes, including

mesons from cosmic rays and alpha parti-

cles from the counter walls. This test was

made under about 75 cm of earth and con-

crete. The meter is being set up at the

Derwood field station, where the neutron

production should be greater than with the

earth and concrete overhead. Further in-

crease in ionization from slow-neutron

capture can undoubtedly be effected by

completely surrounding the paraffin block

with lead. Initial tests were made with

lead on the top and two sides only.

Time variation in bursts. Reduction of

the burst data from Huancayo and Climax

was continued, to determine whether there

is indication of any tendency for the fre-

quency of bursts, which has been high

for the past six or seven years, to return

toward the low values for the period 1936

to 1940. If the phenomenon were periodic,

the results would be reasonably consistent

with a period of about 22 years.

Cosmic-ray recording program. Opera-

tion of Compton-Bennett meters was contin-

ued at Godhavn (Greenland), Cheltenham

(Maryland), Climax (Colorado), Huan-
cayo (Peru), and Christchurch (New Zea-

land) . As soon as the University of Mexico

has completed a building to house a

Compton-Bennett meter, it is planned to

install one there for the purpose of extend-

ing the data on the time variation of burst

frequency and also to provide better infor-

mation on the upper limit of the energy of

particles associated with the increase in

cosmic-ray intensity during some solar

flares. Assembly and wiring of the control

unit for this installation has been com-

pleted. A similar new control unit has

been installed at Cheltenham. Nearly all

the parts and accessories have been ob-
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tained for the construction of an additional ionization chamber which was made avail-

Compton-Bennett meter, using the spare able by the University of Chicago.

LABORATORY PHYSICS

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

The study of nuclear forces has con-

tinued during the year through further in-

vestigations of proton-proton and neutron-

proton scattering, and through experiments

which may lead to information about spin-

orbit interactions in nuclei.

For several years low-energy (near 400

kev) proton-proton scattering has been the

subject of careful investigation in an effort

to see whether there was a long-range tail

on the narrow square potential well which

has been found to give a reasonably good

fit for all scattering data up to 7 mev. As
stated in last year's report, the observed

relative scattering cross sections for protons

in this energy region showed no evidence

of such a long-range tail to within the 1 per

cent accuracy of the observations. Work
was continued on these experiments for

several months during the past year, in the

hope of obtaining absolute scattering cross

sections. These attempts were unsuccessful

because of the difficulty of measuring the

proton-beam current in the scattering

chamber with the necessary accuracy.

A program of scattering experiments at

the higher energies available from the De-

partment's cyclotron has recently been

initiated. An extension of proton-proton

scattering observations above 7 mev should

aid in determining more precisely the

shape of the potential well describing the

interaction between two protons. There

has also been a growing interest in scatter-

ing experiments involving combinations of

protons, deuterons, tritons, and alpha parti-

cles. By the close of the report year good

progress had been made on the scattering

chamber for the cyclotron. Tests were

made on the coincidence proportional

counter system for detecting the scattered

protons. Observations were made on the

elastic scattering of protons from a thin

gold foil, and on both elastic and inelastic

scattering from a thin beryllium foil.

These preliminary experiments have shown

that the external cyclotron beam has an

energy spread of less than 2 per cent, and

that the proportional counter system has a

sufficiently low background counting rate

near the cyclotron for scattering experi-

ments.

One of the important questions to be

settled about nuclear forces is whether or

not they are charge dependent. This prob-

lem can be investigated by measuring cross

sections for neutron-proton and proton-

proton scattering for like states of the two

particles and comparing the shapes and

dimensions of the potential wells needed

to account for scattering observations.

Greater precision over a wider range in

energy is particularly needed for neutron-

proton scattering. In collaboration with

E. O. Salant, H. Poss, and C. T. Yuan,

from Brookhaven, the total cross section

for neutron-proton scattering was deter-

mined for 14-mev neutrons. The 14-mev

neutrons were produced by bombarding

tritium with deuterons, using the Depart-

ment's small electrostatic generator. The
observed value of the scattering cross

section for 14.1-mev neutrons was 0.689 —
0.005 x IO

~24 cm2 - Calculations by G. Snow,

of Brookhaven, have shown that this value

of the cross section allows equality of

neutron-proton and proton-proton forces

only if a Yukawa-type potential is as-

sumed; thus the traditional assumption of

a square-well-type potential now appears

to be inaccurate, and some support is given
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to the Yukawa type of nucleonic interac-

tion.

A study has been made of various ex-

perimental methods of investigating spin-

orbital angular momentum interactions in

nuclei. One method which is being ex-

amined in detail is the study of nuclear

reactions in which a proton is emitted after

bombardment with deuterons. In general,

several groups of protons of different en-

ergies are found, each group corresponding

to an energy level in the residual nucleus.

When left in an excited level, the residual

nucleus returns to its ground level in a time

of the order of io
-12

second, with emis-

sion of a gamma quantum. With the rapid

response of the scintillation detectors

which are now available, it is possible to

observe these protons and their associated

gamma rays in coincidence. Such a coinci-

dence detection system has been used to

investigate the reactions O16+ deuteron —

»

*017 + proton —» O17 + gamma + proton,

and B 10+ deuteron -h>*B x1 + proton -^ B11

+gamma+ proton (* denotes a nucleus in

an excited level). The angular correlation

of the protons and gamma quanta has been

studied by keeping the proton detector in a

fixed direction, first at right angles to the

beam, then parallel to it, and varying the

direction of the gamma-ray detector. No
asymmetry was found in the proton-

gamma events for the oxygen reaction.

Preliminary measurements on the boron

io reaction indicate that there is no asym-

metry for proton-gamma coincidences for

the second excited state of boron n.

The positron-electron pair production

from an excited level in O 16
has been

studied using two anthracene scintillation

detectors in coincidence. This detection

system, having a resolving time of io
-8

sec-

onds, was ideal for observing electron-pair

resonances in the presence of a large

gamma-ray background. The pair-emit-

ting level in O16
is formed by bombarding

fluorine with protons. The compound

nucleus Ne20 then emits an alpha particle,

leaving the residual nucleus O16
either in

an excited level or in the ground level. Be-

cause of selection rules, gamma radiation

is forbidden from one of these levels and

the nucleus returns to the ground level

by pair emission. Measurements were

made on the widths of the resonances for

pair production. These widths were found

in general to be greater than that of the

gamma resonances. Angular correlation

measurements on the electron pairs gave a

distribution represented by 1 + 0.6 cos G,

where is the angle between the com-

ponents of the pair.

No other pair-emitting nuclei have been

reported in the literature. A search was

made for such levels in many other nuclei

by bombarding them with protons from

the electrostatic generator and the cyclo-

tron. Only boron 11 gave a soft coincident

component of radiation which appeared to

behave like the O 16
pairs, when bombarded

by 7.5-mev protons. If the reaction in-

volved is analogous to the fluorine case,

then the compound nucleus C12
goes to a

pair-emitting excited level of Be8
after the

emission of an alpha particle.

BIOPHYSICS

One of the new lines of endeavor in-

itiated when the Department resumed its

research activities at the close of the war

was a program in "biophysics"—quantita-

tive research in biology carried out by in-

vestigators trained in physics. This char-

acterization of biophysics was reached after

experience with several other ways in which

the developments of modern physics con-

tribute to the understanding of biological

processes. The development of new in-

struments as an end in itself was rejected

because such an endeavor would have

permitted only superficial contact with bi-
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ology. Measurement of the physical prop-

erties of biological material is relatively

unattractive unless required in the study of

a particular biological problem. Finally, a

restriction to the study of the interactions

of living organisms with physical agents

seems to be exceedingly narrow in sig-

nificance. Though these other possible

lines of effort would be almost certain to

produce useful results, it appeared that the

application to biological problems of train-

ing and experience in physics, and not

only the techniques of physics, might be of

more value in the long run.

This point of view regarding biophysics

was the outgrowth of several years of ex-

perience in collaborating with biologists on

biological problems which required radia-

tion or radioactive isotopes. Before 1946

both tracer materials and the equipment

for measuring radioactivity were generally

unavailable and unfamiliar to the biolo-

gists. Experimental programs utilizing

tracers were undertaken as a co-operative

venture, with both physicists and biologists

participating. These collaborative efforts

showed that the physicist had to become

familiar with the biological problems if he

wished to make contributions of ideas as

well as techniques. Furthermore, it was

apparent that the physicist was quite dif-

ferent from the classically trained biologist

both in his way of thinking and in his

approach to the problems of biology. In

the hope that these differences might lead

to valuable contributions, a small group of

physicists was invited to investigate bio-

logical problems.

During the four years that this program

has been under way the area of interest

has become well defined. This area in-

cludes the processes by which a single cell

organizes the material and energy from its

surroundings into a duplication of itself,

and the processes by which the cell re-

organizes its functions to meet changes in

the environment. It excludes the compli-

cated interactions between different types

of cell which are so important to the study

of higher organisms. The material used in

our program covers a wide range of uni-

cellular organisms including bacteria, bac-

teriophage, yeasts, actinomyces, and molds.

For most problems, however, Escherichia

coli has proved to be very useful. One
major advantage of this organism lies in

the permeability of its membrane to most

ions and molecules; the membrane seems

to obstruct the free passage of only the

giant molecules of proteins and nucleic

acid. Consequently the organism is almost

completely exposed to its environment, and

the effects of changes in the environment

are quickly apparent.

The problems of immediate interest are

those related to protein synthesis, nucleic

acid synthesis, the function of nucleic acid,

and its relation to protein synthesis. These

processes as they occur in the normal

growing cell are studied by various meth-

ods. A single experiment may involve the

use of the Warburg respirometer, the spec-

trophotometer, ion-exchange columns, pa-

per chromatography, and particularly ra-

dioactive tracer—labeled compounds.

During the past year the pathways for

synthesis of many of the amino acids (the

building blocks of proteins) have been ex-

amined by following the incorporation of

carbon dioxide and sulfur from the me-

dium. Studies of CO2 and PO4 metabo-

lism have given new information on nu-

cleic acid synthesis. The investigation of

the metabolism of a deficient mutant

throws some light on the relation between

nucleic acid synthesis and protein synthesis.

Finally, observations of the effects of man-

ganese on cells offer a new approach to the

study of the function of nucleic acid.

One particular method, the competitive
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utilization within the cell of labeled com-

pounds supplied in the nutritive mediums

(usually intermediate products of partial

synthesis), has been used more and more

frequently during the past three years and

has proved to be exceedingly valuable. It

appears that the usefulness and versatility

of the method are not generally recognized,

as it is used only occasionally in other

laboratories.

The method is best explained by con-

sidering as an example its application to

the study of sulfur metabolism. Esche-

richia coli can utilize sulfate ions as the sole

source of sulfur. Chromatographic anal-

ysis of the cells shows that the sulfate is

used mainly in the synthesis of the sulfur-

containing amino acids cystine and methio-

nine. If the cells are grown in the presence

of tracer-labeled sulfate, the tracer is found

in both cystine and methionine. If radio-

active cystine is utilized as a sulfur source,

both the cystine and the methionine are

again radioactive. If, however, the cells

are grown in the presence of radioactive

sulfate together with stable cystine, no

radioactivity is found in the cell. This

shows that although sulfate is adequate to

support growth, it does not compete with

the preferred sulfur source, cystine. Two
factors operate in this competition: (i)

Further synthetic processes using cystine as

a raw material utilize the abundant cystine

available in the medium rather than the

cystine which is synthesized biologically;

(2) the presence of exogenous cystine shifts

the equilibrium of the synthetic reactions

which produce cystine, and the quantity of

cystine synthesized by the cell is reduced.

If methionine and sulfate are together

in the medium, it is found that the methio-

nine of the cells is derived from the methio-

nine of the medium, whereas the cystine

of the cells originates from the sulfate of

the medium. These results show that the

general pathway of sulfur metabolism is

as follows:

Sulfate ^Cystine ^Methionine

Protein

This pattern had already been suggested

by the growth requirements of a series of

deficient mutants, and it is gratifying that

these independent methods lead to the

same conclusion. The competitive method

appears to be of more general application

and less ambiguous than the use of defi-

cient mutants, which has proved such a

powerful tool in biochemistry. In many
cases the needed mutants have not been

isolated, and it is often difficult to deter-

mine the changes in the enzyme system

which produce the deficiency. Further-

more, the deficient mutant may have com-

plicated side reactions not found in the

normal cells. Like any other new tool, the

competitive method is most valuable when

used to augment rather than replace the

older methods. It has already been used

to advantage in the study of the metabo-

lism of deficient mutants, showing, for ex-

ample, that in a mutant requiring methio-

nine for growth, the synthetic processes

leading to cystine are operating normally.

Other examples of the use of the competi-

tive method will be found in. the detailed

experimental results reported below.

Role of Carbon Dioxide in Protein

Synthesis

Although the proteins and nucleic acids

are shown to be crucial components in all

living things, little is known about how
these large molecules are put together. In-

deed, little information is extant concern-

ing the formation of the amino acid build-

ing blocks out of which the ultimate com-

plicated proteins are probably assembled.

Using the method of competitive utiliza-

tion of metabolites, new information has
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Utilization of radioactive carbon dioxide in biological synthesis

Two-dimensional chromatogram, showing radioautographs of more than 15 different radioactive

compounds spread out on a flat piece of filter paper. Escherichia coli cells not only release

carbon dioxide as a waste product, but utilize it in the synthesis of many of the relatively simple

molecules from which protein and nucleic acids are formed, as is demonstrated when radioactive

C02 is supplied in the nutrient medium. These compounds correspond to radioactive components

found in the hydrolysate of E. coli cells grown in the presence of glucose and C14
2 . The com-

pounds are separated by means of differences in th eir rates of movement when organic solvents flow

across the filter paper.
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been elaborated concerning the biological

synthesis of amino acids and nucleic acids

in Escherichia coli. The findings to date

parallel in many respects the results found

by others using mammalian tissues.

Provided with glucose as sole energy and

major carbon source, E. coli converts part

of the sugar to carbon dioxide to obtain

energy, using the remainder mainly for

producing more bacteria. By adding tagged

carbon dioxide to the medium in the form

of NaHC14
3, it has been found that E.

coli uses part of the CO2 for synthesis of

at least eighteen important constituents.

A radioautograph of a paper chromatogram

of an E. coli hydrolysate is shown in plate

3. Six amino acids have been identified as

aspartic and glutamic acids, arginine, ly-

sine, proline, and threonine. The purines

adenine and guanine, and the pyrimidine

nucleotides cytidylic, uridylic, and thy-

midylic acids, have all been found to con-

tain tracer isotopes.

Other workers have shown that mam-
malian liver utilizes CO2 in the synthesis

of aspartic acid, glutamic acid, and argi-

nine, and have studied the position of

tracer isotopes in each molecule. The pres-

ent investigations involving the same com-

pounds derived from E. coli show that the

position of the tracer isotopes within cor-

responding molecules is identical. This

leads to the suggestion that general bio-

chemical principles are involved and that

the mode of synthesis of these compounds

is the same in these and other organisms.

A series of experiments were made in

which the basal medium was supplemented

individually by aspartic acid, glutamic acid,

arginine, lysine, proline, and threonine.

The presence of each amino acid sup-

pressed synthesis of the corresponding

labeled compound. This is illustrated in

plate 4. Thus, with a small amount of non-

radioactive proline available, the organism

utilizes this material from the medium
instead of synthesizing it. In the case of

aspartic acid some synthesis of labeled com-

pound still occurs, and in the case of glu-

tamic acid and proline about 10 per cent of

the requirements is met through a process

involving C14
2 fixation.

Interconnections among these six amino

acids have been established. Thus, the

presence of glutamic acid as a supplement

to the basal medium results in a suppres-

sion of incorporation of tracer into argi-

nine, aspartic acid, lysine, proline, and

glutamic acid. A supplement of aspartic

acid diminishes incorporation of C14
into

arginine, lysine, threonine, glutamic acid,

and aspartic acid.

Studies involving competitive utilization

of metabolites have also been carried out

with the purines and pyrimidines. It has

been established that in E. coli the path-

ways of C14
C>2 incorporation into these

compounds are practically independent of

those involved in the synthesis of amino

acids. Addition of adenine or guanine in-

dividually to the basal medium suppresses

completely the synthesis of both labeled

adenine and guanine. There is no appre-

ciable change in the adenine and guanine

content of the nucleic acids of the cell.

Therefore, the organism utilizes the sup-

plemental metabolites instead of synthe-

sizing the compounds. In the case of the

pyrimidine nucleotides, the addition of

uracil suppresses synthesis of tagged uridy-

lic and cytidylic acids. It does not do so

completely; the suggestion therefore arises

that two or more biological pathways may
exist for synthesis of these compounds.

Sulfur Metabolism

One approach to the problem of protein

synthesis lies in the study of sulfur metabo-

lism. As sulfur is mainly incorporated in

proteins, observations of sulfur uptake give
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direct information on the rates of protein

synthesis. In addition, the study of sulfur

shows the pathways for synthesis and utili-

zation of the sulfur-containing amino acids

cystine and methionine.

The total sulfur content of the cells de-

pends not only on the concentration of sul-

fur in the medium, but on its chemical

form. With adequate sulfate as the sole

source of sulfur, the cells contain 3.5 milli-

grams of sulfur per milliliter of cells. This

quantity can be reduced to 1.0 mg/ml by

reducing the sulfate content of the me-

dium. When cystine or methionine is used

as the sole source of sulfur, the sulfur con-

tent of the cell drops to 2.8 and 1.4 mg/ml
respectively, even though there is ample

sulfur in the medium. These variations in

total sulfur content indicate striking dif-

ferences in cellular composition.

These differences can be investigated by

chromatographic analysis of the hydro-

lyzed cells. Chromatograms of cells grown

on sulfate or cystine reveal that the sulfur

is about equally distributed between cys-

tine and methionine incorporated in the

proteins of the cell. Transient sulfur com-

pounds involved as intermediates in the

synthesis of cystine and methionine, or

minor sulfur-containing compounds such

as thiamin, are not detected on the chro-

matogram. Cells grown with methionine

as a sole source of sulfur, however, show

no trace of cystine on the chromatograms.

As the SH group of cysteine is supposed

to be important in many enzyme reactions

and the S-S linkage of cystine furnishes a

possible cross bond in proteins, it was im-

portant to investigate closely the apparent

lack of cystine.

A mutant requiring methionine pre-

sumably is not able to synthesize methio-

nine. The complete absence of methionine

synthesis was demonstrated by growing the

cells in the presence of stable methionine

and sulfate of high specific radioactivity.

No radioactivity was found in the methio-

nine of the cells. The same mutant grown

on radioactive methionine showed no ra-

dioactivity in any compound but methio-

nine. In this case the total sulfur content

was the same as for normal cells grown on

methionine alone. Thus, both normal cells

which might degrade methionine and mu-

tant cells in which the methionine is cut

off by an enzymatic block appear to con-

tain no cystine when grown in the presence

of methionine alone. In spite of this ap-

parent lack of cystine, the enzymatic activi-

ties of these cells are normal.

Many other sulfur compounds are in-

volved in the metabolism of the cells.

Homocystine, for example, appears to be a

normal intermediate in the synthesis of

methionine. This is shown by mutant

strains which require homocystine or me-

thionine for growth, and by the competi-

tive method. Homocystine will supply the

sulfur required for the synthesis of methio-

nine, but does not supply the sulfur of cys-

tine. It is probably a transient compound,

as it is not observed in the chromatograms.

Cystathionine appears to be an interme-

diate in the sulfur metabolism of other

organisms, where it has been considered a

"molecular bridge" in the transport of

sulfur from a three to a four carbon chain.

These studies with E. coli, however, give

no evidence that cystathionine participates

in the metabolism of that form. It will

not support growth, it is not found in the

chromatographic analysis, and it does not

compete in any way with the uptake of

labeled sulfur compounds.

Another class of sulfur compounds in-

cluding taurine, lanthionine, and djenkolic

acid is not found on chromatograms and

does not compete with the uptake of sul-

fate. These compounds will support

growth as the sole sulfur source. Evidently,

enzymes are available in the cell which can

convert these compounds to normal inter-
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mediates if no preferred sulfur source is

available. These compounds will support

the growth of a cystine-requiring mutant,

but not the growth of a homocystine- or

methionine-requiring mutant. This indi-

cates a side branch of the metabolic path-

way leading into the normal pathway of

cystine.

Another enzyme which is available but

normally inoperative is desulfhydrase.

This enzyme releases H 2S from exogenous

cystine, but does not act on cystine syn-

thesized biologically from sulfate in the

absence of external cystine. As the cystine-

requiring mutant also shows this behavior,

the enzyme probably lies on a side branch

of the normal metabolic pathway.

These studies of sulfur metabolism fur-

nish a necessary background for other

work in which sulfur uptake is used as an

indicator of protein synthesis.

Fructose-6-Phosphate

Last year the competitive method was

used to demonstrate the importance of

fructose-6-phosphate (F-6-P) in the syn-

thesis of nucleic acids. In these experi-

ments it was found that the nucleic acid

phosphorus of cells growing in a solution

containing P32
4 and F-6-P

31 was 90 per

cent P31
. As this finding cannot be recon-

ciled with the long-established Meyerhof

cycle, the experiments were repeated using

radioactive F-6-P
32 and P31

4 . In this case

the nucleic acid phosphorus of the cells was

P32
, again showing that it originated from

the F-6-P.

Studies in other laboratories have dem-

onstrated that E. coli can oxidize glucoses-

phosphate in a series of steps that lead

to pentose phosphate. The competitive

method demonstrates quantitatively that

this pathway furnishes the pentose phos-

phate required for the synthesis of nucleic

acid.

At the same time radioactive fructose-

1,6-diphosphate (F-i,6-P
32

) was prepared.

The cells will not utilize this compound
for growth although it is an important

member of the Meyerhof cycle. With the

radioactive compound it was demonstrated

that the cell is permeable to F-i,6-P, and

some reason other than impermeability of

the cells must be found to explain their

failure to use it for growth. Perhaps

F-i,6-P is not an intermediate product in

the metabolism of E. coli, or possibly it

cannot enter the enzyme system.

Metabolism of Deficient Mutants

Cells growing in favorable conditions

duplicate themselves indefinitely, their

composition remaining constant. This im-

plies that the synthetic systems are in bal-

ance so that all components such as lipids,

proteins, and nucleic acids are reproduced

at the same rate. If this balance is upset,

the cell may form spores or grow without

dividing to form the "snakes" which some-

times result from exposure to poisons or

ultraviolet radiation. It would appear that

there must be some coupling between the

various synthetic systems, as independent

systems could hardly be expected to main-

tain balanced rates in differing environ-

ments. A general coupling between the

carbohydrate metabolism, which supplies

energy for growth, and the synthetic sys-

tems has been known for some time.

In order to examine these relationships

more closely, mutants were utilized which

required for growth the addition of certain

amino acids (tryptophan and histidine) to

the medium. The cells were grown and

then washed free of the required amino

acids and placed in a new medium. The
metabolic activities of the cells were meas-

ured, the amino acids being supplied to one

portion of the cells for comparison. The
uptake of S35 was used as a measure of
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protein synthesis, and P32 was used to fol-

low synthesis of lipids and nucleic acids.

The uptake of C14
2 provided an im-

portant check, as it indicates both protein

and nucleic acid synthesis and gives addi-

tional information on carbohydrate me-

tabolism.

When the required amino acids were

lacking, the mass of the cells continued to

increase at a reduced rate for a period of

4 hours. During this period the number

of cells doubled. Protein synthesis was al-

most entirely blocked, as it requires these

amino acids. Furthermore, since the other

amino acids were no longer utilized for

incorporation into protein, their synthesis

also ceased and the precursors of the amino

acids accumulated. Nucleic acids which do

not contain the missing amino acids con-

tinued to be formed, but at a rate only one-

fourth that in normally growing cells. Syn-

thesis of phospholipids continued at one-

half the normal rate.

These findings show that the various

synthetic systems of the cell are somewhat

independent, and demonstrate directly

couplings among the synthetic systems of

the type required to maintain balance in

the normally growing cell.

Adaptive Enzymes

In the formation of adaptive enzymes,

the synthesis of a specific protein can be

evoked at will by the addition of the ap-

propriate substrate to the medium. Fur-

thermore, this process can go on in the

absence of external nitrogen, a fact which

indicates that the protein is formed from

material already within the cell. It is not

known whether the process involves a

"remolding" of existing proteins, whether

existing proteins are degraded to amino

acids and resynthesized, or whether a sup-

ply of protein precursors is utilized. It

seemed possible that observations of ex-

change of S35 during the adaptation process

or particularly during de-adaptation would

throw some light on these questions.

Measurements were made on the adapta-

tion of E. coli to various sugars, and the

adaptation to lactose was found to be suit-

able. The rate of adaptation to lactose was

not influenced by previous adaptation to

several other sugars even though external

nitrogen was not available, a fact which

indicates that the adaptive enzyme was not

formed from any limited supply of exist-

ing precursors.

Measurement of the uptake of cystine

during adaptation failed to show any in-

crease in protein-bound sulfur which could

be interpreted as a consequence of adapta-

tion. This could mean that the adaptive

enzymes are formed from pre-existing pro-

teins and no new amino acids are incor-

porated. The adaptive enzyme, however,

would be only a very small fraction of the

total protein of the cell, and the small

quantity of cystine incorporated in it might

not be measurable. Losses of radioactive

cystine during de-adaptation would fur-

nish a more sensitive test, but these meas-

urements could not be carried out because

the cells (contrary to previous findings

with yeast) did not lose the adaptive

enzyme.

For significant measurements it appeared

necessary to separate the adaptive enzyme

from the original protein of the cell. The
enzyme had been obtained in cell-free ex-

tracts and partially purified when similar

isolation procedures were published by

other laboratories. These publications indi-

cated that the degree of purification re-

quired for accurate measurements of ex-

change during adaptation, such as we had

hoped for, would not be practicable at

present.

Manganese

The pronounced mutagenic effect of

manganese and the unexpected influence

of salt solutions, both before and during
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treatment with manganese, are described

in the report of the Department of Genetics

in Year Book No. 49 (1949-1950). In

brief, manganese induces mutations in bac-

teria, particularly if the cells are washed

with salt solutions before treatment but not

if salts are present during the treatment.

A study of these effects was undertaken in

co-operation with Dr. Demerec, using

radioactive manganese to measure corre-

lation between the uptake of manganese

by the cells and the mutagenic action. It

was possible to show that the cells are com-

pletely permeable to manganese; the effects

of washing were not caused by any altera-

tion of the permeability. Furthermore, the

uptake of manganese depended on its con-

centration in the medium in a way that is

characteristic of adsorption on a limited

number of adsorption sites. Magnesium

and manganese compete for the sites, a

small quantity of magnesium reducing

markedly the adsorption of manganese.

Consequently it appears that one of the

effects of washing the cells is to remove the

magnesium normally present in the cells,

thereby making more sites available for

manganese adsorption. The presence of

salt during the manganese treatment re-

duces the uptake of manganese by compe-

tition for adsorption sites.

The effect of temperature is quite dif-

ferent on manganese adsorption and on

the production of mutations. At 3 C the

mutation rate is very low as compared with

that at 37 , but the quantity of manganese

adsorbed is double at the lower tempera-

ture. It is thus possible to distinguish two

processes: adsorption, which occurs at 3 ,

and the chemical change leading to a mu-

tation, which requires a higher tempera-

ture. It is possible to separate these proc-

esses, by first letting the cells adsorb the

manganese at 3 , and then incubating

them at 37 in distilled water. By use of

this method the chemistry of the muta-

tional change can be studied separately

from the process of adsorption.

The evidence obtained so far does not

indicate the process involved in the muta-

tion. The work is far from complete, how-

ever, and there is a possibility that further

experiments along these lines may also give

some information on the synthetic activi-

ties of the genes.

Chromatography

The problem of quantitative separation

of the amino acids has hitherto been almost

prohibitively time-consuming, even with

large quantities of protein hydrolysates.

Separation of milligram quantities of the

amino acids has become possible only since

the advent of resin-and-paper chromatog-

raphy. Stein and Moore have contributed

notably to the problem, using starch and

Dowex-50 columns. The latter is a cation

exchange resin which requires large vol-

umes of acid and much time for elution

of the various amino acids from it. On the

anion exchanger Dowex-2 the amino acids

behave as anions and are weakly bound.

Their order of elution is considerably dif-

ferent from that on Dowex-50, where they

are held up as cations. This ampholyte

character of the amino acids may be ex-

ploited in their separation. For instance,

it is almost impossible to separate threonine

from aspartic and glutamic acids on

Dowex-50, on which all act as monovalent

bases. With Dowex-2 resin, threonine be-

haves as a monocarboxylic acid, and aspar-

tic and glutamic acids are dicarboxylic.

When eluted from the column the two

types are found at widely separated points.

In our studies it has been possible to

isolate almost all the amino acids with

minimal effort. The protein hydrolysates,

containing some twenty amino acids, are

freed of excess hydrolyzing acid and

quickly split into three fractions using

Dowex-2. The separate fractions can then
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be further split on Dowex-50. Compounds
which are difficult to resolve on these two

columns can be easily separated by the use

of paper chromatography. The combina-

tion of several methods is particularly ef-

fective in making clean separations and in

uniquely identifying components. This

scheme, which permits separation of a pro-

tein hydrolysate into its components in 24

hours, has made the problem of amino acid

synthesis and interrelations much more

accessible to study.

Co-operative Work

As in previous years, the biophysics sec-

tion has participated in collaborative in-

vestigations with and rendered assistance

to other departments of the Institution,

other members of the Department, and

various outside groups.

One staff member gave assistance to

Dr. L. B. Flexner and Dr. F. Fuchs in their

capillary permeability studies at the De-

partment of Embryology. Another co-

operated with Dr. M. Demerec and Miss

J. Flint of the Department of Genetics in

a study of manganese-induced mutations.

Work of the geophysics section has been

expedited by preparation of radioactive

isotopes and assistance in resin chromato-

graphic separation of constituents of rocks.

The laboratory physics group has car-

ried on a major program of nuclear in-

vestigations using the cyclotron, with the

collaboration of a member of the biophysics

section.

A comprehensive program of cell physi-

ology was carried on by Dr. William R.

Duryee, of the National Institutes of

Health, who was in residence at the De-

partment throughout the year. His work,

utilizing radioactive tracers and other pro-

cedures when needed, included special

studies of frog kidney tumors and a pro-

gram of tissue-culture work using tissue

from cold-blooded animals. His work on

the effects of radiation damage on cyto-

plasm and nucleus, utilizing microdissec-

tion techniques, was further elaborated.

Outside collaborators included Dr. R.

Lickens, of the National Institutes of

Health; Dr. Ernst Friedheim, New York

City; Dr. William Ham, Medical College

of Virginia; Dr. Samuel Weissberg, Na-

tional Bureau of Standards. In co-opera-

tion with leading investigators of the

Washington area, a series of stimulating

protein seminars were conducted. These

were attended by an average of forty scien-

tists having widely differing training and

interests.

Cyclotron-produced isotopes were fur-

nished to about thirty different laboratories,

with as many as ten samples going to one

installation. Eight of the laboratories sup-

plied were outside the United States.

Dextran

Medical experience of the past decade

has demonstrated the crucial importance

of whole blood in medical therapy. Un-

fortunately, no method has yet been found

for long-term stockpiling of this precious

fluid. The possible enormous requirements

for plasma substitutes in national emer-

gency require that a second line of defense

be available. One of our staff has served

on a National Research Council committee

concerned with the plasma substitutes

problem. One facet which has been in-

vestigated at the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism is the choice of size of the

substitute molecules, particularly of dex-

tran, which is one of the principal substi-

tutes under study.

In a crude way the kidneys may be

thought of as a sieve whose holes permit

passage of small molecules while holding

back larger molecules. If a plasma substi-

tute has too many small molecules, these
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pass through the kidneys very rapidly and

their effect is almost immediately lost. If

the molecules are over large, they have

little beneficial effect. The results to date

indicate that the optimum size of dextran

is in the molecular weight range 45,000

to 75,000. It is expected that further stud-

ies may somewhat narrow this spread.

OPERATIONS AND STAFF

Co-operative Work of the Department

The Institution's policy of co-operation

has been continued with individuals and

organizations in this country and abroad.

Since the start of the rock magnetism

work, it has been recognized that observa-

tions should be made at points widely dis-

tributed over the surface of the earth. To
encourage such observations, essential parts

of apparatus are being furnished to col-

laborators in Denmark and Ireland who
have expressed interest in extending our

measurements abroad.

The nonprofit government contracts for

investigations of the earth's crust and

cosmic rays, mentioned in previous re-

ports, have been continued. A nonprofit

contract was signed with the Navy in May
1951. One staff member has been engaged

in research for the government during the

entire report year, one since November 1,

1950, and another since January 1, 1951, all

on full-time leave of absence. Others have

acted as consultants for varying periods.

Personnel, facilities, and materials were

provided for a joint investigation on an

urgent national problem with the National

Bureau of Standards and the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology.

Some time was spent by one of the bio-

physics group as a member of the Na-

tional Research Council's Committee on

Shock, which deals with research on

plasma substitutes. He also continued

chairmanship of the National Research

Council's Committee on Radiation Cata-

racts, mentioned in last year's report. He
organized and was chairman of the De-

cember 1950 Radiation Cataract Confer-

ence, attended by leading biochemists and

ophthalmologists; Dr. W. T. Ham, Jr., of

the Medical College of Virginia, aided in

the organization of the conference.

As indicated above, some fifty radio-

active isotopes were produced and distrib-

uted to thirty different groups here and

abroad.

Collaboration has been continued with

the Geophysical Laboratory; with repre-

sentatives of the National Institutes of

Health (including the National Cancer

Institute), National Bureau of Standards,

Departments of Agriculture, Defense, and

State, Geological Survey, Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratory, Oak Ridge National

Laboratory; and with the Medical College

of Virginia, the Applied Physics Labora-

tory of Johns Hopkins University, Catho-

lic and Ohio State Universities, and the

University of Chicago.

The joint seismic program of the De-

partment and the Geophysical Laboratory

was again aided by the Navy and the Ten-

nessee Valley Authority. Some of the

equipment for the program was loaned by

the Texas Company and the United Geo-

physical Company.

Studies of ionospheric variations at Char-

lottesville, Virginia, and Morgantown,

West Virginia, were facilitated by co-opera-

tion of the University of Virginia and West
Virginia University.

The cosmic-ray program was again aided

by the continued operation of Compton-
Bennett meters at the usual four observa-

tories mentioned above, the Climax (Col-

orado) station of the University of Chi-
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cago, and subsequently the Climax station

of the High Altitude Observatory.

Publications

Two volumes of the Researches of the

Department have been published, contain-

ing magnetic results from Huancayo and

Watheroo, 1945 to 1947. These and the

scientific papers appearing in current lit-

erature are listed in the bibliography.

Administration and Operation

The contract with Mr. O. W. Anderson

was renewed for the free use of his land

and abandoned quarry, near Dickerson,

Maryland, for seismic investigations.

The Journal of Geophysical Research

was continued, with the usual subsidy

from the Institution to cover part of the

cost of publication.

Seminars

A Washington Protein Seminar was

organized by the biophysics group and

held weekly meetings October 12, 1950 to

April 5, 1951. There was an average at-

tendance of about forty scientists from local

government offices and universities, who
discussed recent advances in the physics,

physical chemistry, and biology of proteins.

Lectures Given by Visitors

September 27, 1950, "Recent experiments

in extremely high energies with cosmic

rays," by M. Schein.

November 20, 1950, "The cosmological

problem," by G. C. McVittie.

April 6, 1951, "Dynamo theories of the

earth's main field," by T. G. Cowling.

April 11, 1951, "A physicist tries to un-

derstand the magnetoionic theory," by

J. A. Ratcliffe.
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STAFF AND ORGANIZATION

Scientific Staff
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Laboratory and Biophysics: P. H. Abelson,

E. T. Bolton, D. B. Cowie, N. P. Heyden-
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Guests, Associates, Fellows, and Visiting Inves-
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Africa; Miss J. Gillespie, National Institutes

of Health; J. W. Graham; W. T. Ham, Jr.,

Medical College of Virginia; J. C. Harris; R.

Hossfeld, Catholic University; E. L. Hudspeth,

University of Texas; Q. V. Larson, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory; C. D. Lindberg, U. S.

Air Force; T. Nagata, Japan; J. N. Nanda,

India; F. Nygard, Jr.; G. C. Phillips, Rice

* Resigned.

t On leave of absence for government work.

Institute; H. Poss, Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory; J. A. Ratcliffe, Cambridge, England;

Mrs. I. Z. Roberts; E. O. Salant, Brookhaven

National Laboratory; F. L. Talbott, Catholic

University; T. Tuve, University of Colorado;

G. Weiffenbach, Catholic University; F. W.
Wood, Australia; C. T. Yuan, Brookhaven

National Laboratory.

Operating Staff

Administrative: M. B. Smith, W. F. Steiner.

Office and Clerical: J. J. Capello,* Mrs. M. J.

Chandler,* Mrs. E. D. Deininger, W. N. Dove,

W. C. Hendrix, Mrs. M. E. Hose, Miss J. S.

O'Connor, Miss H. E. Russell, A. D. Singer,*

Mrs. M. A. Williams.

Instrument Shop: B. J. Haase, L. A. Horton,

J. G. Lorz.

Research Assistants, Laboratory Assistants, and

Technicians: Miss E. Aldous, S. J. Buynitzky,

J. B. Doak, E. T. Ecklund, P. A. Johnson,

C. J. Ksanda, C. A. Little, Jr., M. H. Mac-

Kenzie, P. F. Michelsen, P. L. Moats, R. W.
Reuschlein, Miss M. Sands, W. E. Scott.

Computers: Miss E. Balsam, Miss I. Lange.

Maintenance: C. Balsam, C. Domton, I. R.

Neely, E. Quade, M. A. Quade.

Part-Time and Temporary Employees: Thirty

part-time and temporary employees were en-

gaged during the year, usually for short peri-

ods, to assist in the office and laboratory work.
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Some years ago the means of changing

the composition of algae at will by control

of the growing conditions were discovered

by Dr. H. A. Spoehr and Mr. Harold W.
Milner. Since that time the Department

of Plant Biology has had considerable in-

terest in the possible utilization of algae

for food and industrial raw materials.

Members of the Department have par-

ticipated informally in many discussions

with outside organizations as to the prac-

ticability of such an enterprise. In Febru-

ary 195 1 further experimental work was

undertaken on the growth of Chlorella,

and experiments have been carried out to

measure the growth rate in sunlight in

various types of apparatus, and to deter-

mine the conditions favoring higher

growth rates. This investigation has fol-

lowed two lines. In the first place, a num-

ber of different types of container were

used to compare the relative merits of flat

trays, plastic and glass tubing, vertical

columns, and a sloping glass surface as

culture containers. These containers were

essentially laboratory-scale models of types

that might be used in larger production

units. Of these devices the flat tray seems

to be the simplest. Growth rates expressed

as grams of algae per square meter per day

were about the same in the different units.

The growth rate obtained, approximately

10 grams per square meter per day, is

about one-tenth of that which should be

realized if it were possible to use bright

sunlight as efficiently as weak light for

Chlorella growth.

In the second place, Chlorella growth

rates obtained by Dr. James H. C. Smith

were compared by him with growth rates

of grass of selected strain grown in soil

under near optimum conditions in the

greenhouse. It appears that the yield from

certain grass strains may be about 60 per

cent of that from Chlorella on the basis of

dry weight per land area.

After the arrangements were made be-

tween the Institution and Arthur D.

Little, Inc., for the construction of a pilot

plant for Chlorella production, the em-

phasis of the work in the Department

shifted from pilot-plant models to a more

fundamental study of the physiology of

Chlorella growth. In particular, we have

been trying to find the factors limiting the

growth rate in sunlight and to devise

methods of utilizing bright light with the

highest possible efficiency. Experiments on

the collection of Chlorella by continuous

settling and the re-use of the same growth

medium for repeated batches of culture

have shown these procedures to be of

practical utility. Two men who have been

very active in this field joined our group

for this undertaking, Professor Jack E.

Myers, of the University of Texas, and

Dr. Bessel Kok, of the Agricultural Uni-

versity, Wageningen, Holland. Their pres-

ence has greatly strengthened our program

in the physiology of algal growth. Dr.

Edwin A. Davis' studies on photosynthetic

Chlorella mutants have been continued,

including investigations of the ability of

different mutants to evolve oxygen. He
has found that one of these mutants con-

tains an extra pigment which may be an

altered xanthophyll.

Measurements of the fluorescence spectra

of a red alga have provided definite evi-

dence of the transfer of light energy

95
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absorbed by the accessory pigment phyco-

erythrin to chlorophyll and also to phyco-

cyanin in the living alga. It is possible

that energy transfer from one pigment to

another may be the means by which these

accessory pigments function in photosyn-

thesis.

Absorption, fluorescence, and photo-

synthetic action spectra of chloroplast pig-

ments have been collected from the litera-

ture and reduced to standardized scales by

means of the curve analyzer, and a review

article on this field has been prepared for

publication. All available measurements

are consistent with the concept that other

pigments than chlorophyll which partici-

pate in photosynthesis do so by transfer

of energy from the absorbing pigment to

chlorophyll.

The time course of the development of

the precursor of chlorophyll, protochloro-

phyll, has been followed in dark-grown

barley seedlings. Protochlorophyll was

formed by the seedlings in very small

amounts during the first three days after

planting; it was formed rapidly around

the sixth day, but after the tenth day the

rate of formation was again slow. It has

been shown that oxygen is not evolved in

the photochemical transformation of pro-

tochlorophyll to chlorophyll.

Despite these advances in our understand-

ing of the photochemical mechanism of

photosynthesis, the means by which plants

are able to convert light energy into chemi-

cal energy still remains unknown and can-

not be duplicated by systems of known

composition. This remains, as it has since

the very beginnings of photochemistry, an

unsolved problem not only of theoretical

but of intense practical interest.

PERSONNEL

Biochemical Investigations

Staff: C. Stacy French, Director, Harold W.
Milner, lames H. C. Smith, Herman A.

Spoehr, Chairman Emeritus, Harold H.
Strain 1

Visiting Investigator: lack E. Myers, Profes-

sor of Zoology, University of Texas

Fellows: Edwin A. Davis, Bessel Kok
Research Assistants: Violet M. Koski, George

H. Towner, Donald R. Bellis

Mechanical Engineer: Louis R. Kruger

Experimental Taxonomy

Staff: lens C. Clausen, Paul Grun, William

M. Hiesey, David D. Keck 2

Guest Investigator: Axel Nygren

National Research Council Fellow: Verne

Grant

Stanford University graduate students asso-

ciated with Department: Henry J. Thomp-

1 On leave 1950-1951; resigned lune 30, 1951.
2 On leave.

son, Robert K. Vickery, Ir., George H.

Ward
Research Assistants: Robert W. Ayres, Mal-

colm A. Nobs, Oliver W. Norvell

Gardener: Wesley B. Justice

Secretary: Elena Baran

Research Associate

Ralph W. Chaney, Professor of Paleontology,

University of California, Berkeley

Department Secretary

Wilbur A. Pestell

Custodian

Richard P. Ludolph, Jr.

Dr. Harold H. Strain has resigned to

remain at the Argonne National Labora-

tory, where he has been for the past two

years on leave from the Institution. The
chromatographic methods for separating
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closely related chemical substances were

greatly improved by Dr. Strain's work dur-

ing the past two decades, during which he

used them in the study of plant pigments.

The application of these methods to proc-

esses of industrial and military value has

become of major importance.

Professor Jack E. Myers has been ap-

pointed a Visiting Investigator and is ex-

tending his program on the study of algal

growth both in the Department laboratory

and at the University of Texas.

Beginning January i, 1951, Dr. David

D. Keck was granted a year's leave of

absence to be with the New York Botani-

cal Garden as head curator. During his

absence Mr. Malcolm A. Nobs, of the

University of California at Berkeley, is

assisting in the taxonomic and experi-

mental work.

Dr. Jens C. Clausen was elected a foreign

member of the Royal Danish Academy.

During November 1950 Dr. Clausen gave

a series of invitational lectures at Cornell

University under the Messenger Founda-

tion on "Stages in the evolution of plant

species."

Dr. Axel Nygren, of the Institute of

Plant Systematics and Genetics of the

Royal Agricultural College at Uppsala,

Sweden, is spending the greater part of

this year at the Department laboratory on

a combined Swedish and Carnegie Insti-

tution Fellowship.

The arrangement with the Biology De-

partment of Stanford University whereby

certain graduate students carry out their

doctorate research at our Department has

proved to be mutually advantageous.

Three graduate students are now carrying

on experimental investigations on three

groups of typically western plants.

The informal friendly relations with the

Stanford faculty which members of the

Department have long enjoyed have been

strengthened by the appointment of Drs.

Clausen, French, and Hiesey as professors

of biology (by courtesy) by Stanford Uni-

versity.

In the summer of 1950 Drs. French and

Smith visited a large number of European

laboratories in which work related to the

Department's activities is in progress.

Further personal contact with foreign

scientists was established by attendance at

the International Botanical Congress, the

International Physiological Congress, and

a meeting of the British Society of Experi-

mental Biology on carbon dioxide fixation.

EXPERIMENTAL TAXONOMY

The group of investigators working in

experimental taxonomy have carried on

several series of studies aimed at funda-

mental problems of plant relationships

and mechanisms of evolution. The prin-

ciples discovered in the course of these

investigations touch upon several bio-

logical fields, and some of them have prac-

tical applications. This situation has made
it possible greatly to enlarge the scale of

the experimental work by co-operation

with several agencies, foremost among
these the U. S. Soil Conservation Service,

the Earhart Plant Research Laboratory of

the California Institute of Technology, and

plant-breeding institutions in northwest-

ern Europe.

Dr. Hiesey's investigations last year at

the Earhart Laboratory brought out the

significance of the physiological approach

to the study of climatic races, species, and

hybrids. In the Achillea studies it was

proved that the individuals within a natu-

ral population are physiologically as well

as genetically and morphologically variable.

This intrapopulation variability, however,
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does not overshadow the greater physio-

logical differences between distinct cli-

matic races.

The ranges of tolerance of various pa-

rental forms and hybrids of Poa were ex-

plored by growing them under nine sets

of controlled temperature conditions. Some
of the parental forms are very limited in

their tolerances, but most forms of the

Kentucky bluegrass, Poa pratensis, are

productive over a great range of environ-

ments. Many of the hybrids were found

to be very tolerant of contrasting tempera-

tures. On the other hand, the physio-

logically specialized grasses are very specific

in their tolerances. For example, the big

bluegrass, Poa ampla, blossoms and pro-

duces stems only when warm days are

combined with cold nights, whereas Poa

compressa, the Canada bluegrass, thrives

under warm nights. Many of the hybrids

give strains having several different op-

timal temperatures, thus combining the

characteristics of the two parents and indi-

cating a rather complex genic-physiologic

control.

The results of the intercontinental

transplant experiments, information on

which was gathered in Europe by Dr.

Keck and Mr. Vickery and in western

North America by other members of the

staff, generally corroborate the experiments

under controlled temperatures. Races and

hybrids that tolerated a range of con-

ditions in the controlled greenhouse ex-

periments were also tolerant over a great

range of conditions in the field experi-

ments. It appears possible on the basis of

controlled greenhouse experiments to esti-

mate approximately the ecological char-

acteristics of specific strains and their

ranges of tolerance in nature.

Several new constant lines of hybrid

Poa have been discovered this year among

the plantings at the Soil Conservation

Service Nursery at Pullman, Washington,

ranging from high producers of seed to

high producers of succulent foliage. These

will be added to the constant strains pre-

viously discovered, seeds of which are now
being collected in the various nurseries

for plot tests. A new set of crossings was

performed this spring. These crossings

are for two purposes: first, to explore fur-

ther the composition of the Poa genus and

the evolution of its species by intercrossing

species which have low numbers of chro-

mosomes and which, presumably, are more

primitive than those with the higher num-
bers; and, second, to utilize present knowl-

edge of the genus in an attempt to com-

bine the best species and produce constant

hybrids especially adapted for the drier in-

terior and southern regions.

Dr. Grun has continued his study of

chromosome pairing in species and hybrids

of Poa and finds in most strains of the pure

species a low number of single chromo-

somes, the means ranging from i to 7
per plant. The hybrids frequently have a

larger number of unpaired chromosomes

than the nonhybrids, the mean number

per plant ranging from 4 to 17. Even

this number of singles is small as compared

with the high total number of chromo-

somes in the hybrids, and the chromosomes

that are not single are evidently paired or

associated in threes or fours.

An interesting evolutionary problem is

encountered in Poa nervosa, the pine blue-

grass, a widely distributed species of moun-

tain forests. Over a great deal of its ex-

tensive territory this species exists as female

plants only, its flowers having no anthers

or only aborted ones. The species evi-

dently reproduces itself asexually through

apomixis, and as such should not be vari-

able, because it has lost the normal means

of maintaining variability. Experiments

using the method of replicated transplant-

ing of cloned individuals have shown that

Poa nervosa still maintains considerable
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variability within the area where the male

sex is lacking. Experiments are now in

progress to determine the source of this

variation. Dr. Nygren finds that in the

grass genus Calamagrostis, which is apo-

mictic like Poa, the sexual and apomictic

embryos in the same flower compete for

the nutrition in the nucellus. The embryo

which gets the head start in development

or which is closest to the nutrition wins

out in this competition. On the basis of

past results in Calamagrostis it should be

possible also in Poa to predict from a

microscopic investigation of the develop-

ing embryos whether a certain plant or

strain will be predominantly apomictic,

producing asexual, constant offspring, or

will be predominantly sexual, producing

variable offspring.

In the studies on the milfoils or Achillea,

considerable progress in the ecological

genetics program has been made this year

through the study of large second-genera-

tion hybrid cultures of crossings between

contrasting climatic races of three species

of the genus. Among these are approxi-

mately 2500 individuals of hybrids between

a giant race from the subtropical conti-

nental climate in the San Joaquin Valley

of California and a dwarf race from a cold

and moist northern oceanic climate on

Kiska Island in the Aleutians. The second-

generation hybrids between these extremes

of one species reproduce almost all known
morphological forms of the species. Some
of them combine the tall, elaborate growth

form of the San Joaquin Valley race with

the early flowering of the subarctic race,

calling for an extremely fast rate of growth.

Conversely, other plants combine low habit

with late flowering, indicating an ex-

tremely slow rate of growth. The most

remarkable fact in this connection is that

races from so different climates can be

intercrossed and freely interchange their

genes without upsetting the finely balanced

physiological development of their off-

spring.

Growth Studies under Controlled

Temperatures

William M. Hiesey

Earlier studies on climatic races of wide-

spread species transplanted to the con-

trasting climates of the Stanford, Mather,

and Timberline transplant stations have

shown the fundamental evolutionary im-

portance of differences in physiological

characteristics of ecologic races of the same

or related species. Subsequent cytogenetic

investigations, including work currently in

progress, are providing a general picture

of the mode of inheritance of both morpho-

logical and physiological differences be-

tween climatic races (cf. Year Book No.

47, 1947—1948, pp. 106-110). A further step,

the exploration of the nature of physiologi-

cal characteristics that make survival pos-

sible in different kinds of environment, is

of such basic importance that systematic

efforts in this direction are now being

made.

Work carried on in the air-conditioned

greenhouses at the Earhart Laboratory of

the California Institute of Technology at

Pasadena during 1950 and mentioned in

the previous Year Book (pp. 102—104) has

thrown new light on some of the inter-

relations between temperature and the

growth of different races and species of

Poa, Achillea, Mimulus, and intra- and

interspecific hybrids. The data from Poa

are of special interest because they suggest

possible causal relations between the sur-

vival capacities of the various forms in

different kinds of environment and their

physiological differences. Furthermore,

there is evidence that such studies can

lead to a more precise understanding of

the growth characteristics of hybrids as

compared with their parents.
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The forms of Poa studied at the Earhart

Laboratory were ampla from central and

eastern Washington, scabrella from coastal

central California, arida from Nebraska,

forms of compressa from California and

from Asia Minor, contrasting races of

pratensis from seven very different en-

vironments, and eight interspecific hy-

brids. The individual plants selected for

study were propagated vegetatively at

Stanford to supply clones which, after

fumigation with methyl bromide to kill

insects, were taken to the Earhart Labora-

tory in December 1949. From January

until July 1950, nine sets of clones were

grown simultaneously at different com-

binations of temperature, and their growth

and development studied in detail.

The nine temperature treatments were as

follows (all temperatures in degrees centi-

grade) :

Day Night

temperature temperatures

20 6 , 14
o r o o o _ o

23 6 , 10 , 14 , 17

30° 6°, io°, 17

All the clones were subjected to a 12-

hour period of illumination consisting of

8 hours of natural daylight in the growing

rooms of the Laboratory (from 8:00 a.m.

to 4:00 p.m.), and 4 additional hours of

artificial illumination of approximately 500

foot-candles intensity, supplied by a com-

bination of fluorescent and incandescent

lights. The period of artificial illumina-

tion was at the night temperatures. The

plants were watered daily with Hoagland's

nutrient solution to assure an ample sup-

ply of mineral nutrients.

Forms of Poa ampla from the Palouse

prairie of eastern Washington (near Albion

and Spokane) were strikingly influenced

in development by night temperature:

With a cold night of 6°, production of

flowering stems was strongly favored at

all three day temperatures; but when the

night temperature was maintained at 10 °,

the number of flowering stems was greatly

diminished although the over-all yield in

dry weight was actually greater because

of greater leaf development. With the still

warmer night temperature of 17 , flower-

ing was completely inhibited and total

productivity reduced. At the intermediate

night temperature of 14 , sterile aborted

inflorescences in an otherwise vigorous

clone were observed in the form from

Spokane, and in a form from Albion

flowering was completely inhibited. A
few degrees' difference in night tempera-

ture has therefore a marked effect on re-

production in this species, and this fact

suggests a probable cause for the highly

varying yields commonly obtained from

bluegrass plantings in different agricul-

tural areas. Since the length of day was

held constant in these experiments, the

effect of temperature was distinct from

that of day length, a point of general phys-

iological interest in relation to mechanisms

that induce flowering in higher plants.

There was also a response to differences

in day temperature. Under the conditions

tried, the maximum yield in over-all dry

weight occurred in this race of Poa ampla

in divisions grown at a day temperature of

23 ° and night temperatures in the range

of 6° and io°. The yield dropped by

about 20 per cent at the cooler day tem-

perature of 20 , and by approximately 60

per cent at the warm day temperature

of 30 °, the night temperatures being the

same.

Two forms of Poa compressa, one origi-

nally from Plumas County near Crescent

Mills, California, and the other from near

Chorsum, Turkey, were, like P. ampla,

markedly stimulated to flowering when

subjected to the low night temperature of

6°, and inhibited in flowering when grown
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at higher night temperatures. This in-

fluence of night temperature was clearly

evident in clones kept at each of the three

day temperatures of 20 °, 23 °, and 30 °. An
increase in night temperature from 6° to

io° reduced the number of flowering stems

by more than 50 per cent, and at 14 these

clones produced only scattered culms with

few normal florets interspersed with vivip-

arous plantlets developed in the inflores-

cences. Complete inhibition of flowering

occurred when the plants were exposed to

nights of 17°. One important difference

between Poa ampla and P. compressa is

that whereas the high day temperature

of 30 ° caused at least a 60 per cent re-

duction in over-all yield in P. ampla, the

growth in P. compressa was reduced con-

siderably less, the amount depending upon

the night temperature. These laboratory

observations are in line with the natural

distribution of the two species, P. com-

pressa extending into warmer climates.

Poa scabrella races from the coastal

region of central California were markedly

stimulated in growth by cool night tem-

peratures of 6° and io°, and depressed by

the warm night temperature of 17 . A day

temperature of 23 ° was more favorable

than 30 °, and a combination of warm
nights (17 ) and warm days (30 °) proved

to be highly unfavorable and even fatal to

this species. A marked tendency was

observed for clones exposed to cool nights

(6°) and temperate days (20 or 23 ) to

produce a secondary crop of new leaves

after the usual spring crop of flowering

stems had been matured, whereas those

exposed to warm nights (14 and 17 )

became dormant more quickly. These

findings are in harmony with the known
field characteristics of the species, which

grows during the cool winter months in

its natural environment and goes dormant

during the summer. The laboratory data

also suggest that the summer dormancy

typical of this species may largely be in-

duced by rising night temperatures. Under
natural conditions, water deficiency during

the summer may hasten dormancy, but

temperature seems to be the chief control-

ling factor, since plants of Poa scabrella

both in garden cultures and under con-

trolled laboratory conditions become dor-

mant at warmer temperatures even when
well watered.

A strain of Poa arida from North Platte,

Nebraska produced the greatest bulk of

growth and the maximum dry weight at

a day temperature of 23 ° and nights in the

range of 6° and io°. A cooler day of 20

°

resulted in appreciably reduced growth at

these same night temperatures. Growth at

the warmer day temperature of 30 ° was
favored in this species when the night

temperature was 10 °, and depressed when
the nights were either too low (6°) or too

high (17 ). In plants grown at the cooler

night temperatures the leaves were notice-

ably wider than in those grown at warm
night temperatures: with nights of 6°

they ranged from 5 to 7 mm. wide, whereas

at 17 they were 3 to 4 mm. wide.

Most strains of Poa pratensis grown at

the Earhart Laboratory showed a wide

range of tolerance for differences in tem-

perature. The majority of races studied

produced their maximum growth at the

day temperature of 23 ° and night tem-

peratures in the range of 6° and io°. A
form originally from Timberline at 10,000

feet elevation in the Sierra Nevada differed

from this trend in that the cooler day of

20 produced a better yield.

The majority of races of pratensis showed

a considerable drop in total yield when
grown at the warm day temperature of

30 ° as compared with 23 °. Several forms,

however, including a race from Athabasca,

Canada, another from Leevining, Cali-

fornia, and a third from Mather, grew sur-

prisingly well at this warm day tempera-
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ture in certain combinations with night

temperature which differed with the races.

A race originally from Lapland, which is

being used extensively in the crossing ex-

periments, is especially noteworthy because

of its consistent improvement in growth

as night temperatures were increased from
6° to io° to 14 to 17 at all the day tem-

peratures tried. This performance was in

contrast with that of a form of Poa pra-

tensis originally from Groveland in central

California, which was improved consider-

ably as the night temperatures decreased.

These findings are of ecological interest

in connection with the fact that the Lap-

land race comes from a climate having

warm nights during the growth period,

whereas the Groveland race is from a

mountain climate with cold nights in

interior central California. The extraor-

dinary range of tolerance of most races of

Poa pratensis for large differences in cli-

mate probably has as its basis a rather

intricately balanced system of compensat-

ing physiological processes.

A comparison of growth at different

temperatures of hybrids of interspecific

crosses in Poa and their parents has been

made in the combinations P. ampla X pra-

tensis, ampla X arida, scabrella X ampla,

scabrella X pratensis, and ampla X com-

pressa. These hybrids often reflect a rela-

tively wide range of tolerance for the dif-

ferent day and night temperatures tried in

the Earhart Laboratory.

An example is shown in plate 1. In the

upper row are pictured three divisions of

an individual of Poa ampla from Albion,

Washington, that were grown at the day

temperature of 23 ° and night temperatures

of 6°, io°, and 17 . The greatest growth

and best development were achieved at

the night temperature of 6°, with some

reduction in over-all yield at io° and a

marked reduction at 17 °. In the middle

row are shown three divisions of a plant

of Poa pratensis from Lapland grown

under the same conditions. These have

just the reverse response: the least growth

took place at the 6° night temperature,

improvement was seen at io°, and even

better growth occurred at 17 . The re-

actions of the F 2 hybrid under the same

conditions are shown in the bottom row.

The hybrid, like the ampla parent, attained

its greatest yield at the cool 6° night tem-

perature and suffered a reduction at io°,

but the 17 temperature did not result in

any further reduction, as it did in the

ampla parent. Apparently the capacity of

the pratensis parent from Lapland to grow

in warm nights was inherited by the

hybrid.

The total dry-weight yields of the plants

illustrated, and also of the corresponding

divisions of the same plants grown at the

higher day temperature of 30 , are shown

in table 1. These figures emphasize the

increased tolerance of the hybrid as com-

pared with the parents, especially at the

higher day temperature.

By contrast, another hybrid, scabrella X
ampla, has quite specific temperature re-

quirements and attains a maximal growth

at day temperatures of 20 and 23 and

night temperatures in the 6—io° range.

Warm days of 30 ° with warm nights of

14 or 17 are strongly detrimental. Both

the parent forms are favored by the same

temperature ranges, hence the specificity

in the hybrid is scarcely surprising. An-

other hybrid, ampla X arida, is inhibited

at cool night temperatures of 6° and io°

but is favored by warmer ones of 14 and

17 °, like the arida parent. Still another

hybrid, ampla X compressa, grows well at

day temperatures of 20 ° and 23 ° but does

surprisingly poorly at 30 ° in view of the

high tolerance of the compressa parent

for this high day temperature.

Important new data on the germina-

tion, growth, and development of early
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Growth responses at night temperatures of 6°, io°, and 17° C. in clones of Poa ampla (top row),

P. pratensis alpigcna (center row), and their hybrid (bottom row). The day temperature was

maintained at 23 C. in this series. See table 1 for yields.
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seedling stages at controlled temperatures

were obtained by Dr. F. W. Went and

Mrs. Marcella Juhren, of the California

Institute of Technology, during the sum-

mer and fall of 1950. The forms studied

included apomictic lines of Poa represent-

ing different species and hybrids supplied

by our Department. The studies were

aimed primarily at determining optimal

conditions for establishing these grasses in

range reseeding programs. A report on

these studies is being prepared for publi-

cation by these investigators.

In the current study six morphologically

distinguishable individuals were selected

from each of three races: a maritime race

originally from the Bodega coast, an in-

terior valley race from near Selma in the

San Joaquin Valley, and a montane race

from near White Wolf at 8000 feet in the

Sierra Nevada. From January to June

1950, clones of each individual were grown

simultaneously at the two day tempera-

tures of 20 and 30 °, and at each day

temperature at night temperatures of 6°

and 17 .

TABLE 1

Total dry weight in grams of parents and F2 hybrid grown as clones at different

CONTROLLED TEMPERATURES

Dry weighi (gm.)

With 23° C. day With 30° C. day

6° 10° 17° 6° 10° 17°

4183-1, Poa ampla, Albion (maternal parent) . . .

4250-1, Poapratensis, Lapland (paternal parent)

4683-1, apomictic F2 hybrid

115.0

14.5

90.0

102.0 56.5

37.0 43.0

46.5 48.5

44.0

11.0

44.5

47.5 39.0

18.5 27.5

57.5 56.5

In addition to the studies on Poa, the

growth of three contrasting races of

Achillea at different temperatures was also

studied at the Earhart Laboratory during

1950. The object was to supplement ob-

servations made during 1944 in some-

what similar experiments (cf. Year Book

No. 46, 1946-1947, pp. 96-97), and espe-

cially to explore the degree of variability

in growth responses among individuals of

a given race as compared with differences

between distinct climatic races. This point

is of basic evolutionary interest, since

natural populations of Achillea have been

found to be genetically and morphologi-

cally highly variable. The 1944 experi-

ments were conducted with clones of a

single individual representing each race.

As in the 1944 experiments, marked

differences in growth and development

between the maritime and interior valley

races were found, the coastal race being

strongly favored in growth when exposed

to cold night temperatures of 6° and

markedly inhibited under the warm night

of 17 . In contrast, most rapid develop-

ment of the valley race was favored by

the warm night, although delayed good

growth also took place at 6°. Differences

in response between individuals of a race

were appreciable and consisted chiefly in

varying responses to the two day tempera-

tures. The results of this study lead to

the conclusion that although differences in

response among individuals of a race are

by no means negligible, they are over-
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shadowed by the greater differences be-

tween distinct climatic races.

The montane, normally winter-dormant

race of Achillea from White Wolf differed

markedly from the two lowland forms in

its much slower winter development and

subsequent more rapid spring growth de-

spite the fact that all the clones were being

grown under constant controlled conditions

that would be considered favorable for

active growth. The White Wolf race was

definitely favored by high day tempera-

tures of 30 ° combined with cold nights

of 6°, as was shown by the responses of

all six of the individuals studied. This

finding confirms the observations of 1944

that mid- to high-Sierran races of Achillea

are favored in growth by contrasting warm
days and cold nights. A fuller report on

these studies on Achillea is being pre-

pared for publication.

Clones of six different altitudinal races

of the Mimulus guttatus complex from

along the Sierran transect were also grown

in the Earhart Laboratory at controlled

temperatures to survey their suitability for

use in physiological experiments. These

plants proved to be highly sensitive to

injury from smog, the form of industrial

air pollution now prevalent in the Los

Angeles metropolitan area, which pene-

trated into the Earhart Laboratory. Means

of filtering out the injurious components

of smog had not yet been devised when
these experiments were in progress, there-

fore observations on these plants were dis-

continued after two months. This brief

survey nevertheless indicated the suit-

ability of this group of plants for con-

trolled experiments. Among the com-

parisons attempted was a study of a tall

coastal form of Mimulus guttatus from

near Pescadero, San Mateo County, Cali-

fornia and a dwarf alpine form of the same

species complex (M. Tilingii) from Slate

Creek Valley, near the Timberline station

at 10,000 feet altitude, together with their

Fi hybrid. The Timberline form increased

in weight only at the cool night tempera-

tures of 6° and io° and day temperatures

of 23 ° and 30 °. With warm nights of 17

or cold days of 20 °, this race lost weight

during the two months of the experiment.

The coastal form from Pescadero, by con-

trast, more than doubled its weight under

all conditions, attaining maximum growth

at the 23 ° day and 10 ° night temperatures,

where it more than quadrupled in weight.

The Fi hybrid, which is intermediate in

morphological characteristics, proved to

have a range of tolerance of different night

temperatures somewhat better than that of

the Pescadero parent. Its maximum de-

velopment occurred at a day temperature

of 23 °, with little difference in productivity

at night temperatures of io° and 14 .

The use of contrasting ecological races of

Mimulus in controlled-temperature experi-

ments appears to be promising because of

the great diversity of natural races avail-

able for study, their ease of vegetative

propagation, and the speed with which

they grow and mature.

In summary, the studies of Poa, Achillea,

and Mimulus under controlled tempera-

tures demonstrate the opportunities avail-

able for investigating the growth and the

physiology of ecologically diverse forms

under known conditions in order to en-

hance our understanding of the inter-

reactions between the internal genetic and

physiological processes and the external

physical conditions as they affect the ex-

pression of both morphological and physio-

logical characteristics of higher plants.

This area of plant biology is still mostly

unexplored. On the basis of the studies

to date, a more extensive investigation in

this field is being planned. Specifically, a

survey of the temperature coefficients of

respiration and photosynthesis in contrast-

ing ecologic races is being undertaken in
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an effort to interpret in terms of physio-

logical processes some of the differential

growth responses that have been observed.

Climatic Tolerances of Poa Species and

Hybrids

Jens Clausen, William M. Hiesey, David D.

Keck, Paul Grun, Axel Nygren, and

Malcolm Nobs

An experiment to determine the ranges

of tolerance of ecological races of several

species of Poa and their hybrids in rela-

tion to a series of climates in North

America and Europe is now in its third

year. The U. S. Soil Conservation Service

and experiment stations in northwestern

Europe have cordially co-operated in this

effort. The plans for this experiment and

details on the location of the experiment

stations were outlined in Year Book No.

48 (1948—1949) on pages 98-99. During

the summer of 1950 Dr. Keck went to

Europe to attend the Seventh International

Botanical Congress in Stockholm, July 12—

20. Before and after the Congress he and

Mr. Robert Vickery visited the experiment

stations of D. J. van der Have at Rilland-

Bath, Holland; the Danish Associated

Farmers' and Cooperatives' Experiment

Station at Otoftegaard, Denmark; the Ul-

tuna Branch of the Swedish Seed Associa-

tion near Uppsala; the State Experiment

Station for the Mountain Districts, Volbu,

Norway; the Scottish Association for Re-

search in Plant Breeding at Edinburgh,

Scotland; and the Welsh Plant Breeding

Station at Aberystwyth, Wales. There

they took notes and measurements com-

parable with those taken by other members

of the staff at the Carnegie Institution

stations and at the nurseries of the U. S.

Soil Conservation Service at San Fernando

and Pleasanton, California, and at Pull-

man and Bellingham, Washington. De-

tailed statistical reports have been received

from Dr. J. W. Gregor, of the Scottish

experiment station; extensive lists of meas-

urements, determinations of weight, and

other pertinent data from Dr. Paul Sol-

berg, of the Norwegian station; and sea-

sonal observations from Dr. K. J. Frand-

sen, of the Danish, and Dr. Erik Aker-

berg, of the Swedish station. Weight

determinations and seasonal notes were

supplied by the U. S. Soil Conservation

Service.

Although a final report on this experi-

ment must await more complete reports

from the various stations and a detailed

statistical analysis, certain facts are already

evident which are of interest in connec-

tion with the controlled greenhouse experi-

ments that utilized the same asexually

reproducing strains.

Both the field and the greenhouse ex-

periments indicate that a race of Poa ampla

from the lower-altitude areas on the sandy

plains surrounding the Columbia River

differs in response to climates from the

more continental forms from higher alti-

tudes in the Palouse prairie. In the con-

trolled experiments, the plains form from

Kahlotus is more productive at the higher

night temperatures of 14 and 17 C. than

at io° and 6°, whereas the form from a

higher altitude on the prairie near Albion

performs best at the lower night tempera-

tures. In the coastal environments of

Bellingham, Washington, and Edinburgh,

Scotland, the warm-night form from

Kahlotus outperforms the Albion race

from the high prairie, whereas in the cli-

mates of more continental type, as at Stan-

ford, Pullman, and Uppsala, the Albion

race excels the Kahlotus form.

In line with the tolerance of most forms

of the Kentucky bluegrass, Poa pratensis,

in the controlled greenhouse experiments,

this species was also more tolerant of a

range of climates in the field experiments

than was P. ampla. A continental race of
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P. pratensis originating from Leevining

on the arid Great Basin Plateau at 38
°

north latitude and 6400 feet altitude is

among the most productive strains in the

coastal environments at Bellingham (49

N.) and at Edinburgh (59 N), but it is

equally productive in the more conti-

nental climates with cold nights, for ex-

ample at Stanford and Pullman. It is

definitely at the limits of its tolerance at

Uppsala (6o° N.) and Volbu (61 ° N).
On the other hand, its range of tolerance

extends south of its own latitude, for it is

the only strain of pratensis that was suc-

cessful at San Fernando at 34 N. and

under coastal influence. It performed well

there even during a succession of excep-

tionally dry seasons with rainfalls of only

15—20 cm. annually.

Another form of pratensis from an ex-

treme coastal environment at Newport,

Oregon, at 45
° north latitude, also proved

to be highly tolerant in the field experi-

ments. In the mild, cool coast environ-

ments at Bellingham and Edinburgh it is

the most productive of our pratensis

strains, but in contrast with the Leevining

strain this normally winter-active race is

also highly productive at Volbu in central

Norway at 61 ° N. Volbu is situated in a

mountain valley where the snow does not

melt before the middle of April. The

Newport pratensis strain has even sur-

vived and flowered for several years in the

alpine and highly continental climate of

our Timberline station at 10,000 feet alti-

tude, a most unusual record for a plant

originally from the coast.

In the controlled greenhouse experi-

ments these two pratensis races, one from

our most continental climate and the other

from a strictly coastal one, also varied

relatively little in production of dry

matter from one extreme condition to the

other, although with rising day tempera-

tures the Leevining race showed a definite

increase, whereas the coastal race from

Newport decreased slightly in production

under the highest day temperatures. The
ratios of production of these two races in

the greenhouse and in the field experi-

ments, however, were not the same. Under

the controlled conditions the coastal race

from Newport was approximately twice as

productive as the Leevining race from the

dry interior, but in most of the field ex-

periments the two were approximately

equal, except that toward the more south-

ern latitudes with warmer days the Lee-

vining form prospered more than did the

one from the Oregon coast. The reason for

this seeming discrepancy in ratio of pro-

duction is not known. Other factors than

temperature affect the growth of plants,

and the general conditions under which

the greenhouse plants grew were very

different from those in any field.

In contrast, the alpigena strain of pra-

tensis from Swedish Lapland at 68° N. in

the controlled greenhouse experiments con-

sistently increases its production with ris-

ing night temperatures. It will survive

the Stanford climate at a latitude 30 de-

grees south of its native subarctic habitat,

but makes little growth either there or at

the mid-Sierran Mather or even the alpine

Timberline station. Such a reaction is now
understandable, because the controlled

greenhouse experiments show that this

high-latitude race requires warm nights

for its best growth, and the mountain

stations have continental-type climates with

cold nights. The alpigena race improves

spectacularly, however, as it is moved to

the coast at Bellingham or northward to

Edinburgh and Volbu, where the summer

nights are short and relatively warm.

The hybrids often have a greater range

of tolerance than their parents in both

field and controlled greenhouse conditions.

Such is the case with the ampla X alpigena

hybrid pictured in the bottom row of
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plate 1. In the greenhouse experiments it

showed relatively little variation in pro-

duction of dry matter from one extreme to

the opposite one in the series of nine ex-

periments, the peaks of production being

scattered throughout the range of con-

ditions. Under field conditions, likewise,

this apomictic hybrid is vigorous and

grows to the same size of about a meter

tall over a range of 23 degrees of latitude

from Stanford and Pleasanton to Belling-

ham, Otoftegaard, and Volbu, whereas it

is weaker at Edinburgh. It survives and

flowers even as far south as San Fernando

at 34 N., a remarkable range for a hybrid

between two continental species from the

more northern latitudes of 46 ° N. and

68° N. respectively.

The Poa ampla X pratensis hybrids be-

tween various climatic races of the parent

species react somewhat according to the

racial characteristics of their parents, al-

though the hybrids generally have a greater

range of tolerance than their parental

races. The hybrid between the Palouse

prairie race of ampla and the Mather race

of pratensis is remarkably tolerant. It is

highly productive across our 38 ° north

latitude transect, from Stanford, over

Pleasanton, to Mather at 4600 feet and

Timberline at 10,000 feet altitude. At the

latter altitude it outgrows both parents and

the native grasses. It is fairly productive

in Denmark and even at Volbu in Norway,

25 degrees north of the latitude of its

northernmost parent. It is weak, however,

at coast stations such as Bellingham and

Edinburgh, and it does not flower at San

Fernando in southern California. The
specificity in responses was not brought

out in the controlled greenhouse experi-

ments, for there the hybrid was exceedingly

tolerant of cold as well as warm nights and

of warm days, producing approximately

the same amount of dry matter under all

conditions. The greenhouse conditions,

however, did not include days as cool as

those characteristic of northern coasts.

A different group of forms is composed

of those Poas which are fitted for the

winter-rain regions on the west side of the

continents at relatively low latitudes. An
extreme example of this kind of plant is

the outer Coast Range race of the Cali-

fornia bluegrass, Poa scabrella, a native

of the California coastal regions. This

grass escapes summer drought by becom-

ing summer-dormant and is successful only

at the stations in the California Coast

Ranges, namely, Stanford, Pleasanton, and

San Fernando. It dies at Mather, Pullman,

and Bellingham, where the winters are too

cold to permit it to grow. Remarkably

enough, this species will survive at Edin-

burgh at 59 N., where it is slightly winter-

active and also grows during most of the

cooler summer. It is unable to survive at

Uppsala at the same latitude but in a con-

tinental climate.

All first-generation hybrids between Poa

scabrella and summer-active species, such

as pratensis, arida, and ampla, inherit

scabrella's ability to grow during winters

having nights of moderate frost and days

that are fairly warm. The hybrids also

inherit from the other parent the ability

to be slightly summer-active, although they

never are so active as the summer-active

parent. For a few years such hybrids are

able to survive at places with cold winters,

such as Pullman, Otoftegaard, and even

Volbu. Periods of mild midwinter weather

followed by periods of severe frost are espe-

cially dangerous for this group of hybrids.

Such a situation was experienced last

winter at Pullman. A considerable num-
ber of strains of Poa scabrella X pratensis,

scabrella X arida, and scabrella X ampla had

during several summers been able to pro-

duce enough reserve food material to sur-

vive dormancy during winters when the

temperatures fell to — 25 ° C. or below.
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In January 1951, there was a mild period

in which the potentially winter-active hy-

brids started to grow. The mild period

was followed by a severe frost with little

snow cover, and practically all hybrids of

these combinations were dead when spring

arrived in April.

Poa scabrella and its first-generation hy-

brids are specialized forms that are limited

in their range of climatic tolerance. At
certain stations they are limited by the

length of a cold winter, and in others by

the combination of a cold winter with a

summer that is warm and dry or otherwise

unsuited for the growth of these plants.

The surplus of food produced and stored

during the growth period has to be suffi-

cient to carry the plants through the dor-

mant period, whether the latter occurs dur-

ing the summer, as in the California Coast

Ranges, or during midwinter, as in Edin-

burgh. These plants therefore failed in

so many of the field experiments that

sufficient data are not available to establish

the full correlation between the field and

the greenhouse experiments.

There were certain practical limitations

to the controlled-temperature experiments.

The temperatures used did not cover the

range of conditions under which differ-

ences between winter-active and winter-

dormant forms might be studied. Because

of the long period of winter dormancy,

such relations are best studied in field

experiments anyway. Also, the range of

day temperatures did not go below 20 ° C,
and therefore did not approach the sum-

mer conditions in the far north or at cool

coasts farther south. Furthermore, the

daily temperature periods in the controlled

experiments were represented by two pla-

teaus, one for the 8-hour naturally illumi-

nated day period, and another for the

4 hours of artificial illumination and the

12 hours of night, with abrupt changes

between the two. Under natural con-

ditions the temperatures are continually

changing. Finally, in the current green-

house experiments there was no seasonal

progression in temperatures to fit the de-

velopmental stages in the plant.

The function of the controlled green-

house experiments is that of analyzing the

major factors that determine the growth

of a plant rather than that of predicting

where it will be likely to succeed. In any

one major environment there are many
local variables affecting the physical char-

acter of the soil, its fertility and available

moisture, the relative humidity of the air,

and the variations in the climate from one

year to the next. Such variables affect the

local environment sufficiently to make
exact predictions impossible. The major

ecological traits of the Poa strains deduced

from the field experiments agree, how-

ever, with those deduced from the con-

trolled greenhouse experiments. This

applies to the general range of tolerance,

the degree and type of specialization, and

the influence of various degrees of differ-

ence between day and night temperatures.

The two types of experiment supplement

each other in producing a powerful tool

by which to determine the general eco-

logical characteristics of the plant.

Two new sets of plantings in new en-

vironments were started during the present

year. One of these is at Fairbanks, Alaska,

where under the direction of Dr. A. L.

Hafenrichter the Soil Conservation Serv-

ice is testing a few of the hybrids that

appeared to be well fitted for Volbu in

Norway. The other is a field revegetation

experiment conducted by Mr. Gustav

Juhren, of the U. S. Forest Service, in the

San Bernardino Mountains of southern

California at several middle and upper

altitudes.
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Genetics and Evolution of Poa

Jens Clausen, Paul Grun, Axel Nygren, and

Malcolm Nobs

This summer eight new promising apo-

mictic strains of Poa ampla X pratensis were

discovered, seven of them in the Pullman

plantings of the Soil Conservation Service

nurseries. One is a highly leafy, late-

blooming offspring of the cross ampla

Albion X pratensis Mather, which arose as

a vigorous aberrant in a moderately apo-

mictic second generation of the original

cross. The aberrant plant deviated from

its apomictic maternal parent in having

longer rhizomes, green rather than glau-

cous foliage, and much greater vigor, and

in being highly leafy instead of highly

stemmy. It is fortunately also more highly

apomictic than the parent strain. This

new strain illustrates how new, more suc-

cessful apomictics can arise by the sexual

process in partially apomictic forms. Under

natural conditions evolution in apomictic

plants can apparently progress through

major steps in the direction of producing

types of greater and greater vigor and of

sufficient constancy up to the point where

the limits set by the genetic constitution

of the original hybrid combinations are

reached. Because of the delayed expression

of variability characteristic of apomictic

reproduction, these limits may not be

reached until after a number of genera-

tions, or until the strain has spread to a

new kind of environment that may favor

the development of new combinations of

the old genes.

A group of five new apomictic strains

were discovered among fifteen third-gen-

eration progenies of the hybrid of Poa

ampla from Kahlotus, on the sandy plains

east of the Columbia River, and a form

of P. pratensis from the Athabasca region

in Canada. The first-generation hybrids

of this combination produced only sexual,

segregating F2 progenies, but one-third of

the resulting F 2 plants reproduced asexu-

ally. The best of the new strains of this

ancestry is a high-yielding seed producer

with approximately 600 inflorescences per

plant, good rhizomes, and a fair develop-

ment of leaves. It is, thus, a strain with

qualities very different from those of the

highly leafy new apomict discussed above.

Another new form, already apomictic in

the Fi, combines the Palouse prairie race

of ampla from Albion with the Athabasca

race of pratensis from Canada. The pres-

ence of the Athabasca genome of pratensis

in this new, constant hybrid will probably

cause it to differ physiologically from the

hybrid between the same form of ampla

and the Mather pratensis in the direction

of ability to tolerate coastal conditions at

higher latitudes, where the latter hybrid is

unsuccessful. At Stanford the new hybrid

is a tall-growing form with many stems,

long leaves, and moderately long rhizomes.

Such asexually reproducing constant

strains, arising from hybrids produced

several years ago, are of significance in

both the evolutionary and the breeding

aspects of the program.

One of the most remarkable plant

species in existence is Poa pratensis, the

Kentucky bluegrass. It exists in forms

with chromosome numbers mainly rang-

ing from 272 = 49 t0 272 = 94 with all inter-

mediate numbers represented, and usually

in the meadows inhabited by this species

several forms having different chromo-

some numbers grow together. Poa pra-

tensis is a species that exists in many re-

lated forms ranging in distribution from

subarctic habitats south to low latitudes,

and from seacoasts to high mountain

peaks. The remarkable physiological toler-

ance of most races of this species, verified

in the controlled greenhouse experiments
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and in the intercontinental transplant ex-

periments, has enabled it to populate cli-

matically very different areas with a mini-

mum of differentiation into ecological races

or ecotypes. Only in the most extreme

habitats such as along seacoasts, in alpine

meadows, and at high latitudes does one

find distinct ecotypes of this unique species,

the remaining areas being populated by

mixtures of biotypes that are not noticeably

differentiated ecologically from one cli-

matic region to another.

In sexual, segregating progenies of cross-

ings of Poa pratensis with several very

unlike species, for example P. ampla and

P. scabrella, constant new strains remark-

ably similar to pratensis are obtained with

a notably high frequency, considering the

high number of chromosomes involved.

These synthetic products are morpho-

logically almost indistinguishable from

natural pratensis, but nevertheless they

may inherit certain physiological or re-

actional characteristics from the other

parent species. If such hybrid strains had

been discovered in the wild and their

pedigrees had been unknown, no morpho-

logical characters would have been avail-

able to identify them as hybrids. As many
as 10 to 15 per cent of the offspring of

sexually reproducing hybrids of pratensis

with other species may within two or

three generations converge toward pra-

tensis. This tendency suggests the possi-

bility that pratensis in the course of its

evolution and distribution may have ab-

sorbed genomes from several different

species through crossings. These may
have increased its variability and its re-

markable ecological and cytological toler-

ance.

That spontaneous crossing of pratensis

with other species is still taking place was

seen years ago among plants grown from

seed of Poa ampla collected by the Soil

Conservation Service at Enterprise in the

Blue Mountains of Oregon. These seeds,

grown at Stanford in 1944, produced one

spontaneous hybrid of ampla X pratensis

from a pollination that had taken place in

the wild. This spontaneous hybrid was of

the same type as the artificial Fi's, distinct

from both parents, and moderately apo-

mictic, so that it reproduced itself. Another

colony of natural Poa hybrids was dis-

covered this year four miles north of the

Central Ferry crossing over the Snake

River in southeastern Washington. Poa

ampla, P. pratensis, and P. Canbyi were

here growing in distinct but adjacent colo-

nies, and hybrids of ampla X pratensis,

Canbyi X pratensis, and probably also a

triple hybrid ampla X Canbyi X pratensis

were in evidence. It was obvious that more

than one generation of the hybrids were

present. This bit of field evidence supports

the theory that pratensis may repeatedly in

the past have crossed spontaneously with

other species.

The origin and evolution of the un-

usually successful species Poa pratensis

thus becomes a fascinating evolutionary

study. On the trip north to Pullman and

Bellingham in 1951 considerable study was

made of a little-known species complex

comprising Poa Kelloggii, P. laxiflora, and

P. stenantha. This group appears to be

related both to pratensis and to some forms

of P. nervosa.

New crossings in Poa have been made

during the spring of 1951 and more are

planned for 1952. Two major objectives

have prompted this effort. One is to begin

an evolutionary and genetical analysis of

certain groups of the genus. For this study

it is necessary to cross species having low

chromosome numbers, which presumably

are nearer the ancestral nucleus of the

genus than those having higher numbers.

In the previous breeding experiments the

latter were used exclusively. Several new
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strains of low-chromosome species are now
being assembled, partly from correspond-

ents in Europe, and partly from our own
collections in the western United States.

The other objective of the new crossing

program is to utilize our current knowl-

edge of the crossability, the climatic toler-

ances, and other responses of the present

hybrids in the synthesis of new hybrids

that may be especially suited to drier and

warmer interior southern regions. About

twenty strains adapted for the Pacific

Northwest and points north, and twenty-

six for central California, soon will be

available for plot tests, but there is a

shortage of types suitable for the south.

Approximately thirty different crossings

were attempted in cages this spring for this

purpose. Next spring the seedling progeny

from these pollinations will be grown in

order to screen out the hybrids for further

study and breeding.

Poa Cytology

Paul Grun

Influence of environment on chromo-

some pairing. As part of the study of the

evolution of bluegrasses, chromosome pair-

ing, an essential step leading to the forma-

tion of pollen and egg cells, is being studied

in order to compare the regularity of

parent species with that of their hybrids

in this respect. As a preliminary to this

analysis, the effect of differences in the

environment on pairing is being surveyed

as a means of determining the degree of

pairing constancy. This study has the

added interest that it is one approach to

the physiology of chromosome behavior,

an important and, as yet, only slightly

explored field.

As described in Year Book No. 49, pages

104—106, the difference in frequency of

unpaired chromosomes of the same plants

growing at Stanford, Mather, and Tim-

berline stations in California was used

as a measure of environmental influence.

Analysis in 1950 of pairing in a larger

sample of plants has further emphasized

the effect of the rugged Timberline con-

ditions. Five plants out of seven showed

significantly more unpaired chromosomes

in pollen mother cells fixed at Timberline

than in pollen mother cells of the same

plants fixed at Stanford. Similarly, in five

out of six plants there were significantly

more unpaired chromosomes in Timber-

line fixations than in Mather fixations.

Some few plants did not show an in-

creased frequency of univalents at Timber-

line, and those that did show an increase

were affected in differing degrees. All the

plants were weakened by the Timberline

conditions, as was indicated by the fact that

they produced fewer stems there than at

the other stations, and those showing the

greatest weakening at Timberline were the

ones in which the chromosome pairing

was most disturbed there. The correla-

tion between the effect of the Timberline

conditions in decreasing the number of

stems and their effect in increasing the

frequency of unpaired chromosomes was

significant above the 5 per cent level

(r=o.62). This suggests that factors which

greatly weaken the plants can be expected

to disturb pairing to a certain degree, and

that chromosome pairing, accordingly, is

associated with the physiology of the plant.

Chromosome pairing in Poa species and

interspecific hybrids. Although many blue-

grass species and hybrids reproduce for the

most part asexually, the presence of at least

a limited amount of sexual reproduction

is essential to their continued evolution.

Chromosome pairing is being studied in

several species and species hybrids to de-

termine whether or not the pairing is

regular in the hybrids. To evaluate the

irregularity in hybrids the fact must be

taken into account that the parent species
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normally have some unpaired chromo-

somes. The numbers of unpaired chromo-

somes typical of different Poa species are

as follows:

Poa am pia

5.8 ±0.6 (2/2 = 64)

5.2 ±0.7 (2/2 = 64)

5.1 ±0.8 (272 = 96)

Poa scabrella

2.4 ±0.9 (272 = 84)

2.6±i.o (27z = ca. 78)

1.4 ±1.0 (277 = 84)

Poa arida

7.8±i.2 (272= 67)

Poa pratensis

I.4 + O.2 (272 = 68)

1.4 + 0.7 (272 = 68)

3.6 + 0.9 (272 = 68)

4.6 ±1.4 (272 = 84)

4.6 ±1.3 (2/2 = 76)

12.4 ±1.7 (2/2 = ca. 75)
12.8 ±1.8 (2/2 = ca. 107)

Each mean and standard error is based on

counts of univalents in 20 metaphase

plates. The standard errors indicate the

range within which the means can be

expected to vary in 99 out of 100 trials.

All the species used are polyploid, the

chromosome numbers running from 272=
42 (6 sets of 7 chromosomes) through

2/2 = ca. 107 (around 15 sets). An average

of 5 univalents in a plant in which 272 =
64 indicates that the rest of the chromo-

somes (around 59) are pairing normally,

chiefly as bivalents with occasional tri- or

quadrivalents. The two last plants for

which figures are given in the tabulation

above show higher irregularity than do

the other plants listed. These belong to a

race native to Timberline.

Some typical figures for frequency of

unpaired chromosomes of hybrids are as

follows

:

P. ampla X pratensis

i5.o±i.i (272 = 90)

15.5 + 1.5 (2/2 = 96)

13.6 + 0.9 (2/2 = 94)
n.8±2.3 (2/2 = 63)

7.0 ± 1.0 (2/2 = 83)

17.1 + 1.5 (2/2 = 75)

P. ampla X compressa

12. 1 ± 1.2 (2/2 = 87)

13.3 ±1.0 (272 = 84)

11.3 + 1.0 (272 = 81)

P. ampla X arida

5.7 + 1.3 (2/2 = 98)

P. scabrella X pratensis

4.5 + 0.9 (272= ca. 80)

6.2 + 1.9 (2/2= ?)

3.9 + 0.9 (2/2=?)

P. scabrella X ampla

3.9 + 1.1 (272 = ca. 76)

In the first two hybrid combinations listed,

the pairing was more irregular than in the

parent species. The other three combina-

tions, though they represent crosses be-

tween forms which are morphologically

as unrelated as those in the first two,

nevertheless are as regular in their pairing

as are the parent species. Thus in these

cases there was no consistent correlation

between the taxonomic relationship of the

parents and the chromosome pairing of

the hybrids.

These preliminary data indicate that at

least as far as chromosome pairing is con-

cerned, many of the intersectional hybrids

are regular enough to undergo normal

sexual reproduction.

Poa nervosa, an Extreme in Asexual

Reproduction

Paul Grun

Poa nervosa, a relative of Kentucky

bluegrass, probably represents an extreme

in the development of asexual reproduc-

tion by seed (apomixis). Barring rare

exceptions, throughout its range in Cali-

fornia and most of its range in Oregon,

Washington, Montana, Idaho, Colorado,

Utah, and Nevada it is female, its flowers
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containing either no anthers or only

aborted anthers. Typically a mountain

grass, it occurs at altitudes o£ 8000 feet and

above in the southern Sierra Nevada in

Tulare County, and descends to 3000 feet

in Modoc County of northern California.

Lacking anthers, this species has appar-

ently lost the ordinary mechanism for

sexual reproduction. Since it is mainly by

sexual reproduction that reassortment of

variability, an essential feature of plant

and animal evolution, takes place, this

species has apparently departed from an

otherwise universal requirement for suc-

cessful evolution. The morphological

variation within the species in connection

with its wide range of distribution sug-

gests, however, that it does possess a

method for the production of varying off-

spring.

Plants collected from the central Sierra

Nevada demonstrated that the species, even

in a limited area, contains variant forms.

Twenty-eight individuals were taken along

a twenty-mile transect from White Wolf

to Timberline, ranging over altitudes from

7200 to well over 10,000 feet. Each indi-

vidual was divided into six cloned pieces

and established in pots in six randomized

replicates in the greenhouse at Stanford

for a comparative study of such characters

as length of leaf, width of leaf, number

and height of stems, and fresh weight of

the stems and leaves. Even plants collected

within twenty feet of each other differed

with a high degree of significance, thereby

establishing the fact that the evolutionary

requirement of variability has been ful-

filled by the species even within the area

in which it lacks the male sex.

Progeny from seeds of these plants have

been established in a garden at Timberline.

They will be studied in order to deter-

mine whether or not there is variation

among the offspring of a single unfertilized

plant, and, if there is, to attempt to deter-

mine the source of this variation.

Embryology of Poa

Axel Nygren

The embryology of species in the genus

Poa has been studied since the beginning

of this century, and we now know that

some are sexual, whereas others are apo-

micts and thus form seeds without fertili-

zation of the egg. Descendants originating

from seeds formed by the sexual process

generally show variation, whereas the off-

spring from seeds formed by apomixis are

usually uniform and similar to the mother

plant. The seeds are formed in embryo

sacs situated in the nucellus of the pistil.

As a rule, grasses form only one embryo

sac in each pistil, and therefore usually

have only one seed per floret. Some species

of Poa deviate in this respect, however,

and form one or more asexual aposporous

sacs in addition to the normal, sexual sac.

The sexual sac generally has only half as

many chromosomes as the mother plant,

and the aposporous sacs have the unre-

duced number of chromosomes because

they originate from somatic cells in the

nucellus. Because the pistil can supply

only limited amounts of nutrients, the

sexual sac and the aposporous ones com-

pete. The sac in which the nuclei are the

first to divide usually wins, but it some-

times happens that aposporous sacs located

close to vessels carrying the nutrients outdo

even more advanced sexual sacs.

Many of the Poas used in the experi-

ments are able to form aposporous as well

as sexual embryo sacs. Such mother plants

generally produce two kinds of offspring,

one uniform and of maternal type, and the

other deviating as aberrants from the

maternal type. It is of practical value to

be able to predict the ratio between these

two types of offspring as an aid in selecting

plants suitable for propagation, and also

in determining which plants may be used

successfully as maternal plants in making

new hybrids. To solve this problem it is
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necessary to determine which kind of sac

is more generally formed, and, if there are

aposporous as well as sexual sacs, the ratio

between the two kinds. Moreover, it is

necessary to determine when the egg cells

begin to divide. With this knowledge, we
may be able within certain limits to pre-

dict the proportion of the two kinds of

offspring of the plant.

The following example will serve to

illustrate these limits. In a strain of Poa

pratensis from Mather (4253-4), 32 nucelli

with embryo sacs were studied. In each of

The progeny grown at Pullman and the

Stanford 4439 progeny originated from the

same batch of seed, derived from open

pollination and harvested in 1944. The

4536 progeny is seed of other culms of the

same division after it had been pollinated

by Poa ampla. The progenies 4558 and

4758 were harvested after pollination with

two different races of Poa scabrella. None
of these pollinations produced any hybrids.

The difference in number of aberrants be-

tween the 4439 progeny grown at Stanford

and the 13818 one at Pullman is evidently

TABLE 2

Progeny tests of a single individual, 4253-4, of Poa pratensis from Mather

Place and year grown
No.

individuals

No.

maternals

No.

aberrants
% aberrants

Stanford:

1945 (4439)

1945 (4536)

1945 (4558)

1946 (4758)

Total

Pullman:

1948 (13818) (same as 4439)

30

220

251

60

563

83

28

215

231

60

536

2

5

20

27

15

6.7

2.2

8.5

0.0

4.8

18.1

20 nucelli one aposporous sac occurred,

and in each of 3 there was a single sexual

sac. In the remaining 9 nucelli there were

both kinds of sac. These data would indi-

cate that 62.5 per cent of the descendants

of this particular Mather plant would be of

the maternal type, 9.4 per cent could be

aberrant types, and the remaining 28.1 per

cent of the offspring could be either ma-

ternal or aberrant types. Since aberrants

are usually much weaker than maternals,

it would be expected that many aberrant

embryos would never germinate, and that

of those that did, only a certain fraction

would survive to maturity. Field data are

given in table 2, where offspring of four

different harvestings from the same mother

plant, 4253-4, are listed.

significant, and is probably the result either

of a higher percentage of survival of

aberrant progeny at Pullman as compared

with Stanford, or of aging of seed. The
different progenies also show considerable

variability at Stanford, a feature that is

characteristic of most aposporous strains of

Poa pratensis.

The embryologic study of this strain also

disclosed that 70 per cent of the aposporous

embryo sacs had egg cells which divided

immediately after the sac was mature.

This means that the egg cells in most

aposporous sacs never have a chance to

become fertilized. It therefore would prob-

ably not be practicable to use this indi-

vidual as a mother plant in crossing experi-

ments. In actual practice it has never been
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possible to obtain hybrids with this plant

as a mother. It has, however, been used

extensively as a male parent, and the em-

bryological investigation suggests that it

might transfer the character of early divi-

sion of the egg cell to its hybrids, a char-

acter which might in later generations be

expressed in the formation of a high per-

centage of apomictic maternal-type plants.

The pratensis strain 4259-2 from Leevin-

ing has also been used in the experiments.

The embryological test showed this clone

to be apomictic to at least 70.5 per cent,

which means that the percentage of aber-

rants should not exceed 29.5 per cent.

Progeny tests at Stanford gave a mean

figure of 4.3 per cent aberrants for the

sister plant 4259-3. In all, 1862 descendants

were raised in five independent plantings.

The number of aberrants ranged from 2.46

to 8.57 per cent. The embryological study

also showed that competing sexual and

aposporous embryo sacs occurred in the

same nucellus in 25 per cent of the cases

studied, a fact which explains the presence

of between 1.03 and 7.89 per cent twin

seedlings in the five progenies grown at

Stanford. The Leevining strain also has

the strong tendency to a very early divi-

sion of the egg cell in the aposporous em-

bryo sacs. This tendency is obviously the

reason why no hybrids have been obtained

by using the Leevining plants as maternal

parents in attempted crosses.

A study of the aposporous Poa ampla

has given somewhat different figures from

those for the two pratensis strains just

mentioned. The strain 41 78-1 from Kah-

lotus usually forms only one embryo sac.

In 8 cases out of 22 studied, however, two

or more sacs were formed. Nine of the 22

embryo sacs were aposporous. In no case

did the egg cell divide in the matured

sacs, which means that it could be fertilized

by pollen either from the plant itself or

from other Poa species. About the same

embryological situation has been found in

a Poa ampla strain from Condon. There

has been no difficulty in obtaining hybrids

when either of these two ampla strains was

used as the female parent.

These examples may suffice to show how
an embryological study may save time for

the breeder of apomictic strains and at the

same time may enable him to predict the

general magnitude of the variation to be

expected in the offspring. The figures ob-

tained in a given study may vary from one

year to another and in different environ-

ments, and even between different panicles

on the same plant. The investigator needs

to keep such variables in mind when he

makes his predictions.

Genetics of Climatic Races and Species

in Achillea

Jens Clausen, William M. Hiesey, and

Malcolm Nobs

Considerable progress was made this

year toward a genetic analysis of two cli-

matic races of Achillea borealis (cf. Year

Book No. 49, p. 107). A study of approxi-

mately 2500 second-generation offspring

plants grown at Stanford from crossings

between the giant Selma race from the

San Joaquin Valley in California and a

very dwarf race from Kiska Island in the

North Pacific proved highly instructive.

Morphologically and ecologically these two

races represent opposite extremes within

the species.

The highly fertile first-generation hybrid

is intermediate between the parents in most

characters except time of flowering; it

flowers late like the Selma parent.

The second generation shows definite

hybrid vigor. It segregates for all the char-

acters that distinguish the parents, pro-

ducing an array of forms that morpho-

logically resemble practically all the nu-

merous known races within the species.

They vary in height from plants more

than 150 cm. tall, like the Selma parent, to
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dwarf individuals one of which had stems

only 8 cm. tall, much like the tiny alpine

parent from Kiska Island. Some are as

early as the Kiska parent, which flowers

in early April, whereas others bloom in

late June, approximately one month later

than the Selma parent. Some of the tall

plants were among the earliest ones to

flower, thus showing a capacity for an

extremely accelerated rate of growth under

cool early-spring conditions. In contrast,

some dwarf plants, including the one with

stems only 8 cm. tall, did not flower before

mid-June, a result which reflects a very

slow rate of development for plants so

small.

The frequencies of the extreme types

among the segregants indicate that a series

of genes are responsible for the differences

both in stem height and in earliness of in-

ception of flowering. The rarity of true

parental forms for any one character among
the F 2 suggests that at least five or six

pairs of genes are responsible for the

differences in stem height, and that differ-

ences in earliness of flowering are deter-

mined by a similar number. The segre-

gation of tall, early-blooming and dwarf,

late-blooming forms indicates that there

is considerable freedom of recombination

of the genes that regulate stem length and

those that determine the time of flowering.

Apparently some genes for late flowering

must come from the early-blooming Kiska

parent, because a considerable proportion

of the F 2 plants blossom even later than

the late-blooming Selma parent.

These facts suggest interesting ecologic-

genetic relationships that require closer

study. Representative samples of the F2's

are therefore to be cloned by division and

transplanted to the mountain stations in

order to facilitate, under these contrasting

environmental conditions, a study of the

ranges of tolerance and growth rates of

the parent strains, the Fi's, and the F2's.

That two such strikingly different races

from climates so contrasting as those of

the San Joaquin Valley and the Aleutian

Islands can freely interchange their genes

without disturbing gene-controlled growth

processes and thus producing weak or

abnormal offspring is a fact that is evo-

lutionally significant. Such results indicate

that the differences between these two

races are governed by closely related ge-

netic systems.

Very different results are obtained when
the same Selma race is crossed with the

European Achillea millefolium. A cross

between the former and a race of mille-

folium from northern Iceland produced

an Fi hybrid that was only 10 per cent

fertile, and there is considerable weakness

among many of the 104 surviving F2

plants. A cross of Selma with the Lapland

race of millefolium was even less success-

ful. The apparent fertility of the Fi was

the same as in the Iceland cross, but the F2

progeny of the Lapland cross was much
weaker in that only 90 seedlings survived

to be planted in the garden, and only 7

of these are still alive.

The borealis parent race from Kiska,

and the two millefolium parents from Ice-

land and Lapland, are all dwarf forms

fitted for growth at high latitudes. In this

respect they are in equal contrast with the

low-latitude borealis parent from the sub-

tropical climate of Selma. The number

of the chromosomes is the same in all the

parents, and the Fi's are all vigorous.

Despite these similarities between the

three hybrid combinations, Selma X Kiska

is highly fertile, whereas Selma X Iceland

and Selma X Lapland are sterile, indicating

that free interchange is possible between

the gene systems brought together in the

first of these combinations, but not in the

latter two. A major divergence of a genetic

nature has therefore developed separating

the genetic systems of borealis and mille-
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folium, but the systems of the two equally

contrasting races of borealis are still inter-

changeable. In other words, the genetic

systems of borealis and millefolium have

become specifically distinct, whereas the

systems of the two races of borealis are

still specifically the same, although they

probably differ by as many genes.

Ceanothus

Malcolm Nobs

Ceanothus, the mountain lilac, is a genus

of approximately 55 species of shrubs or

small trees belonging to the buckthorn

family. All are natives of North America,

the greater number being limited to the

Pacific coast; 44 are found in California.

The species are grouped into two natural

sections based on morphological differ-

ences. Within each section there are

various kinds of species, from narrowly

restricted endemics to widely distributed

polymorphic complexes that occur in habi-

tats ranging from coastal bluffs to sub-

alpine areas.

Exploratory cytotaxonomic studies made
at the Stanford laboratory of the Division

during 1939 through 1941 (Year Book No.

41, 1941-1942, p. 134) showed that each

of the 22 species investigated has 24 chro-

mosomes and indicated that the genus is

composed of only two cenospecies identical

with the two sections, the species within

each section being capable of gene inter-

change.

To obtain experimental data for the

interpretation of these and further field

studies, a cytogenetic program was begun

in 1947 at the University of California at

Berkeley, and since 1951 has been con-

tinued at the laboratory of the Department

at Stanford. Studies have been limited to

exploratory crossings of species belonging

to different sections, with a detailed investi-

gation of the northern California members

of the section Cerastes. The results which

have been obtained substantially support

the early conclusions. Additional chromo-

some counts, bringing the total number of

cytologically investigated species to 30,

strengthen the belief that the genus has a

uniform number of 12 pairs.

The cytogenetics of the intersectional

hybrids confirms the validity of the separa-

tion of the genus into two sections. The
chromosome complements of the two sec-

tions apparently are morphologically simi-

lar, but would seem to have undergone

considerable genie repatterning, for chro-

mosome pairing is very irregular in the

two intersectional hybrids studied, and the

plants are completely sterile. In addition

to these chromosomal differences, other

distinct genetic barriers must also be pres-

ent between the sections. Species from the

two sections frequently flower side by

side in the field, nevertheless only 3 inter-

sectional hybrids are known from nature

and only 2 have been reported from garden

cultures. Intersectional hybrids are also

extremely difficult to obtain by controlled

cross-pollination. During the past three

years 32 attempts were made to produce

10 different intersectional hybrid combina-

tions, but only one of these seems to have

been successful. This was obtained during

the current year and is of considerable

interest, for it is hoped that by artificial

doubling of its number of chromosomes it

may be made fertile and that the progeny

may throw new light not only on the

question of why polyploidy is absent in

this genus, but also on the nature of the

genetic barriers that separate the sections.

In contrast with the incompatibility be-

tween sections, species within each section

are interfertile. Cytogenetic studies on the

northern California members of the sec-

tion Cerastes strongly support the earlier

conclusions, based on field studies only,

that barriers to gene interchange between
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species belonging to the same section are

absent or weak. Chromosome behavior

was studied in 16 field hybrids and 2 con-

trolled garden hybrids and was found to

be normal. Spontaneous hybrids are fre-

quent where these species flower together

in the field, and crosses are also easily

made under artificial conditions. Of 24

attempted interspecific hybrid combina-

tions, 20 were successfully obtained, and

only 1 of the 4 failures appears to have

been due to other than purely technical

causes.

With this background of information on

the genetic structure of the genus, two

basic questions arise with regard to the

evolution of the species. One is how species

of the same section manage to retain their

identity, especially when they occur to-

gether; the other is the role that hybridi-

zation has played in the evolution of new
forms. The majority of the species within

each section are geographically separated

and for this reason have no opportunity

for interbreeding. There are, however,

some species belonging to the same section

that occur in the same geographical area.

Hybrids are nevertheless few or lacking

where these species meet. Differences in

time of flowering would account for the

lack of hybrids in some cases, but the

principal cause seems to be ecologic. In

such cases, survival evidently is controlled

by the genetically fixed physiological limits

of tolerance which restrict the members of

a species to a particular kind of habitat.

One of the more striking examples of such

ecological isolation is found in the section

Cerastes, where Ceanothus Jepsonii, a ser-

pentine endemic, comes into contact with

the nonserpentine members of the C. cu-

neatus complex. In eleven contact areas

studied in the northern Coast Ranges of

California, involving over 650 plants, only

1.9 per cent of all individuals appeared to

be Fi hybrids. Progeny from crosses be-

tween these hybrids, however, showed no

lack of vigor under garden conditions, and

included plants approaching both parental

types. The conclusion must therefore be

drawn that hybrids are probably formed

between such species in nature in consider-

able numbers, but that they rarely become

established because they do not fit the

environment of either parent.

On the other hand, where species with

less rigid habitat requirements have come

together there is considerable evidence

that hybridization has been the important

factor contributing to the variability

within these species and to the evolution

of new forms. Artificially produced Fi hy-

brids have been obtained which fall well

within the statistical limits of those ob-

served in field population studies on species

suspected of hybrid origin. During the

current season the F2 crosses and back-

crosses from these Fi plants have been

made, and should not only add evidence on

the origin of such species, but also increase

understanding of the variability found in

some of the polymorphic species.

Genetic Differences between Races and

Species of Mimulus

Robert K. Vickery

An analysis of the genetic differences

that separate ecological races and species

of the Mimulus guttatus complex is being

undertaken by means of a study of the

segregations among approximately 5000

F2 individuals of 10 crossings. These F2

cultures represent a sample selected from

the 106 Fi hybrids discussed in Year Book

No. 49 (1949-1950), pages 107-109.

The interracial hybrids within the species

Mimulus guttatus include crosses between

annual and perennial races of the species

from contrasting climates and altitudes.

Other crosses being analyzed within the

M. guttatus complex from the central

California transect are those between the

annual species M. nasutus and M. lacinia-
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tus, and between them and perennial races

of M. guttatus. All these hybrids are fully

fertile and produce vigorous F2 genera-

tions, indicating a close genetic relation-

ship between the parents. A fuller report

on these experiments must wait until it is

possible to observe which F2 individuals

die after their first period of flowering, and

which come out of summer dormancy in

the fall and therefore are perennial.

The hybrids studied include also Mimu-
lus cardinalis X Lewisii, which is of a

different section of the genus. In fact, its

two parental species have been considered

so distinct that in the most recent mono-

graphic taxonomic treatment of the genus

they were placed in different sections.

Mimulus cardinalis is a species of lower

altitudes, whereas M. Lewisii occurs at

subalpine to alpine altitudes. The two,

therefore, do not meet in the wild. Mor-

phologically, they are clearly distinct in

both the shape and the color of the flowers,

in leaves, in pubescence, and in the preva-

lence of rhizomes. The first-generation

hybrid resembles the Lewisii parent in its

flowers and the cardinalis parent in vege-

tative characteristics, and is more vigorous

than either. It is fully fertile and produces

in the second generation a great number

of forms which recombine the parental

characteristics and all of which show

hybrid vigor. Relatively few genes, some

with very distinct and easily classifiable

effect, appear to be responsible for the

morphological differences between the two

species. According to this analysis the

gene systems distinguishing the parent

species appear to differ to a degree com-

parable only with that found in systems

separating distinct subspecies of one

species.

The Artemisia tridentata Complex

George H. Ward

A cytotaxonomic study of the sagebrush

of the western United States is proving

advantageous in determining the evolu-

tionary trends in the Artemisia tridentata

complex. Chromosome counts have been

made in over a hundred different collec-

tions of the homogamous Artemisia, repre-

senting all the known species and sub-

species of the section Serephidium which

are native to North America, and a few

other miscellaneous species. The majority

of these are involved in the complex cen-

tering around A. tridentata Nutt. and A.

cana Pursh. There are numerous diploid

(272 = 18) and tetraploid (272 = 36) races,

at least one hexaploid (2/2 = 54) race > an<^

a number of cases in which a diploid and

a tetraploid race are morphologically in-

distinguishable.

There seem to be two centers of specia-

tion at the diploid level, the principal one

being A. tridentata and its close relatives,

and the other a much smaller group cen-

tered about A. cana. The latter group is

distinguished from the former mainly by

a strong tendency to root-sprout and to

layer, by some difference in odor, and to

a lesser extent by the entire or deeply

lobed leaves as contrasted with the com-

monly tridentate leaf of A. tridentata and

its associates. Artemisia cana and A. tri-

dentata are linked by two probable amphi-

ploids, a tetraploid (A. spiciformis Oster-

hout) in the Rocky Mountains and a hexa-

ploid (A. Rothroc\ii Gray) in the Sierra

Nevada. In at least one locality tetraploid

A. cana and A. spiciformis seem to be

hybridizing readily, with A. tridentata

remaining distinct. In another locality

the reverse seems to be true, a tetraploid

A. tridentata hybridizing with A. spici-

formis and a diploid A. cana remaining

distinct. Cases similar to these appear else-

where in the complex, indicating a barrier

between races with different levels of

polyploidy. There may also be other

barriers. Certain dwarf races are par-

ticularly adapted to dry, rocky, sterile soil.

Although these usually are clearly sepa-
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rated ecologically from the more robust

forms of richer soils, they sometimes co-

exist with them even at the same chromo-

some level without any apparent sign of

hybridization.

The approximately 400 plants set out in

the garden at Stanford have retained the

morphological differences which separate

them in the field. This is especially true

of the dwarf forms normally growing on

sterile, rocky soil, which remain dwarf

even when grown in good soil with an

adequate supply of water.

Those races which happen to come into

bloom at the same time have been crossed,

but the slow development of these shrubby

plants makes their genetical analysis a

long-time program. At least some of the

forms seem to be self-sterile. If confirmed,

this characteristic will aid materially in the

execution of the initial crosses.

DODECATHEON

Henry J. Thompson

Studies on the chromosome numbers in

the genus Dodecatheon, commonly known
as the shooting star, have revealed that

the genus is composed of species built up

from a basic number of chromosomes,

72 = 11. Plants with this number have not

been found, but the presence of tetraploids

(72 = 22), hexaploids (^ = 33), octoploids

(72 = 44), and dodecaploids (72 = 66), all

multiples of 11, indicate that the evolu-

tion of this genus must have started with

species having 11 pairs of chromosomes.

The most common number is the tetra-

ploid, 72=22; the higher numbers are more

rare.

Hybridization studies have revealed the

presence of two effective isolation barriers,

one resulting from differences in chromo-

some number between plants that are

genetically closely related, and the other

resulting from genetic differences between

plants of the same chromosome number.

In the group of closely related species

consisting of Dodecatheon Hendersonii,

Clevelandii, and patulum, all the chromo-

some numbers 72 = 22, 33, 44, and 66 have

been found, but there is no correlation

between the chromosomal and morpho-

logical differences. For instance, three

separate populations of D. Hendersonii

within 30 miles of Stanford differed

strongly in chromosome number, having

72 = 22, 33, and 66, yet their morphological

differences are very subtle. In D. Cleve-

landii and patulum, morphologically uni-

form populations were found to be com-

posed of aggregates of tetraploids and

hexaploids, whereas morphologically con-

trasting populations throughout California

turned out to be uniformly tetraploid.

Hybridization in the complex composed of

these three species succeeds only when the

strains crossed have the same number of

chromosomes. In crossings between forms

which apparently are morphologically

identical but which have different chro-

mosome numbers, there is a great reduc-

tion in the amount of seed set, indicating

that the difference in chromosome number

itself constitutes a barrier to interbreeding.

The few seeds that were obtained in such

crossings were sown, but none germinated

to produce an Fi.

Crossings within the Hendersonii-Cleve-

landii-patulum group using plants with the

same chromosome number result in a high

yield of seed. Combinations between 22-

paired forms of D. Hendersonii and

patulum, and of Hendersonii and Cleve-

landii, produced large amounts of hybrid

seed with a high percentage of germina-

tion, but the Fi seedlings were exceedingly

difficult to grow and none reached ma-

turity. This lack of vigor of the Fi hybrids

indicates the presence of genetic barriers

between these species. Hybrids between

D. Clevelandii and patulum, however, are
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easily produced, provided the parents have

the same number of chromosomes. An Fi

hybrid between the octoploid forms of

these two species flowered this season and

produced large numbers of seeds both

when self-pollinated and when backcrossed

to the parental types.

Several strains of the D. Jeffreyi-alpinum

complex from meadows at altitudes be-

tween 4500 and 10,000 feet in the Sierra

Nevada are also being grown. The plants

of the lower-altitude species, D. Jeffreyi,

are robust and pubescent, with leaves often

35 cm. long, whereas the plants of the

high-altitude D. alpinum are diminutive

and glabrous, with leaves often only 2 cm.

long. These extreme differences are main-

tained when the plants are grown under

uniform lowland conditions at Stanford.

Plants collected at altitudes where the two

species meet are morphologically inter-

mediate. Both these species are usually

tetraploid (72 = 22), although an exceptional

hexaploid colony was found. Hybridiza-

tion between the tetraploids yielded seed

and apparently vigorous Fi plants, but

none have flowered as yet. Numerous
attempts to cross members of this com-

plex with D. Clevelandii have failed de-

spite the fact that plants having the same

number of chromosomes were used.

Various other species are being grown,

hybridizations attempted where possible,

and chromosome numbers determined. All

collections of D. jrigidum, D. conjugens,

and D. Cusic\ii were found to be tetra-

ploid (72 = 22), whereas single samples of

D. poeticum and D. Meadia are octoploid

(72 = 44). Repeated attempts to produce

interspecific hybrids involving these species

have failed. The following is a list of

crosses from which no seed was obtained:

D. Clevelandii (72 = 22) X poeticum (72 =
44), and reciprocal

D. Clevelandii (72 = 44) X poeticum (72=
44), and reciprocal

D. Clevelandii (72 = 22) X Meadia (72 = 44),

and reciprocal

D. Clevelandii (72 = 44) •* Meadia (72 = 44)
D. Clevelandii (72 = 22) X alpinum (n= 22)

D. Clevelandii (72 = 22) X conjugens (72 =
22)

D. Hendersonii (72 = 22) X poeticum (72=
44)

D. Hendersonii (72 = 33) X poeticum (72=
44)

D. patulum (72 = 44) * Meadia (72 = 44)

The failures do not result from improper

technique, and suggest the presence of

crossing incompatibilities. Whenever pos-

sible the same plant was used as a seed

parent for both inter- and intraspecific

crosses, and the success of the latter indi-

cates that the failure to cross represents

major genetic discontinuities.

Publications in Experimental Taxonomy

Two sectors of the program in experi-

mental taxonomy have moved toward the

stage of publication during the past year.

Dealing with the subject of genetic systems

that govern the morphology and the re-

sponses of climatic races of one species,

the manuscript of "Genetics of climatic

races of Potentilla glandulosa" is near com-

pletion. Most of the elements that will

compose this volume in the series "Experi-

mental Studies in the Nature of Species"

have been organized and put together in

manuscript form by Hiesey.

A book on "Stages in the evolution of

plant species" by Clausen will shortly be

published by the Cornell University Press.

It is based on a series of lectures given

by the author at Cornell University dur-

ing November 1950. Drawing almost ex-

clusively on the studies in experimental

taxonomy, it presents the story of the

gradual evolution of natural entities of

plants, proceeding from local populations,

ecological races, and closely related species

to groups of species and genera. Hitherto
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unpublished experimental data on the

Madiinae and the violets, together with

data from previous publications on experi-

mental taxonomy, were used as docu-

mentary material for the thesis that our

species of today represent intricate systems

of genes with both morphological and

physiological effects. These effects are

often the resultant of series of multiple

genes that may act in opposite directions,

producing a dynamic equilibrium between

the developmental processes within the

plant itself and between the plant and its

environment.

BIOCHEMICAL INVESTIGATIONS

The Transfer of Energy from Phyco-

erythrin to chlorophyll in

Red Algae

Violet M. Koski and C. S. French

In last year's report the question was

discussed whether light absorbed by phy-

coerythrin and phycocyanin, the so-called

accessory pigments of photosynthesis oc-

curring in red algae, is used for photo-

synthesis directly by these pigments or is

first transferred to chlorophyll. In an

attempt to answer this question, a number
of experiments have been made during the

past few years with the fluorescence spectra

of red algae when illuminated with light

absorbed by one pigment or another. Con-

clusive results as to the existence of energy

transfer were not obtained until this year,

because of various complicating factors

which were discussed in last year's report.

The major difficulty was that the marine

algae which were used after being collected

and transported to the laboratory did not

give a constant intensity of chlorophyll

fluorescence, and, furthermore, the chloro-

phyll fluorescence intensity obtained was

far from being proportional to the in-

tensity of the light which they received.

During the past year the unicellular red

alga Porphyridium cruentum has been

grown in laboratory cultures, and fresh,

young cultures of this species do not pre-

sent the difficulties that the other algae do.

It has therefore been possible to measure

families of curves of the fluorescence spectra

of Porphyridium when illuminated with

various intensities and various wave

lengths of monochromatic light. The
spectra obtained for the living algae repre-

sent the sums of the fluorescence spectra

of the individual pigments. From these

curves of the fluorescence spectra of the

intact algae the separate fluorescence

spectra of the different pigments, phyco-

erythrin, phycocyanin, and chlorophyll, in

the intact state, have been derived. The
resolution of these three-component curves

to determine the contribution of each of

the individual pigments was carried out

by means of the curve analyzer.

From the data thus obtained it was pos-

sible to plot the effectiveness of different

wave lengths of light in exciting the

fluorescence of the three separate pigments.

On comparison of these action spectra

with the absorption spectra of the pigments

it became evident that the absorption by

phycoerythrin causes the fluorescence not

only of phycoerythrin itself, but also of

chlorophyll, a finding which indicates a

transfer of energy from one pigment to

another. This result was more or less ex-

pected, since similar effects have been

found for the transfer of energy from

carotenoids to chlorophyll. An unexpected

finding, however, was that energy is trans-

ferred not only from phycoerythrin to

chlorophyll, but also from phycoerythrin

to phycocyanin. The position of the ab-

sorption and fluorescence bands of these

pigments in the spectrum strongly sug-

gests that phycocyanin may play the part
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of an intermediate in the energy transfer

from phycoerythrin to chlorophyll.

Experiments with chloroplast juice and

partially purified phycobilin pigments are

being carried out in an attempt to dupli-

cate the conditions in vitro which permit

this transfer of energy.

Though the ability of the living photo-

synthetic cell to transfer energy from phy-

coerythrin to phycocyanin and to chloro-

phyll has definitely been established,

there is as yet no obvious way of showing

that photosynthesis itself necessarily goes

through this path, however logical such

an assumption may be. This raises the

question whether the particular chloro-

phyll molecules which show fluorescence

are in the same state as those which carry

on the photosynthetic reaction. It is of

course conceivable that these processes

might take place side by side and yet re-

main relatively unconnected with each

other.

In connection with this investigation a

collection has been made of the more use-

ful of the published curves for the absorp-

tion, fluorescence, and action spectra of

photosynthetic pigments. These curves

have all been reduced to the same scale

and plotted in comparable form by means

of the curve analyzer, and the material

prepared for publication in a review article.

Attempts were made during the course of

this work to compute the true absorption

spectra of the active pigments as calcu-

lated from measurements of both the ab-

sorption and the action spectra. An equa-

tion has been derived for this computa-

tion. From a study of these curves it is

unfortunately evident that very little in-

formation is yet available as to the true

shape of the absorption curves of the indi-

vidual pigments in intact cells. The diffi-

culties in determining these spectra lie in

the fact that the absorption spectra of the

different pigments overlap one another,

particularly in the blue part of the spec-

trum. Some attempts have been made by

subtracting the spectra of algae deficient

in certain pigments from the spectra of

other algae rich in these pigments to obtain

by difference the spectra in the living

cells of certain pigments such as fucoxan-

thin. These attempts, however, yield data

of only the crudest sort. It appears that

this will be a promising approach, how-

ever, when more precise absorption data

become available.

The Formation of Chlorophyll and the

Beginning of Photosynthesis

James H. C. Smith

So far as is known, there is no photo-

synthesis without chlorophyll. Therefore,

the formation of chlorophyll is a necessary

prerequisite to photosynthesis. Chlorophyll

is formed in most of the higher plants

through the direct action of light on its

precursor, protochlorophyll.

The function of chlorophyll in photo-

synthesis is to absorb light and transmit

the light energy to the proper agents for

conversion into chemical energy. This con-

version is manifested primarily through

the evolution of oxygen. As has been

stated in earlier reports, the possibility

exists that the oxygen could result from

the transformation of protochlorophyll to

chlorophyll. Experiments performed to

test this hypothesis gave strong indication

that no oxygen was evolved from the leaf

in the protochlorophyll-chlorophyll trans-

formation, but the limits within which

this was true were not adequately known.

Experiments have now been performed to

determine these limits.

For one thing, the extent of the con-

version of protochlorophyll to chlorophyll

under the circumstances of the experi-

ment was not known. The evolution of

oxygen was measured by the degree of
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quenching of the phosphorescence of trypa-

flavine dye absorbed on silica gel. In this

procedure, pure hydrogen, containing less

than io"
7
part of oxygen, was used. The

effect of such a rigorously anaerobic atmos-

phere on pigment conversion in living

leaves was not known. Tests were made,

therefore, to determine the extent of the

transformation in this gas, both in dark-

ness and in light. These experiments

demonstrated that in darkness no conver-

sion of protochlorophyll to chlorophyll

occurred. By illumination of the etiolated

leaves, however, about 80 per cent of the

protochlorophyll was converted to chloro-

phyll a. Even with such a large percent-

age of conversion, the oxygen evolved

amounted to only 2.5 per cent of the

quantity expected from the chlorophyll

formed.

The possibility existed that whatever

oxygen was formed by the protochloro-

phyll-chlorophyll conversion was used up

by the metabolic processes of the leaves

and for this reason was not evolved. This

proved to be improbable, however, be-

cause leaves in which the initial proto-

chlorophyll had been transformed to chlo-

rophyll and in which more protochloro-

phyll had been accumulated by a sojourn

in the dark, when illuminated, liberated

oxygen. In this case, equal opportunity for

using the oxygen was afforded, but without

effect. From this it appears unlikely that

self-utilization of the oxygen was responsi-

ble for the failure of the leaves to evolve

oxygen.

It was further found that partially

greened leaves which contained various

amounts of chlorophyll, but which had

been depleted of their protochlorophyll by

illumination, yielded more oxygen than

etiolated leaves which were relatively rich

in protochlorophyll. The amount of oxy-

gen evolved was proportional to the chloro-

phyll content rather than to the proto-

chlorophyll content.

These facts provide abundant evidence

that the conversion of protochlorophyll to

chlorophyll is not the source of oxygen in

photosynthesis.

Development of protochlorophyll in

dar\-grown barley seedlings. Preliminary

experiments concerning the formation of

protochlorophyll in dark-grown barley

seedlings have been carried out. Barley

seedlings grown in darkness at about

19 ° C. were tested for their protochloro-

phyll content at different stages of de-

velopment. Beginning with the third day

after planting, whole seedlings were har-

vested on subsequent days and analyzed

for protochlorophyll. The values obtained

for the various days' harvests are reported

in micrograms per 10 seedlings:

Days after Protochlorophyll

planting {^g. per 10 plants)

3 0.23

4 0.85

5 2.28

6 3-17

7 4-°9

8 4.61

9 5-33

When plotted, the data give a typical sig-

moid curve. Almost no protochlorophyll

is produced during the first three days

after planting; the pigment then increases

at an accelerated rate to the sixth day;

thereafter the rate progressively decreases.

The rate of increase in carotenoid pig-

ments follows closely the same course as

the increase in protochlorophyll. This fact

may be significant in relation to certain

aspects of the chlorophyll-formation proc-

ess. This relationship will be investigated

further.

Photosynthetic Investigations with

Chlorella Mutants

Edwin A. Davis

Three photosynthetic mutants have been

obtained through irradiation of normal
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Chlorella cells with ultraviolet light. These

have already been described and their chief

differentiating characteristics noted. One
mutant, when illuminated, fails to absorb

carbon dioxide but evolves oxygen. The

other two mutants, when illuminated, fail

both to absorb carbon dioxide and to

evolve oxygen, but are differentiated by

several characteristics, some of which will

be detailed later. During the year a com-

parison of the physiological behavior of

the mutants with that of normal cells has

provided new evidence concerning the

photosynthetic process.

Oxygen-evolving mutant versus normal

Chlorella deprived of carbon dioxide. Pre-

viously it was postulated that, in the mu-
tant which evolves oxygen but fails to

absorb carbon dioxide during illumina-

tion, the specificity of a hydrogen carrier

had been altered so that it transferred

hydrogen from water to compounds other

than the normal carbon dioxide acceptors.

From the experimental evidence available

it now seems more reasonable to conclude

that the metabolism of this mutant is

altered in the carbon dioxide uptake mech-

anism, and that it photosynthesizes like

normal cells functioning below their oxy-

gen compensation point (i.e., under such

conditions that the oxygen evolved by

photosynthesis is less than the oxygen

absorbed in respiration). This conclusion

is based on the following observations.

If the normal cells and the mutant are

alike except for the carbon dioxide uptake

mechanism, then normal cells deprived of

carbon dioxide should behave like the

mutant.

Oxygen production by the mutant and

by normal cells deprived of carbon dioxide

is measured as a decrease in respiration in

light. In weak light the respiration of the

mutant is not compensated by oxygen

production, but in strong light it is com-

pletely compensated. This is true of nor-

mal cells deprived of carbon dioxide, and

represents the characteristic photosynthetic

response to variation in light intensity

below the compensation point.

Both the mutant and normal cells de-

prived of carbon dioxide respond similarly

to the addition of glucose. In the dark,

respiration is increased. In the light, oxy-

gen production is also increased. Even in

strong light, oxygen production merely

compensates, but does not exceed, respira-

tion.

Another example of this similarity of

mutant and normal cells is in their response

to cyanide. In the presence of glucose,

respiration and oxygen production are in-

hibited by the addition of cyanide. In the

absence of glucose, neither respiration nor

oxygen production is inhibited. This find-

ing indicates the presence of cyanide-sensi-

tive and -insensitive respiration and oxy-

gen-production systems in both types of

cells, and suggests a residual photosyn-

thesis which operates below the compensa-

tion point. This is added evidence that

the mutant cells function like normal cells

which are photosynthesizing below their

compensation point. Evidence for the

existence of a residual photosynthesis not

inhibited by cyanide was found many
years ago by Warburg. It is entirely pos-

sible that partially oxidized products of

respiration are used for photosynthesis, so

that the cyanide-sensitive stage involving

carbon dioxide is by-passed.

Examination of the photosynthetic mech-

anism of the mutants and normal cells.

Work has continued on the ability of the

oxygen-producing mutant to produce oxy-

gen in light. In an attempt to learn whether

oxygen production could be stimulated, it

was found that glucose produces a three-

fold increase. It was initially thought that

the stimulation would continue as long as

glucose was present, but it has since been

found that such is not the case. Although

the cells continue to respire at a high rate,
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glucose-stimulated oxygen production de-

creases fairly rapidly to the rate prevailing

in the absence of glucose. The rate of de-

crease is proportional to the light intensity.

This rapid decrease is not characteristic of

cells illuminated in the absence of glucose.

It is not yet known whether normal cells

behave in the same fashion.

The ability of the mutants and the nor-

mal cells to perform the Hill reaction was

established with greater certainty through

the use of an exceedingly sensitive method

for the determination of liberated oxygen

(quenching of phosphorescence of ad-

sorbed dye) . Normal cells and the oxygen-

producing mutant were able to perform

the reaction. The rate of reaction with the

mutant was slightly lower than that with

normal cells. The mutants unable to pro-

duce oxygen in light were also unable to

perform the Hill reaction. These results

indicate that the two mutants which do

not produce oxygen in light are blocked

in the oxygen-liberating mechanism and

that the oxygen-evolving mutant is not.

Qualitative analyses were made to find

whether pigment abnormalities exist. All

the mutants are normal with regard to

chlorophylls a and b and a- and 3-carotene,

and, with some uncertainty, the xantho-

phyll fraction. One of the mutants which

is unable to produce oxygen, however,

contains a pigment not present in the

other mutants or the normal cells. The
"extra" pigment passes rapidly through

a sugar column and appears in the perco-

late along with a- and 3-carotene. It can

be isolated chromatographically with mag-

nesium oxide, on which it is less strongly

adsorbed than 3-carotene. The "extra"

pigment may represent an altered xantho-

phyll.

The inability of one of the mutants

(strain 322), which does not produce

oxygen in light, to form normal amounts

of chlorophyll in darkness was thought to

be associated with a low respiration rate.

This has been shown not to be true.

Combustion analyses of the mutants and

the normal cells were made. From these

data R-values (reduction values) and the

percentages of carbohydrate, protein, and

lipid were calculated. The R-values for all

the strains were essentially the same. The
percentages of the major constituents, how-

ever, differed widely. The oxygen-evolv-

ing mutant was high in protein but low

in lipid. The strains which do not pro-

duce oxygen were both low in ash content,

and in addition one was high in lipid.

This further distinguishes the mutants.

It now seems fairly certain that the

oxygen-evolving mutant is blocked in the

carbon dioxide uptake mechanism. There

is good evidence that the mutants which

do not produce oxygen are blocked in the

oxygen-liberation mechanism and that a

different reaction is blocked in each. Also,

it is entirely possible that a carotenoid is

involved in the oxygen-liberation mech-

Photochemical Activity of Chloroplast

Material

H. W. MlLNER AND M. L. G. KoENIG

Some experiments using adsorption

techniques for the separation of photo-

chemically active and inactive components

of dispersed chloroplast material were

described in last year's report. Results

obtained by the use of solid inorganic

adsorbents were disappointing. Adsorption

experiments were continued along two

different lines. It was thought that co-

precipitation of the dispersed chloroplast

material with an organic compound might

cause fractionation of the chloroplast ma-

terial. An organic compound for this pur-

pose must not interfere with the activity

of the chloroplast material, and it should

be sparingly soluble in water, but soluble
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in a water-miscible solvent. Several sub- mind that the activity of chloroplasts from

stances were tested as organic adsorbents the same plant source varies widely. Sev-

by dissolving them in methanol, adding enty-three preparations of chloroplasts from

the methanol solution to an aqueous dis- Swiss chard had activity ranging from 26

persion of chloroplast material, and meas- to 168, with a mean value of 65. Hence,

uring the activity of the resulting pre- the comparison of activities of single

cipitates. Anisic acid and benzoin were chloroplast preparations from different

not effective. Benzil and benzophenone sources is indicative rather than signifi-

caused precipitation of the chloroplast ma- cant. In the following tabulation of the

terial, but with extensive loss of activity, activity of chloroplasts isolated from ten

Benzoic acid and benzhydrol caused quan- sources, the mean activity of chard chloro-

titative precipitation of the chloroplast plasts is assigned the value 100 per cent,

material without loss of activity, but were

not successfully separated from the pre- Source
Activity

cipitated chloroplast material. Co-precipi- ^'°>

tation with menthol also gave a nonsepa- I"s Q- germanica) 157

rable precipitate.

"

Arum (A - orientate) 124

Another method which seemed to offer
Barley

,

(Hordcum vulgare) ......... 106

1
• r 1 11 1 Swiss chard (Beta vulgaris var. cicla) . . 100

promise was adsorption or the chloroplast TT .

v *
N

'

x .. ,..,. , T^-rr Vetch ( Vicia atropurpurea) 00
material at a gas-hquid interface. Different „. \ ,.

r
.

r
. x,,,,,, 1. rilaree (hrodium cicutanum) 74

gases were bubbled through aqueous dis-
Amaryllis (^ BeUadonna) 49

persions of chloroplast material. The chlo- Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) 34
roplast material which was concentrated in Fuchsia (F. torpilleur) 18

the foam was compared with that remain- Begonia (B. luminosa) 2

ing in the dispersion. No significant differ-

ence was found in photochemical activity Chloroplasts isolated from some leaves,

or nitrogen-chlorophyll ratio of the chloro- e.g. fuchsia or honeysuckle, are accom-

plast material when the bubbling medium panied by substances which interfere

was nitrogen, oxygen, or natural gas. Car- with measurements of the photochemical

bon dioxide caused a precipitation of the activity. Repeated washing of the chloro-

chloroplast material accompanied by an plasts with 15 per cent methanol increases

increase in photochemical activity. This their measured activity by as much as 50

was probably a pH effect like those de- per cent. The figures given here refer to

scribed in previous reports. washed chloroplasts from fuchsia and

Attention was shifted from the fractiona- honeysuckle leaves.

tion of dispersed chloroplast material to a The rapidity of loss of activity during

study of the photochemical activity of storage at — 5 C. in 15 per cent methanol

whole chloroplasts under different con- varied greatly for chloroplasts from the

ditions. This included a comparison of different sources. Half the starting activity

the activity of chloroplasts from various was lost in 4 days by chloroplasts from

sources, the rate of loss of activity with vetch and fuchsia. Those from chard and

storage, and the activity at different light filaree had half activity at 6 days, from

intensities of the chloroplasts from differ- barley and arum at 12 days. The amaryllis

ent leaves. chloroplasts had half their activity at 23

In comparing the activity of chloroplasts days storage, and the honeysuckle chloro-

from different sources, it must be borne in plasts at 50 days.
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The light intensity required to cause

maximum photochemical activity also

varies widely for chloroplasts from differ-

ent sources. Activity plotted against light

intensity produces curves of the same gen-

eral form, but with marked differences in

slope. Chard chloroplasts showed maxi-

mum activity at a light intensity only 23

per cent of that required to produce maxi-

mum activity with honeysuckle chloro-

plasts. Chloroplasts from the other plants

showed maximum activity at intermediate

values of light intensity. No two of the

activity vs. intensity curves appeared

identical.

The work with chloroplasts was tem-

porarily discontinued when the emphasis

of interest in the laboratory shifted to

problems in connection with the large-scale

culture of algae.

Culture of Chlorella in a Rocking Tray

H. W. MlLNER

Widespread interest in the practicability

of growing Chlorella or other algae on a

commercial scale pointed to the need for

data on the growth of algae in larger than

laboratory but smaller than pilot-plant

apparatus. Growth experiments under

seminatural conditions, less elaborately

controlled than the usual laboratory cul-

tures, were desired. The culture methods

and apparatus were chosen with a view to

the feasibility of their expansion to tonnage

production methods. In order to utilize

effectively the high intensity of sunlight

for growing Chlorella, there should be

enough cells in the culture to absorb all

the light. This may be accomplished by

having a thick layer of culture at low cell

density, or a thin layer with many cells

per unit volume. The latter condition

offers the advantage of requiring less

nutrient solution for the growth of a given

amount of alga. In considering designs of

apparatus for growing Chlorella in thin

layers of culture illuminated by the sun,

it was thought desirable to have one unit

capable of producing several hundred

grams of cells for use as experimental

material. With the foregoing points in

mind, the rocking tray was designed.

A panel of plywood was fastened to a

frame made of two-by-fours, forming a

tray 235 cm. long, 113 cm. wide, and 9 cm.

deep, inside measurements. The area of

the tray is 2.655 sc
l-
m -5 therefore the tray

holds 2.65 liters of culture for each milli-

meter in depth. The inside of the tray is

coated with white Tygon paint, with a

final coat of clear Tygon. The cover is

made of thin, wire-reinforced plastic, sup-

ported by a wooden frame which fits over

the tray. The plastic cover transmits 80

to 90 per cent of the sunlight and also

serves to retain air enriched with 5 per

cent carbon dioxide over the culture. Sixty

feet of quarter-inch copper tubing, coated

with clear Tygon paint, is coiled on the

bottom of the tray. Tap water running

through the coil cools the culture. Under-

neath the tray are a gas meter for measur-

ing the flow of 5 per cent carbon dioxide,

usually 2 1. per minute, and the mechanism

for rocking the tray. Both the frequency

and the amplitude of the rocking are ad-

justable. The tray is pivoted on its short

axis.

The tray was rocked with a period of

10 seconds and an amplitude of 4 cm. at

the ends. This motion kept the culture

vigorously stirred and aerated, and pre-

vented settling of the Chlorella cells, but

exposed part of the bottom of the tray in

each rocking cycle. Growth of the Chlo-

rella was followed by centrifuging a sam-

ple of the culture in a sedimentation tube

to ascertain the volume of packed cells per

liter of culture. The volume in milliliters

divided by 4 was found to represent grams

of cells, dry weight, per liter of culture.
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All the yields are reported in terms of dry

weight.

At first 7 to 15 1. of culture was placed

in the tray, giving a mean culture depth

of 0.26 to 0.56 cm. When the inoculum,

0.1 to 0.3 gm. dry weight per liter, had

grown to a density of about 3 gm. per liter,

part of the culture was removed from the

tray and was replaced by fresh medium.

This operation was repeated every few

days. The composition of the medium was

the same as that previously used in this

laboratory for growing Chlorella in quan-

tity (Year Book No. 43, 1943—1944, p. 66)

.

As the Chlorella used nitrogen from the

potassium nitrate supplied, the medium
became alkaline. The growth of about

50 gm. of Chlorella changed the medium
from pH 4 to pH 8. After each harvest,

the supply of potassium nitrate was re-

plenished and the pH adjusted by addition

of phosphoric acid. In one run five such

harvests were made during 18 days. The
daily growth of Chlorella varied with the

weather conditions from 3 to 7 gm. dry

weight per square meter. The average

daily production over the 18-day period

was 4.8 gm. dry weight per square meter.

The above figures were obtained in late

March and early April, when the tempera-

ture was low, the weather partly cloudy,

and the sun not high in the sky. There

followed several failures to get a culture to

grow from inoculation to a harvestable

density. No doubt factors such as low pH
or unfavorable temperatures may con-

tribute to bleaching of thin suspensions.

It became apparent that there was one

factor common to all the failures of cul-

tures to grow, namely, exposure of too

thin a layer of culture to direct sunlight.

As the tray rocked, part of the bottom was

uncovered, exposing a vanishingly thin

layer to direct sunlight. Under these con-

ditions the Chlorella cells bleached and

eventually died.

The volume of culture was increased to

45 1. and the amplitude of the rocking

was reduced to 2 cm. This gave a mean

depth of 1.7 cm. of culture, with a mini-

mum of 0.5 cm. depth at the high end of

the tray during the rocking. After inocu-

lation of the culture, the tray was kept

covered with muslin until the Chlorella

had made substantial growth. Then the

tray was shaded less each day until, at a

cell density of about 2 gm. dry weight per

liter, the culture was exposed to full sun-

light all day.

It was decided to allow this culture to

grow until the maximum cell density at-

tainable under the given set of experi-

mental conditions was realized. To avoid

the large changes in pH previously en-

countered, and to maintain the available

supply of fixed nitrogen needed for an

expected heavy growth of Chlorella, a

different procedure was adopted. When
about one-tenth of the original supply of

fixed nitrogen had been used, and the pH
of the culture had reached 6.5, the calcu-

lated quantity of ammonium nitrate was

added to restore the fixed nitrogen con-

centration to its starting value. After this,

the Chlorella used ammonium nitrogen

while the pH of the culture decreased a

few tenths of a unit; then, the ammonium
nitrogen exhausted, the cells used nitrate

nitrogen while the pH again increased to

6.5. At this point ammonium nitrate was

again added. This process was repeated

many times, keeping the pH of the culture

and the supply of fixed nitrogen both con-

stant within narrow limits.

During the three weeks following ex-

posure of the culture to full sunlight, the

daily production of Chlorella was nearly

uniform. The average for 20 days was

8.2 gm. dry weight per square meter per

day. On a few days the production was

about 15 gm.; the low was 4 gm. per day.

After this 20-day period the production
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gradually decreased during the next 10

days, and during the following week no

growth was observed. At the time growth

ceased, the culture contained 16 gm. dry

weight of cells per liter. Addition of

micronutrients after growth had stopped

caused no resumption of growth.

Three-quarters of the culture was re-

moved from the tray and was replaced by

fresh medium. Growth of Chlorella started

immediately and continued at the same

daily rate as was observed during the 20-

day period described above. The experi-

ment was interrupted at this point.

It has been demonstrated that a thin layer

of Chlorella culture having a high cell

density grows well when exposed to direct

sunlight. It is of interest that nearly the

same daily yield of cells was obtained

while the cell density of the culture was

increasing from 2.7 to 11.5 gm. dry weight

per liter. The daily growth of cells per

square meter could probably be improved

materially under more closely controlled

conditions. For example, as the weather

became warmer the temperature of the

tap water rose and the cooling coil proved

inadequate to control the temperature of

the culture in the tray. Shading had to be

resorted to during the middle of the day

to prevent overheating.

Chlorella cultures growing in 5-gallon

Pyrex bottles beside the rocking tray at-

tained a much lower density than did the

culture in the tray. The daily production

of Chlorella in the bottles was much poorer

than that in the tray per equal volume of

culture, but was nearly the same when
compared on the basis of area exposed to

the sun.

Large-Scale Cultivation of Algae

James H. C. Smith

Gravitational sedimentation as a method

of harvesting. One problem connected

with the large-scale production of Chlorella

is that of an economical method of har-

vesting the organism. It appears to be

advantageous to grow the organism at a

relatively low population density. But to

harvest the cells from such a suspension

requires the centrifuging of large volumes

of liquid, which is undesirable. To be

able to grow the organisms at low popu-

lation density and yet harvest at high popu-

lation density would contribute to the

success of the process, provided the con-

centration could be carried out economi-

cally. This desirable condition could be

attained through concentration of the

organisms by gravitational sedimentation.

The following experiments, performed to

test the feasibility of this procedure, have

shown it to be practicable.

Chlorella was cultivated outdoors in a

large tapered vertical tube so equipped

that whatever cells settled could be drawn

from the tube. This vessel was filled

with 7.5 1. of culture medium containing

the alga being investigated. A special gas-

inlet arrangement served to introduce the

gas (5 per cent carbon dioxide in air) in

such a way as to stir the culture and to

replenish it with carbon dioxide.

The sedimented Chlorella cells were har-

vested daily. The sediment was centri-

fuged, weighed, and dried. Two experi-

mental runs were made with Chlorella

pyrenoidosa: in one run 78 consecutive

daily harvests were made; in the other, 34.

In the latter experiment, after the growth

and sedimentation had reached a relatively

steady state, the average concentration of

the alga in the harvested material was

29.5 gm./l. (dry weight of cells), and in

the main bulk of the culture medium about

0.985 gm./l. This is a concentration factor

of approximately 30 times. By changing

the harvesting procedure to draw off only

the thickest sediment, the factor could

have been doubled.
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One run was made with the Chlorella

strain, Cornell 11, given to us by Dr. David

Appleman, of the University of California

at Los Angeles. This organism is larger

than C. pyrenoidosa, has a much greater

tendency to clump, and settles much more

rapidly. It produces an unpleasant putrid

odor when" allowed to stand without aera-

tion. In 14 consecutive harvests this Chlo-

rella strain showed an average concentra-

tion factor of about 130 times. In the har-

vest, the cells averaged 36.8 gm./l. (dry

weight), and in the medium, 0.27 gm./l.

The dry weight averaged 21.4 per cent of

the fresh weight of the Chlorella cells.

Thus this strain settles much more com-

pletely and rapidly than does C. pyre-

noidosa.

Yields. The average yields of the two

strains differ. After reaching a steady

state, the average harvest of C. pyrenoidosa

for 17 consecutive days was 0.885 gm./day

(dry weight) . Since the average longitudi-

nal cross-sectional area of the irradiated

culture was 0.07 sq. m., the yield was 12.7

gm./day/sq. m. The average harvest of

Chlorella, Cornell 11, for 14 days was 1.16

gm./day or 16.6 gm./day/sq. m. Thus the

yield of the latter organism is about 30

per cent greater than that of C. pyrenoi-

dosa. This result may have been due to

the more favorable light conditions created

in the culture by the more rapid settling

of the Cornell 11 strain.

In proportion to the energy absorbed,

these yields are low as compared with the

best yields of Chlorella obtained under

conditions of low light intensity. If it is

assumed that extrapolation can be made
from low intensity to the high intensity

of sunlight, yields of about 108 gm./day/

sq. m. should have been obtained. Experi-

ments are under way for examining the

cause of this great difference.

Effects of various conditions. By run-

ning the experiments outdoors without

external controls of light and temperature,

it is possible to determine the effects of

natural factors. When cultures of low

cell density are placed in direct sunlight,

the cells bleach. The factors besides bright

light that contribute to this bleaching are

under investigation.

Temperature plays an important part in

obtaining maximal yields and sometimes

even in the survival of the cultures. Tem-
peratures near 30 ° C. seem to be optimal.

Temperatures near freezing do not per-

manently damage the organism, but slow

down considerably the rate of production

of organic matter. Temperatures as high

as 41 ° C. decrease the photosynthetic pro-

duction but are not lethal, at least over

short periods of time. When a tempera-

ture of 45 C. was reached in the C.

pyrenoidosa culture on one occasion, the

culture failed to survive.

Once a culture of Chlorella, Cornell 11,

was stored without aeration in the refrig-

erator at about 4 C. for nine days. After

storage, the culture had a putrid odor, but

when returned to conditions normal for

growth it grew as well as before storage.

Comparison of yields: Chlorella versus

grass. The question has often been asked

how the growth of Chlorella compares

with that of field crops. Figures for ordi-

nary crop yields are available, but generally

for large-scale operations and usually for

nonoptimal conditions. It seemed fitting,

therefore, to compare Chlorella with some

plant under near optimal conditions, and

on the same production scale. Also it was

of interest to compare some crop plant

which grows continuously and can be

cropped intermittently. Grass seemed well

suited to these requirements. For these

comparative experiments, grass, Poa pra-

tensis, from two localities, Groveland, Cali-

fornia, and Newport, Oregon, were ob-

tained from Drs. Clausen, Hiesey, and

Grun and tested in flats 21.6 by 29.2 cm.
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(0.063 sc
l-
m -)- The plants were grown in

the greenhouse and were fertilized with

Hoagland and Arnon's nutrient solution.

The yields reported here were measured

after the grass had become well established

and covered the entire area of the boxes.

The grass was cropped at either 10- or 14-

day intervals. Both fresh and dry weights

are given (dry weights were obtained by

drying the samples for at least 48 hours

at 73 C.) : Over a 51 -day period, the

yield per day per square meter for the

Groveland strain was 52.9 gm. wet weight

and 10.44 gm. dry weight; for the Newport

strain the values were, respectively, 47.68

and 9.15. From these data it appears that

the yield from the better grass is about 63

per cent of that from the better Chlorella.

The Growth of Chlorella in Con-

tinuous Culturing Apparatus of

Plastic and Glass Tubing

Edwin A. Davis

Small-scale continuous culturing appa-

ratus containing features adaptable for use

in large-scale units for growing unicellular

algae outdoors were constructed and oper-

ated. The features of the method were:

(1) growth in thin layers, permitting dense

cultures to be grown, thereby decreasing

the quantity of culture to be handled,

and (2) the harvesting of even denser sus-

pensions obtained by settling.

Two units were employed, each consist-

ing of a tubing section for growth and a

reservoir (a wide-stem separatory funnel)

from the bottom of which concentrated

suspensions could be withdrawn. The tub-

ing section of one unit was plastic (Tygon)

of 8.0 mm. inside diameter, and that of the

other was glass of 7.5 mm. inside diameter.

Circulation of the cultures through the sys-

tems was accomplished by means of a Sig-

mamotor finger tubing pump at a rate of

540 to 620 ml. per minute. The cultures

passed from the reservoirs through the

pump into the tubing sections and back to

the reservoirs. The operating capacity of

each apparatus was one liter. The tubing

sections contained 650 ml. of liquid

medium, and the reservoirs 350 ml. For

cooling, the reservoirs were provided with

water jackets, the overflow from which

passed on to the tubing.

The cultures were grown under non-

sterile conditions. A relatively constant

favorable pH and nitrogen level in the

cultures was maintained by the addition

of 6N nitric acid. By means of a titration

curve it was possible to calculate the

amount of acid needed to lower the pH
to any desired value. For the most part it

fluctuated between 6.5 and 7.0. In a stand-

ard medium such as Knop's solution it is

necessary to add iron periodically. If a

medium is used containing an abundance

of iron and microelements with an effective

chelating agent not utilized by micro-

organisms, only nitrogen need be added.

It was found that the gum rubber tubing

initially used in the pump completely in-

hibited growth, but when Tygon was

substituted growth was found to be very

satisfactory.

The initial experiments with the plastic

and glass tubing apparatus indicated that

Chlorella could be grown in this manner.

In a liter of medium, however, not more

than 15 gm. fresh weight of alga were

produced, even after additional nitrate,

iron, and microelements were added.

When the cells were harvested and resus-

pended in a fresh medium, growth was re-

sumed, but the increase in growth was only

temporary. From other experiments it

seems highly probable that the factor limit-

ing growth was lack of available iron;

under certain conditions this element rap-

idly becomes unavailable. Day tempera-

tures of 25 ° C. to somewhat above 30 ° C.
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were satisfactory for growth, but tempera-

tures of approximately 43 ° C. were lethal.

The growth of Chlorella was compared

in plastic and in glass tubing apparatus,

and in old and fresh media. For 21 days

the growth in each apparatus as determined

both by fresh weight and by cell number

was found to be essentially the same. After

21 days the cells in the glass tubing appara-

tus were harvested and resuspended in

fresh medium, whereas those in the plastic

tubing were left in the old medium. There-

after the fresh weight of cells in the new
and old media continued to be about equal.

Cell number, on the other hand, steadily

increased in the fresh medium, but leveled

off in the old medium. Frequent additions

of nitrate and iron were required by both.

Fifty days after the start of the experiment,

the cells in the old medium were about

twice as large as those in the once-refreshed

medium, but the dry weight in each was

the same, 20 grams. In other words, the

cells in the old medium produced as

much total organic matter as those in the

refreshed medium, but they stopped divid-

ing sooner. Since sufficient concentrations

of the major salts were maintained and

iron and microelements were frequently

added, it seems probable that an inhibitor

of cell division was formed in the old

medium.

To test the method adopted for harvest-

ing, concentrated suspensions were drawn
off daily from the bottom of the reservoir

of the glass tubing apparatus. Pumping
was discontinued during the night hours to

permit more settling. This method was

found to be very satisfactory. With a con-

centration of cell suspension in the appara-

tus of about 30 gm. fresh weight per liter,

that in the harvest averaged about 150 gm.
per liter, a concentration factor of 5.

As long as the cells were not allowed to

become deficient in any of their mineral

nutrient requirements, daily yields of about

1.4 gm. dry weight could be obtained from

a liter of culture. Yields of 0.8 to 1.4 gm.

were common. Since the projected area of

the culture was 0.12 sq. m., daily yields

were from 6.6 to 11.6 gm. dry weight per

liter per square meter.

The Curve Analyzer

C. S. French and George H. Towner

The development of this device for the

manipulation of graphs has been continued

along the lines reported last year. The
curve-follower units already completed

have been used extensively both in the

reduction of laboratory data and in com-

piling reference curves from other sources.

Much time was spent on a follower which

uses intermittent light and a drift-free

A.C. amplifier to activate the moving car-

riage. The speed of response of this unit

exceeds that of the D.C. followers, but the

light system is too cumbersome to be

applied to all units. We are therefore still

attempting to improve the stability of the

D.C. amplifier system and to explore the

possibilities of a simpler interrupted light

source for the A.C. system. The new fol-

lower has an improved carriage, and a

simplified drive mechanism to reduce the

loss of power by friction. A signal control

amplifier for the multiplication of curves

by each other as well as by constants has

been put into operation. A ball-and-disk

integrator, donated to the Department, is

being installed and will be powered by

servo units of the same type that control

the motion of the tables on which the

graphs are mounted. The integrator out-

put will be an A.C. voltage capable of con-

trolling either the motion of the recorder

pen or that of another table.

After the follower system is satisfactorily

worked out, it is planned to finish the

installation of the integrator, to add two

more follower units, making a total of
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five, and finally to arrange for a more con-

venient method of interconnecting the

units for various operations. Early in May,

owing to the resignation of Mr. Towner,

arrangements were made for the consult-

ing services of Mr. Richard Huggins.

Mr. Donald R. Bellis is now continuing

the electronic work on the apparatus.

PALEOBOTANY

Ralph W. Chaney

The completion of fundamental studies

of the Taxodiaceae has provided an accu-

rate basis for recognizing the fossil remains

of Sequoia, Taxodium, and Metasequoia,

three of the most abundant conifers in the

Tertiary of North America. It is now pos-

sible to re-examine with increased discern-

ment the Bridge Creek and Mascall floras

from the John Day Basin of Oregon, and

similar units of temperate type, all mem-
bers of the Arcto-Tertiary Flora, from ad-

jacent areas of the Columbia Plateau. Ear-

lier interpretations of the origin and his-

tory of these Arcto-Tertiary forests have

for the most part been accurate, involving

the concept of an initial development at

high northern latitudes during Cretaceous

and early Tertiary time, and a progressive

shifting southward as a result of climatic

changes. But it has previously been diffi-

cult to explain the occurrence of Sequoia,

a tree now evergreen, in a forest whose

dominant members had a deciduous habit.

With our present realization that most or

all of the fossil specimens formerly re-

ferred to Sequoia are correctly assignable

to Metasequoia, the climatic and distribu-

tional inconsistencies largely disappear, for

Metasequoia is, and always has been, a

deciduous tree.

Two basic assumptions are involved in

this concept of high-latitude origin and

southward migration of Tertiary deciduous

forests in North America: (i) that the

axis of the earth has been in essentially its

present position for the past seventy mil-

lion years (the duration of the Tertiary

period as now estimated by the uranium-

lead method) ; and (2) that the continents

and ocean basins of the northern hemi-

sphere have long occupied their present

positions on our planet. These assump-

tions may be checked by examining the

record of Tertiary vegetation on other

continents, since it seems apparent that any

climatic factor involved in such distribu-

tional changes must have been world-wide

in its effects. The area nearest and most

suitable for comparison with western

North America is northeastern Asia.

Several Japanese, Chinese, and European

paleobotanists have made known the char-

acter of Tertiary vegetation there, and

during the past twenty-six years I have on

five occasions had the opportunity of carry-

ing on field work in China and Japan.

In 1950 I made a preliminary study of the

Tertiary floras of Japan from Hokkaido

to southern Honshu, with special refer-

ence to the distribution of Metasequoia and

other members of the Arcto-Tertiary Flora.

At the north, in the Yubari Coal Mines

district, Metasequoia and its broad-leafed

associates were noted in Eocene sediments

which are a part of the coal series. By

middle Tertiary time, this Flora was com-

mon somewhat farther south in northern

Honshu; most of the trees known from

the Miocene of western North America

are recorded in beds of that age near

Sendai. Rocks of late Tertiary age from

southern Honshu contain leaf impressions

and fruits of many of the same genera,

including Metasequoia. The latter is no

longer found living in Japan, and is ex-

tinct also in North America; but the
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modern forests of both Japan and the

eastern United States include most of the

other members of the Arcto-Tertiary

Flora. This preliminary study, together

with previously available data, appears to

confirm the hypothesis that changes in

forest distribution have been of the same

order, and in the same direction, in both

Asia and North America. The permanence

of continental platforms and ocean basins

during this later period of earth history,

and the stability of the earth's axis of rota-

tion, seem to be indicated by the paleo-

botanical evidence.

One of the most significant aspects of

our studies of Tertiary floras in the western

United States during recent years has been

the discovery of increasing numbers of

plants now confined to eastern Asia. This

group, the East Asian Element of the

Arcto-Tertiary Flora, includes the Tertiary

equivalents of many Asiatic species of oak

(Quercus), chestnut (Castanea), maple

(Acer), and elm (JJlmus) which can be

readily distinguished from the living

American members of their genera. In

addition there came down from the north

other genera which, although surviving in

Asia, have become wholly extinct in North

America; these include such gymnosperms

as maidenhair tree (Ginkgo), plum yew
(Cephalotaxus), China fir (Cunning-

hamia), and Chinese redwood (Metase-

quoia), and such angiosperms as tree of

heaven (Ailanthus), katsura (Cercidiphyl-

lum), wing nut (Pterocarya) , and Japanese

elm (Zel\ova). The absence of modern

equivalents of these species and genera

from the forests of North America, where

so many other representatives of the Arcto-

Tertiary Flora have persisted to our day,

has often made it difficult to reconstruct

and interpret the Tertiary forests in which

they are represented. To solve such prob-

lems, several attempts have been made to

study the forests of China; but here pri-

mary forests are hard to find, and even

in the inaccessible valleys of Hupeh and

Szechuan where Metasequoia has been

observed, they are of limited extent as a

result of long-continued agriculture.

By contrast, the natural forests of Japan

are numerous and accessible; this is espe-

cially the case in Hokkaido, where there

are extensive uncultivated areas. My studies

in Japan during the summer of 1950 are

providing the answers to some of the

questions which have arisen regarding the

habitat relations of several genera repre-

sented in the fossil record. Cercidiphyllum,

almost invariably an associate of Meta-

sequoia whether in the John Day Basin

of Oregon or at the coal mines of Spitz-

bergen, occurs today in the more northerly

Japanese localities, or, farther south, at

higher altitudes. Zel\ova, a less common
associate of Metasequoia, occupies warmer
habitats. It is perhaps too early to con-

clude from these observations that Meta-

sequoia was largely confined to cool-tem-

perate forests during the Tertiary period,

but future studies of this sort should pro-

vide a more complete understanding of the

habits of a tree once abundant and now in

the shadow of extinction. Similar observa-

tions in southern Honshu and Kyushu
may be expected to add to our knowledge

of the several Tertiary ecotones where the

remains of Metasequoia and other northern

trees occur in the same deposits with

members of the Neotropical-Tertiary Flora

in North America, and of the Paleotropi-

cal-Tertiary Flora in Asia.

The disappearance of Metasequoia from

all but the most remote valleys of central

China raises many questions regarding

the causes of restriction and extinction.

Though climatic factors appear largely re-

sponsible for its disappearance over most

of the northern hemisphere, the agricul-

tural activities of the Chinese have had a

part in reducing its local range still further
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during the past several centuries. In an

effort to determine where this deciduous

conifer might live today, several thousand

seedlings have been propagated and dis-

tributed under the auspices of the Save-

the-Redwoods League. The principal

areas selected for these experimental plant-

ings have been in the eastern United States,

where there is a large existing representa-

tion of the Arcto-Tertiary Flora, and in

Alaska, where Metasequoia was so wide-

spread during the Tertiary period as judged

by the abundance of its fossil remains. Pre-

liminary results indicate that the Chinese

redwood is hardy in any region where

there is summer rainfall, and that low

winter temperatures are not restrictive.

Continuation of this experiment may be

expected to throw additional light on the

factors which limit the distribution of

trees, or bring about their extinction.

During recent years Daniel I. Axelrod

has collected foliage and a cone of the

Sierra redwood (Sequoiadendron) type at

five Miocene localities in west-central

Nevada. These records provide the first

reliable basis for outlining the early his-

tory of Sequoiadendron giganteum, now
living in scattered groves on the western

slopes of the Sierra Nevada.

The Miocene Sequoiadendron forest, in-

cluding pine (Pinus), fir (Abies), Douglas

fir (Pseudotsuga)
,
poplar (Populus) , willow

(Salix), and serviceberry (Amelanchier),

appears to have been confined to relatively

moist slopes adjacent to the basins in which

the leaves and fruits accumulated. This

forest was much less widely distributed

than the semiarid live oak—juniper wood-

land of west-central Nevada during late

Miocene time. Judging from the modern

climate on the west side of the southern

Sierra, where the southernmost Sierra red-

woods extend to lower levels on cool slopes,

and mingle with live oaks and chaparral,

there was a yearly rainfall of 30 to 35

inches. Such a climate shows a marked

contrast with the present desert conditions

in west-central Nevada.

Post-Miocene floras in this immediate

region contain no record of Sequoiaden-

dron, which appears to have been elimi-

nated on the leeward flanks of the Sierra

by early Pliocene time. Disappearance of

the eastern extensions of this forest at the

end of the Miocene epoch may be corre-

lated with Mio-Pliocene volcanism which

built up the range from 2000 to 3000 feet,

with a resultant lowering of rainfall on

the leeward side. Subsequent elevation of

the Sierran fault block has further lowered

the rainfall there. But in valleys on the

windward slope, at elevations sufficiently

high to provide adequate rainfall (from 30

to 60 inches), these giant trees have sur-

vived down to the present over a longi-

tudinal range of 250 miles.

Lyman H. Daugherty has been working

on fossil plant collections made by the

second Byrd Antarctic Expedition on

Mount Weaver, 207 miles from the South

Pole. Broad- and narrow-leafed forms of

Glossopteris and a species that may prove

to be a Gigantopteris are common in the

flora. In addition, there is a single track

that has been identified tentatively as that

of a mammal-like reptile. Preservation of

this material is superior to that of plant

fossils previously found in Antarctica. The

flora indicates a cool, moist climate, per-

haps characterized by a dry season. Its

age may be somewhat younger than

Permo-Carboniferous, as earlier suggested.
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DEPARTMENT OF EMBRYOLOGY
Baltimore, Maryland

GEORGE W. CORNER, Director

There is a tide in the affairs of a research

laboratory that will be discernible in its

annual reports. Some years are marked by

a large flow of published results. In other

years this production of finished work will

be less, though not necessarily the quality

of intellectual effort nor the stock of energy

on which subsequent work will be based.

The Department of Embryology presents

this year a relatively small volume of

printed scientific reports. This has been

a time of impending change of career for

some of the staff of investigators, a year

of travel for another; for others a period

in which new projects were being set in

motion, or the results of previous work
were under review and assessment pre-

paratory to renewed investigation. In the

opinion of the Director, the energy level

remains high and the internal flow of ideas

promises well for the future.

The year has been marked by several

important changes of personnel. Dr.

Chester H. Heuser, Curator of the Em-
bryological Collection, retired August 31,

1950. He joined the department in 1921

after holding appointments at Harvard

Medical School, at the Wistar Institute of

Anatomy and Biology in Philadelphia, and

at Johns Hopkins Medical School. Dr.

Heuser's service with the Department of

Embryology was devoted to the study of

early human embryos, with digressions

into other branches of mammalian em-

bryology. With the late Dr. George L.

Streeter he was author of classic mono-
graphs oh early embryology of the do-

mestic pig and of the rhesus monkey. Dr.

Heuser is known to embryologists through-

out the world for the marvelous technical

skill with which he has prepared the serial

sections of the fragile and uniquely valu-

able specimens that have been entrusted

to him. This skill is based on much more

than manual dexterity, for it requires a

degree of knowledge of the form and tex-

ture of the specimens which can be ac-

quired only by long study. Dr. Heuser is

now unquestionably the best-informed

student of human structure during the

first few weeks of embryonic life. It is to

be hoped that his great knowledge of this

subject will be recorded in a systematic

account of the early embryos in the Car-

negie Collection, with which he expects to

supplement the late Dr. Streeter's similar

survey of the later stages of the embryonic

period in human development.

Dr. Heuser has accepted an appointment

as professor of microscopic anatomy in the

Medical School of the University of

Georgia at Augusta. He has taken with

him the good wishes of everyone in the

Department of Embryology, where his

long service and self-effacing generosity to

his colleagues are gratefully remembered.

Such a gap in the Department as that

occasioned by Dr. Heuser's retirement can

never be precisely filled, but fortunately

other persons of great talent and wide

information are available to carry the

burden of leadership in normal and patho-

logical embryology. Dr. George W. Bar-

telmez, who has been for many years a

professor of anatomy in the University of

Chicago, retired from that post in the

summer of 1950 and joined the Carnegie

Institution as Consultant in Embryology

in the fall of the same year. Because of

the intimate relation of his work at Chi-

i39
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cago in past years to the program of the

Department of Embryology, he has long

been in close touch with members of the

Department and has published some of

his major investigations in the Contribu-

tions to Embryology. It is most appropriate

therefore that he should continue his

studies in physical association with the

Department. During the year his very

great array of information on every branch

of mammalian and human embryology

has freely been placed at the disposal of

all members of the Department, and has

been particularly helpful to the Director

in guiding the work of visitors interested

in morphological problems.

Dr. Elizabeth M. Ramsey, long a volun-

teer worker in the Department, who was

appointed Research Associate in 1949, has

taken charge of the study of embryonic

pathology in the Department, to which

together with her own research she has

devoted two days weekly throughout the

year.

At the end of the year under report

Dr. Louis B. Flexner resigned his mem-
bership in the Department to take over on

July 1, 1951 the professorship of anatomy

at the University of Pennsylvania Medical

School. Dr. Flexner's term as member of

the Department of Embryology began in

1940, when the present Director also joined

the Department. His constant activity in

research on the fundamental problems of

placental transfer, blood-vessel permea-

bility, and the biochemistry of develop-

ment has resulted in numerous publica-

tions which have been recorded in these

reports. Dr. Flexner has been a stimulat-

ing and inspiring member of the Depart-

ment. In losing his services our regrets

are balanced by satisfaction with regard

to his call to the oldest chair of anatomy

in the United States, which has been held

by a succession of distinguished men. Be-

cause of various commitments, including

a joint research with Dr. Francis P.Chinard

for the U. S. Army on permeability prob-

lems concerned with blood substitutes,

Dr. Flexner's research group will be held

together at the Department of Embryology

for one year, during which he will super-

vise its work by occasional visits from

Philadelphia. In recognition of this con-

tinued association with the Department,

Dr. Flexner has been appointed Research

Associate of the Carnegie Institution.

At the end of December 1950 Dr. David

B. Tyler completed his term of appoint-

ment in the Department, and shortly after-

ward joined the University of Puerto Rico

as professor of pharmacology. During the

six months of the year under report in

which Dr. Tyler was with the Department

he devoted himself to the completion of

the program of study of enzymatic activity

in adult and embryonic tissues which was

fully reported last year (Year Book No.

49)-

Dr. Gershon Gitlin concluded in Feb-

ruary 1951 his stay of one year and re-

turned to his post in the Department of

Anatomy of the Hebrew University, Jeru-

salem. The progress of his research will be

reported below.

Dr. Maria Victoria de la Cruz, who
joined the Department in February 1950

as a Rockefeller Fellow, completed her

stay in December 1950, and returned to

the Institute of Cardiology in Mexico City,

where she is head of the Division of Mor-

phology of the Heart.

Mrs. Dorcas H. Padget was appointed

November 15, 1950 to a fellowship in the

Department of Embryology in order to

facilitate the continuance of her research

on the development of the veins of the

human brain.

Dr. Christine Gilbert, senior lecturer in

the Department of Anatomy of the Uni-

versity of the Witwatersrand, Johannes-

burg, South Africa, arrived on September

1, 1950, to begin a year's work as Fellow

of the Carnegie Institution. Her successful
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study of the early embryology of the

baboon will be reported below.

Dr. and Mrs. Fritz Fuchs, of Copen-

hagen, Denmark, joined the Department

in September 1950, to work for a year

with Dr. Louis B. Flexner. Dr. Fuchs is

a member of the obstetrical department of

the University of Copenhagen, and Mrs.

Fuchs is a biochemist. Their visit was

facilitated by grants from the American-

Scandinavian Foundation and from the

Carnegie Institution of Washington.

Dr. E. Carl Sensenig, of the University

of Alabama, a frequent guest investigator

in recent years, devoted a fortnight in the

summer of 1950 to continuing his investi-

gation of the embryology of the human
vertebral column.

Commander Roy E. Crowder, Medical

Corps, U. S. Navy, in charge of obstetrics

at the U. S. Naval Hospital, St. Albans,

New York, spent a month in the laboratory

in May and June 1951 making an intensive

study of the development of the human
adrenal gland.

Miss Wilhelmina H. Broemer retired on

May 31, 195 1 from her post as secretary of

the Department. She joined the Depart-

ment in 1937. At one time she was secre-

tary to the eminent Dr. William H. Welch
while he was professor of the history of

medicine at Johns Hopkins. Miss Broemer's

facility with modern languages made her

extremely useful in the editing of manu-
scripts for the Contributions to Embry-

ology. Her services as librarian and literary

secretary will be greatly missed.

On March 31, 1951 another long-time

member of the group retired. Mr. Joseph

P. Drane was for many years technician in

the Department of Anatomy of Johns

Hopkins Medical School, assisting Dr.

Franklin P. Mall, founder of the Depart-

ment of Embryology. Afterward he

assisted Dr. Lewis H. Weed during the

latter's long tenure of a Research Asso-

ciateship in the Carnegie Institution. He
finally took over the duties of senior

microscopical technician of the Depart-

ment. Mr. Drane's skill and versatility

and painstaking care in the exacting work

of microtomy (sectioning, staining, and

mounting of sections for microscopical

study) have contributed to many important

investigations in this laboratory.

Foreign conferences and congresses. Dr.

Corner took part in a symposium of the

Ciba Foundation on Hormones and Can-

cer in London, July 1950. Dr. Corner,

Dr. Burns, Dr. L. B. Flexner, Dr. J. B.

Flexner, Dr. F. P. Chinard, and Mrs. V. B.

Peters participated in the International

Congress of Anatomy held at Oxford,

England in July 1950. Dr. L. B. Flexner

and Dr. Chinard also took part in the

International Congress of Physiology at

Copenhagen, July 1950. Dr. S. R. M.

Reynolds participated in the Jubilee meet-

ing of the Societe de Gynecologie at Paris,

June 195 1.

Award for achievement. In April 1951

the Regents of the University of Minne-

sota conferred a medal for outstanding

achievement upon Dr. Arthur T. Hertig,

of Harvard University, Research Associate

of the Department of Embryology. Dr.

Hertig is an alumnus of the University

of Minnesota. In the diploma which ac-

companied the medal, mention is made of

his contributions to the study of human
embryology.

PROGRAM OF INVESTIGATIONS

Morphology Curator of the Embryological Collection,

Early human embryos. Dr. Chester H.
Heuser, before relinquishing his post as

sectioned several very early human em-

bryos for addition to the collection. He
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also put a great deal of time into the study

o£ memoranda and illustrations left by

the late Dr. Streeter, with a view to com-

pleting the fifth issue of Streeter's "De-

velopmental Horizons in Human Em-
bryos." This article is now in press.

The work on early human development

supported by the Carnegie Institution of

Washington through the Department of

Embryology, by a grant to Harvard Medi-

cal School, has progressed well. Dr. Arthur

T. Hertig reports that during the past

fiscal year he, Dr. John Rock, and Dr.

William Mulligan have continued their

search for pre- and postimplantation stages

of the human ovum. As in previous years,

the program has involved the examination

of operative material in the laboratory of

gynecological pathology of the Free Hos-

pital for Women, Brookline, Massachu-

setts. The uteri studied are those of women
of proved fertility who require operation

for surgical relief of pelvic disturbances,

in whose cases, however, the date of opera-

tion is elective. Coital dates are recorded

by the patient during the menstrual cycle

in which the operation is performed.

Twelve such cases were operated upon

on various days of the menstrual cycle

from the 16th through the 26th. Ten

cases showed no early pregnancy, includ-

ing one subject who had failed to ovulate

and one with obstruction of the Fallopian

tubes due to inflammatory adhesions.

Two of the patients, however, had very

early embryos in the form of segmenting

ova within the uterine cavity. Carnegie

no. 8794 is a 30-cell early blastula, just

forming a segmentation cavity, the whole

specimen measuring 190 by 230 microns

including the zona pellucida, but only 150

microns including the blastomeres alone.

After fixation, the mass measured 115

microns, the diminution in size being due

mainly to shrinkage of the vitelline mem-
brane. Dr. Heuser has sectioned the speci-

men and it is now under study. The asso-

ciated endometrium and corpus luteum

correspond to the 18th day of the standard

cycle, or about 3% days after the modal

time of ovulation. Actually, however, ovu-

lation seems to have occurred somewhat

early, i.e. on the 12th day of the cycle, and

the probable fertile coitus took place on

the 1 2th day also. The patient's cycles

had always been of 24 to 25 days' duration,

a fact which presumably accounts for the

relatively early ovulation and the finding

of the i8th-day stage of the endometrium

on the day of operation, which was only

the 17th day of the menstrual cycle.

Carnegie no. 8904, a morula of about

10 cells, was found in the uterine cavity

on the 20th day of the menstrual cycle

although the endometrium and corpus

luteum correspond to the i8th-day stage

of the standard cycle. Thus ovulation

probably occurred on the 15th to 16th day

of the actual cycle (which would have

been a long one, in all probability), and

the fertile coitus took place on the 15th

day. This specimen appeared to be normal

and measured 170 microns in diameter

unfixed, but after fixation measured only

115 microns. One of the blastomeres (pre-

sumably embryonic) was very large, meas-

uring 38 microns in diameter, whereas the

remaining ones (presumably trophoblastic)

were only half that diameter. In spite of

the fact that this specimen, difficult to

handle because it was approximately 1/200

inch in diameter, was lost during prepara-

tion for photography and sectioning, its

value is not lost, since the records made

of it tell us approximately when the em-

bryo arrives in the uterine cavity and what

stage of development it has reached at

that time.

An additional specimen, no. 8905, not

in the programmed series, was found in

routine surgical material by the surgical

pathologist and was confirmed by Dr.

James Merrill, the resident. Fortunately it
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was photographed in color, being the only

pre-villous human ovum ever to be thus

photographed. It is pathological in that

the development of the germ disk is about

2 days behind that of the chorion. The

embryo is similar to a 12%-day stage (no.

7700), but the chorion already has early

villi, showing that the true age is 13 days

or more.

Thus additional links in the chain of

human development, both normal and

abnormal, have been discovered. The
future program of the Boston workers in-

cludes study of older forms, i.e. pre-villous

and early villous stages, by histochemical

techniques; and search for pre- and post-

implantation stages will be continued.

Dr. John Rock has continued his experi-

mental attempts to fertilize the human
ovum in vitro. This work, though not

directly supported by the Carnegie grant,

is conducted in conjunction with the pro-

gram on early embryology. Numerous

trials were made during the year but no

cleavage of the ova has been observed.

Head cavities in the human embryo. A
remarkable observation made upon certain

human embryos in the Carnegie Collec-

tion by Dr. Perry W. Gilbert, of Cornell

University, was reported to the American

Society of Zoologists at its December 1950

meeting. In all the vertebrate animals,

from sharks to man, the muscles that move

the eyeball develop from three little masses

or condensations of embryonic connective

tissue (mesenchyme) that form in the

head adjacent to the eyeballs. In the lowest

of the vertebrates, the sharks and skates,

these condensations contain well marked

cavities. Similar "head cavities" appear

also in the embryos of some reptiles and

some birds. In certain other birds and

marsupials head cavities are also formed,

but to a more limited extent.

In mammals higher than marsupials,

cavities have never been seen at all in the

eye-muscle condensations, with the one

exception that in 1899 a German embry-

ologist, Zimmermann, published pictures

of one human embryo which seemed to

possess them. This isolated observation

did not make any great impression upon

biologists, for the cavities were very small,

and no one repeated the observation in the

fifty succeeding years of intensive study

of mammalian embryology. Dr. Perry

Gilbert, who has had the advantage of

examining the very extensive Carnegie

Collection, has now found convincing evi-

dence of the transitory existence of head

cavities in the human species by discover-

ing them in eight human embryos, all of

about 27 to 29 days gestation age.

Among other mammals higher than the

marsupials, embryos of the pig, mouse,

rat, rabbit, and guinea pig have been

studied in great detail by many investi-

gators, and no such cavities have been

found in them. Dr. Gilbert, who was him-

self unable to find cavities in the cat after

studying more than two hundred embryos,

is slow to express himself about the full

evolutionary significance of this find in

human embryos until many more species

have been searched. It is, however, a deeply

impressive fact that these distinctive struc-

tures of sharks and other relatively primi-

tive vertebrate animals appear for a day

or two in the development of the human
embryo and then disappear as the tissues

around them are transformed into eye

muscles. An account of this subject is

now being prepared for publication, and

will be followed by a comprehensive report

on the development of the human eye

muscles based on Dr. Gilbert's work dur-

ing his tenure of a fellowship of the Car-

negie Institution in the Department of

Embryology, 1949-1950.

Baboon embryos. Dr. Christine Gilbert

undertook the study of the early embry-

ology of the baboon, Papio ursinus. In
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spite of the importance of this species, its

embryonic development has never been

investigated. It is most appropriate that

Dr. Gilbert should have undertaken the

task, because the collection of early em-

bryos of the baboon in the Department of

Embryology, numbering five stages from

12 to 34 days ovulation age, was made with

her aid at the Department of Anatomy of

the University of the Witwatersrand, Jo-

hannesburg, South Africa. These valuable

specimens represent a co-operative enter-

prise under the direction of Dr. Joseph

Gillman, Research Associate of the Car-

negie Institution, for which financial sup-

port was provided by grants from the

Institution. The embryos, resulting from

controlled matings, were collected in Jo-

hannesburg and forwarded to Baltimore

for examination. Dr. Chester H. Heuser

made all the preliminary studies, sectioned

the embryos, and recorded observations on

special features that interested him. Dr.

Christine Gilbert, after her arrival in Bal-

timore, took up the work at that point.

She has prepared a complete description

of the embryos with suitable illustrations

and models, which will appear in the next

volume of the Contributions to Embry-

ology. A number of interesting similarities

and differences between the early embryo

of the baboon and those of the other pri-

mate species intensively studied in the

Department of Embryology (the human
species and the rhesus monkey) have been

revealed by this investigation.

Development of the fetal liver. To gain

a precise picture of the morphological

events which occur during development

of the liver and so better to interpret

observed biochemical changes, Mrs. V. B.

Peters and Dr. L. B. Flexner have made a

quantitative study of variations in the

relative volumes of hepatic cell cytoplasm

and nucleus, extravascular erythroblasts,

and blood vessels during the last half of

gestation in the guinea pig. The methods

of Chalkley have been used. Two critical

periods have been observed. In the first,

between the 40th and 45th days, the volume

of hepatic cells per unit volume of whole

liver abruptly begins to increase because

of the acquisition of more cytoplasm per

cell. This is correlated with an increase in

several enzyme systems. The second criti-

cal period occurs between the 51st and 53d

days, when the proportionate volume occu-

pied by extravascular erythroblasts sud-

denly drops from 14 per cent to 2 per cent.

Measurement by histological methods of

the hepatic cell phase during fetal life and

in the adult agrees remarkably well with

estimates made chemically on the basis of

chloride distribution between blood serum

and liver.

Experimental Embryology

Urinogenital system. Dr. R. K. Burns

has been engaged in preparing a special

article on his recent work on the differen-

tiation of the embryonic gonads of the

opossum and the reversal of differentia-

tion under certain conditions by the

female sex hormone. This article was re-

quested for publication in the Archives

d'anatomie et d'histologie, as a result of

Dr. Burns' participation in a colloquium

on sex differentiation held at Paris in June

1950 under the auspices of the French gov-

ernment. Dr. Burns has also begun a

study of the general morphology of the

developing testis and associated structures,

including especially the rete testis, of the

opossum embryo. Normal stages of de-

velopment are being reconstructed in de-

tailed models, for comparison with speci-

mens in which the development of the

testes and associated structures was modi-

fied by hormone treatment in early em-

bryonic life.

In March 1951 Dr. Burns spent several
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days in northern Florida in consultation

with members of the Department of Bi-

ology of the University of Florida, regard-

ing a proposed extensive visit for the pur-

pose of collecting and experimenting upon

very early pouch embryos of the opossum.

The advantage of working in a region

where opossums are numerous is that

embryos can be obtained promptly and in

numbers, without the loss of earliest stages

which would occur in shipment from

Florida to Baltimore. It is hoped that

embryos may be obtained as early as the

first day of pouch life. The Department

of Biology of the University of Florida

generously undertook to provide labora-

tory space and other facilities for use in

the next collecting season (February 1952)

at the University's field station at Welaka.

Dr. Gershon Gitlin, working under the

direction of Dr. Burns, has investigated an

important problem concerning the response

of the lining epithelium of the urino-

genital tract to the ovarian estrogenic

hormone. Continuous administration of

estrogen is frequently followed by a change

in the nature of this lining. The columnar

cells of the lower levels of the uterus in

the rat, for example, may be partly or

completely replaced by stratified squamous

epithelium resembling that of the vagina

and the skin. The question is whether

this change is an example of metaplasia,

i.e. local alteration of cells in situ, or the

result of an upward extension of the va-

ginal lining into the uterus. An ingen-

iously planned series of operative pro-

cedures was undertaken, in which one

uterine horn was transected prior to in-

tensive estrogen treatment, with experi-

mental variations to provide controls.

At the time of Dr. Gitlin's departure

for Jerusalem the work was not yet com-

plete, and in fact the course of the investi-

gation had led in an unexpected direction,

so that further study and experimentation

will be required.

Blood-forming areas in chic\ embryos.

Mr. George W. Settle, a student of Johns

Hopkins Medical School, has been afforded

the facilities of the Laboratory to continue

an investigation begun in the Department

of Zoology of Johns Hopkins University.

His work rests upon the successful chart-

ing, by Professor Willier and his colleagues,

of the regions of the undifferentiated early

chick embryo which are destined to form

the various tissues and organs. Mr. Settle

has undertaken to determine the area

which has the potentiality of giving rise

to tissues destined to form hemoglobin,

the all-important oxygen-bearing red pig-

ment of the blood. By incubating the

fertile egg, then removing the embryonic

area (blastoderm), cutting the latter into

pieces, and incubating the pieces in tissue

culture, he finds that some of the pieces

develop blood pigment and others do not.

A map of the potential blood-forming areas

is thus being constructed.

Embryonic Pathology

Clinical material. After the departure

of Dr. Heuser, Dr. Elizabeth M. Ramsey

took over the task of examining and re-

porting upon human embryos and fetuses

sent in by physicians. About a hundred

specimens are thus received every year,

having been sent for the dual purpose of

contributing to the departmental collec-

tion and of eliciting expert judgment as to

the cause of miscarriage or embryonic de-

formity. Dr. Ramsey brings to this task

a combined experience in embryology and

pathology which makes her work very

effective. Although the task involves a

great deal of routine, interesting problems

not infrequently arise. An important phase

of this service, carried on in collaboration

with a group at Columbia University, New
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York, is mentioned below under "Co-

operative research activities."

German measles. The Carnegie Collec-

tion includes a small number of embryos

and fetuses obtained by physicians who
found it advisable to terminate gestation

in women who had been ill with German
measles during the first three months of

pregnancy. Experience shows that this

condition frequently causes defective de-

velopment of the infant. Study of these

specimens has not yet yielded important

results. Dr. G. W. Bartelmez obtained

another specimen of this sort from a former

student, and has reopened the study of the

whole series.

Unique anomaly. A human fetus ex-

hibiting a remarkable and apparently un-

described malformation of the face, of

extreme degree, was presented to the col-

lection by Dr. A. C. Posner, of the Bronx

Hospital, New York City. The fetus was

carefully dissected under supervision of the

staff by Mr. Barry Plunkett, of Johns

Hopkins Medical School. Dr. Posner will

publish the case.

Uterine and Placental Circulation

Endometrial blood vessels. Dr. G. W.
Bartelmez has actively continued his in-

vestigation, begun at Chicago, of the struc-

ture and pattern of the blood vessels of

the uterine lining (endometrium) during

the changing phases of the menstrual cycle

in the rhesus monkey. What is now known
about these blood vessels and their im-

portance in the two major activities of

the primate female reproductive system,

namely the implantation of the embryo

and menstruation, is based in significant

part upon the studies of Dr. Bartelmez

and his students. This current study of the

rhesus monkey is revealing very clearly

not only the basic details, but the extent

of variation in the one species that is

available for experimental studies on

menstruation. A full report will ulti-

mately appear in the Contributions to

Embryology.

Dr. Elizabeth M. Ramsey has actively

continued her studies on the blood vessels

of the placenta in the rhesus monkey and

in the human species. During the year,

four rhesus monkeys, mated in the De-

partment's colony, were killed at known
stages of gestation selected to fill gaps in

the series previously prepared. The pla-

cental vessels of these animals were success-

fully injected with India ink by Dr. Corner

and Dr. Ramsey. The histological prepa-

ration of previously injected placentas was

continued, and at the end of the year under

report Dr. Ramsey was in possession of a

well assorted series of injected monkey
placentas, numbering 23 specimens of

from 19 to 156 days gestation age, upon

which to base her detailed description of

the vascular pattern. Through the co-

operation of various members of the Johns

Hopkins Hospital staff in the depart-

ments of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and

of the Union Memorial Hospital staff,

several pregnant human uteri removed at

operation were received and were also

injected through the uterine arteries.

Physiology of Placental and Fetal

Circulation

Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds left in September

1950 to spend a year on a Guggenheim

Fellowship at the Nuffield Institute for

Medical Research at Oxford, England.

This journey was undertaken so that

Dr. Reynolds could utilize the facilities

and assistance of the Nuffield Institute for

study of blood flow in the umbilical cord
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and fetal blood vessels by the high-speed

X-ray technique (25 frames per second)

that has been worked out by the Oxford

specialists.

Dr. Reynolds reports that he had the

collaboration of Drs. Gordon Ardran,

M. M. L. Prichard, Peter Daniel, G. W.
Dawes, and Derek Wyatt. The primary

aim of the program was to study the char-

acteristics of pulsatile flow in the umbilical

arteries and veins, and particularly the

possible role of arterial pulsation as a

mechanical force aiding the return flow of

blood in the umbilical veins. The studies,

made mostly on fetal lambs, included

measurements of pulse pressures, estimates

of rate and volume flow of blood, and

observation of stream lines of flow and of

changes in the diameter and form of the

umbilical vessels.

It was found that pulsatile variations

in pressure in the umbilical veins exist,

and are related in part to the arterial

pulsations. The pulsations in the umbilical

artery are transmitted in a manner which

does not accord with views generally held

by physiologists regarding the character

of pulsatile deformation of arteries. There

is no appreciable lateral deformation of

the artery accompanying the pulse, but

only elongation. This was found true of

the descending aorta of the fetus as well

as of the umbilical arteries. There is no

appreciable gradient of pressure in the

umbilical arteries from end to end of the

umbilical cord. It is hoped that the results

obtained, which will be published in full,

will yield sufficient data for the formulation

of a quantitative description of pulsatile

flow in arteries.

Among the secondary projects under-

taken at Oxford, one was the visualization

of the blood vessels in whole lamb fetuses

(except the head) by indirect cineradio-

graphy. Unique observations were made,

with the aid of the special facilities and

the experienced team of workers, includ-

ing especially Dr. Prichard. For the first

time, pressures were measured in the fetal

pulmonary artery, and in the aorta above

and below the ductus arteriosus. Observa-

tions were made on the velocity of blood

flow through the fetal lung. An estimate

of the circulation times in different parts

of the fetal circulation, and in that of the

newborn animal, was made for the first

time.

Striking and sudden changes in blood

pressure and in pulmonary blood flow,

not previously recognized, were recorded

and analyzed. When the lungs are first

ventilated the pulmonary blood flow in-

creases markedly. This increase is now
found to be associated with a profound

decrease in pulmonary and systemic blood

pressure. Somewhat later the systemic

arterial pressure increases until a condi-

tion similar to that in the adult is reached.

This striking alteration of the circulatory

pattern as seen in different regions of the

fetus, and especially in the pulmonary

circulation, associated with expansion and

ventilation of the lungs, has led Dr. Reyn-

olds and his Oxford fellow-workers to

novel but somewhat tentative conclusions

regarding the factors which produce closure

of the ductus arteriosus. Further work on

this subject is needed, however, before the

conclusions may be safely stated.

In the course of these experiments a

superb set of cineradiographs of the fetal

circulation has been obtained. These pic-

tures amplify and extend all previous

records of the same subject. It is expected

that they will prove useful in medical and

biological education as well as in research.
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Biochemistry and Physiology of Uterine

Muscle

The first stages of a program of research

into the fundamental characteristics of

uterine muscle, undertaken by Dr. Arpad

I. Csapo, who became a Fellow of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington in

1949, were reported in the previous Year

Book (No. 49). During the present year

Dr. Csapo, holding an appointment as

lecturer in obstetrics in the Johns Hopkins

University, continued this program in asso-

ciation with Dr. G. W. Corner and with

the collaboration of Mr. John H. Menkes,

of the Johns Hopkins Medical School.

Among the chief results of the year's work

was the description of a peculiar state of

contracture observed in the muscle of the

sow's and the rabbit's uterus during one

particular phase of the cycle. When strips

of uterine muscle, freshly removed from

the animal, are suspended in physiological

salt solution at body temperature and ade-

quately supplied with oxygen, they re-

sume in this artificial environment the

characteristic behavior of involuntary

muscle, namely spontaneous contraction.

Muscle tissue which at the time of estrus

undergoes spontaneous contractions of

large amplitude followed by complete re-

laxation, a few days later when under the

influence of the corpus luteum hormone,

progesterone, goes into a state of continu-

ous partial contraction called "contracture."

In this condition the sensitivity of the

muscle tissue to certain of the drugs which

ordinarily stimulate contraction (oxy-

tocics) is reduced. Full details will be

given in a paper now in press. This "pro-

gesterone contracture" is important for the

explanation of long-known but imperfectly

understood cyclic changes in the behavior

of uterine muscle.

The relation of the temperature of the

bath in which the isolated muscle is main-

tained to the rate and amplitude of spon-

taneous and electrically stimulated con-

tractions of estrous uterine muscle has

been studied. As would be expected, the

rate is slowed by reducing the temperature.

The muscle does not contract at all below

15 ° C. The amplitude of contraction also

changes with changing temperature, in a

uniform way which when plotted graphi-

cally gives a curve suggesting that the

amplitude is determined by an equilibrium

reaction, i.e. a balanced physiochemical

relation between constituents of the con-

tractile substance, which depends upon the

temperature.

By making use of low temperatures to

slow down the contraction cycle, and with

the aid of the new apparatus mentioned

elsewhere in this report, Dr. Csapo has

been able to obtain samples of muscle

from a single uterus at as many as four

distinctive stages of the contraction-relaxa-

tion cycle. These samples have been assayed

by Mr. Menkes for their content of high-

energy phosphates. The high-energy phos-

phate content has been measured in uterine

muscle and correlated with physiological

behavior in vitro at various stages of

maturity and functional activity, i.e. in the

immature animal, in adolescence, in estrus,

at various stages of pregnancy, and post

partum.

Biochemistry of embryonic striated

muscle. During the summer of 1950 Dr.

Csapo worked at Denver with Dr. Heinz

Herrmann, of the Department of Pediatrics

of the University of Colorado, studying

the development of the contractile sub-

stance actomyosin in skeletal muscle of

the chick embryo at successive stages of

its differentiation. The results of this

investigation are reported below.
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Transfer of Substances in the Placenta,

the Kidney, and the Eye

Transmission of phosphorus across the

placenta. Earlier work in this laboratory

on transfer of phosphorus across the pla-

centa of the guinea pig was carried out

before it was known that a fraction of the

so-called inorganic phosphorus of the

plasma may not be diffusible. Dr. and

Mrs. Fritz Fuchs have demonstrated that

the plasma of the guinea pig contains non-

diffusible phosphorus which appears in the

inorganic phosphorus fraction, and have

devised experiments for quantitative re-

evaluation of phosphorus transfer across

the placenta. In addition, they have been

exploring the possibility that phosphate

transfer to the fetus does not occur by a

simple process of diffusion, but involves

esterification of carbohydrate and deriva-

tives of adenosine. Should this be demon-

strated, it will constitute the first evidence

for expenditure of energy by the placenta

in the transmission through it of an inor-

ganic substance.

Renal physiology. As was pointed out

in the last Year Book (No. 49), evidence

has been obtained that substances move
across capillary walls by a process of diffu-

sion and not by bulk filtration as has been

widely held. An effort is being made by

F. P. Chinard and L. B. Flexner to test

these alternative hypotheses in the glo-

merulus of the kidney. The experimental

situation is complex and involves the use

of substances differing in their coefficients

of diffusion, which are separated from the

plasma only at the level of the glomerulus,

and which are not absorbed by the tubules.

In addition, the experiments must be de-

vised so that the effect of back diffusion

from glomerular fluid to plasma is as small

as possible. To meet these requirements

two substances such as inulin, of relatively

small diffusion coefficient, and creatinine,

of larger diffusion coefficient, have been

injected simultaneously and at a logarith-

mic rate into the renal arteries of dogs.

Samples of urine have been collected from

the ureters during and after the injec-

tion. The results with several substances

are consistent in that the substance of high

diffusion coefficient appears in higher con-

centration in early urine samples than the

substance of low diffusion coefficient. Al-

though the experiments are probably not

yet conclusive, the results cannot be ex-

plained on the basis of the current theory

of glomerular filtration, whereas they are

largely consistent with the theory of

diffusion.

As an outgrowth of these experiments

it became necessary to measure the time

required for a substance separated at the

glomerulus to appear in the urine. Ferro-

cyanide was consequently injected instan-

taneously into a renal artery and urine was

collected from the corresponding ureter.

Under the conditions of the experiment the

test substance appeared in the urine 90

seconds after injection, reached a peak

concentration one minute later, and dis-

appeared from the urine 90 seconds after

the peak. It also became desirable to meas-

ure the effect of tubular excretion on time

of appearance in the urine. Paraamino-

hippurate, a substance which reaches the

urine largely by tubular excretion, reaches

its peak concentration about 30 seconds

after ferrocyanide, a considerable delay in

view of the circulation time of 2 to 5

seconds through the kidney.

Blood substitutes. At the request of the

Office of the Surgeon General of the Army,

Dr. Flexner and Dr. Chinard are investi-

gating the rate of loss of two blood sub-

stitutes, dextran and polyvinyl pyrrolidone,

from the blood capillaries of several organs

of the dog.
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Secretory activity of the ciliary body of

the eye. The aqueous humor of the guinea

pig contains a higher concentration of

sodium than can be explained on the basis

of diffusion equilibrium. This finding is

interpreted to mean that the ciliary body

of the guinea pig secretes sodium into the

aqueous humor. Evidence has been ob-

tained in other laboratories that vitamin

C is an essential part of the secretory

mechanism. Using the Department's facili-

ties for work with radioactive sodium, Dr.

Roy O. Scholz, of the Wilmer Clinic, Johns

Hopkins Hospital, has tested this thesis by

comparing ratios of distribution of sodium

between serum and aqueous humor in

normal guinea pigs with similar ratios in

animals deprived of dietary vitamin C.

The distribution ratio in the scorbutic

guinea pig is lower than that in the normal

animal and is closely similar to that pre-

dicted from pure dialysis and that found

by in vitro dialysis of the serum of the

animals. Dr. Scholz's evidence conse-

quently substantiates the hypothesis that

vitamin C is essential to the secretory

mechanism in the guinea pig. In addition,

Dr. Scholz has studied distribution ratios

among several species of animals and found

that there are two classes: one, like the

guinea pig, in which sodium is apparently

secreted into the aqueous humor, and a

second in which there is no evidence of

secretion of sodium.

APPARATUS AND TECHNICAL PROCEDURES

A method devised by Mr. Heard for

improving the accuracy of reconstruction

from serial sections by the elimination, by

optical means, of distortion from enlarged

images of the sections is discussed below

under "Published research."

An elaborate method for the physio-

logical study of uterine muscle in vitro,

developed by Dr. Corner and Dr. Csapo

with the constructional aid of Mr. Heard,

has attracted the attention of many visitors.

The apparatus permits simultaneous re-

cording of the contractions of four pieces

of uterine muscle under identical con-

ditions as regards temperature of the bath

and rate of electrical stimulation. An
automatic timing device and suitable elec-

trodes provide for accurately spaced elec-

trical stimulation of the muscle strips.

Research which is now in progress with

the apparatus is discussed elsewhere in the

report.

CO-OPERATIVE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

The Department of Embryology has

continued to co-operate with the Depart-

ment of Gynecology of Johns Hopkins

Medical School by furnishing facilities,

assistance, and the care of monkeys for a

research on the experimental production

and treatment of endometriosis, a disease

seemingly on the increase, which crip-

ples the reproductive functions of young

women and frequently requires extensive

surgical operations. This investigation is

now being carried on by Dr. Lawrence R.

Wharton, Jr., of Johns Hopkins Hospital,

under the general supervision of Professor

Richard W. TeLinde. The well known
adage that chance favors the prepared

mind was verified by the occurrence in

the Carnegie monkey colony during the

year of a case of extensive endometriosis

apparently of spontaneous origin. This

event, though a loss to the colony, has

given Dr. Wharton an unusual oppor-

tunity for experimental trial of therapeutic

measures.
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The work of advising and consulting in

a program of study of spontaneous abor-

tion, conducted at Columbia University in

New York by a group under the direction

of Dr. Katherine K. Merritt, was carried

on during the year by Dr. Elizabeth M.
Ramsey, who examined a considerable

number of human fetuses sent from New
York for determination of their stage of

development and other facts bearing on

the time and cause of abortion.

The arrangement by which Dr. Arpad

I. Csapo, as stated above, is lecturer in

obstetrics in Johns Hopkins University

while carrying on his research in the De-

partment of Embryology has increased the

already close co-operation between the

Johns Hopkins Department of Obstetrics

and the Department of Embryology. Re-

search on problems of human physiology

and biochemistry, related to Dr. Csapo's

basic program of investigation of uterine

muscle physiology, has been begun by

members of the Department of Obstetrics,

who are in a position to obtain human
material at operation. Medical students in

the obstetrical courses have been brought

to the laboratory to witness demonstrations

related to Dr. Csapo's lectures in the

Medical School.

Dr. Louis B. Flexner has continued to

co-operate with the departments of Physio-

logical Chemistry and of Medicine of

Johns Hopkins University through joint

research on capillary permeability with

Dr. Francis P. Chinard, Markel Fellow in

the departments mentioned. He has also

continued to provide facilities for the

research of Dr. Roy O. Scholz, of the

Wilmer Ophthalmological Clinic of Johns

Hopkins University.

Samples of blood serum from four mon-

keys at successive stages of pregnancy were

prepared and sent to Professor F. L.

Hisaw, of Harvard University, for assay

of progesterone in comparison with the

histological state of the reproductive tract.

PUBLISHED RESEARCH

Biochemical and Physiological Differ-

entiation during Morphogenesis

Three articles reporting progress in this

part of the Department's work appeared

during the year. Dr. L. B. Flexner, Dr.

D. B. Tyler, and Dr. L. J. Gallant of the

Henry Phipps Psychiatric Clinic, Johns

Hopkins University, undertook to dis-

cover how the time of onset of electrical

activity in the developing brain center

("brain waves") is related to the progress

of anatomical development of the embry-

onic brain. The chief previous investiga-

tion of this subject (Jasper, Bridgman, and

Carmichael, 1937) showed that in the

guinea pig, brain potentials first appear

after about 7 weeks' gestation, but did not

reveal whether the potential changes arise

in the cortex itself or in the underlying

brain. In the present research, pregnant

guinea pigs had the spinal cord severed

under anesthesia. Thus rendered insensi-

tive to abdominal operation, they were

subjected to Caesarean section after the

effect of the anesthetic, which would have

dulled the cerebral functions of the fetuses,

had worn off. The fetuses were delivered

into a vessel of salt solution while still

attached to the mother by the umbilical

cord and the placenta. The brain of a

fetus was exposed and electrodes were

carefully placed so as to pick up potential

differences from various points on the

cortex. Intensive precautions were taken

to avoid artifact.

Rhythmic electrical activity was found

to begin about day 46 of gestation. At this

age and later, typical "spikes" on the
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graphic record could be elicited by local

application of strychnine. This is regarded

as evidence that the potentials arise in the

cortex itself. Clamping the umbilical cord

abolished the "brain waves."

The researches of Dr. L. B. Flexner and

his associates have previously shown that

significant morphological and biochemical

changes, accompanying the development

of formative cells of nervous tissue (neuro-

blasts) into definite nerve cells (neurones),

occur in the guinea pig cortex from the

41st to the 45th day of gestation (i.e. from

25 to 21 days before birth). The present

study shows that evidences of functional

activity, as revealed by the onset of rhyth-

mic electrical changes, follow immediately

upon this critical period of structural and

chemical differentiation. There is some

evidence that the appearance of cortical

electrical activity depends upon a change

in the membrane of the immature neurone

which greatly increases its permeability to

sodium.

Directly related to the foregoing study

is an investigation by Dr. Victor M. Kimel

and Dr. Frederick Kavaler, who at the

time of their work were students of Johns

Hopkins Medical School holding Henry

Strong Denison Research Scholarships. In

their experiments fetal guinea pigs were

prepared for study as described above. The
fetal brain was exposed and subjected to

carefully adjusted electrical stimulation.

Before experiments were actually made on

fetuses, those areas of the cerebral cortex

from which responses to electrical stimula-

tion can be elicited were mapped out in

adult animals under anesthesia, to pro-

vide a guide for the more critical experi-

ments on fetuses. It was found that re-

sponses to electrical stimulation of in-

cipient motor areas of the brain cortex are

first elicited during or shortly after the

"critical" period of differentiation of the

cerebral cortex. As repeatedly brought out

in the reports of Dr. Flexner's group, this

period is the time between the 43d and

46th days of gestation age, or 23 to 20 days

before birth. The first response noted was

spreading of the digits of the forefoot,

which was detected about day 42. In

another day or two foreleg flexion, masti-

catory movements, and movements of the

upper lip appeared. Hindleg flexion and

neck movements appeared about days 45
and 46. The authors believe that the ap-

pearance of these muscular responses to

electrical stimulation of the cerebral cortex

is referable to a change in the nerve-cell

units at this period. The investigation

thus adds further evidence to the general

finding that important changes in the

structure, chemical properties, and func-

tion of the developing cortical nerve cells

of the fetal guinea pig occur within a brief

and definite period in prenatal develop-

ment. It is believed that these changes

accompany the differentiation at this time

of large numbers of neuroblasts into im-

mature but functioning neurones.

Biochemistry of Brain and Liver

Biochemistry of the neuroglia. The in-

vestigations of Dr. J. B. Flexner, Mrs.

V. B. Peters, and Dr. L. B. Flexner on

this subject are an outgrowth of previous

investigations on the chemical differentia-

tion of the fetal cerebral cortex in the

guinea pig, and are designed to evaluate

that part of the biochemical activity of the

cortex derived from nerve cells and that

part derived from glia (the connective

tissue of the brain). Considerable infor-

mation has now been obtained by com-

paring chemical assays made on normal

brain tissue in a selected area, i.e. the

geniculate bodies, and on tissue in the

same area in brains in which the nerve

cells have been caused to degenerate and

to be replaced by glia following unilateral
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decortication. In the normal geniculate

body there are twice as many glial cells

as nerve cells. From 30 to 50 days after

decortication there is so much degenera-

tion of nerve cells and increase in density

of glial population that there are 25 times

as many glial as nerve cells. Biochemical

studies, not yet complete, indicate that

glial cells, contrary to previous assumption,

contain certain enzyme systems of which

the activity per unit volume of cells is

equal to that in nerve cells, and other

systems with an activity about 50 per cent

that in nerve cells. Thus the respiratory

enzyme succinoxidase appears to be equally

active in the two cell types, as does cho-

linesterase, whereas cytochrome oxidase

and succinic dehydrogenase appear to be

about twice as active in nerve cells as in

glia. It follows that glial cells are not

relatively inert chemically, as was pre-

viously assumed, and that a considerable

part of the enzyme activity previously

ascribed to nerve cells may in fact be

derived from glial cells.

Respiratory enzymes and permeability

changes during growth of the fetal cere-

bral cortex. Previously reported work

has revealed a series of closely correlated

cytological, biochemical, and functional

changes during the differentiation of the

fetal cerebral cortex. Dr. J. B. Flexner

and Dr. L. B. Flexner have been particu-

larly interested during the past year in

further investigating respiratory enzymes

and in attempting to gain additional evi-

dence of changes in permeability of the

cell membrane at the time of differentia-

tion. Recent observations support the con-

clusion drawn from earlier work that

differentiation is accompanied by an in-

crease in activity of respiratory enzymes

and by a marked change in permeability

of the cell membrane. Thus the activity

of the respiratory enzyme system succin-

oxidase starts to increase sharply at the

time of cytological and functional differ-

entiation. An abrupt increase in cell per-

meability, indicated in earlier work with

radiosodium, has been substantiated with

succinate. Before the critical period of

differentiation, succinate fails to penetrate

the cells of the cortex and consequently

is metabolized only by cells the mem-
branes of which have been disrupted by

homogenization. Succinate is able to pene-

trate the cell membrane and so to be

metabolized by intact cells for the first

time during the period of differentiation.

Cholinesterase activity of fetal cerebral

cortex. There is considerable uncertainty

about the role of cholinesterase in the cen-

tral nervous system. Dr. V. M. Kimel and

Dr. F. Kavaler, of Johns Hopkins Medical

School, have carried out experiments de-

signed to determine the activity of cholin-

esterase during fetal development as this

is related to onset of function in the cere-

bral cortex. The activity of cholinesterase

increases from very low values in the pre-

functional stage to high values in the

functional stage, and so satisfies the thesis

that it may be essential to the function of

the cortex. This increase begins a con-

siderable time before any of the many
observed changes during differentiation of

the neuroblast, and therefore may be an

index of chemical differentiation of glial

cells, in which this enzyme is known to

be very active.

Glycogen in the fetal liver. Claude

Bernard discovered that the liver of the

fetal guinea pig contains no detectable

glycogen up to the last ten days of gesta-

tion, when this substance first suddenly

appears and then rapidly reaches a high

concentration. The absence of glycogen

throughout most of the gestation period

has gone without explanation except that

there is evidence that it depends upon con-

ditions in the hepatic cells themselves and

is not due to absence of hormones such
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as insulin. Mr. Andrew M. Nemeth, of

Johns Hopkins Medical School, has car-

ried on work in continuation of that of

Dr. W. Insull and Dr. L. B. Flexner, based

on the hypothesis that lack of glycogen is

to be explained by a defect in the enzyme

chain essential for its formation. The
earlier work showed that phosphorylase is

present in the preglycogen stage. Mr.

Nemeth has shown that phosphogluco-

mutase, also essential for formation of gly-

cogen from glucose, is present when gly-

cogen is absent. He has obtained excellent

evidence, however, that the "branching

enzyme" which converts straight-chained

polysaccharide into glycogen is either miss-

ing or relatively inactive in the preglycogen

stage and relatively active in the post-

glycogen stage. This may well account

for the change in glycogen content of the

fetal liver. Mr. Nemeth plans to put this

deduction to further test.

Phosphorus in brain and liver. One of

the possible measures of the chemical

activity of the brain and other organs of

a developing embryo is the concentration

of phosphorus in the tissues. There have

been a few reports of significant changes

during fetal life in the amount of certain

special compounds containing phosphorus

in various organs and tissues. Dr. L. B.

Flexner and Dr. J. B. Flexner have inter-

ested themselves in the concentration of

intracellular phosphate compounds in the

cerebral cortex and in the liver as they

may be related to the changes in structure,

in metabolic and enzymatic activity, and

in cellular function now known to occur

during fetal growth and differentiation.

The evidence already cited that there is a

special period of functional development

between the 41st and 45th days of gesta-

tion in the guinea pig raises several ques-

tions about compounds of phosphorus.

Energy-rich phosphates are known to be

essential for many chemical reactions in

the body. Compounds of phosphorus with

fatty substances (phospholipins) are im-

portant constituents of the nervous system.

Changes in the concentration of both these

kinds of phosphorus compound may be

expected during fetal life. Proteins con-

taining phosphorus are constant constitu-

ents of the fetal brain. It would be of

interest to know whether the composition

of such proteins remains constant. Some
of the questions are also applicable to the

developing liver, although much less is

known at present about its functional

differentiation than about that of the brain.

A careful study of the total amount of

phosphorus and of the amounts present

in the form of phospholipins, of nucleic

acids, of phosphoproteins, and of high-

energy compounds such as the adenosin

phosphates and phosphocreatin has been

made, using the best available analytic

methods. The results may be summarized

as follows : The total phosphorus per kilo-

gram in the cells of the brain cortex is

essentially constant during the latter half

of gestation. A sharp increase in that part

of the phosphorus which is present as

phospholipin begins between the 40th and

45th days of gestation. There is a corre-

sponding decrease in the phosphorus of

nucleic acids. The energy-rich phosphates

remain at a remarkably uniform concentra-

tion. In the liver the total phosphate in

the cells decreases during the latter half

of gestation largely because of a decrease in

the phosphorus of nucleic acids. Phospho-

lipins remain relatively constant through-

out gestation and in adult life. Phospho-

creatin seems to be present in substantial

concentration in the younger fetuses; the

point requires further study. Energy-rich

phosphate derived from adenylpolyphos-

phate is relatively constant. The signifi-

cance of these facts, as far as they can be

understood at present, is discussed in the

paper.
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Enzymatic Activity in Adult and

Embryonic Tissues

Two papers on this topic, published

during the year by Dr. David B. Tyler,

are listed in the appended bibliography.

The findings which they present were dis-

cussed in the general summary of Dr.

Tyler's research program while he was

associated with the Department of Em-
bryology, which was printed in last year's

report, Year Book No. 49, pages 124—127.

Physiology of the Uterus

Two methods of recording the activity

of the muscular wall of the human uterus

in the last stage of pregnancy and during

labor have recently been intensively used.

One of these is an external method, using

the tokodynamometer developed by Dr.

S. R. M. Reynolds in the Department of

Embryology and in the Johns Hopkins

Department of Obstetrics. The apparatus,

which has been amply discussed in several

recent Year Books, is applied to the ab-

dominal wall and records the contraction

of the underlying uterus. The other method

is internal, and consists in introducing a

hollow needle through the abdominal wall

and the wall of the uterus into the amni-

otic cavity. When the needle is connected

to a manometer, the pressure exerted by

the uterine musculature upon the amniotic

fluid within the uterus at any moment
may be recorded. This method has been

developed and extensively used in the

Department of Physiological Obstetrics in

the University of Montevideo (Uruguay).

The first method detects contractions of

the muscle in those portions of the uterus

over which the detectors are mounted

(usually the fundus, the mid-part, and the

lower segment) ; the second method de-

tects pressure changes within the uterus.

During the visit of Dr. Reynolds to

Montevideo in the spring of 1950 as guest

professor, he joined with Professor R. Cal-

deyro and Professor H. Alvarez in a study

of uterine contractility in eighteen patients

during labor, using both methods simul-

taneously. Local movements of the uterus

were recorded from seven areas of the

abdominal wall by using three Reynolds

tokodynamometer pick-ups and four re-

ceptors of a polygraph used by Caldeyro

and Alvarez. Readers of this summary
who look up the original paper and see the

photographs of these formidable-looking

detectors applied to the patient may be as-

sured that neither the pick-ups nor the

intrauterine needle cause any harm, nor

even any discomfort in comparison with

the general travail of childbirth. At any

rate the births of these Uruguayan babies,

minutely observed and recorded as they

were by three pre-eminent experts, are

surely the best-understood labors in the

whole history of obstetrics. Although the

authors feel that the number of cases ob-

served is too small to permit extensive con-

clusions, they present a preliminary sur-

vey of the findings, which they summarize

as follows. The article may be consulted

directly for much useful descriptive and

quantitative detailed information.

(1) Normally there is good synchroniza-

tion between the different parts of the

uterus, but sometimes an asynchronism be-

tween them is observed. For example, the

right side of the uterus may contract while

the left side is relaxing, or vice versa. The
same asynchronism may be found to exist

between the fundus, the mid-part, and the

lower segment of the uterus.

(2) The amniotic pressure is, at each

moment, the resultant of the activity of

the different parts of the uterus. The
amount of increase in the amniotic pres-

sure caused by the contractions is deter-

mined by two factors: (a) the intensity

of the contraction in each part, and (b) the
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synchronization between the different

parts. When there is good synchroniza-

tion and all the parts contract at the same

time, the amniotic pressure reaches a

higher point than when different parts

contract at different times, and it falls to a

lower point during relaxation.

(3) For a normal and quick labor, the

best characteristics of uterine contractility

are as follows : (a) large absolute intensity

of contractions of the whole uterus, caus-

ing elevations of the amniotic pressure

greater than 24 mm. Hg; (b) strong fundal

dominance, so that the relative intensity

of the contractions is greater in the fundus

than in the mid-part of the uterus, and

there is no appreciable activity in the lower

uterine segment; (c) good synchronization

between the different contractile parts of

the uterus; (d) regularity in the rhythm,

intensity, and form of the contractions;

((f) during relaxation, fall of the amniotic

pressure to the level of the normal "tonus."

(4) When uterine contractility deviates

from these characteristics, labor proceeds

more slowly or it does not take place.

An application of the to\odynamometer.

One of the most critical problems of prac-

tical obstetrics is that of deciding whether

or not to deal with a case of delayed labor

by use of posterior pituitary extract; and,

if this effective but sometimes dangerous

drug is used, when to give it. The Reyn-

olds tokodynamometer gives better infor-

mation about the functional condition of

the uterus in late pregnancy than has pre-

viously been available, and thus facilitates

clinical decision in difficult cases. With

Drs. Lubin, Delson, Waltman, and Tisdall,

of the Cumberland Hospital, Brooklyn,

New York, Dr. Reynolds has analyzed the

tokodynamometric records of several hun-

dred patients who were given Pitocin by

intravenous drip for the induction of labor,

with respect to the recognition of signs

indicating the proper use and timing of

the drug. The two papers cited below in

the bibliography should be consulted for

details, which are primarily of clinical

interest.

Biochemistry and Energetics of

Uterine Muscle

It has long been known that uterine ac-

tivity is under the control of the ovaries,

and more specifically it has been shown

since the discovery of the ovarian hor-

mones that these remarkable chemical sub-

stances are essential to the functioning of

the uterine muscle. Reynolds showed, for

example, that removal of the ovaries causes

inactivity of the uterus as recorded in the

living rabbit by his uterine fistula method,

and that injections of the ovarian estro-

genic hormone restore the contractility of

the uterus. With this background infor-

mation, Dr. Arpad I. Csapo asked, How
does estrogen modify the nature of the

muscle cell? Among the possible ways of

studying this question, one was suggested

by the facts that contraction of muscle

tissue in general results from the presence

of the contractile protein complex known
as actomyosin (AM) and that energy for

contraction is supplied by adenosine tri-

phosphate (ATP). On the basis of his

own pioneer studies on actomyosin in

uterine muscle, begun in the laboratory of

Professor Szent-Gyorgyi in Budapest, Dr.

Csapo conjectured that estrogen affects

uterine motility by acting in some way

upon the AM-ATP system. Rabbits were

prepared by putting them through a

pseudopregnant period followed by estrus,

so that the uteri would be as nearly as pos-

sible in a uniformly mature condition. The

ovaries were then removed, and the rab-

bits were divided into a control untreated

group and four groups receiving estrogen

injections in various dosages and for vari-

ous periods (12 hours to 4 days). The ani-
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mals were killed and the uteri assayed for

actomyosin, myosin plus actomyosin, total

nitrogen, and the ATP-splitting enzyme

adenosine triphosphatase. It was found

that removal of the ovaries causes decrease

in both the contractile actomyosin sys-

tem and the adenosine triphosphatase. The
administration of estrogen initiates recov-

ery toward the condition characteristic of

estrus by increasing the concentration of

these substances.

In an earlier section of this report, under

"Program of investigations," it was men-

tioned that Dr. Csapo, Dr. G. W. Corner,

and Mr. John Menkes have under way an

extensive study of the physiological be-

havior of uterine muscle in vitro in com-

parison with its content of high-energy

phosphate compounds. In the course of

this study the observation, as yet unpub-

lished, was made that if the process of

glycolysis in the muscle tissue is inhibited

by monoiodoacetic acid together with ex-

clusion of oxygen, the number of contrac-

tions which the muscle can make before it

is completely exhausted is greatly reduced.

Lundsgaard showed twenty years ago that

voluntary muscle thus poisoned can per-

form about 70 to 100 contractions in nitro-

gen. The rabbit's uterine muscle studied

by Csapo and Corner contracts only about

10 times under similar conditions. The
energy for these contractions of the non-

glycolyzing muscle is derived solely from

the stored high-energy phosphates, which

under normal conditions are regenerated

by carbohydrate metabolism. Given the

foregoing clues, Dr. Csapo and Dr. John

Gergely, of the National Institutes of

Health, made comparative assays of the

inorganic phosphorus, creatine phosphate,

and adenosine triphosphate in skeletal

muscle and uterine muscle of the rabbit.

Taking (for reasons set forth in the paper)

creatine phosphate plus adenosine triphos-

phate as a measure of the available energy,

the assays gave 17.50 nM/gm. of these

compounds in skeletal muscle (psoas) and

2.64 LiM/gm. in uterine muscle. The ratio

is therefore 6.63, which is almost the same

as the ratio between the numbers of con-

tractions of the two kinds of muscular tis-

sue under similar conditions. The ratio of

energy to contractions seems therefore to

be of the same order in monoiodoacetic

acid-poisoned skeletal and uterine muscle.

Dividing the number of possible contrac-

tions into the phosphate stores, i.e. 10 into

2.64, gives a value of 0.26 uM high-energy

phosphate per contraction per gram. In the

same year (1950) in which this result was

published, A. V. Hill, of London, pub-

lished his direct measurement of the initial

heat of a single skeletal muscle contraction

and from it calculated a value of 0.25 \xM.

phosphorus per contraction per gram,

which is practically identical with the re-

sult reached by Csapo and Gergely. Thus

it appears that uterine muscle contains only

about one-seventh as much high-energy

phosphate as striated muscle, but the en-

ergy requirements for a single contraction

are of the same order of magnitude in both

kinds of muscle.

Working with Dr. Heinz Herrmann, of

the University of Denver, Dr. Csapo ex-

amined the concentration of contractile

proteins in the muscles of chick embryos

during development. The concentrations

of actomyosin and of actin plus myosin

were measured viscosimetrically. It was

found that before day 12 of incubation the

concentration of AM is less than 1 milli-

gram per gram. It increases rapidly there-

after until it reaches the adult level of

50 mg/gm on day 50. The concentration

of M +A is 8 mg/gm from the 9th to the

14th day and then increases until it reaches

the adult level of 60 mg/gm by day 50.

By comparing the rate of increase of the

total protein precipitates with that of the

concentration of A+ M, it was found that
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the formation of proportionately large

quantities of the specific contractile pro-

teins occurs at a relatively late period of

development.

Rectification of Deformation

of Sections

When a piece of animal tissue is cut into

thin sections with a microtome, the physi-

cal force exerted by the knife upon the

tissue inevitably produces a certain amount

of deformation, chiefly by compression in

the direction of the cutting movement.

When the tissue is embedded in paraffin

—

the common method of supporting speci-

mens for sectioning—the deformation may
be considerable. Combined embedding in

paraffin and celloidin, a method used in

the Carnegie Laboratory and elsewhere

for the sectioning of very delicate tissues,

reduces the compression, but there is still

enough deformation to cause difficulty in

the precise construction of enlarged models

in wax from the serial sections. Some
years ago Dr. Fred E. Wright, of the

Geophysical Laboratory, suggested a re-

finement of this method to Mr. O. O.

Heard. The image of the section is re-

flected twice from first-surface mirrors in

its path from the magnifying lens to the

copy board on which the bromide paper

is held. Each of the mirrors may be tilted

independently and one of them may also

be rotated in the optical axis to compen-

sate for the geometrical distortion intro-

duced by the first mirror. By trial-and-

error adjustment of the mirrors and the

copy board, distortions in three directions

can be simultaneously eliminated and a

much higher degree of approximation to

the true proportions can be achieved. In

practice, a record of the original unde-

formed specimen is made before or during

cutting. This may be done by recording

the dimensions of the block, or by serially

photographing the sectioned surface of the

specimen in the block. With such a rec-

ord, the image of the section can be ac-

curately adjusted to its original form.

Mr. Heard's article (see bibliography) il-

lustrates the results by a series of photo-

graphs in which an actual section is strik-

ingly compared with the corrected image

and with excess deformation deliberately

introduced by exaggerated tilting of the

DIFFUSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS

Reviews. A necessary duty of the ex-

perienced professional scientific investiga-

tor is the preparation from time to time of

reviews of progress in his field of research.

The writer of such a review may sum-

marize the findings of all the workers in

the field, or he may put together and dis-

cuss his own particular contribution or

that of a group under his leadership. Such

reviews are eagerly read, for they present

not only the facts that have been discov-

ered, but also the mature judgment of one

who has taken part in the discoveries.

This is a useful means of co-ordinating re-

search by informing workers in related

branches of science, and also one of the

chief ways in which front-line advances in

science become available to the public,

through the teachers and textbook writers

to whom the reviews are in part addressed.

Needless to say, writing of this kind is

much more difficult than the reporting of

specific investigations. The preparation of

a review benefits the author as well as the

readers, because it enables him to see his

own work in proper perspective and also

clearly reveals gaps in knowledge, thus

suggesting lines of future investigation.

Four review articles were published by

members of the Department of Embryol-
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ogy during the year, as shown by the ac-

companying bibliography. Dr. George W.
Corner used the opportunity afforded by

an invitation to give the annual Addison

Lecture at Guy's Hospital, London, in July

1950, to review the history of research on

the nature of the menstrual cycle from 1910

to 1950. A significant part of the investiga-

tions of that period has been made by past

and present workers at the Carnegie Insti-

tution. Dr. Corner's National Sigma Xi

Lecture of 1949, mentioned in Year Book

No. 49, in which he summarized the pres-

ent knowledge of the reproductive cycle

of the rhesus monkey (very largely worked

out at the Carnegie Laboratory), was pub-

lished late in 1950. Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds

contributed to a volume on Recent prog-

ress in hormone research a summary of

what has become known in recent years,

largely through his own research, about

the physiological anatomy of the ovarian

blood vessels. Dr. L. B. Flexner prepared

a brief summary of the results of his re-

search group on the differentiation of the

neuroblast, for a volume on Genetic neu-

rology.

Lectures. Dr. R. K. Burns and Dr.

George W. Corner each gave two lectures

by invitation to medical classes of Johns

Hopkins University. Dr. Corner, in addi-

tion to the Addison Lecture at Guy's Hos-

pital, already mentioned, gave a McArthur

Graduate Lecture at the University of

Edinburgh in July 1950.

Dr. R. K. Burns presented his recent

work in talks before the Department of

Zoology of the University of Pennsylvania,

the Biology Seminar at Johns Hopkins,

and the Biological Station of the University

of Virginia at Mountain Lake, Virginia.

Dr. L. B. Flexner took part in a sym-

posium of the Milbank Foundation in

New York, March 1951, speaking on the

fundamental development of the cerebral

cortex in relation to morphological and

biochemical differentiation.

Dr. S. R. M. Reynolds was much in de-

mand during his year abroad. In London

he was Holme Lecturer at University Col-

lege Hospital, and University Lecturer

(two lectures) at St. Mary's Hospital, and

spoke also at Guy's and St. Thomas's Hos-

pitals, the Royal Society of Medicine, and

the Obstetrical and Gynecological Society.

He gave two lectures at Oxford before the

departments of Pharmacology and of Ob-

stetrics, and single lectures at Edinburgh,

St. Andrews, Belfast, Brussels, and Paris

(special lecture at the Faculte de Mede-

cine).

Dr. Arpad I. Csapo conducted a seminar

course on the biochemistry of muscle at the

University of Denver in the summer of

1950, and gave several lectures in the Johns

Hopkins Medical School obstetrics course.

He presented a summary of his recent re-

search at the 1951 Conference of the Na-

tional Research Council Committee on

Human Reproduction.

Motion picture film. In Year Book

No. 49 mention was made of a motion

picture film on the embryological develop-

ment of the human eye, made under the

auspices of the American Academy of

Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology. The

Department of Embryology assisted ac-

tively in the preparation of this film. Dr.

George W. Corner acted as adviser to the

sponsoring Academy. Dr. George K.

Smelser, of Columbia University, who was

technical director, was given full use of the

Carnegie Embryological Collection. Mod-

els and photographs were specially pre-

pared for use of the producers, Sturgis-

Grant, Inc., of New York. At every stage

of preparation, from the original confer-

ence through the "story board" stage, the

preparation of the script, and the drafting

of the animated diagrams, to the final pho-
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tography, members of the Carnegie staff

took part in planning and critical consulta-

tion. The film was first shown to an en-

thusiastic audience at the October 1950

meeting of the American Academy of

Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology in

Chicago, and has been exhibited widely

since. It has been generally voted an out-

standing example of motion picture tech-

nique applied to scientific exposition. Be-

cause of its combination of realism, at-

tained by the picturing of actual sections

and accurate models, with the artistry of

Mr. Dwinell Grant of Sturgis and Grant,

the producers, the film not only has suc-

ceeded in conveying information, but also

suggests something of the wonderment

that overwhelms professional and layman

alike as they observe the process of em-

bryonic development.

THE BLUNTSCHLI COLLECTION OF PRIMATE AND
INSECTIVORE EMBRYOS

Gift of Albert F. Zahm

A distinguished European embryologist,

Professor Hans Bluntschli of the Univer-

sity of Bern, Switzerland, made expedi-

tions to Amazonia in 1912 and to Mada-

gascar in 1931, in search of embryos of

the lower primates, including platyrrhine

monkeys and lemurs, and also certain

insectivores which are believed to be closely

related to the primates. He built up from

these journeys a large collection of serially

sectioned embryos upon which he and his

colleagues have based numerous studies on

implantation, on early embryology includ-

ing especially membrane formation, on

ovarian histology, etc. Much, however, re-

mains to be discovered in this material.

When Professor Bluntschli retired from his

professorship at Bern, the collection be-

came available for purchase. Dr. C. H.

Heuser inspected the material on a visit to

Bern in 1949. After carefully ascertaining

the attitude of the University of Bern,

and of other European institutions which

might properly undertake the custody of

this unique collection if they were so dis-

posed, the Carnegie Institution was as-

sured that its acquisition by the Depart-

ment of Embryology not only would be

acceptable to all concerned, but indeed of-

fered the only reasonably certain way of

preserving and keeping it readily available

for study. Funds for the purchase were

made available by the Institution from a

gift fund presented to it by Dr. Albert F.

Zahm, an eminent aeronautical engineer,

resident in Washington, who was at one

time a Research Associate of the Institu-

tion. At the same time the American

Museum of Natural History in New York

purchased Professor Bluntschli's collection

of adult specimens of the same animals,

preserved for anatomical study.

The collection of embryos arrived in

Baltimore in November 1950. It was beau-

tifully arranged, with full notes and cata-

logues, the latter especially prepared by

Professor Bluntschli for use in the new

location, and was packed in such an or-

derly way that the slides could be trans-

ferred directly to the cases which were

ready for them.

The Bluntschli Collection has thus been

assured of a permanent home. Its use will

be freely accorded to qualified visitors to

the Department of Embryology. There are

from one to more than fifty embryos of

each animal listed:

Insectivora: Centetes, Ericulus, Hemicentetes

Prosimiae (lemurs): Microcebus, Avahis

Platyrrhinae: Hapale, Aotus, Saimiris

(Chrysothrix), Cebus gracilis, Cebus ma-

crocephalus, Alouatta
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There are in addition many sectioned

ovaries, uteri, and oviducts of these and a

few other species, and a considerable num-

ber of unsectioned large embryos and

fetuses.

MESSAGE FROM PROFESSOR BLUNTSCHLI

(Translated from the German by Wilhelmina H. Broemer)

Professor Corner graciously asked me
to send a message on the occasion of the

presentation of my embryological collec-

tion to the Department of Embryology in

Baltimore. I am happy to accept the invi-

tation and to have the opportunity to ex-

press my deep-felt thanks to Dr. Albert F.

Zahm, the generous donor and promoter,

as well as to the Department of Embry-

ology, which enjoys the highest esteem in

the scientific world. My joy is great be-

cause my collection has now found a

worthy permanent place, and can continue

to render valuable assistance to research.

To be sure, it is only a modest supplement

to the important collections of F. P. Mall,

G. L. Streeter, C. H. Heuser, and other

famous embryologists. The long years of

bitter European strife did not permit me to

carry scientific investigation of this mate-

rial as far as I had planned. Much has been

done, under my guidance, by my assistants

and pupils. Much, however, remains to be

done, and I myself am too old to com-

plete it. It is my wish that young investi-

gators may continue the work successfully.

There is another reason for my great

joy. Seventy years ago the Johns Hopkins

University acquired the library of my
grandfather, Johann Caspar Bluntschli,

the famous teacher of international law,

from his estate and placed it in a special

room.1 This grandfather was always my

1 The Bluntschli law library, consisting of

1800 volumes and 3000 pamphlets, was pre-

sented to the Johns Hopkins University by thirty-

two German-American citizens of Baltimore.

See Johns Hop\ins University Circulars, Febru-

ary 1883.

model in my academic life as teacher and

investigator. Although I chose an entirely

different field from his, I, like him, tried

not only to see the results of science in

detail, but to find through them a humane

and broad outlook. More important than

the books and articles which we scholars

write is the direct transmission of the

"sacre feu" of truth, love for our fellow

man, and justice to the next generation.

The content of knowledge changes with

the times, but the great line along which

culture develops must continue to be

guided and explored with the goal in

mind. Only thus can life in general de-

velop along healthy lines.

Obtaining research material suitable for

a comparative study of the embryology of

mammals is relatively easy only in the

case of the usual laboratory animals. The
task is more difficult in the case of wild

animals, and success depends to a great

extent upon a good knowledge of the biol-

ogy of their propagation. The difficulties

are still greater in the case of mammals of

distant lands about which little is known.

There the investigator, who believes him-

self well prepared before beginning his

journey, very often experiences disappoint-

ment. For the most part he has only slight

and uncertain information about the propa-

gation of mammals in those regions, and

does not know whether it can be applied

to all species. Whether his suppositions are

correct or false can only be discovered on

the spot. Success depends much upon luck.

My experiences on the Madagascar trip

confirm what I have just said, and I believe
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I can interest you by telling you some of

them.

For several months I had been staying

in the eastern part of Madagascar and

part of the time in the rain forest of the

mountains of the northeast, at the season

of the year when, according to the sparse

accounts found in the literature, gestation

of the Prosimiae (lemurs) takes place.

There were many lemurs, but no embryo-

logical yield. Only one genus, Avahis, a

member of the Indris group, yielded a few

embryos. Yet Avahis was scarce in this

region. I would have left the wet forest

region of the northern half of Madagascar

thoroughly disappointed had not another

discovery compensated me. This con-

cerned a small insectivore belonging to the

typical Madagascar Centetidae.

I well remember how on August 17,

1931 one of the carriers brought to my
mountain camp, which was about 1000

meters above sea level, a live animal the

size of a mole covered with small, fine,

needle-like yellow and black spines. When
I took it in my hand several of these spines

immediately broke off and stuck in my
fingers. This reminded me of the self-

amputation of the tail in lizards. Later

I carefully examined the structure of these

spines and found that the ease with which

they break off is organically provided for.

No other animal would have anything to

do a second time with such a hemicentetid

if on the first attempt to bite it a mass of

spines should stick in its tongue and gums.

My specimen was a female, and when I

chloroformed and opened it the uterus ap-

peared to be in the first stage of pregnancy.

Subsequently I had different natives

look for more Hemicentetidae. Nearly all

returned empty-handed, and, if I remem-

ber correctly, only one man actually

brought me by the end of the month nine-

teen additional animals. Among these

were eleven females, all of which were

pregnant, for the most part in the stages

of segmentation, implantation, and early

placentation. This accidental hemicentetid

material later proved to be exceedingly

valuable when sectioned. It was already

known that the larger spiny hedgehog

{Centetes) was very productive and had

as many as twenty-four in a litter. I myself

have dissected a female Centetes that had

thirty-two well developed young, and I

believe that this must be the largest litter

number ever reported in a mammal. The
fertility of the smaller Hemicentetes is not

so great, only five to eight young being

born, but I have evidence that as many
as forty eggs could be shed from the ovary

at one time, and could be fertilized and

reach the blastula stage. Of these, how-

ever, only a much smaller number reach

the implantation stage and proceed to

develop.

Quite unexpectedly we discovered with

regard to a third genus of Centetidae

(Ericulus, or Setifer), which is exceedingly

numerous in Madagascar, that in this ani-

mal the process of fertilization does not

take place in the oviduct, but in the ovary

before the ovum becomes detached. And
very important too has been the discovery

that these hedgehogs (Centetidae), unlike

the other monadelphian mammals, form

no morula, but rather a true blastula. All

proofs for this statement are found in the

collection which I have turned over to the

Department of Embryology of the Car-

negie Institution of Washington.

In September I traveled by way of Ta-

nanarive to the southern part of Mada-

gascar, which extends into the subtropical

zone. Here again I went to the forest re-

gion of the east, but arrived too late for the

collection of lemur embryos. Almost all

the females were already accompanied by

young. I soon left for the extreme southern

part with its most singularly dry bush

vegetation, which in many respects resem-
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bles the African Kalahari. Hope of attain-

ing my goal dwindled, yet the unexpected

happened.

In Androy, a sunny, sandy region of ex-

tremely low precipitation, the large rivers

dry up completely in summer. Only their

banks have narrow belts of forest; the rest

of the vegetation is thornbush and Eu-

phorbia of incredible density, or the land

is open semidesert, poor in vegetation.

Human settlers are sparse, but birds,

snakes, and turtles are numerous. Mam-
mals, especially those of nocturnal habits,

are by no means infrequent, although sel-

dom seen during the day.

In this region is found the smallest of all

primates, the large-eared Microcebus, also

called mouse maki (dwarf lemur). It is

about as long as a human hand. Its small-

eared cousin, the dwarf lemur of the rain

forest, I had already met in the east. Micro-

cebus seems scarce and difficult to catch,

but actually this is not true. The misappre-

hension has grown up because Microcebus

shuns sunlight and hides during the day.

In the southern part of Androy, the dwarf

lemur is more numerous than are sparrows

at home {Passer domesticus), and yet I had

to learn this first from the natives. During

the day Microcebus stays in the massive,

dense, extraordinary maze of almost leaf-

less twisted vines such as Vitis and other

small-leaved forms. When one pokes a

long stick into the thicket, one or two

light-shy Microcebi jump out and in long

leaps try to find refuge in another hiding

place. The long-legged natives know how
to catch them in their hands as the animals

jump, blinded by the light. The animals

with their long, pointed teeth bite, but

oddly enough cause no wounds.

By the diligent help of numerous An-
tandroy boys the yield of dwarf lemurs

grew very rapidly. I soon learned that the

breeding season had just begun, and in a

short time could harvest a rich crop of

embryos. There were days when no less

than fifty Microcebi were brought in. The
females were all pregnant, and the uterus

as a rule contained two or three, sometimes

even four embryos, the development of

which varied greatly in the individual

mothers. Thus in the course of three

weeks we succeeded in gathering experi-

mental material ranging from the free

morula stage to birth, and births in cap-

tivity provided still later stages. Had I not

on my return home encountered shipwreck

when our steamer struck a coral reef, I

could probably have kept some of the

young alive until they reached maturity.

The answer to the puzzle as to how an

animal which is a true primate can live in

great numbers in a zone where for many
months no rain falls, is doubtless found

in the heavy night dew of the semidesert

regions of Madagascar. This moisture is

also the real reason why other mammals
have adopted a nocturnal life. Only the

large lemur Propithecus, biologically a close

parallel to the gibbon among the apes, be-

haves differently. It, however, in the south-

ern zone lives exclusively in the forest belt

along the rivers.

I believe I can say, without exaggeration,

that under ordinary circumstances it would

scarcely be possible to assemble in so short

a time so complete a collection of the devel-

opmental cycle of a higher mammal as I

was able to do, with unexpected luck, in

the case of Microcebus. And perhaps I

may add that this sojourn in the Am-
boasary camp made great demands on the

traveler's power of climatic resistance.

During the day the temperature often

climbed to almost 40 Celsius (104 Fahr-

enheit) in the shade, which was almost

nonexistent, whereas at night it was really

cold. During the day my work was done

in an airy field laboratory having a sail-

cloth top, while generally a strong hot

breeze blew in, whirling the sand before
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it so that the blood dried on the knife

during dissection. Every convenience for

bathing was lacking, and the necessary

water had to be obtained from deep holes

which were dug in the dried-out bed of the

near-by Mandrare River. And yet this very

phase of my Madagascar trip stands out

vividly in my memory.

Later in Frankfurt and Bern numerous

sections of Microcebus embryos were made.

Scientific utilization has barely begun, yet

already beautiful results have been attained.

It is the very small size of the body that

makes Microcebus especially interesting.

Its newborn are no longer than 40 milli-

meters, and in a fully developed animal

the head length is no greater. Thus with-

out technical difficulties the sectioning of

the entire body is possible at all stages, as

well as microscopical study of various

organs in their natural relations to one

another. There is no other primate in

which such a study would be so easy.

Hence I ask myself, Would it not be

advisable to breed in a suitable climate

this little lemur, which has no great inter-

est for animal psychology, and to use it

for research in place of the monkey, for

which as a sacrifice to research I have

always felt sorry? The danger of extermi-

nating the dwarf lemur in its native habi-

tat certainly need not be feared. I have a

feeling, too, that the killing of animals in

the interest of science not only presents a

question of usefulness, but also raises for

us human beings a moral problem. The
closer a species of animal is to us geneti-

cally, the more conscious we are that

another animal's life should not be sacri-

ficed freely as a matter of course. From
this experience science should draw the

right conclusions.

I repeat my deep-felt thanks and at the

same time send best wishes to the Depart-

ment of Embryology of the Carnegie In-

stitution for a rich and successful research.

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Hans Bluntschli

Professor of Anatomy, Emeritus

Bern, 3 February 1951
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It is ten years since our Department took

over the responsibility of organizing the

Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on Quan-

titative Biology, held yearly as a part of the

activities of the Biological Laboratory of

the Long Island Biological Association.

This tenth anniversary was recognized by

the selection of a symposium theme, "Genes

and Mutations," similar to that discussed

in 1941 and of particular interest to the

members of this Department. Key re-

search workers, active in the rapidly de-

veloping branch of genetics that deals with

the mechanism of heredity, met again to

exchange results, and their discussions re-

vealed the striking progress made in the

past decade. The original problem of de-

fining the unit of heredity, which almost

fifty years ago was designated the "gene,"

has not yet been solved. In fact, the large

body of information accumulated since

1941 has made geneticists less certain than

ever about the physical properties of genes.

Ten years ago they were pictured as fixed

units with sharp boundary lines, strung

along a chromosome like beads on a string,

very stable and almost immune to external

influences. Now, however, they are con-

sidered to be much more loosely defined

parts of an aggregate, the chromosome,

which in itself is a unit and reacts readily

to certain changes in the environment. The
apparent stability of the gene against out-

side influences does not reflect the real sit-

uation, but results from the fact that con-

ditions likely to affect a gene will also

produce injurious changes in other parts

of a cell, which in most cases will be lethal.

Ten years ago only X-rays and ultraviolet

rays were known to induce changes in

genes; but reports given at this year's Sym-

posium made it clear that such changes

may also be brought about by a great

many chemicals.

One of the most striking developments

in these ten years of genetics concerns the

organisms used for research. It is well

known that Mendel, the discoverer of the

basic laws of heredity, used peas for his

studies. Other early geneticists also used

plants; but some of them soon turned to

rabbits, rats, and mice because these were

easier to raise and faster to breed. It was

an important step forward when the late

Professor T. H. Morgan, of Columbia

University, began to work with the vinegar

fly, Drosophila, an organism that produces

a new generation every two weeks, and

can easily be raised in large numbers in a

laboratory. Recently, however, geneticists

have started to utilize microorganisms,

such as molds, bacteria, and viruses, in

which the equivalent of a generation can

be obtained in a few days or a few hours.

It has been shown conclusively that funda-

mental discoveries, regardless of whether

they are made by use of plants, rabbits,

flies, bacteria, or viruses, are general and

apply to all living organisms.

Our Department is actively engaged in

research pertaining to genes and the me-

chanical basis of heredity; and during this

decade of rapid development, staff mem-
bers have made significant contributions

to several aspects of the problem. There-

fore they took an active part in the Sym-

posium program.

During the year covered by this report,

Demerec, Flint, and Coon continued stud-

ies of the mutagenic action of manganous
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chloride on Escherichia coli. This chemi-

cal shows unique behavior in that the de-

gree of its mutagenicity is governed by the

physiological condition of the treated bac-

teria, which can readily be changed by

changing the environmental conditions of

treatment. It has been found that the

mutagenic effect of MnCl 2 is greater when

the bacteria are washed before treatment in

hypertonic solutions of sodium chloride,

calcium chloride, or sugars, and that it is

smaller when they are washed in hypotonic

solutions of these chemicals; in water; or

in solutions of the salts of beryllium,

uranium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt,

magnesium, and zinc. The presence of any

of these salts, or of NaCl or CaCl 2 , during

treatment inhibits the mutagenic action.

Increases in temperature, in concentration

of MnCl 2 , or in length of treatment in-

crease the mutagenic effectiveness. Our

results, which are supported by the find-

ings of Dr. R. B. Roberts and Miss Elaine

Aldous, of the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism, indicate that the mutagenic

action of MnCl 2 depends on the cell's up-

take of this compound, and suggest that

its genetically active component is bound

to specific sites within the bacterial cell.

Since MnCl 2 induces all eight of the mu-

tant types we have studied, it appears

probable that its mutagenic effect is gen-

eral. Our experiments suggest that it affects

the metabolic activity of bacterial cells in

such a way as to make the gene systems

more unstable than they otherwise are.

Delayed expression of induced mutations

in E. coli was investigated by Demerec,

Dollinger, and Flint, who obtained evi-

dence that neither a multinucleate condi-

tion of the bacteria, reduplication of struc-

tures of the chromosomes, nor variability

in the time of onset of bacterial division

can be solely responsible for this delay.

Cahn, Demerec, and Powell studied the

genetic behavior of five strains of E. coli

derived from specific mutants involving

nutritional deficiencies. They found that

mutations to nondeficiency occurred spon-

taneously in all five strains, but could be

induced in only three of them by ultra-

violet or manganous chloride treatment.

These three strains differed as to rate of

induction of mutations by ultraviolet and

as to pattern of delayed expression of the

induced mutations, and these differences

are regarded as indicating that each locus

has its own characteristic pattern of be-

havior as far as changes occurring at it are

concerned.

Visconti devised a method for testing

the theory that the lactose-negative sec-

tors which appear on colonies originat-

ing from irradiated lactose-positive bac-

teria are formed because the bacteria are

multinucleate at the time of treatment and

the mutation is induced in one nucleus

only. He was able to demonstrate that this

theory cannot entirely account for the sec-

tored colonies.

The analysis of the genetic role of the

bacterial nucleus begun last year by Witkin

and Kennedy was continued by Witkin

and Schwartz. The results of their studies

indicate that the cytologically demonstrable

nucleus is actually the site of the genetic

factor controlling fermentation of lactose,

and that segregation from heterocaryotic

cells is a factor in the phenomenon of de-

layed expression of induced lactose-fermen-

tation mutations. This constitutes the first

direct evidence that the nucleus of the

bacterial cell is actually a carrier of heredi-

tary material. Witkin and Schwartz also

showed that genetically mixed clones may

arise through a mechanism other than

nuclear segregation. Although the nature

of the second mechanism has not yet been

established, it is likely to involve either

a process of intracellular genetic exchange

or the occurrence of delayed mutations.

The finding that induced mutants of three
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different types (lactose-negative, phage-

resistant, and streptomycin-nondependent)

arise in mixed clones eliminates the possi-

bility that physiological lag is the sole basis

of delayed phenotypic expression.

A study of the effects of ultraviolet radia-

tion on a heterozygous strain of E. colt

was carried out by Beckhorn. It was found

that heterozygotes and their haploid segre-

gants were inactivated by ultraviolet light

at similar rates, which suggests that the

mechanism of inactivation is a more com-

plex one than merely the induction of

lethal mutations. A surprising result was

the discovery that ultraviolet apparently in-

duces segregation comparable to that which

occurs spontaneously. No differences could

be detected between induced and spon-

taneous segregants. The induction process

appears to be reversed to a large extent by

reactivating light.

Beckhorn also began a study of the effect

of photoreactivation on the frequency of

mutants induced by ultraviolet light. Using

the mutational system involving reversions

from streptomycin dependence to non-

dependence in E. coli, he found that sub-

sequent exposure of the irradiated bacteria

to reactivating light reduces the mutagenic

effect of the irradiation. Selective killing

or reactivation has been ruled out as an ex-

planation of the observed reduction. This

study is being extended to other mutational

systems.

Holyoke subjected bacteria to hydro-

static pressure during treatment with man-

ganous chloride, and observed the effects

of high pressure (9000 lbs. per square inch)

at different temperatures on induction of

mutations by the chemical. He found the

greatest effect at 15 ° C, where the fre-

quency of induced mutants was increased

about 200 per cent by the high-pressure

treatment. At 37 ° C. an increase of 30 per

cent was observed. At i° C, however, the

pressure-treated bacteria showed fewer mu-

tations than the controls.

It is known that when a bacterium is

infected with two bacteriophages, distin-

guishable by genetic markers, and these

phages multiply within the bacterium, the

offspring include recombinants in addition

to the two parental types. This suggests

that some kind of mating occurs between

phages, resulting in an interchange of

genetic materials carried by the parents.

This year Visconti made an extensive study

of recombination in the bacteriophage T2,

and, in collaboration with Professor M.
Delbruck, of the California Institute of

Technology, worked out calculations for a

complete theory of recombination based

on random mating. Experimental results

are consistent with the assumption that

more than four rounds of mating occur

within the bacterium.

Hershey and Chase studied the produc-

tion of heterozygous phage particles in

crosses between mutants of the bacterio-

phage T2. Heterozygotes marked with

six different genes are formed with equal

frequency. The genetic doubling under-

lying this phenomenon is probably a

constant feature of phage multiplication.

Heterozygotes produced from doubly

marked parents generally receive only one

marker from the second parent. This

means either that heterozygotes carry very

small segments of doubled genetic ma-

terial, or that, if they are diploid particles,

they come preferentially from zygotes in

which recombination has occurred.

Hershey and Chase also began work on

a physiological interaction that occurs be-

tween different phage mutants infecting

the same cell. This interaction confers an

abnormal phenotype on all the progeny

particles, independently of their individual

genotypes.

Hershey and Forman studied the trans-
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fer of phosphorus and sulfur from parent

to progeny phage particles, using phage

labeled with P32 or S35. Under the condi-

tions of their experiments, about 35 per

cent of the isotope is transferred during one

cycle of multiplication. The question

whether the labeled atoms end up in spe-

cial hereditary parts of the virus particles

was examined by carrying through a sec-

ond cycle of multiplication starting from

the progeny of the first. It was found that

the transfer is again only about 35 per cent,

showing that the "inherited" material is

not incorporated into special parts of the

particles.

Roesel investigated the possibility that

animals simultaneously injected with two

antigens can produce antibody molecules

capable of combining with both. She

worked out a method suited to this pur-

pose, and studied a number of factors in-

fluencing the results. The study disclosed

that a small amount of bispecific antibody

is produced.

In maize cultures in which known mu-
table loci are present, new inceptions of

instability at other loci can be detected. In

the study being conducted by McClintock,

large numbers of such cases have been dis-

covered and are continuing to arise. Their

behavior has been analyzed and com-

pared, in order to determine whether or

not definable classes of expression of muta-

bility can be distinguished. The evidence

furnished by this comparison leaves little

doubt that such classes do exist. At some

of the loci under investigation, several in-

dependent inceptions of instability have

been observed. Therefore it has been pos-

sible to determine that at any one locus

there may arise different kinds of mutable

conditions, leading to different types of

expression of the active factors (the genes)

at the locus. These involve differences in

control of the time and place, during devel-

opment, of changes at the locus that sub-

sequently are observed as alterations in

phenotypic characters, and also differences

in the kinds of phenotypic expression that

result from these changes. The mutation

process may lead to a series of quantitative

differences in the expression of one or more

phenotypic characters, or to qualitative dif-

ferences in these characters. The kind of

alteration in phenotypic expression is de-

pendent on the particular conditions that

initiated the instability, and is independent

of the nature of the factors at the locus

concerned. At any one locus, consequently,

different changes can occur, each initiating

a particular kind of phenotypic expression

of the initial instability. Since it is possible,

at any one locus, for various classes of in-

stability to arise, interpretations of the

mutation process should concentrate on the

nature of the nuclear mechanisms that de-

termine when, where, and how particular

factors or genie components will be reac-

tive in different cells and tissues of an

organ, and not on permanent changes in

the factors themselves.

In experiments with heated leukemic

cells, MacDowell and Taylor found a dilu-

tion effect which offers a promising clue

to the nature of action of the mild heat

treatment that prevents certain trans-

planted leukemic cells from killing the

host but permits them to induce resistance

to subsequent lethal doses of unheated leu-

kemic cells. The heat treatment required

to prevent malignant tissue from trans-

mitting tumorous growth has been com-

monly called the thermal death point.

That this term may not be correct is indi-

cated by the finding that dilute doses of leu-

kemic cells after a certain heat treatment

transmit leukemia, whereas much larger

doses of the same cell suspensions do not.

Thus in a large dose there are very many
living cells capable of transmitting leu-

kemia, but the heat treatment is responsi-

ble for some dilutable substance that holds
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them in check. The isolation of this sub-

stance would provide an important tool

for analysis of the nature of induced host

resistance to transplanted leukemia.

A different mechanism is involved in the

resistance to spontaneous leukemia, as well

as to other causes of death, which is trans-

mitted only by old mothers of strain StoLi.

The final results of an experiment confirm-

ing the transmission of this maternal resist-

ance factor both before birth and by milk

alone are reported this year. All the test

mice in this experiment were hybrids from

leukemic-strain (C58) fathers and young

or old nonleukemic-strain (StoLi) mothers.

Preliminary but highly significant results

with inbred C58 mice now show that they

also can respond to the maternal resistance

factor transmitted by nursing.

Investigations of the effects of X-radia-

tion on dilute solutions of crystalline tryp-

sin were continued by McDonald and

Moore. They have shown that the amount

of inactivation produced by a given dose of

radiation depends on the pH of the solu-

tion being irradiated. There is a plateau

of maximum stability between pH 5 and

pH 7, with zones of rapidly increasing

sensitivity between pH's 5 and 2 on the

one hand and 7 and 10 on the other. This

is in contrast with the results obtained in

studies of thermal inactivation of trypsin,

where the pH of maximum stability was

found to be 2.3. Since the pH of aqueous

solutions of trypsin depends on their con-

centration, water cannot be used as the

solvent in experiments designed to study

the effect of varying the concentration of

trypsin on the reaction yields obtained.

When 0.005 N hydrochloric, sulfuric, or

nitric acid is used as the solvent, the pH of

the resulting solutions is independent of

the concentration of trypsin and falls

within a range where trypsin is X-ray

labile but heat stable. Such solutions were

therefore used in studies of the relation be-

tween concentration of enzyme and rate

of inactivation. These studies have now
shown that, with 0.005 N hydrochloric acid

as the solvent, the increase in reaction yield

with increasing trypsin concentrations pre-

viously observed when solutions were irra-

diated at room temperature is also ob-

served when the irradiation is carried out

at 3 C. When 0.005 N sulfuric or nitric

acid is substituted for hydrochloric acid,

the reaction yield increases with increasing

trypsin concentration, but to a less marked

extent. For example, the reaction yield for

a 1 X io"
6 M solution of trypsin is four

times as great with sulfuric as with hydro-

chloric acid, but the yield for a 2 X io
-4 M

solution is approximately the same with

both solvents. On the other hand, the re-

action yield for 1 X io"
6 M trypsin solution

in 0.005 N sodium chloride does not mark-

edly differ from that in 0.005 N sodium

sulfate, the pH of both solutions being the

same. The inhibiting effect of the chloride

ion is apparently much more pronounced

in acid solution. Preliminary studies on

the inactivation of trypsinogen, the pre-

cursor of trypsin, showed that it is more

sensitive to X-radiation than is trypsin.

Kaufmann and Gay continued their

analyses of the sequence of events in the

course of digestion of plant and animal

cells with trypsin and other enzymes capa-

ble of attacking proteins. An extensive

series of experiments was necessary to dem-

onstrate conclusively that trypsin in aque-

ous solution can degrade substrate mate-

rials of fixed cells. As the enzyme attacks

specific linkages in the protein molecules,

nucleic acids are released from their origi-

nal state of combination with proteins.

This action alters the colloidal properties

of cellular materials so that they behave as

gels, and are capable of swelling markedly

when treated with inorganic salts and then

water. If swelling occurs in an intact cell,

its volume may increase enormously; if cell
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and nuclear membranes are cut, as in sec-

tioned tissues, the swelling material may
pour out into the surrounding medium.

This swelling—rather than the dissociation

of protein molecules, as was formerly as-

sumed—accounts for the disintegration of

cells.

The opportunity to analyze these gel-like

properties in the fixed cell has been used

in determining the nature of changes pro-

duced by irradiation in the living cell.

Kaufmann and Rowan found that X-ray

treatment of living larvae of the vinegar

fly, Drosophila, so alters the pattern of com-

bination of nucleic acids and proteins in

their salivary-gland cells that treatment

with trypsin, salts, and water causes less

swelling than in cells of unirradiated con-

trols. These observations shed new light

on the nature of the fundamental changes

produced by small doses of X-rays in the

living cell. In a parallel series of studies it

was found that X-ray doses ranging be-

tween 300 and 16,000 roentgens do not

modify the capacity of chromosomes for

staining with purified methyl green; and

this finding does not support the widely

held view that X-rays cause depolymeriza-

tion of desoxyribose nucleic acid in living

cells.

Gay extended the study of the effects of

near infrared radiation on X-ray-induced

chromosomal rearrangements in Dro-

sophila. As in previous studies, treatment

with a broad band of the spectrum around

wave length 10,000 A increased the fre-

quency of viable chromosomal rearrange-

ments (detected by analysis of salivary-

gland chromosomes of the first-generation

larval progeny of irradiated fathers).

There was no increase in frequency of re-

arrangements, however, among the prog-

eny of fathers treated with monochromatic

radiation at wave length 9600 A before ex-

posure to X-rays. It is possible that the

difference in results was due to the low

intensity of the monochromatic radiations;

but if these results are supported by further

studies, the prospect of ultimately deter-

mining the nature of the sensitizing action

of near infrared radiation on specific chro-

mosomal materials will be enormously

improved.

Paigen, in studies of the cytoplasmic

particles of mammalian liver cells, showed

that the mitochondria are not, as was pre-

viously believed, all similar in composi-

tion or, presumably, in function. Instead

they represent a class of particles whose

members differ in their fundamental prop-

erties. At least three types of particle have

been distinguished, and an inverse relation

was found between particle weight and

richness in nucleic acids and phospholipids.

The cytochrome system, which mediates

biological oxidations and is present in the

mitochondria, has been investigated by

Paigen from a kinetic standpoint. The
results of his studies of the interaction of

cytochrome-c, one of the components of

the system, with the remaining com-

ponents has led to a new interpretation of

the mechanism by which part of this sys-

tem functions.

During the year our group was strength-

ened by the presence of several guests and

fellows. Dr. N. Visconti, of the Institute

of Chemistry of the Polytechnical School,

Milan, Italy, worked with us as a guest

from June to December 1950, and returned

in April 1951 as a Fellow of the Institution.

He is taking part in the research in bac-

terial genetics and genetics of bacterio-

phage. Dr. Kenneth Paigen, after receiv-

ing his degree at the California Institute

of Technology in 1950, was awarded an

Institution fellowship to work with Kauf-

mann on the biochemistry of cytoplasmic

constituents. His fellowship has been ex-

tended for another year. Miss Catherine

Roesel held a predoctoral fellowship of the

Institution, which made it possible for her
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to complete the research on her thesis

problem, started under Dr. Hershey while

he was a professor at Washington Univer-

sity in St. Louis. She received her degree

in June 1951 and left at the end of August

to take a position in the Department of

Bacteriology of the University of Georgia

Medical School, Athens, Georgia. Dr.

Nebahat Yakar came to the Department

in December 1950 as a Fellow of the Turk-

ish Government, to work with Dr. Kauf-

mann on cytochemical problems. Mr.

Slavko Borojevic, of the University of

Zagreb, Yugoslavia, who came to this

country in September 1950 as a Fellow of

the Rockefeller Foundation, spent four

months with us in order to gain some

familiarity with the methods used in ge-

netical research with Drosophila, bacteria,

and bacteriophages, and in cytological stud-

ies of maize. Mr. E. Douglas Holyoke,

student at Harvard University Medical

School, worked here during the summer of

1951 on the effects of high pressure on in-

duction of mutations in E. coli by man-

ganous chloride.

The Department received two grants

from the U. S. Public Health Service, one

in support of research by Kaufmann and

McDonald and the other in support of

Hershey's work. Another grant was re-

ceived from the American Cancer Society,

on the recommendation of the Committee

on Growth of the National Research

Council, to aid the work of Demerec and

Witkin. With the help of these grants the

scope of research at our Department has

been temporarily expanded, and the work

on some problems has been carried out

with greater speed and efficiency.

The six staff biologists at the Biological

Laboratory were an important addition to

our research group. B. Wallace, geneticist,

in collaboration with J. C. King, continued

to study the changes in genetic constitution

of Drosophila populations brought about

by continuous exposure to ionizing radia-

tion. Their findings show that the genetic

effects of radiation on populations may be

considerably different from what might

have been suggested by our previous

knowledge based on individuals. V. Bry-

son, geneticist, studied various aspects of

bacterial resistance to certain chemicals and

to bacteriophages. During the year he

made the significant discovery that spon-

taneously occurring phage-resistant mu-

tants differ considerably from those in-

duced by ultraviolet radiation. Eugene

Rosenblum and Selma Kaplan, biochem-

ists, investigated the chemical processes of

various bacterial mutants; and Jen-yah

Hsie, later replaced by Waclaw Szybalski,

made an extensive study of bacterial resist-

ance to antibiotics. The research interests

of the members of the Biological Labora-

tory correspond closely with ours, and

there has been effective contact and col-

laboration between the two groups.

The sixteenth Cold Spring Harbor Sym-

posium, in early June, brought together for

a nine-day conference more than three

hundred scientists interested in problems

relating to genes and mutations. The par-

ticipants in the meetings came from many
parts of the United States and from Brazil,

Denmark, England, France, India, Italy,

Japan, Norway, Scotland, Sweden, Switzer-

land, Turkey, and Yugoslavia. A third

of the thirty-nine program speakers were

from Europe.

Another conference was held at the Bio-

logical Laboratory for three days in Au-

gust, to discuss current research with bac-

terial viruses. This meeting was organized

by Dr. M. Delbriick, of the California

Institute of Technology, Pasadena, and was

presided over by one of our staff members,

Dr. A. D. Hershey. It was attended by

about forty scientists.

The members of the Department also

profited by association with other research
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workers who were summer guests of the

Biological Laboratory. Dr. A. Levari, of

Lund, Sweden, and Dr. A. Tavcar, of

Zagreb, Yugoslavia, came to attend the

Symposium and remained with us for a

part of the summer. Dr. E. W. Caspari, of

Wesleyan University, collaborated with

Paigen in analysis of the antigenic prop-

erties of various cytoplasmic constituents.

Dr. M. Delbriick worked with Visconti

on the mathematical aspects of a theory

explaining recombination in bacteriophages.

During the year the Drosophila Stock

Center, under the care of Mrs. G. C. Smith,

sent out a total of 962 cultures to research

and teaching laboratories; 150 of these were

sent to foreign countries.

After several delays, due mainly to con-

ditions created by the present international

situation, ground was broken in August

for our new laboratory building and for

the lecture hall that will be used jointly

by this Department and the Biological Lab-

oratory. When completed, these buildings

will relieve our present crowded condi-

tions and provide more modern and com-

fortable research facilities.

The Department's library, with Mrs.

H. H. Wheeler in charge, acquired 90 vol-

umes during the year and received 272

periodicals regularly. Of these, 25 books

and 149 periodicals were received as gifts

or by exchange. We were active in the

interlibrary loan service, receiving books

on loan from five libraries and lending

books to ten libraries. The library now
has about 18,000 volumes.

MUTABLE LOCI IN MAIZE

Barbara McClintock

During the past year, the study of insta-

bility of action of the genetic factors at

various loci in maize chromosomes was

continued. This study, extending over a

six-year period, has shown that many
different genetic factors may exhibit such

instability. By appropriate methods, it is

possible to detect the instability of expres-

sion of the factors at a particular locus

shortly after the event at the locus leading

to this behavior has occurred. Different

origins of instability at any one locus may
thus be discerned. Comparisons of such

cases have shown that the genetically active

components at any one locus may vary in

type and in range of expression, and that

differences may exist in their mode of con-

trol. From this evidence interpretations

have been derived regarding the responsi-

ble mechanisms. These have been devel-

oped in an article now in press {Cold

Spring Harbor Symposium on Quantita-

tive Biology, vol. 16, 1951) and therefore

need not be stated here. This report will

be limited to brief reviews of newly ac-

quired information concerning the origin

and behavior of mutable conditions at vari-

ous loci.

Two new cases of instability have ap-

peared involving the bronze locus in the

short arm of chromosome 9 (Bz, dark red

or purple color in plant and aleurone; bz,

recessive allele, plant and aleurone color

a bronze shade). Each appeared in a single

tested gamete of a plant that carried Ds
and Ac, and they are much alike in be-

havior. Both are ^-controlled; and they

appear to have originated by transposition

of Ds to the bronze locus, for D^-type

breaks in the chromosome occur at this

locus, as well as mutations from bz to the

apparently full Bz phenotypic expression.

Their behavior resembles in many respects

that of <r
m_1

, described in previous reports.

They have been designated bz"
1
'1 and

bzm~\
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The Wx locus has been concerned in sev-

eral other studies. The factors at this locus

are associated with production of amylose

starch in the pollen and in the endosperm

of the kernel. When only the recessive,

wx, is present, the starch consists of amylo-

pectin, and this stains reddish brown with

iodine-potassium iodide solutions. The
normal dominant, Wx, in single, double,

or triple doses, produces amylose starch,

in quantities amounting to approximately

22, 25, or 28 per cent, respectively, of the

total starch content of the endosperms.

This starch, in each of these doses of the

dominant, stains a dark blue with I-KI

solutions.

In Year Book No. 48 (1948—1949) a series

of alleles produced by mutations of the de-

controlled wx"1'1
locus was described.

Many of these alleles may be distinguished

by the physical appearance of the starch

in the endosperm, but a more accurate

criterion is the intensity of the blue stain

when a solution of I and KI is applied.

The intensity of the staining reaction is an

indication of the amount of amylose

starch produced by a particular allele; and

a progressive increase in intensity of stain

is exhibited by kernels carrying single to

triple doses of the particular allele. (One

and two doses are obtained by combina-

tions with the recessive, wx.) The alleles

arising from mutations at wx"1'1 produce

amounts of amylose ranging from only a

fraction of 1 per cent of that produced by

the normal allele, Wx, to approximately

the same amount as Wx. Mutations at

wx™-1
occur only when Ac is present in the

nucleus, and the alleles so produced may
again mutate if Ac is present. When Ac is

absent, the alleles appear to be stable. A
number of different germinal mutations of

wx™"1 have occurred in plants carrying

wx
1"1'1 and one Ac factor. Those carried in

gametes in which Ac was not present

served as the source of stable strains of

particular alleles. The action of these se-

lected alleles in single, double, and triple

doses was examined visually by means of

the iodine-solution test. Chemical analyses

to determine the amylose content produced

by some of the alleles in single to triple

doses were conducted by Dr. B. Brimhall

and Dr. G. F. Sprague, of Iowa State Col-

lege. Table 1 reproduces the data supplied

by these investigators.

TABLE 1

Allele
designation

Percentage amylose starch

produced by allele in single

to triple doses

Single

dose

Double
dose

Triple

dose

4744A-3 2.4

3.5

3.5

3.7

4.3

4.6

6.5

16.8

18.5

25.0

23.0

4.0

4.6

4.6

5.8

5.3

6.5

5.0

7.3

22.2

20.0

27.0

27.0

5.8

5220A 7.3

4744E-1 7.2

4744E-2 *

2d sample

4744G-2 *

5013D 9.3

4742B-2 13.2

4721F 25.0

4744C 25.5

5750B 28.0

5016A *

* Sample having triple dose of allele not available at

time of analysis.

Selection of the alleles whose action is

shown in table 1 was not random; they

included some of the lower and some of

the higher ones. Other alleles with still

lower activity, as estimated by the iodine

staining reaction, have been isolated. Some

others that may fall between isolates 4742B-2

and 472 1F of the table were not available

in graded doses to be included in the

analyses. The samples analyzed, together

with the others mentioned, suggest that

mutations at wx"1'1 may give rise to a

series of alleles distinguished by small dif-

ferences in the amount of amylose starch
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they produce. Thus, a relatively large

number of quantitative alleles may be

anticipated.

Several other cases of independently

originating instability at the Wx locus have

been investigated. One of them, desig-

nated wxm~3
, was detected by differences in

starch constitution in regions of an individ-

ual kernel on an ear coming from the cross

of a female plant carrying a previously

normally behaving Wx locus in each chro-

mosome 9, by a male plant homozygous

for the stable recessive, wx. The modifica-

tion producing this instability occurred at

the Wx locus in one of the chromosomes

9 of the female parent. Studies of the

gametes produced by the plant arising

from this kernel, and tests of its progeny,

revealed the type of instability expression.

It appears that wxm
~
3

is autonomous; no

separate activator factor is required for the

occurrence of mutations. The types of mu-
tation differ markedly from those produced

at tux™'
1

. No alleles showing intermediate

expressions of the action of the factors at

this locus have been isolated, and only very

rarely does a kernel exhibit a region that

indicates mutation to intermediate action.

The mutations are nearly always from re-

cessive to apparent full-dominant expres-

sion. The dominant so produced may mu-
tate again to the full recessive.

Two additional mutable conditions at

the Wx locus have recently been found.

Both arose from modifications at a pre-

viously normally behaving Wx locus. Each

was first recognized in an individual ker-

nel, which had regions showing visible

changes in appearance of the starch as well

as the associated less intense blue staining

with iodine solutions. A plant was ob-

tained from each kernel, and the study was

continued. Neither of these cases appears

to require a separate activator factor, but

the studies are too incomplete to permit

adequate description of behavior. In one

of them, however, the rate of production

of germinal mutations is high. Selections

were made of some of these, each showing

a particular rate of reaction, and the plants

arising from them were crossed to tester

stocks this past summer to determine the

subsequent stability of the selected mutants.

Variegation in starch composition re-

sembling instability of action of factors at

the Wx locus commonly occurs in kernels

that have Ac located a few crossover units

to the left of this locus. Areas showing

various grades of intensity of blue stain

with iodine solutions may appear in ker-

nels that have received from their female

parent a chromosome 9 carrying the stable

recessive wx, and no Ac, and from their

male parent a chromosome 9 carrying Ac
at this location and also a normal Wx. At-

tempts are now being made to determine

whether these altered phenotypic expres-

sions arise from modifications at the Wx
locus and as a consequence of the spatial

relation between Ac and Wx.

Unstable behavior of the factors located

at a number of other positions in the chro-

mosome complement has also been ex-

amined. Because the number of such cases

is continually expanding, it has not been

possible to examine each with the required

degree of thoroughness. For many of them,

only a cursory examination was attempted,

with a view to gaining some information,

even if limited, about the nature of insta-

bility in each case. The presence of these

mutable conditions is detected by variega-

tion in a plant or endosperm character.

Ten of those examined are associated with

production of pigment in the aleurone

layer of the kernel, or in both kernel and

plant tissues. The loci of six of them are

known. Three are at the At locus in chro-

mosome 3, one is at the / locus in chromo-

some 9, and two are at the R locus in chro-
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mosome 10. One involves a previously un-

identified locus whose factors resemble in

action those of the R locus. One suggests

alterations at Pr (purple anthocyanin pig-

ment; pr, recessive allele, red pigment;

located in chromosome 5). Its mutations

are from the recessive, which results in red

pigmentation, to various grades of inten-

sity of the dominant expression, which is

purple pigmentation. Tests for the loca-

tions of the remaining two have not been

completed, but the mutation types do not

suggest that the factors at any of the previ-

ously known loci are involved.

Study of instability of expression of fac-

tors associated with anthocyanin pigmenta-

tion in the plant tissues only has been con-

fined to determining the patterns of this

expression; no attempt has been made to

determine the loci involved. One such case

suggests alterations at the B (booster of

plant color) locus in chromosome 2; an-

other suggests alterations at the PI (purple

plant color) locus in chromosome 6; and

a third suggests instability at the R locus

in chromosome 10 that alters the antho-

cyanin pigmentation in the plant tissue

only.

In another case, the factors at the locus

involved are associated with pigmentation

of the pericarp layer of the kernel. Al-

though this mutable condition has received

only cursory examination, its action will be

mentioned because of an interesting rela-

tion between mutations in the pericarp and

intensity of pigment formation in the cells

of the aleurone layer underlying the mu-
tant areas. The pericarp tissue forms the

outer layer of the kernel. It is maternal in

origin, whereas the underlying aleurone

layer is derived from the endosperm. In

this case, the pericarp is colorless until

a mutation occurs. The mutations result

in pigment formation in the pericarp. The
type of pigmentation produced by muta-

tion resembles that associated with the

cherry allele at the R locus. Some diffusible

substance is produced as a consequence of

these mutations, and this substance is used

by the cells of the underlying aleurone to

intensify their own pigmentation. This is

evident because the aleurone cells located

under the regions of colored pericarp are

more intensely pigmented than those un-

derlying the pericarp areas in which no

mutations have occurred. If the pericarp

layer is peeled off, its pattern of mutations

is still revealed in the aleurone by regions

of more intense pigmentation.

The alteration at the / locus is of some

interest because of the nature of the action

of I, which had been analyzed earlier. /

acts to produce an inhibitor of pigment

formation in the aleurone layer when its

allele C (aleurone color) is also present.

Kernels homozygous for /, however, are

completely colorless. In kernels with 1 1 C
constitutions, aleurone color does not de-

velop. In / C C constitutions a faint blush

of color may appear at the base of some of

the kernels. The dosage action of the C
allele has been described in previous re-

ports; the higher the dose, the more intense

the pigmentation. The expression of both

/ and C is quantitative. / appears to be

concerned with the production of some sub-

stance or substances that compete for re-

active sites with the substance or substances

associated with C action. As the dose com-

binations given indicate, / appears to be

more effective than C in this respect. If

more C factors were present, however, the

increment might result in the development

of considerable amounts of pigment in the

aleurone layer. This possibility was ex-

amined by using a chromosome 9 with a

duplication of the short arm, each mem-
ber of which carried a C factor. When
two such chromosomes were contributed

by the female parent and a single / factor
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by the male parent, the dose ratio in the

endosperm was four C factors to one /

factor. The aleurone layer in such kernels

was uniformly pigmented. The intensity

of this pigmentation was slightly less than

that produced by a single dose of C (C c c

constitutions) . The alteration at the / locus

effected a change that lowered the capacity

of / to inhibit C activity.

The above-mentioned alteration occurred

at a previously normally behaving /

locus. It was detected in an aberrant

kernel on an ear resulting from the cross

of a female plant homozygous for C by a

male plant carrying /. Much pigmentation

appeared in the aleurone layer of this ker-

nel. Variegation was exhibited by small

areas that were either lighter or darker in

color. The plant arising from this kernel

was self-pollinated, crossed reciprocally

with plants carrying C, and also crossed to

plants carrying c. Examination of the re-

sulting ears indicated the nature of the

action attributable to the alteration at the /

locus. Kernels homozygous for this modi-

fied / were completely colorless, as were

those carrying this / and also c. The re-

duced capacity for functioning was ex-

hibited in combinations with C. A single

dose of modified / with a double dose of C
produced kernels that were darkly pig-

mented. Those having a double dose of /

and a single dose of C were more lightly

pigmented. In some of the kernels with

ICC constitutions, variegation was ex-

hibited; regions that were colorless or more

deeply colored than the surrounding areas

were present.

During the year, much effort was fo-

cused on examination of alterations affect-

ing the action of factors at the At locus

in chromosome 3 (Ai, aleurone and plant

anthocyanin color; ax, recessive allele, col-

orless aleurone and altered plant color).

Three independent cases of inception of

instability at this locus have been isolated,

and they will be described shortly. Atten-

tion will first be given, however, to sum-

marizing the results of efforts to produce

mutations of the known stable recessive

allele, ax.

Experiments aimed at the production of

mutations of ax were described in Year

Book No. 49 (1949-1950). During the past

year, these experiments were considerably

expanded. Because the methods employed

have been described, only a summary of

the additional results need be included

here. Thirteen plants homozygous for ax

and having the desired constitutions with

respect to chromosome 9 (one carrying a

long terminal deficiency of the short arm,

the other having a duplication of this arm
in the reverse order) were used in crosses

to plants homozygous for ax and having

normal chromosome constitutions. No Dt
(Dotted) factor was present in any of these

plants. As was mentioned in the previous

report, the purpose of the experiment was

to determine whether or not mutations to

Ax would occur in the absence of Dt and,

if so, whether these mutations would be

of the type produced by Dt. At the pres-

ent writing, the kernels on 315 ears derived

from these crosses have been individually

examined; and on 86 of the ears one, or

occasionally two or several, kernels show-

ing one or more spots of the Ai phenotype

were found. Among the 93,078 kernels

examined, 117 had such mutant areas; and

all these areas were small, resembling those

produced by the Dt factor. In 93 of them,

only one Ax spot was present. The other

24 were distributed as follows: 9 with

two Ax dots, 4 with three, 6 with four,

1 with five, 2 with seven, 1 with seventeen,

and 1 with eighty-four. Except in the one

kernel having eighty-four spots, the Ax

spots were confined to one area of the ker-

nel. This would be expected if the event

leading to mutation depended upon an

earlier event that evolved a Dt-like factor.
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Mutations at ax, of the Dt type, would ap-

pear only after such an event had occurred,

and only in that area of the kernel derived

from the cell in which it had taken place.

In the kernel having eighty-four of them,

the Ax dots were distributed throughout

the aleurone layer. In the plant grown

from this kernel no mutations to the Ax

phenotype appeared; and no such muta-

tions occurred when this plant was crossed

to and by plants homozygous for ax. The

alteration responsible for the mutations to

the Ai phenotype in the kernel was proba-

bly present in only one of the two sperms

that functioned in the origin of this ker-

nel—the one that entered the endosperm

nucleus.

A control experiment, accompanying the

one described above, was made by inter-

crossing plants homozygous for ax but hav-

ing normal chromosome constitutions.

Only one kernel among a total of 21,464

examined had a single small spot of the

A% phenotype.

The origins of the three independent in-

ceptions of instability at the locus of Ax,

mentioned above, may be reviewed briefly.

The first case, designated ax"
1' 1

, was detected

in a single aberrant kernel on an ear result-

ing from a cross in which the male parent

was homozygous for ax and the female

parent heterozygous (Ax/ax). The aleurone

layer of this kernel was variegated; both

colored and colorless areas were present.

The types of variegation and color expres-

sion suggested that mutations were occur-

ring from the recessive to higher alleles of

Ax. The plant derived from this kernel

was likewise variegated for anthocyanin

pigmentation. Tests of its progeny con-

firmed the presence of an unstable ax locus

and showed that this instability had arisen

in one of the chromosomes 3 contributed

by the female parent. This ax"
1'1

is au-

tonomous, in that no separate activator

factor is required for expression of insta-

bility. A number of different types of mu-

tation occur. They affect the type and

amount of pigment that will be formed in

the aleurone and plant tissues, and the

time and place of its formation.

The second inception of instability was

detected in much the same way as was

fli
m_1

. It was present in a single aberrant

kernel on an ear from a cross in which

the male plant had been homozygous for

ax and the female plant heterozygous

(Ax/ax). In this kernel the variegation was

expressed by dots of the Ax phenotype. The

plant derived from it also showed variega-

tion for anthocyanin pigmentation. Sub-

sequent tests indicated that this mutable

condition, designated ax
m~2

, arose in one of

the chromosomes 3 contributed by the fe-

male parent.

The third mutable condition, ax
m~z

, was

detected by variegation for anthocyanin

color in the aleurone layer of some kernels

on the self-pollinated ear of an individual

plant and on the ears coming from recipro-

cal crosses with plants carrying ax. Both

parents of this plant were homozygous for

Ax, and no instability affecting its behavior

had been detected in these parents or their

antecedents. Six sister plants were also

self-pollinated and crossed reciprocally with

plants homozygous for ax, and no instabil-

ity of phenotypic expression of Ax was

detected.

Both ax
m'2 and ax

m' 3
arose in plants that

carried Ds and Ac. Preliminary evidence

suggests that the mutations are controlled

in each case by an activator. This may
prove to be Ac. Until the possible rela-

tion with Ac has been clarified, a descrip-

tion of the mutational types given by these

two mutable loci will be postponed.

Some other loci carrying factors asso-

ciated with the development of kernel

characters have exhibited mutability.

Changes at one such locus affected the

production of yellow pigment in the endo-
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sperm cells. They were first detected in

some kernels on an ear of a plant that

was homozygous for y (Y, yellow pigment

formation; y, recessive allele, no yellow pig-

ment formed). In these kernels, areas

were present showing various grades of

intensity of yellow pigment. Study of this

case was confined to determining that the

mutable condition was heritable. Insta-

bility of the action of factors at other loci

has resulted in altered development of

either the aleurone layer or the under-

lying endosperm cells. These types have

proved to be heritable, but no attempt has

been made to study their behavior in

detail.

A number of cases of instability have

appeared that were originally revealed by

somatic changes affecting chlorophyll de-

velopment. Except in three cases that ap-

peared early in the study, no attempt has

been made to investigate in detail the

nature of the mutation processes con-

cerned. The study was confined to deter-

mining whether or not the mutable con-

dition was heritable.

The above description of different muta-

ble loci and their origins has been given in

order to indicate the range of genetic ex-

pression of this kind that can occur in a

single organism and the large number of

known loci as well as previously unknown
loci that may be concerned. On the basis

of the types of mutation and their modes

of control, it has been possible to subdivide

the mutable conditions into classes. It is

now known that mutable conditions be-

longing to different classes may arise at any

one locus. No theory of gene action or

mutation that has been seriously consid-

ered by the majority of geneticists is ade-

quate to account for these various types of

expression of the factors at a locus and

their modes of control. It has been neces-

sary, therefore, as was pointed out early in

this report, to reconsider former concepts

and to develop others, where required, in

order to incorporate the new evidence.

All the types of mutation described in

this and previous reports have been herita-

ble. Some cases have been found, how-

ever, in which the phenotypic expression of

instability did not prove to be heritable.

Several of them have been given some at-

tention. The general pattern of such insta-

bility may be illustrated by the following

case. A plant homozygous for the recessive

factors c and wx in chromosome 9 and pr

in chromosome 5 was crossed by one carry-

ing the dominant alleles. All the kernels

on the resulting ear showed bizarre types

of variegation. Every kernel had several,

and some many, regions showing unex-

pected phenotypes. Some regions showed

the c phenotype in the aleurone layer.

The underlying cells might be all Wx,
some Wx and others wx, or all wx. Other

regions obviously were produced because

dicentric chromatid formations, involving

the chromosome 9 carrying the dominant

factors, had occurred in the ancestor cell

that produced the region. Chromosome 5

also was involved in chromosome aberra-

tions, for many areas of the pr phenotype

appeared. Of considerable significance was

the appearance of twin areas, in large

numbers. These are adjacent regions of

similar size, which suggest origin from sis-

ter cells. Several classes of such twin areas

appeared: (1) one area of colorless aleu-

rone, the other having a deeper color than

that of the surrounding aleurone cells;

(2) one area showing the red {pr) pheno-

type and the other a deeper purple (Pr)

than the surrounding aleurone cells; and

(3) two regions showing reciprocal quanti-

tative differences in color intensity—that

is, one lighter and one darker than the

surrounding areas. That some if not all

of this variegation resulted from chromo-

some aberrations was suggested by the con-

comitant losses of C and Wx in some
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areas, indicating deletion, and the occur-

rence of breakage-fusion-bridge cycles in

others, indicating dicentric chromatid for-

mations. Plants were obtained from some

of these kernels and crosses were made to

test for recurrence of the expression in the

following generation. None appeared on

the many test ears examined, and the ex-

periment was discontinued at this stage.

A second case, very similar to the one

just described, was also examined. It like-

wise proved to be nonheritable, in that the

abnormal phenotypes did not reappear in

the following generations. No evidence

has appeared to suggest what factors are

responsible for these nonheritable types of

variegation.

BACTERIAL GENETICS

M. Demerec, E. M. Witkin, E. J. Beckhorn, N. Visconti, J. Flint, E. Cahn, R. C. Coon,

E. J. Dollinger, B. Powell, and M. Schwartz

Since for a number of years the work of

our group has been limited to experiments

using Escherichia coli, or E. coli and a

bacteriophage, we have decided to change

the title of this section from "The gene" to

"Bacterial genetics."

During the past year we continued to

study spontaneous and induced mutability,

delay in the expression of induced muta-

tions, the mutagenic effects of manganous

chloride, and the role of the bacterial nu-

cleus in heredity. New problems taken up

during the year were related to photoreac-

tivation in bacteria and recombination in

phages.

In addition to the persons named above,

our group included Mrs. G. C. Smith, who
had charge of the Drosophila colony, and

Miss Jeanne Hyne and Miss Margaret

Baker, who took care of washing and ster-

ilizing the glassware used in work with

microorganisms. Two additional research

members during the summer months were

Mr. E. Douglas Holyoke, student at Har-

vard University Medical School, who was

studying the effect of high pressure on the

mutagenic action of manganous chloride,

and Mr. Thane Asch, student at Cornell

University Medical College, who assisted

in the photoreactivation studies.

Mutagenic Action of Manganous

Chloride

Last year (Year Book No. 49, pp. 145—

148) we reported the finding that manga-

nous chloride is a very potent agent for

induction of mutations in E. coli under

conditions of treatment that produce very

little or no killing. We had also found,

however, that the degree of its mutagenic

potency can be varied greatly by washing

the bacteria before treatment in different

concentrations of sodium chloride or in

water, or by growing them in different

media. During the past year extensive ex-

periments were carried out by Demerec

and Flint, with the assistance of Coon, to

determine the influence of a number of

different factors on the mutagenic effective-

ness of MnCl 2 .

The mutational changes observed in

most of these experiments were from strep-

tomycin dependence to nondependence in

the B/r/Sd-4 strain of coli. It was found

that washing in water or in hypotonic solu-

tions of sodium chloride, potassium chlo-

ride, calcium chloride, sucrose, or dextrose

decreased the frequency of MnCl 2-induced

mutants, whereas washing in hypertonic

solutions of these compounds increased it.

Temperature during washing made no dif-
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ference in the effect. Washing in water

after washing in NaCl lessened the stimu-

lating action of the NaCl. Washing in

similar concentrations of various other

salts before treatment with MnCl 2 resulted

in lower mutation frequencies than wash-

ing in NaCl or KCl, in approximately the

following descending order: CaCl 2 , BeFl 2 ,

UO2CI2, CdCl 2 , CrCls, CoCl 2 , MgCl 2 , and

ZnCl 2 . Tests involving 18 organic and in-

organic salts of sodium indicated that the

effect of washing on mutagenic action of

MnCl 2 depends on the concentration of

sodium ions in the washing solution rather

than on its pH.

Effects of washing in acetate or phos-

phate buffers were tested. The presence of

sodium phosphate buffer in the MnCl 2

treatment solution entirely suppressed mu-
tagenic action. The presence of NaCl in

the MnCl 2 solution greatly inhibited its

mutagenic action, whereas the presence of

dextrose either did not affect this action or,

under certain conditions, even increased it.

The degree of mutagenic effect of MnCl 2

was not so great in growing bacteria as in

resting bacteria, nor in bacteria grown in

unaerated cultures as in those grown under

aeration. It was also much lower in bac-

teria grown in M9 synthetic medium than

in those grown in broth. Degree of muta-

genic effect was proportional to concentra-

tion of MnCl 2 , up to a concentration of

about 0.005 Per cent
J
after which further

increases were ineffective. It was also pro-

portional to length of treatment, up to

about 30 minutes. Within the range be-

tween i° and 37 C, mutagenic action

was greatly increased by higher tempera-

ture during treatment.

All these results are indicative of an

unusual situation, in which the effective-

ness of a substance as a mutagen depends

greatly on the previous treatment of the

bacteria to which it is applied. They sug-

gest that the variations in effectiveness are

due to differences in permeability of the

bacteria and in their uptake of this chemi-

cal, induced by the various methods of

washing or brought about by the different

conditions of growth.

Studies made by Dr. R. B. Roberts and

Miss Elaine Aldous at the Department of

Terrestrial Magnetism, with our Sd-4 strain

of coli and under the same conditions as

some of our experiments, indicated that

situations which favor the uptake of MnCl 2

also favor high mutability, and suggested

that the genetically active component of

MnCl2 is bound to specific sites within

bacterial cells. These workers concluded

that manganese is adsorbed on proteins or

nucleic acids of the cell in a loosely bound

complex. The quantity adsorbed is deter-

mined mainly by the concentration of

manganese and other competing ions, and

by the number of available adsorption sites,

but is not greatly influenced by tempera-

ture. As a second step, some temperature-

dependent chemical change occurs, which

results in a mutation.

How the genetic effect is brought about,

we are not yet in a position to speculate.

Since it is known that manganese plays

either a direct or an indirect role in several

enzymatic reactions, and also that these

reactions may be modified by the presence

of calcium, cobalt, beryllium, uranium,

magnesium, and zinc, it may well be that

the induction of mutations by MnCl2 is

initiated by some reaction involving a cer-

tain enzyme or group of enzymes. It is

just as possible, however, that the muta-

genic process is related to some other reac-

tion, affecting the metabolic processes of

the cell, which in turn govern the stability

of the genetic system. By continuing the

genetic and biochemical study of factors

influencing the mutagenic action of MnCl 2 ,

it may be possible to answer some of the

many questions that still remain.

The data available at present suggest
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that M11CI2 does not induce gene changes

directly, but acts in some indirect way.

This is indicated by three lines of evidence.

First, the effect of MnCk is not specific,

as was revealed by tests involving seven

types of mutation in addition to strepto-

mycin resistance; MnCl2 was mutagenic in

every case. Second, similar patterns of

genetic effect—that is, delay in the expres-

sion of induced mutations—are produced

by treatment with MnCl 2 , with ultraviolet

rays, and with X-rays. And, third, the

results of treatments with both ultraviolet

rays and MnCU are not additive.

At present we are inclined to interpret

the genetic effect of MnCL as due to

changes induced outside the gene system,

in either the nucleus or the cytoplasm of

the bacterial cell. It is assumed that these

changes affect the metabolic activity of the

cell in such a way as to make the gene

system less stable than it normally is, and

so increase the rate of mutation.

We have evidence that the relation de-

scribed here between physiological state of

the treated cells and mutagenic effective-

ness of the chemical used in treatment is

specific to manganous and ferrous com-

pounds. We found that the degree of mu-

tagenicity of beta-propio lactone, another

potent mutagen, was not affected by wash-

ing the bacteria in various concentrations

of NaCl, CaCl 2 , dextrose, or MgCL be-

fore treatment. Neither did pretreatment

of the bacteria increase the mutagenic ef-

fect of the following chemicals, which are

known to be weak mutagens: cadmious

chloride, cerous sulfate, cobaltous chloride,

manganous lactate, and chromic chloride.

So far, pretreatment has been found effec-

tive only in the case of the highly muta-

genic manganous and ferrous compounds;

and it appears that similar pretreatment

may produce different results with these

two groups of compounds.

Delayed Expression of Mutations

The observation made in 1945 (Year

Book No. 44, 1944-1945, pp. 115-116),

that mutations induced in E. colt by either

ultraviolet radiation or X-rays continue to

make their appearance after the treated

bacteria have passed through several divi-

sions, opened up an intriguing problem,

which has not yet been solved. During the

past year we have accumulated additional

data which, although they do not offer a

final solution, do help in eliminating some

of the alternative explanations previously

considered possible.

Delayed appearance of induced mutants

was first detected in studies of mutational

changes involving resistance to bacterio-

phages. Studies made with streptomycin-

resistance mutations, lactose-fermentation

mutations, and reversions from three nutri-

tional deficiencies showed that delayed ex-

pression occurs in every case. It appears

probable that this is a general phenomenon.

This year Demerec, Dollinger, and Flint

carried on experiments to compare the pat-

terns of expression of induced phage-resist-

ance and streptomycin-resistance muta-

tions. A sample of bacteria was treated

with ultraviolet rays, and a known num-
ber of cells was placed in each of 600 test

tubes containing broth. After 4 hours of

incubation the extent of growth was deter-

mined by assaying samples taken from sev-

eral tubes. Phage was added to one set of

100 tubes, and streptomycin to another set.

Both sets of tubes were incubated. This

procedure eliminated all phage-sensitive

bacteria in one set and all streptomycin-

sensitive bacteria in the other, so that in

each case only the tubes containing resist-

ant mutants showed further growth and in-

creased turbidity. After 5 hours of incuba-

tion, and again after 6 hours, two other

sets of 200 tubes each were handled in a

similar manner.
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The size of the inocula was adjusted

so that induced mutants appeared in only

a fraction of the tubes. Thus, from the

number of treated bacteria used to inocu-

late each set of tubes, and from the num-

ber of turbid tubes, it was possible to cal-

culate the numbers of induced mutants

that showed up after different numbers of

bacterial divisions. Since the same treat-

ment had been used to induce mutations

both to phage resistance and to strepto-

mycin resistance, and similar techniques

were used in detecting the two kinds of

mutant, the results would show whether

the patterns of expression of the two muta-

tions were the same or different.

Results of several experiments were con-

sistent in showing that the patterns of ex-

pression were different for phage-resistance

and streptomycin-resistance mutations. In

the first case, the average number of mu-

tants showing up after about four divisions

(5-hour tubes) was only 31 per cent of the

number present at the end of approxi-

mately seven divisions (6-hour tubes);

whereas in the second case the percentage

at 5 hours was 82. In three out of eleven

experiments involving streptomycin resist-

ance, all the induced mutations were ex-

pressed by the end of the third or fourth

division after treatment; whereas in pre-

vious experiments with phage-resistance

mutations it had been indicated that ten to

twelve divisions were required for full

expression.

These results show conclusively that

neither a multinucleate condition of the

treated bacteria, reduplication of structures

of their chromosomes, nor variability in

the time of onset of division can be held

solely responsible for delay in the expres-

sion of induced mutations. If any one of

these mechanisms were entirely responsi-

ble, the pattern of delay would presumably

be identical for different mutations.

Genetic Behavior of Specific

Mutants

A major part of the information now
available concerning mutability, and par-

ticularly induced mutability, has been ob-

tained in studies based on observation of

the average behavior of a group of mutants.

In order to obtain information about the

behavior of specific mutants, Cahn and

Demerec, with the assistance of Powell,

undertook a study of five mutants, each of

which presumably involved a specific locus.

An analysis was made of spontaneous

and induced mutability, as well as of the

patterns of expression of the induced muta-

tions. Particular attention was given to

the problem of delayed expression of the

induced mutations. It had been found in

previous studies involving phage resistance

that mutants induced by radiations con-

tinue to appear after the treated bacteria

have divided a number of times, and that

mutation frequency returns to the spon-

taneous level only after 10 to 12 cell divi-

sions. Subsequent work had indicated

that delay in the appearance of induced

mutants is not limited to phage-resistance

mutations, but is a general phenomenon

in coli, and also that there are considerable

differences in the pattern of delay.

For technical reasons, loci involved in

nutritional deficiencies were selected for

this study, and mutational changes to non-

deficiency were observed. The following

strains of E. coli were used: methionine-

less (M12-11), methionineless-threonineless

(MT12-66), leucineless (L12-72), histidine-

less (Hi 2-23), and a second histidineless

(H88). In all the strains, spontaneous

mutations to nondeficiency occurred. The

rate of spontaneous mutation was deter-

mined for four of them, as follows: M12-11,

2.4 Xio"
9

; MT12-66, 2.5 Xio
-9

; L12-72,

1.9 X 1 o"
9

; and Hi 2-23, 0.23 Xio" 9
. Al-

though spontaneous mutations occurred
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readily in all five strains, it was found pos-

sible to induce mutations, by means of

either ultraviolet or MnCl2 treatment, in

only three of them, namely, M12-11, MT12-

66, and L12-72. In the other two, H12-23

and H88, all attempts to induce muta-

tions were unsuccessful.

Studies of the patterns of expression of

the induced mutations showed that in

L12-72 about 50 per cent of the mutations

were expressed after i]/2 to 2% divisions,

and total expression required 6 to 8 divi-

sions; in M12-11, about 50 per cent were

expressed in 8 to 10 divisions and all in

10 to 14; and in MT 12-66, about 50 per

cent were expressed in 4% to 5% divisions,

and all in 7 to 11 divisions. These studies

showed, moreover, that the pattern of ex-

pression of a mutation was the same,

whether it was induced by ultraviolet radia-

tion or by MnCl 2 treatment, indicating

that this pattern is determined by the locus

rather than by the mutagen.

These three strains differed in the fre-

quency of mutations induced in them by

similar treatments with ultraviolet light.

For example, treatment with 300 ergs in-

duced about 80 mutants in L12-72, 400 in

MT12-66, and 5000 in M12-11; and treat-

ment with 1000 ergs induced about 500,

2000, and 30,000 mutants, respectively.

Throughout the whole range of doses used

in the experiments, the rate of induced

mutation was lowest in L12-72 and highest

in M12-11.

This study revealed that genetic loci may
differ with respect to rates of spontaneous

or induced mutability, and also with re-

spect to patterns of expression of induced

mutation. These differences are sometimes

considerable, as is indicated by the behavior

of the histidineless strains, in which it was

not possible to detect any induced muta-

tions, although spontaneous mutations oc-

curred quite readily. Our results suggest

that each locus has its own characteristic

pattern of behavior with regard to the

changes occurring at it.

Sectors on Bacterial Colonies

Witkin has shown that mutations in

E. colt from the normal lactose-fermenting

type (lac
+
) to a nonfermenting type (lac

-

)

can be induced by means of ultraviolet

irradiation. On eosin—methylene blue

(EMB) medium, lac" colonies or sectors

of colonies can easily be distinguished from

wild-type by the absence of red color.

Large sectors of lac" cells are very distinct

and can readily be classified as one-half,

one-quarter, or three-quarters of a colony.

The sectors may be explained by consid-

ering the colony at the four-cell stage as

composed of lac" and lac
+
cells in different

proportions. If the bacterial cell is multi-

nucleate at the time of ultraviolet treat-

ment, segregation of the nuclei will give

rise to sectors in the colony. A new method

has been devised by Visconti for testing

this assumption.

Plates containing EMB medium are

seeded with a suspension of ultraviolet-

irradiated cells and after a few hours of in-

cubation are sprayed with phage Ti. A
concentration is used which allows the

growth of well isolated colonies (between

50 and 200 per plate). Since the number

of spontaneous mutants is negligible, all

colonies that appear can be considered as

originating from induced mutants resistant

to phage Ti. Lac" sectors and whole lac-

colonies can be scored. If cells are multi-

nucleate at the time of irradiation, and if

sectoring depends upon segregation of the

nuclei, then the double mutation to lac
-

and phage resistance could occur in one

cell, either in the same nucleus or in two

different ones. In the first case, a whole

lac
-
colony would be obtained; in the sec-

ond, the bacteria originating from the

segregation of the lac" would be eliminated
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by the phage and no sectors would be

found. The experimental results showed

that sectors do actually appear, thus sug-

gesting that a multinucleate condition of

the bacteria cannot be entirely responsible

for sector formation.

cumulation of additional data concerning

the correlation between the number of cy-

tologically visible nuclear bodies per cell

at the time of ultraviolet irradiation and

the incidence of sectored colonies among
the induced lactose-negative mutants. The

TABLE 2

Relation between nuclear multiplicity and frequency of sectored colonies among induced

lactose-negative mutants

Control, no ultraviolet; experimental, irradiated with 1500 ergs/mm.2

Population

Ratio of

uninucle-

ATE TO

MULTINU-

CLEATE

CELLS

NO.
COLONIES

SCREENED

LACTOSE-NEGATIVE COLONIES

No.

(total)

Per cent

(total)

No.

intact

No.

sec-

tored

22 12

3

20 17

6

39 44

3

14 55

2

15 33

9 1

15 76

1

36 11

Ratio of

intact to

sectored

B resting

Control . .

.

Exper. . . .

Blag
Control . .

.

Exper. . . .

B/r resting

Control . .

.

Exper. . . .

B/r lag

Control . .

.

Exper. . . .

B growing

Control . .

.

Exper. . . .

B/r growing

Control . .

.

Exper

B filaments

Control . .

.

Exper. . . .

2.11

1.85

1.42

0.14

0.11

0.08

44,061

68,440

44,819

64,350

122,640

62,286

51,216

39,910

53,222

57,216

68,500

52,212

26,150

48,000

34

3

37

6

83

3

69

10

91

1

47

<0.002
0.049

0.006

0.057

0.005

0.133

0.006

0.173

0.004

0.084

0.015

0.174

0.004

0.098

1.83

1.18

0.89

0.25

0.45

0.20

3.27

Nuclear Segregation and the Delayed

Appearance of Induced Mutants

The study of the genetic role of the bac-

terial nucleus and of the role of nuclear

segregation in delayed expression of in-

duced mutations, begun last year by Wit-

kin and Kennedy (see Year Book No. 49),

was continued by Witkin and Schwartz.

One phase of this work involved the ac-

procedure used was described in detail in

last year's report. Results of the completed

analysis are shown in table 2.

Except in the case of B filaments, there

is a positive correlation between the num-

ber of nuclei present in the cells of E. coli

at the time of exposure to ultraviolet light

and the frequency with which induced

lactose-negative mutants are found in sec-
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Sectorial colonies of Escherichia coli obtained on eosin-methylene blue agar after irradiation

with ultraviolet light.

Upper left: Photograph of a colony having a three-quarter lactose-negative sector and a one-

quarter lactose-positive sector. Failure to ferment lactose causes lactose-negative sectors to appear

colorless on the indicator medium.

Upper right: Photograph of a colony having a one-half lactose-negative sector and a one-half

lactose-positive sector. The colorless periphery of the lactose-positive sector is due to the fact that

young cells develop color slowly. Additional incubation would have resulted in uniform coloring

of the entire sector.

Below: Diagrams of types of sectorial colonies obtained. Populations in which the binucleate

condition prevailed yielded half-colony sectors more frequently than any other type; populations

composed primarily of quadrinucleate cells yielded quarter-colony sectors most frequently.
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tcred colonies (mixed clones) rather than

in intact colonies (pure clones) . This find-

ing is consistent with the hypothesis that

the cytologically demonstrable nucleus ac-

tually carries genetic material (i.e., the fac-

tor or factors for lactose fermentation), an

assumption that is generally made by bac-

terial geneticists but until now has been

almost entirely speculative. According to

this hypothesis, sectored colonies, or ge-

netically mixed clones, arise as a result of

segregation of nuclei from heterocaryotic

cells during the initial divisions of micro-

colony formation. This being so, nuclear

segregation would obviously play a part in

the delayed expression of induced recessive

mutations, since phenotypic expression of a

mutation induced in one of the nuclei of a

multinucleate cell could not occur until the

completion of segregation.

The hypothesis that the genetic factor or

factors controlling the fermentation of lac-

tose are located in the nucleus is supported

by evidence other than the high correla-

tion between nuclear multiplicity and sec-

tor frequency. The over-all frequency of

induced lactose-negative mutants, whether

in pure or mixed clones, is higher, at a

given dose of ultraviolet, for populations

having a preponderance of multinucleate

cells than for populations in which the

uninucleate condition is typical. Although

these differences are, in some cases, of

borderline statistical significance, there is a

consistent trend supporting the hypothesis

that the true genetic unit is the nucleus,

rather than the cell. In addition, an anal-

ysis of the relative frequency of various

types of sectored colonies (see plate 1)

derived from populations of differing de-

grees of nuclear multiplicity shows that the

most frequent single sector type obtained

from each population is that which would

be expected on the basis of the most fre-

quent number of nuclei per cell (half-

colony sectors where the binucleate condi-

tion prevails, etc.) . Thus, although the evi-

dence does not provide conclusive proof,

several independent lines converge in sup-

port of the hypothesis that the nucleus is

the site of the genetic factor for lactose fer-

mentation, and that sectored colonies origi-

nate as a result of segregation from hetero-

caryotic cells.

Further studies were conducted by Wit-

kin and Schwartz, using a method devised

by Visconti, whose description of the tech-

nique and of the results he has obtained

in applying it appears in the preceding sec-

tion. The method was designed to test

directly the hypothesis that nuclear segre-

gation is the only mechanism whereby

genetically mixed clones can originate. Ir-

radiated bacteria are plated on eosin-

methylene blue agar, incubated to permit

several divisions, and then sprayed with

bacteriophage Ti so as to select segregants

derived from single nuclei carrying muta-

tions to Ti resistance. Colonies obtained

from such segregants should be composed

entirely of lactose-positive bacteria of the

parent type, or of lactose-negative mutants

if the selected nucleus from which they

arise happens to carry a second induced

mutation, to the lactose-negative condition.

Colonies sectored for lactose fermentation

should not be found on these plates, if the

assumptions that both characters involved

are nuclear, and that both arise in mixed

clones as a result of nuclear segregation,

are correct. Parallel experiments, identical

in principle, can be made by plating ir-

radiated bacteria of strain Sd-4, which re-

quires streptomycin for growth, on EMB
medium containing no streptomycin. Un-

der these conditions, Sd-4 ce^s undergo

three to four residual divisions. Colonies

obtained on these plates would arise from

selected segregants derived from single

nuclei carrying induced mutations to strep-

tomycin nondependence, and should ex-

hibit no lactose-fermentation sectors if the
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assumptions stated above are correct. Con-

trols for these double-screening experi-

ments consisted of platings of the irradi-

ated cells on nonselective indicator media,

to determine the relative frequency of sec-

tored and intact lactose-negative colonies

in the irradiated population as a whole,

under conditions permitting survival of all

segregants.

In the experiments in which phage-

resistant segregants were selected, 45,296

selected colonies were examined, and 45

were found to be intact lactose-negative

colonies, whereas 4 were sectored for lac-

tose fermentation. The single-screening

controls for these experiments yielded,

among 39,513 colonies examined, 8 intact

and 12 sectored mutant colonies. The ratio

of uninucleate to multinucleate cells was

found to be 11.3 for the selected popula-

tion, compared with 0.7 for the nonselected

controls. Thus, some sectors were found

among the double-mutant colonies, con-

trary to the prediction of the hypothesis

that sectors arise only by nuclear segrega-

tion; but they were found in very reduced

numbers as compared with the controls,

suggesting that only a small fraction of

mixed clones arises by a mechanism other

than nuclear segregation. Comparable re-

sults were obtained in the double-screening

experiments involving streptomycin-non-

dependent mutants as the selected segre-

gants. In these experiments, 62,075 colonies

were examined, of which 67 were found

to be intact lactose-negative, and 8 sec-

tored. The unselected controls yielded 10

intact and 7 sectored lactose-negative colo-

nies among 46,266 colonies screened. The

ratio of intact to sectored colonies was 8.4

for the selected colonies, compared with

1.4 for the controls. Thus, sectors were

found among the double mutants, indicat-

ing again that nuclear segregation is not

the only mechanism whereby mixed clones

can arise; but again the low frequency of

sectors suggests that the secondary mecha-

nism is responsible for only a small frac-

tion of the sectors found in unselected

populations, nuclear segregation account-

ing for the majority.

Two other conclusions can be drawn

from these data: (1) Ultraviolet-induced

phage-resistant and streptomycin-nonde-

pendent mutants arise in mixed clones.

This conclusion follows from the different

ratios of intact to sectored lactose-negative

mutants in the selected populations and

the unselected controls. If the selected

mutant phenotype developed in the entire

clone descended from the irradiated cell

carrying the mutation, lactose-fermentation

sectors would be as frequent among double-

screened as among single-screened colonies.

The rarity of sectors among the selected

colonies indicates that phage resistance and

streptomycin resistance develop in only a

fraction of the cells in a given clone, since

the selection for these characters must

reduce the frequency of lactose sectors by

eliminating that part of the clone not ex-

hibiting the selected phenotype. (2) The

probability of induction of a mutation to

lactose nonfermentation is greater in clones

carrying an induced mutation to phage

resistance or streptomycin nondependence

than in clones not carrying a second in-

duced mutation. This conclusion is based

upon the significantly higher frequency of

lactose-negative mutants among both types

of selected mutant populations than among

the unselected controls (0.11 per cent as

opposed to 0.05 per cent for phage resist-

ance, and 0.12 per cent as opposed to 0.04

per cent for streptomycin nondependence)

.

This finding suggests a lack of randomness

in the mutagenic action of ultraviolet, and

provides additional evidence in favor of the

currently developing concepts of the func-

tional interdependence of genetic loci.

The experiments described above indi-

cate that segregation of nuclei from hetero-
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caryotic cells is not the only mechanism

whereby genetically mixed clones can origi-

nate. The nature of the second mechanism

cannot be determined from the present

data, but certain possibilities can be enu-

merated: (1) If one of the two characters

used in either of the double-screening ex-

periments were cytoplasmic in nature, and

the other nuclear, it would be possible to

obtain cells genetically homogeneous for

the selected character, but heterogeneous

for, and capable of subsequent segrega-

tion of, the lactose-fermentation character.

There is no evidence indicating that any

of the three characters studied is cyto-

plasmic. All three fit reasonably well into

the linkage system in strain K-12 worked

out by Lederberg, and none manifests the

characteristics of known cytoplasmic sys-

tems (mass conversion in response to di-

rected changes of environment, lack of

response to mutagenic agents, etc.). Al-

though not formally excluded, this alterna-

tive seems highly improbable. (2) Any
mechanism of genetic exchange between

multiple strands, or between chromosomes,

or of intracellular fusion between nuclei

with genetic exchange, could lead to homo-
geneity for one character and heterogeneity

for the second, and could account for the

sectors obtained among the selected colo-

nies. At present, it is difficult to evaluate

the likelihood of this type of mechanism,

since we know little of the process of

nuclear division in bacteria. (3) Delayed

mutation, that is, a condition of instability

produced by exposure to ultraviolet that

leads to a high rate of mutation persisting

for several generations after treatment,

could also account for the results. There

are indications from the work of Auerbach

that a labile premutational state is induced

by mutagenic agents in Drosophila. Since

delayed phenotypic expression is widely

characteristic of induced mutations in E.

coli, the problem of distinguishing among

these hypotheses is important beyond the

solution of the immediate problem, and

will be given concentrated attention.

Another aspect of the problem of pheno-

typic delay was clarified to some extent by

the double-screening experiments. In the

experiments in which bacteriophage resist-

ance was used as the selected character,

it was found that the frequency of lactose

sectors was dependent upon the number

of divisions undergone by the irradiated

cells at the time of spraying with bacterio-

phage. The ratio of intact to sectored

colonies was 2.6 when spraying was done

after 3 hours of incubation (0.5 division),

6.3 after 4 hours of incubation (2 divi-

sions), and n.3 after 6 hours of incuba-

tion (7 divisions). This decreasing pro-

portion of sectors as the number of divi-

sions before spraying increases can be ac-

counted for entirely by the assumption

that delayed phenotypic expression of

phage resistance develops in a small frac-

tion of the clone. Since the large size of

the unselected lactose-negative sectors in-

dicates that most sectors must be produced

by an event occurring in the first two or

three divisions, phage-resistant mutants

that become phenotypically resistant after

this time, if they arise in a part of a clone

already sectored for lactose fermentation,

will give rise to intact lactose-positive or

lactose-negative colonies. Only those phage-

resistant mutants that become phenotypi-

cally resistant before the second division

will have a high probability of giving rise

to sectored colonies. These results further

support the conclusion that delayed pheno-

typic expression is achieved only in part

of the clone developed from a single ir-

radiated cell. The fact that lactose fer-

mentation, phage resistance, and strepto-

mycin nondependence have all been found

to arise in genetically mixed clones rules

out physiological lag as the sole explana-

tion of phenotypic delay. It has been
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pointed out by Newcombe and Scott that

physiological lag (delay due to reconstitu-

tion of the constituents of the cell by the

altered genotype), if it were the only factor

producing a delayed expression, would lead

to the production of genetically pure clones.

Newcombe and Scott isolated two clones

containing phage-resistant mutants induced

by ultraviolet radiation, without using bac-

teriophage as a selective agent, and since

both proved to contain no sensitive cells

they concluded that the basis of delayed ap-

pearance of phage-resistant mutants is

physiological lag. The results described

above contradict this conclusion, and sug-

gest that the evidence of Newcombe and

Scott is based on too small a number of

clones to constitute critical proof.

These studies lead to the conclusion that

the problem of phenotypic delay is a com-

plex one, and that at least two factors con-

tribute to the phenomenon: (1) nuclear

segregation, and (2) a second mechanism

capable of giving rise to genetic hetero-

geneity within a clone. Physiological lag,

if it occurs, represents a third factor in

delayed expression of induced mutation.

Thus, a beginning has been made toward

the establishment of a bacterial cytoge-

netics, through the integration of cytologi-

cal and genetic observations. The nuclear

condition of the cells used in genetic stud-

ies must be taken into account, and further

efforts must be made to determine the role

of the nucleus in bacterial heredity.

Effects of Ultraviolet Radiations on

a Heterozygous Strain of

Escherichia coli

The mechanism accounting for the lethal

effect of ultraviolet radiations on bacterial

cells is not yet understood. Some investi-

gators have considered that induced lethal

mutations may be responsible, others have

proposed mechanisms based on physio-

logical effects of the radiations.

The discovery by Lederberg (1949) of

what appeared to be a diploid heterozygote

of E. coli presented an opportunity to study

the effects of ultraviolet radiations on dip-

loid and haploid strains of the same or-

ganism, in an attempt to elucidate the role

of lethal mutations in this inactivation

process. Beckhorn continued work on this

problem, which he had begun at the Lab-

oratory of Bacteriology, Cornell University,

before joining this Department.

The culture used in these studies (H-72)

is heterozygous for a number of charac-

teristics, including nutritional requirements

and the ability to ferment xylose and lac-

tose—the characteristics normally associ-

ated with E. coli being dominant. The
colonies formed by heterozygous cells can

easily be distinguished from those of hap-

loid segregants on eosin-methylene blue

(EMB) agar. Because of the spontaneous

segregation of heterozygotes, it is impos-

sible to obtain a culture free of segregants.

Even when selective methods are em-

ployed, the cultures still contain approxi-

mately 10 per cent segregants.

It was found that when the logarithm

of the fraction of survivors was plotted

against the dose of ultraviolet light, the

survival curves for the heterozygote and

segregant cultures were curvilinear, the

rate of inactivation increasing with in-

creased dose. No significant differences

could be detected in either the shapes or

the slopes of these survival curves; but

when differential counts of the haploid and

diploid components of the H-72 mixture

were made, a rather surprising phenome-

non was discovered. After short exposures

to ultraviolet light, the number of cells

forming "haploid" colonies tripled, al-

though the total count of all cells in the

population decreased to less than half the

initial count (fig. 1). Since selective sur-

vival could not result in an absolute in-

crease in the number of "haploid" cells, it
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appeared that ultraviolet irradiation was

converting typical heterozygote cells into

a form that gave rise to "haploid" colonies.

This process did not continue until all

heterozygous cells were converted. The

proportion of "haploid" cells in the popu-

lation increased to 65 to 70 per cent after

exposure to 600 ergs/mm. 2
of ultraviolet,

and then remained relatively constant upon

further exposure.

10-3
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Fig. i. Survival of the components of an H-72

population as a function of ultraviolet dose, with

maximum photoreactivation (L) and without

photoreactivation (D).

Since many of the effects of ultraviolet

radiation have been shown to be reversed

by subsequent exposure to light of longer

wave lengths, the effects of photoreactiva-

tion on this process were investigated. Cell

suspensions were irradiated with ultra-

violet light and then exposed to the light

of a medium-pressure mercury vapor lamp

for periods of l/2 hour to 2 hours.

As is shown in figure 1, exposure to light

after low doses of ultraviolet radiation re-

sults in an absolute decrease in the num-

ber of cells forming haploid colonies, al-

though the total number of viable cells

increases. Selective reactivation cannot ac-

count for this change, since in control ex-

periments it was found that both haploid

and diploid cells were reactivated to the

same extent.

Exposure to light after higher doses of

ultraviolet results in a decrease in the pro-

portion of "haploid" cells, even though the

absolute number may increase owing to

reversal of the inactivating effect of ultra-

violet radiations. It thus appears that the

reactivating light reverses the process by

which the heterozygous cells are converted

to apparent haploids.

It is interesting to note that the dose-

reduction ratios (see Novick and Szilard,

1949) for both the heterozygotes and the

segregants fall within the range 0.40-0.47,

which compares well with the ratio 0.40

reported by others for a different strain of

E. coli.

The only criterion used thus far in these

studies for identification of haploid cells

has been the formation of nonvariegated

colonies on EMB-lactose agar. This con-

dition might also result from (a) muta-

tion of one of the lactose alleles, (b) dele-

tion of part of one chromosome involving

one of the lactose alleles, or (c) stabiliza-

tion of the heterozygous condition, so that

segregation no longer occurred. This last

possibility can be dismissed at once, as

far as our results are concerned, since such

a stabilization would result in the forma-

tion of lactose-positive colonies, whereas

the proportion of the lac
+
type among the

ultraviolet-treated cells was not appreciably

different from that in untreated material.

To test the first possibility, colonies from

ultraviolet-treated cells that appeared to be

haploid on EMB agar containing lactose

were streaked on EMB containing xylose.

Of 136 such colonies, 132 showed no evi-
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dence of segregation on xylose. Four colo-

nies that were lac
-
contained both xyl" and

xyl
+

cells, but no xylose-variegated. It is

possible that these were the result of inde-

pendent mutations at the lac or the xyl

locus, but the frequency was much too low

to account for "haploidization" on this

basis.

It is much more difficult to rule out the

possibility of deletion of part of one chro-

mosome. Since the nutritional require-

ments are recessive characteristics, a study

of the requirements of these induced "hap-

loid" cells should throw some light on the

possible extent of such deletions if they

occur. Any cell having one or more of

these nutritional requirements would be

hemizygous for the genes involved, al-

though the lack of a requirement would

not imply that these genes were in a diploid

state.

Within the limited sample of 100 colo-

nies tested, the phenotypes found after

ultraviolet treatment among the "haploid"

cells showed no marked differences either

qualitatively or quantitatively from those

of segregants of spontaneous origin. Ap-

proximately 85 per cent of these colonies

required one or more specific nutrients for

growth, and all deficiencies were of the

types found among the spontaneous segre-

gants. Although these data do not rule

out the possibility that "haploidization" is

due to deletions, they do indicate that the

changes induced by ultraviolet radiations

involve several loci simultaneously, and

that if deletions occur they must be quite

extensive.

By all the tests thus far applied it ap-

pears that the apparent haploid cells

formed as a result of ultraviolet action on

the heterozygotes are indistinguishable

from those formed by spontaneous segre-

gation.

Our inability to detect a difference in

the sensitivities to ultraviolet light of the

haploid and diploid cultures makes un-

tenable any hypothesis that attributes the

induced haploidy to simple inactivation of

some of the genetic components of the

diploid cell. It is much more likely that

the ultraviolet radiations induce something

analogous to spontaneous segregation at

one of the first divisions of the cell. This

is compatible with the observation of Zelle

and Lederberg (unpublished) that a het-

erozygous cell never segregates into com-

plementary types; some segregation divi-

sions produce a haploid cell and a nonvi-

able cell, others produce a haploid cell and

another heterozygous cell. If the ultravio-

let radiations decrease the stability of the

heterozygotes, then early segregation divi-

sions would produce some pure haploid

colonies as a result of the first type of cell

division, and some heterozygous colonies

as a result of the second type of division.

Thus a portion of the population would

always form heterozygous-type colonies,

which might explain the fact that even

after large doses of ultraviolet, 30 to 35

per cent of the cells of a population still

give rise to heterozygous colonies.

Lederberg has independently noted and

studied this phenomenon, and reported at

the 1951 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium

that many of the apparently haploid colo-

nies induced by the action of ultraviolet

radiations contain a residuum of hetero-

zygous cells. He suggested that "haploidi-

zation" may be due to segregation and

preferential recovery of the segregants.

The methods used in our studies would

not necessarily detect such a residuum if

it contained very few cells, but the pres-

ence of such a residuum would not invali-

date the hypothesis proposed.

With regard to the initial purpose of

these studies, the data suggest that the

mechanism of the inactivation effect of

ultraviolet light is more complex than the
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simple induction of lethal mutations. The

apparent "haploidization" effect of ultra-

violet involves a mechanism which is at

the moment obscure; and even the extent

of this effect is uncertain.

Photoreversal of Mutagenic Effects

of Ultraviolet

Beckhorn began a study of the effects of

photoreactivation on the induction of vari-

ous types of mutation by ultraviolet light.

Since the differences in the rate of induc-

tion of various mutations suggest that dif-

ferent mechanisms may be involved, it was

thought that such a study might shed fur-

ther light on the process of mutation induc-

tion.

The only system tested so far has been

the reversion of streptomycin-dependent

E. coli to nondependence (see Year Books

No. 48, pp. 154-160; No. 49, pp. 144-150).

As expected, the inactivation effect of ultra-

violet light was to a large extent reversed

by exposure to light of longer wave lengths.

The dose-reduction ratio was 0.45. In addi-

tion, the frequency of mutants was mark-

edly reduced by the reactivating light. For

example, after treatment of cells with 300

ergs/mm. 2
of ultraviolet the number of

mutants per io
8 survivors was 2500. Ex-

posure to reactivating light reduced this

frequency to 320 per io
8

. Treatment with

900 ergs resulted in a frequency of 15,000

mutants per io
8
survivors, which was re-

duced during photoreactivation to 2200 per

io
8

. In the second case the absolute num-

ber of mutants was increased, presumably

owing to the reactivation of "dead" mu-

tants, but the proportion of mutants in the

population was nevertheless decreased.

Selective killing or selective reactivation

as an explanation of this reduction in fre-

quency of mutants was ruled out by con-

trol experiments in which mutants were

treated in pure culture and in mixtures

with normal cells; no selective killing or

reactivation was detected. The reduction

in frequency must therefore reflect a re-

versal of the mutagenic effect of ultraviolet.

Once the mutation has been expressed, it

is stable with regard to reactivating light;

and so it appears that the reactivating light

interrupts or reverses a reaction or chain

of reactions that would lead to mutation.

The fact that a few minutes can elapse

between ultraviolet treatment and photo-

reactivation suggests that the induction of

mutations by ultraviolet light is not an in-

stantaneous process but requires a finite

time, during which the process is suscepti-

ble to reversal by photoreactivation.

The reversal of the mutagenic as well as

the inactivating effect of ultraviolet radia-

tion by exposure to reactivating light sug-

gests that the two processes may be related,

but we have no critical data about this

possibility.

Hydrostatic Pressure and the Muta-

genic Action of Manganous

Chloride

McElroy and De la Haba (1949) have

shown that the induction of both morpho-

logical and biochemical mutations in Neu-

rospora by nitrogen mustards is affected by

the application of hydrostatic pressure. At
26 ° C. the application of 9000 pounds per

square inch reduced the number of mor-

phological mutants and apparently in-

creased the number of biochemical mu-

tants. During the past summer E. Douglas

Holyoke studied the effect of pressure on

induction of mutations by manganous

chloride, using as an index the induction

of mutational changes from streptomycin

dependence to nondependence in the Sd-4

strain of E. coli. Bacteria grown for 24

hours in aerated broth containing 10 ug.

of streptomycin per milliliter were washed

in 0.15 M NaCl for 30 minutes and then
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treated for i hour in 0.04 per cent MnCl2

under a pressure of either 9000 lbs./in.
2

or 100 lbs./in.
2

(controls). The high-

pressure equipment used was on loan from

Professor Frank H. Johnson, of Princeton

University, and the method of applying

pressure was that worked out by Johnson

and Eyring.

A series of experiments was carried out

at i°, 15 , and 37
° C. The effect of the

pressure was greatest at 15 C. In the cul-

tures subjected to 100-lb. pressure at this

temperature, the average number of non-

dependent mutants per io
8

survivors in-

duced by the MnCl 2 treatment was 850;

with 9000-lb. pressure the average number

per io
8

survivors was 2580. The differ-

ence between the means is 1730. More

than 19 experiments were made, and the

difference between the controls and the

pressure-treated cultures is highly signifi-

cant (P<o.oi). Thus, at 15 ° C, hydro-

static pressure increased the frequency of

mutants approximately 200 per cent.

At 37 C, application of 9000-lb. pres-

sure increased the frequency of mutants

about 30 per cent. That is, at 100 lbs. the

average frequency was 3539 per io
8

sur-

vivors, and at 9000 lbs. it was 4660 per io
8

.

The difference between the means, 1121, is

slightly less than the difference found at

15 °. At 37 the amount of killing is

greater. The average survival at this tem-

perature was 22.5 per cent at 9000 lbs. and

40 per cent at 100 lbs. It should be pointed

out that since the nondependent mutations

are not expressed until after the MnCl 2

treatment, differential killing cannot enter

into an interpretation of these results.

At i° C. more than 19 paired treatments

were carried out. The average frequency

of induced nondependent mutants was 142

per io
8
survivors in the controls, and 94

per io
8

in the cultures treated with 9000

lbs. of pressure. The difference between

the means is 48. In spite of the fact that

there was considerable variation in the

results, particularly in the treatments car-

ried out at 100 lbs., this difference is sig-

nificant (P<ox>5). Thus at i° C. the

effect of hydrostatic pressure was to de-

crease the frequency of mutants by ap-

proximately 34 per cent.

As McElroy and De la Haba suggest, the

fact that application of pressure increases

the frequency of induced biochemical mu-
tants may be indicative of a molecular vol-

ume decrease in the chemical action of the

mutagenic agent. Since pressure applied

at 1 ° C. apparently decreases the frequency

of mutation, it must be affecting a dif-

ferent step or phase of the mutation reac-

tion.

Recombination in Phages

Hershey has presented conclusive evi-

dence of recombination in phage T2, using

markers representing a very wide range of

linkage. In his material, the frequency of

recombinants in the total yield varied from

2 per cent to 40 per cent. Three linkage

groups were found, each of which showed

40 per cent recombination with the other

two. As no higher value of recombination

has ever been obtained, these groups were

considered to be independent (unlinked).

Visconti, assisted by Coon, has made a

study of recombination, using the strains

and markers described by Hershey. His

results are consistent with the assumption

that phage particles adsorbed to the same

bacterium undergo several rounds of mat-

ing, each followed by segregation. If the

number of rounds of mating is not too

high, unlinked characters will still show an

excess of the parental combination. A
linkage test should thus be applied only to

those particles that have mated at least

once with the opposite type. In a cross

using three supposedly unlinked markers,

a study can be made of the ratio of one
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character to its allele in a class of recom-

binants for the other two. In the case of

equal parental multiplicity, a Mendelian

ratio of one to one should be obtained.

This result was confirmed a number of

times, with insignificant deviations from

the theoretical value.

Crosses involving three unlinked char-

acters can also be made by infecting bac-

teria with phage particles in a ratio of 10

particles of one parent (majority parent)

to 0.25 of the other (minority parent), so

that a few cells adsorb more than one parti-

cle of this second type. In such cases the

yield includes, besides the majority and

minority parent types, six types of recom-

binant. These can be divided into minority

and majority recombinants, depending on

whether they have one or two characters

of the majority parent. In collaboration

with Professor M. Delbruck, of the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology, the follow-

ing ratios were calculated for different

numbers of rounds of mating: frequency

of majority recombinants to frequency of

minority recombinants; and frequency of

minority parents to frequency of minority

recombinants. All our data agree with

theoretical values calculated by assuming

a number of rounds of mating at least

as great as four, but probably not much

greater. The variance of number of mat-

ings per particle agrees with the vari-

ance of a Poisson distribution. Work is

now under way to obtain the same genetic

evidence from crosses involving linked

characters.

GROWTH AND INHERITANCE IN BACTERIOPHAGE

A. D. Hershey, Catherine Roesel, Martha Chase, and Stanley Forman

During the past year we have studied,

in the coliphage T2H, the transfer of phos-

phorus and sulfur from viral parent to

progeny, and have begun work on two

new types of intracellular interaction be-

tween particles. These experiments have

called for both isotopic and genetic label-

ing of bacteriophage particles. P32 and

S35 have proved to be suitable radioactive

tracers for our purposes. The genetic

markers we have used are previously stud-

ied mutant genes, a few of which are de-

scribed below.

Dr. Roesel has made use of the phages

T2H and T5, which may be thought of as

individually labeled antigenic particles, to

investigate the structure of antibody mole-

cules.

Among the genetically marked stocks of

T2H, the r, or rapidly lysing, mutants are

particularly useful. They form large, clear

plaques on agar plates seeded with sensi-

tive bacteria, as contrasted with the smaller,

fuzzy plaques of the wild-type. A num-

ber of mapped r genes are available. Phage

stocks lacking an r gene are called r
+
,

irrespective of other details of genetic

constitution.

A particular mutation in another gene

confers the ability to lyse certain bacteria

that are resistant to the wild-type phage.

Lines carrying the mutant gene are called

h, meaning altered host-specificity. Lines

carrying the normal allele of this gene are

called h +
.

The h and r genes recombine, in genetic

crosses, to yield four kinds of phage : wild-

type (meaning here ^V+
), h (meaning

here hr+
), r (meaning here h +

r), and hr.

This same pattern of recombination is ob-

served between h and any of the r genes.

We speak of closely linked, distantly

linked, or unlinked pairs, depending on

the frequency of recombination in crosses

involving h and the several r genes.
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Heterozygous Phage Particles

A full report of the work summarized in

the following paragraphs will appear in a

paper by Hershey and Chase in the Cold

Spring Harbor Symposia on Quantitative

Biology, volume 16 (1951).

When bacteria are infected with both r

and r
+ phage, and the progeny liberated at

lysis are plated out on sensitive bacteria,

the majority of the plaques are pure clones

of one parental type or the other. About

2 per cent of the plaques unexpectedly

contain mixtures of the two types, which

can be recognized because of the visible

mottling of the plaques. These mottled

plaques might originate (1) from clumps

containing one or more particles of each

kind, (2) from rapidly mutating variants,

or (3) from rapidly segregating hetero-

zygous particles, that is, particles contain-

ing two alleles of the same gene that sepa-

rate from each other when the particles

multiply.

The explanation (1) in terms of clump-

ing was excluded by inactivation tests with

antiserum, heat, ultraviolet light, and beta

rays. Mottling clumps should be inacti-

vated more rapidly than single particles

because the inactivation of either one of

the two components of the clumps would

destroy the mottling property. This ex-

pectation was verified with artificial clumps

prepared by agglutinating phage mixtures

with antibody. The mottling phage parti-

cles, on the contrary, were inactivated like

single particles by the agents mentioned.

Explanation (2) could also be excluded,

chiefly for the following reason. Phage

stocks containing a factor for instability of

the r character are known. They give rise

to mixtures of stable r and unstable r
+

progeny, never to stable r
+

. The mottling

particles, on the other hand, yield approxi-

mately equal numbers of stable r and stable

r
+ phage, with only traces of mottling

phage. The latter can best be explained as

newly formed mottling particles, rather

than direct descendants of the original

particles.

For these reasons we conclude that the

mottling particles are heterozygotes.

The frequency of heterozygosis was

found to be 2 per cent for five different

r genes tested. By a special method the

frequency of heterozygosis with respect to

the h gene could be roughly measured.

It proved likewise to be about 2 per cent.

This shows that the doubling of individual

genes does not depend on structural pe-

culiarities resulting from the mutations.

Further experiments were designed to

answer the following question: If bac-

teria are infected with pairs of phage parti-

cles carrying both h and r markers, will

the heterozygotes with respect to h and the

heterozygotes with respect to r be the same

particles, or different ones ? The facts bear-

ing on this and related questions can be

summarized as follows.

(1) Crosses involving both h and r

markers yield some particles heterozygous

for h only, some heterozygous for r only,

and some heterozygous for both markers.

We call the first two classes single hetero-

zygotes, and the third class double hetero-

zygotes.

(2) The single heterozygotes form four

classes of approximately equal size, segre-

gating into the pairs h, hr; h, wild; r, hr;

and r, wild. Thus single heterozygotes

yield one parental type and one recom-

binant type with respect to the original

cross.

(3) When the two markers are linked,

the double heterozygotes segregate to yield

the two parental types of the original cross,

never the two recombinants, and never

three kinds of phage. When the two mark-

ers are unlinked, these alternatives can-

not be distinguished.
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(4) When the two markers are unlinked

or distant, heterozygosis for one marker is

almost independent of heterozygosis for

the second, and the doubly heterozygous

class amounts to only 3 per cent of the total

number of heterozygotes. Thus in the

crosses hr*] X wild-type and hri X wild-type,

which yield respectively 20 and 40 per cent

of recombinants, the pooled heterozygotes

segregate to yield about 48 per cent of

recombinants.

(5) In the cross hri^ X wild-type (closely

linked markers) the doubly heterozygous

class makes up about 59 per cent of the

total number of heterozygotes. This cross

yields about 2 per cent recombinants, but

the pooled heterozygotes segregate to yield

about 20 per cent recombinants.

Our results indicate that if bacteria could

be infected with two phage particles carry-

ing many markers, every progeny particle

would be heterozygous for one or more

of the markers, but in general particles

heterozygous for one marker would not be

heterozygous for the others. This situa-

tion can be pictured in either of two ways.

Phage particles may regularly carry small

extra segments of genetic material, which

are substituted for the homologous seg-

ments in some of the very early progeny

of the particles. Or phage particles may
be diploid, in which case some special

mechanism is needed to explain the fact

that a particle tends to receive most of its

gene complement from one parent, and

very little of it from the other. No ex-

perimental choice between these alterna-

tives can be made at pre'sent.

Phenotypic Mixing

Hershey and Chase have made a pre-

liminary study of what appears to be a

physiological, as opposed to genetic, inter-

action between phage particles. When a

bacterium is infected with both h and h +

phage particles, the progeny particles ex-

hibit characteristics different from those of

either parent. We speak of these abnormal

progeny as confused particles. Genetically,

the confused particles are normal; that is,

they multiply in pure clones to form h or

h +
particles like one of the parents. Pheno-

typically, they are intermediate between

the two parents with respect to heat sensi-

tivity, and with respect to adsorption to the

selective host for the h mutant.

This situation suggests that the charac-

teristics of a given phage particle may be

determined not by the genes of that parti-

cle, but by the joint action of all the viral

genes present in the cell in which the parti-

cle is formed.

Transfer of Phosphorus and Sulfur

from Parent to Progeny Phage

Putnam and Kozloff (1950) showed

that when bacteria growing in nonradio-

active medium are infected with phage

labeled with radioactive phosphorus, only

a fraction of the labeled atoms appear in

the progeny particles. This and other find-

ings (Hershey and others, 1951) suggested

that the transfer might consist of special

parts of the phage particle that are con-

served during growth. S. S. Cohen pro-

posed a two-cycle growth experiment as a

test of this hypothesis. If the labeled atoms

were transferred in the form of special

hereditary material, the progeny of a first

cycle of growth from radioactive seed

would contain radioactive atoms princi-

pally in this special material. During a sec-

ond cycle of growth, therefore, radio-

activity should be more efficiently con-

served.

Hershey and Forman, as well as A. H.

Doermann, J. D. Watson, and O. Maal0e,

have made this test. The results from dif-

ferent laboratories, obtained under dissimi-

lar conditions of experiment, are in essen-
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tial agreement. Our experiments are sum-

marized in the following paragraphs. The
experiments with S35 are the first attempt

to label the protein fraction of the phage

selectively.

Radioactive phage T2H was cultivated

in a glucose-ammonia medium containing

about 20 microcuries of radioactive isotope

per milliliter, in the form either of P32-

phosphate of specific activity 1.0, or of

S35-sulfate of specific activity 10 |jc./ug.

The phage particles were washed by cen-

trifugation and suspended in dilute buffer.

The preparations contained not more than

3 X io"
11

\ig of phosphorus per phage parti-

cle, or showed an extinction coefficient

(uncorrected for scattering) of less than

io"
11 cm.2

per phage particle at wave length

2600 A.

First-cycle transfer experiments were

carried out according to the following

scheme. Broth-grown bacteria (io
9 per

ml.) were infected in buffer, 97 per cent

adsorption of phage being obtained in 5

minutes. The mixture was diluted with

water and centrifuged, and the supernatant

fluid was decanted (fraction I). The sedi-

mented bacteria were transferred to salt-

free broth at 37 ° C. and aerated 60 to 80

minutes, lysis being complete in about 50

minutes. The lysate was centrifuged at low

speed to obtain a bacterial sediment (II),

and at high speed to throw down the

phage. The latter was fractionated into

a low-speed sediment (IIIA), and a high-

speed sediment (IIIB). The pooled high-

speed supernatants and washings are called

fraction IV.

Second-cycle experiments were done in

the same way, starting with phage progeny

from a first-cycle experiment. The unusual

feature of the procedure described is the

use of salt-free broth, which prevents losses

of phage progeny by readsorption to un-

lysed bacteria and debris.

Fraction I contains some radioactive ma-

terial that is not unadsorbed phage. Frac-

tion II contains unlysed bacteria and debris.

Fractions IIIA and IIIB contain roughly

equal amounts of phage, comprising 90

per cent of the yield. The B portion con-

tains slightly less isotope per phage than

the A portion, and is used for measuring

the extinction coefficient, and as starting

material in second-cycle experiments. Frac-

tion IV contains about 10 per cent of the

phage, plus nonsedimentable material.

There is no significant loss of phage titer

during fractionation.

The results of several experiments are

given in table 3. They show that the trans-

fer of either isotope is about 35 per cent in

both the first and the second cycle of

growth. This means that neither phos-

phorus nor sulfur is transferred from par-

ent to progeny in the form of special

hereditary parts of the phage particles. It

does not mean necessarily that the transfer

takes an indirect metabolic route. Addi-

tional experiments that may clarify this

point are under way.

Demonstration of Bispecific Anti-

body Molecules

Classic experiments have established

that animals injected with two or more

unrelated antigens produce a correspond-

ing number of antibodies, each reacting

with one of the antigens. More recently,

the question has been raised whether any

of the molecules can react with more than

one antigen. This question is related to

the general problem of structure and origin

of antibody molecules.

Roesel has explored the possibility that

some bispecific antibody may be formed

in response to injections of a mixture of

two bacteriophages. For this purpose she

worked out the following method

:

Specific precipitates of two kinds were

prepared: (1) Serum from rabbits injected
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with mixtures of T2H and T5 was pre-

cipitated with T5. (2) Sera from pairs of

rabbits injected respectively with T2H and

T5 were mixed, and the mixtures were

precipitated with T5. The adsorption of

be in addition some antibody molecules

specific for both antigens. Any systematic

difference in the adsorption of T2H to the

two kinds of precipitate would have to

be due to molecules of antibody capable

TABLE 3

Distribution of radioactivity among products of lysis after one or two
cycles of growth from radioactive seed

Experiment
no.

Multi-

plicity OF

INFECTION

Burst
size

Percentage of input radioactivity

Unadsorbed

(I)

Bacterial

sediment

(II)

Phage

(IIIA+
IIIB)

Nonsedi-

mentable

(IV)

E260* X
l(T 12 cm. 2

First cycle; P32-labeled

3A 4.5

10.0

10.0

1.3

0.5

200

280

350

244

270

10

12

9

10

9

?

11

9

15

21

40

37

32

30

27

32

40

37

34

25

11

3B 10

3D 7

3F 12

3H ?

Second cycle; P32-labeled

3C 5.3

6.5

206

250

23

24

8

7

32

35

37

41

11

3E 7

First cycle; S35-labeled

4A.

4C.

4B.

4D.

5.9

7.1

276

310

7

13

17

18

38

34

15

15

Second cycle; S35-labeled

8.1

8.3

406

300

43

39

* Extinction coefficient of »phage yield per phage particle at wave length 2600 A, not corrected for scattering,

f Fraction too dilute for assay.

T2H to washed precipitates of the two

kinds was then measured under carefully

controlled conditions.

Both kinds of precipitate would be ex-

pected to contain T5, anti-T*5, and a small

amount of nonspecifically occluded anti-T2.

In precipitates of the first kind, there might

of combining successively with the two

antigens.

The method proved to be adequately

sensitive. A large number of sera had to be

studied because (1) wide variations are

observed in the properties of sera from

different animals; (2) the adsorption of
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T2H to precipitates of the second kind is

strongly dependent on the amounts of the

two antisera used to form the precipitates;

(3) heat-labile constituents present in both

normal and immune sera strongly influ-

ence the result.

A consistent difference in adsorption of

T2H to the two kinds of precipitate was

found. This means that a small amount of

bispecific antibody is produced by animals

simultaneously injected with the two anti-

gens used.

The work on bacteriophage was sup-

ported in part by a grant from the National

Institutes of Health, U. S. Public Health

Service.

MOUSE LEUKEMIA

E. C. MacDowell, M. J. Taylor, and J. Broadfoot

Maternal Resistance Factor

The only known source of the mother's

resistance factor (MRF), which reduces

the incidence of leukemia and lengthens

life, is old females of the StoLi strain. Pre-

liminary results of the experiment testing

milk transmission of MRF have been re-

ported (Year Book No. 48). The final

results are now available, with diagnoses

in atypical cases made from tissue sections.

These diagnoses have been reviewed by

Dr. Morris Richter, pathologist of Univer-

sity Hospital, New York University Col-

lege of Medicine, who, with us, began the

leukemia work in 1928, and continued as

our close collaborator for several years.

In this experiment, hybrid mice, desig-

nated young-old (Y-O), from young (15

weeks or less) StoLi mothers and leukemic-

strain (C58) fathers were nursed by old

(36 weeks or more) StoLi foster nurses.

The controls, with young mothers and

young nurses (Y-Y), and with old mothers

and old nurses (O-O), closely repeated the

results from these classes in a previous

experiment, which showed the O-O class

living roughly one-third longer and in-

cluding about one-third fewer spontaneous

leukemics. The new class Y-O and the

control class O-O gave almost exactly the

same distribution of life span, and the

curves representing cumulative incidence

of leukemia are indistinguishable up to 800

days, when the incidence reached 35 per

cent. This incidence was reached by the

Y-Y class 300 days sooner. Beyond 800

days, the incidence in the Y-O class rose

above that in the O-O class and ended 10

per cent higher. (See table 4.)

It is concluded that the influence of old

StoLi females in lengthening life and re-

ducing the incidence of leukemia is trans-

missible by nursing. The effectiveness of

this influence is as great when transmitted

by milk alone (Y-O) as when transmitted

both by milk and before birth (O-O), ex-

cept possibly in very old mice. That is to

say, the milk-transmitted factor alone ex-

erts the maximum effect upon longevity,

and also—at least until old age—upon the

incidence of leukemia.

The experiment included a fourth class,

from old mothers and young nurses (O-Y)

.

The results from this class confirm a much

earlier experiment showing that MRF is

transmissible before birth.

MRF Effective for Inbred Leukemic

Strain

Up to this point all reported experiments

dealing with MRF have employed hybrid

mice; but the discovery that this factor is

milk-transmissible raised the question

whether it is strong enough to operate in

inbred leukemic-strain mice (C58). Ac-

cordingly, C58 females were fostered by
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old StoLi nurses, and, as controls, equal

numbers from each litter were fostered by

Balb nurses, which lack MRF. Although

the results are far from complete, and dif-

ferences in age complicate a statement of

preliminary results, the susceptibility of

inbred C58 mice to MRF is already dem-

onstrated beyond question. The full ex-

tent of this susceptibility will not be

known until all have died. Counting only

the mice that were born a year or more

quired for determining spontaneous inci-

dence remains a serious handicap. If the

presence of MRF could be detected by the

behavior of transplanted leukemic cells,

an enormous saving of time and quicken-

ing of interest would follow. Such a find-

ing would not only have very practical

significance; it would also suggest that

MRF operates upon leukemic cells, rather

than only modifying the conditions under

which these cells are produced de novo.

TABLE 4

Age of StoLi mothers and nurses related to mean life span and incidence of leukemia in

hybrid females from leukemic-strain (c58) fathers

Mother-NURSE

Young-young Young-old Old-old Old YOUNG

Life
Per

span No.
, , . cent
(days)

Life

span

(days)

No.
Per

cent

Life
Per

span No.
, , . cent
(days)

Life

span

(days)

at Per
No.

cent

Leukemics

Nonleukemics

577.5 94 78.3

597.0* 62* 82.6*

621.0 26 ....

587.4* 13* ....

817.5

800.6

72

36

66.6 763.3 45 54.8

844.2* 50* 56.8*

836.8 37 ....

782.5* 38* ....

749.1

721.7

58 69.9

25

* Previous experiments.

ago, however: 22 of the 33 controls have

died, with gross autopsies showing unques-

tionable leukemia in all but two doubtful

cases, whereas only 1 of the 33 mice fos-

tered by old StoLi nurses has died, and

this one was nonleukemic. These results

as they stand justify the use of inbred C58

mice in further studies of MRF; this prac-

tice will simplify the procedure and shorten

the time required to obtain results, since

the hybrid mice, even without MRF, live

many months longer.

The two findings, that MRF is trans-

mitted by milk, and that inbred C58 mice

may be used to test its presence, are aids

toward further analysis; but the time re-

The probability that transplanted cells

could be used in this way seemed to be

reduced by our finding that hosts with

induced resistance to certain transplanted

leukemias showed no resistance to spon-

taneous occurrence of leukemia. The re-

verse, however, was not thereby precluded

;

namely, that mice with induced resistance

to spontaneous leukemia might also resist

transplanted cells.

This possibility was tested, under con-

ditions as closely resembling those of the

previous experiments as possible. Since

leukemic cells in our strain arise spontane-

ously only in fully adult animals, the test

mice were not inoculated until they were
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fully adult (3—4 months). These mice, as

in the earlier experiments, were first-gen-

eration hybrids from C58 fathers and

young (average 14 weeks) or old (average

40 weeks) StoLi mothers, which nursed

their own young. In order that the trans-

planted leukemic cells should resemble

those in spontaneous cases, they were taken

from a first transfer from a spontaneous

case. They were not taken directly from a

spontaneous case because cells from differ-

ent cases differ so greatly in their per-

formance; to avoid using an unpractically

slow-growing population of leukemic cells,

it was necessary to test growth rate by one

transfer.

Two experiments, with cells originating

in two different spontaneous cases, showed

average delays of a few days in enlarge-

ment of spleens and in time of death of

the mice from old mothers; but there was

much individual variation, and the num-

ber of mice was too small (49 plus 10 C58

controls) to establish statistical significance.

Although the dose of cells was reduced to

the practical minimum, the number of

cells inoculated may have been too large, as

compared with the number to be repressed

in the initial stages of a spontaneous case,

and so the question of whether or not

MRF operates directly on leukemic cells

remains unanswered. On the other hand,

the results are conclusive in eliminating

this procedure as a time-saving test in the

extraction and analysis of MRF.

A Dilution Effect with Heated

Leukemic Cells

In order to study more carefully the

seemingly abrupt thresholds indicated by

the different performances of line-I leu-

kemic cells after slightly different intervals

in a 46 ° C. water bath (Year Book No. 49,

p. 179), two important technical advances

were made. The first was the use of a

toluene-thyrotron thermoregulator, which

reduced the variability of the 46 bath to

±0.005° C.; the second was the addition

of a 24° C. water bath, to standardize the

initial temperature of the cell suspensions.

In the course of efforts to reduce variabil-

ity of results, it was found that the ring

of cells left sticking to the vial at the top

of the fluid after heating did transmit leu-

kemia, when the cells in the suspension

did not. This seemed to show that the cells

sticking to the side at surface level had

received less heat. The difficulty was over-

come by treating the vials with a Dow-
Corning silicone, which prevented stick-

ing but did not alter the results. Subse-

quent experiments, however, provided a

different and surprising interpretation of

the above observations, namely, that the

cells sticking to the vial had given leu-

kemia because the dose was small rather

than because of insufficient heat. For it has

been fully confirmed that suspensions of

leukemic cells which after 7 minutes' ex-

posure to 46° C. fail to transmit leukemia

when inoculated in the usual large dose,

will do so when the dose is diluted to

io"
1
, io~

2
, or even io"

3
.

In other words, in a large dose there are

very many cells capable of producing leu-

kemia that nevertheless do not do so.

Whatever it is that holds these cells in

check, its action is reduced by diluting the

dose; and this dilution effect not only

raises many new questions and suggests

new experiments, but also provides a basis

for a new approach in the search for the

primary nature of resistance.

In the heat experiments, our criterion of

resistance has long been survival of a nat-

urally susceptible mouse given a lethal dose

of unheated leukemic cells 20 days after the

dose of heated cells. According to this

criterion, leukemic cells heated 7 minutes

in the 46° bath regularly induce resistance,
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but cells heated 14 minutes do not. This

was thought to indicate that the capacity

to induce resistance had been destroyed

by the longer heating. Although correct for

the 20-day test, this was not the whole

story. For it has been found that a lethal

dose of unheated cells, either inoculated a

day later or mixed directly with leukemic

cells heated for 14 minutes, may be resisted.

Is the heat-induced condition that prevents

living 7-minute cells (in large doses) from

transmitting leukemia the same as the con-

dition in 14-minute cell suspensions that

prevents unheated cells from producing

leukemia? And what is the relation be-

tween these immediate reactions of the

host and its reactions to a test dose 20 days

later? Does survival after a large dose of

7-minute cells involve host reactions of an

essentially different nature from those

called forth 20 days later by unheated cells ?

Does the heat treatment induce a new
chain of reactions, or merely shift the bal-

ance between rates of reactions?

PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION OF CELLULAR MATERIALS

B. P. Kaufmann, M. R. McDonald, H. Gay, M. E. Rowan, and E. C. Moore

Comprehensive cytological and biochemi-

cal analyses of patterns of organization of

the cellular materials located in both nu-

cleus and cytoplasm are essential to an

understanding of the nature of the gene

and of gene-directed reaction systems. For

several years we have presented in these re-

ports, under the caption "Organization of

the chromosome," the results of studies

that were concerned primarily with nuclear

constituents. During the past year the

scope of our experimental program has

been broadened to include an analysis of

the organization of cytoplasmic materials.

Other cytological and chemical approaches

to a knowledge of the constitution of genie

materials have followed the various lines

of investigation outlined in Year Books

Nos. 46 to 49. In February 1951, Dr.

Nebahat Yakar, of the Department of

Botany and Pharmacology of Istanbul Uni-

versity, joined the group as a visiting Fel-

low, under the sponsorship of the Turkish

Government. Her program includes cyto-

chemical analyses of the changes effected

during mitosis in the pollen grains of vari-

ous plants, and of the alterations produced

in chromosomes of root tips by treatment

with a variety of chemicals.

The progress of our studies, in which

cytologists and biochemists have worked

in close collaboration, was again facilitated

by a grant from the National Institutes of

Health, U. S. Public Health Service. This

grant enabled us to devote more attention

than would otherwise have been possible

to an analysis of the effects of ionizing ra-

diations on the materials of the living cell.

In connection with these studies, Kauf-

mann completed during the year an exten-

sive review of the literature dealing with

effects of ionizing radiations on animal

chromosomes. This review will be pub-

lished in a forthcoming survey of the broad

field of biological effects of radiation, being

prepared by a committee of the Division of

Biology and Agriculture of the National

Research Council.

The Mechanism of Digestion of Cells

by Trypsin

Marked deformation of cells can be pro-

duced by treating fixed plant and animal

tissues with the proteolytic enzyme trypsin

in buffered solution at pH 7.5. Under such

experimental conditions it is not possible

to determine whether degradation is due

solely to the enzymatic properties of tryp-

sin, or is also dependent on the presence of
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electrolytes. Cellular deformation by tryp-

sin can be obviated if the enzyme is used

in aqueous solution at pH 6. In this case

the enzyme can be used first and the buffer

added thereafter, and the action of each of

these reagents can be examined with

greater precision than is possible when
they are combined in one solution.

Some of the results obtained by resolving

the process of tryptic digestion into its

component phases were outlined in our

last report (Year Book No. 49). When
salivary glands of Drosophila melanogaster,

which had been fixed in 45 per cent acetic

acid and rinsed thoroughly in water, were

digested in trypsin (or in another proteo-

lytic enzyme such as chymotrypsin or pep-

sin), rinsed in water, treated with a buffer

(a 0.05 M solution of mono- and dihydro-

gen potassium phosphate at pH 6), and

then immersed in water, there occurred a

marked and rapid swelling of the cells,

with consequent deformation of the chro-

mosomes and distortion of their patterns

of banding. The amount of swelling was

found to depend on the pH and concen-

tration of both the enzyme and the buffer

solution, as well as on the duration of

treatment with each of these reagents.

The action of trypsin in aqueous solu-

tion. Because the amount of swelling was

influenced by treatment with the solution

of electrolytes, the question arose whether

trypsin alone can degrade substrate mate-

rials of fixed cells while in aqueous solution

at pH 6. In designing experiments to

answer this question, it was necessary to

evaluate the possibility that the trypsin

molecules are merely adsorbed from the

aqueous solutions (perhaps by combining

with nucleic acids), and that their en-

zymatic action is delayed until the elec-

trolytes are added.

It can readily be demonstrated in the

test tube that trypsin in aqueous solution

will degrade proteins. Thus we have

found that suspensions in water of salt-

free, denatured hemoglobin, egg albumin,

and fibrin go into solution when exposed

to the action of the enzyme at pH 6. Dem-
onstration of the cytochemical action of

aqueous solutions of trypsin is more cir-

cuitous and laborious; but it is essential if

valid conclusions concerning patterns of

organization of cellular materials are to be

derived from experiments in which trypsin

is used in combination with other pro-

teases and nucleases.

For this reason we undertook during the

past year an extensive series of cytochemi-

cal studies of the alterations effected by

trypsin in the structure of cells, and in their

stainability with basic and acidic dyes.

Measurements of the induced changes

were made on salivary-gland cells, using

the criterion of swelling described above,

and on sections of root tips of onion, in

which modification of stainability or loss

of material could readily be detected.

Two methods of analysis were used for

determining the stage in the trypsin-water-

buffer-water series during which the en-

zyme degrades cellular materials. One of

the methods involved appraisal of the in-

fluence of variations in concentration, tem-

perature, and duration of treatment on the

activity of the enzyme in aqueous solu-

tions. The other approach involved the

use of trypsin inhibitors at different stages

in the trypsin-water-buffer-water series of

reagents in an effort to determine whether

the action of the enzyme could be blocked

by these inhibitors. Both methods of anal-

ysis led to the conclusion that aqueous solu-

tions of trypsin can degrade protein sub-

strates in fixed cells.

Changes induced by trypsin at pH 6 in

salivary-gland cells. The increase in cell

volume that normally occurs upon appli-

cation of the trypsin-water-buffer-water

series of reagents was prevented when a

trypsin inhibitor (prepared from either
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soybeans or pancreas) was combined with

the enzyme, but not when the inhibitor

was applied after the cells had been di-

gested in an aqueous solution of trypsin

(the order of treatment being trypsin-

water-inhibitor-water-buffer-water) . With-

out describing the lengthy series of con-

trol experiments necessary to formulate a

valid interpretation of such results, it can

be stated that the use of trypsin inhibitors

clearly supports the conclusion stated

above.

Swelling was also inhibited when cells

that had been treated with an aqueous

solution of trypsin were rinsed in water of

60 ° or 80 ° C. before adding the buffer.

Since trypsin is inactivated at these tem-

peratures, it might be assumed that swell-

ing was inhibited because the action of the

enzyme in promoting swelling was delayed

until after the electrolytes had been added.

Such a conclusion would disagree with

that derived from the studies using trypsin

inhibitors. The apparent contradiction was

resolved by repeating the experiments with

pepsin substituted for trypsin as the pro-

teolytic enzyme. Again, swelling was in-

hibited if the cells were rinsed in water at

6o° after their digestion in enzyme. Since

this temperature does not inactivate pep-

sin, but is near the optimum for its activity,

it is evident that high temperature can

retard swelling by some process other than

the inhibition of enzymatic activity. Prob-

ably the degradation of nucleic acids is

involved. Evidence to be presented later

shows that the swelling phenomenon de-

pends on the presence of nucleic acids in

the cell. Water at a temperature of 60 ° or

higher can degrade or depolymerize nu-

cleic acids, and treatment of salivary-gland

cells with water at 60 ° before application

of the trypsin-water-buffer-water series re-

tards swelling markedly.

Changes produced by aqueous solutions

of trypsin in root-tip cells. The changes

effected in the course of tryptic digestion

in cells of the onion root tip have been

especially useful in illuminating many
aspects of the problem. As was reported in

Year Book No. 48, preliminary observa-

tions of the action of trypsin on acetic-

alcohol-fixed onion root-tip sections sug-

gested that cellular and nuclear disintegra-

tion, usually attributed to proteolytic hy-

drolysis, might be due to the action of the

electrolytes of the buffer as well as to the

action of the enzyme. Salt-free solutions

of trypsin at pH 6 increased pyronin stain-

ability of nucleus and cytoplasm, but

caused no nuclear or cellular disintegra-

tion. Subsequent treatment with a solu-

tion of electrolytes, at pH 6, and then with

water effected complete dissolution of cellu-

lar materials.

During the past year we have re-exam-

ined the evidence that salt-free trypsin in

aqueous solution at pH 6 can degrade

onion root-tip cells. Our analytical pro-

cedures have involved study of staining

reactions, use of trypsin inhibitors, meas-

urement of the amounts of trypsin found

in onion root-tip sections after treatment,

and alteration of the conditions under

which trypsin and the electrolytes were

used.

The disintegration of root-tip cells that

have been digested in trypsin and then

treated with a solution of electrolytes can

be followed through a series of stages.

Swelling of nucleus and chromosomes (an

apparent dissolution of materials within the

nuclear membrane) is the first sign of nu-

clear disintegration. This swelling leads to

complete loss of nuclear contents from cells

throughout the section. The last stage of

tryptic digestion is characterized by loss

of all cytoplasmic material so that only cell

walls remain. Disintegration of cellular

materials in onion root-tip sections is in

many ways analogous to the swelling phe-

nomenon in Drosophila salivary-gland cells
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described earlier; but because many of the

onion root-tip cells have been cut in sec-

tioning and do not have complete cell

walls or nuclear membranes, no restrain-

ing boundaries are present to prevent loss

of the cellular materials as swelling takes

place.

Pyronin stainability of cytoplasm and

nucleus was increased in cells that had been

treated with aqueous trypsin at pH 6, as

compared with undigested controls. The
color was not increased if treatment with

trypsin was followed by treatment with

ribonuclease before staining. Similar re-

sults were obtained with other basic dyes,

such as methylene blue and gentian violet.

These results suggest that aqueous trypsin

digests ribonucleoprotein and thereby re-

leases staining sites on the ribonucleic acid

to which the basic dyes can attach. An ex-

tensive series of studies indicated that the

intensity of color with pyronin depended

on the concentration of the enzyme and the

time and temperature of the treatment.

In order to determine whether trypsin

in aqueous solution at pH 6 combines

with cellular materials, measurements were

made by chemical analysis of the amount

of enzyme present in root-tip sections

mounted on cover slips after immersion in

the enzyme solution for one hour at 37 C.

It was found that some trypsin adsorbed

to the cover slip alone, but that the amount

of enzyme remaining attached after pro-

longed rinsing in distilled water increased

with the number of sections of root tip

affixed to the cover. To discover whether

the trypsin combined with nucleic acids,

some cover slips with attached sections

were immersed for a given time in cold

trichloracetic acid, which does not extract

the nucleic acids, whereas other cover slips

carrying the same number of attached sec-

tions were left for the same length of time

in hot trichloracetic acid, which extracts

all the nucleic acids. Both sets were then

rinsed thoroughly in water, immersed in

a solution of trypsin, again rinsed thor-

oughly, and assayed chemically for tryptic

activity. The amounts of trypsin retained

by the sections did not differ significantly

in the two cases. The experiment thus sug-

gests that trypsin does not adsorb to cellu-

lar materials from aqueous solution by

combining specifically with nucleic acids.

Because of the difficulty of determining

whether the trypsin carried over on a cover

slip or a section would diffuse throughout

a solution of electrolytes in which the cover

was subsequently immersed, it was impos-

sible to determine the concentration of the

enzyme acting on the section. A compari-

son was made, however, of the amount of

cellular dissolution produced by a 0.01 per

cent solution of trypsin in buffer during a

given length of time with the amount

effected during the same period in buffer

alone after treatment with aqueous trypsin

(0.01 per cent). This study showed that

aqueous trypsin followed by a 20-minute

buffer treatment gave complete cellular

disintegration, whereas trypsin dissolved in

buffer took 60 minutes to effect the same

amount of digestion. Variation of the pH
of the buffer used after treatment with

aqueous solutions of the enzyme showed

that trypsin in water at pH 6.0, followed

by buffers at pH 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0, caused

some nuclear disintegration, but that tryp-

sin dissolved in buffers at these hydrogen

ion concentrations had no comparable ef-

fect. The results thus afford evidence that

enzymatic action does occur during the

time the sections are in the aqueous trypsin

solution; but they also suggest that some

additional action may take place during

subsequent buffer treatment.

Some indications of the extent of the

enzymatic activity occurring in the water

phase were provided by experiments using

trypsin inhibitors prepared from soybeans

or pancreas. As in the comparable experi-
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ments with Drosophila cells, the trypsin-

inhibitor complexes caused no nuclear dis-

integration, but the inhibitors when used

after aqueous trypsin failed to prevent

cellular disintegration to any great extent.

This suggests that a great deal of the en-

zymatic activity occurs in the aqueous

phase.

The nature of trypsin-induced disintegra-

tion of cells. Thus it has been shown that

aqueous solutions of trypsin are enzy-

matically active. But cells do not disinte-

grate during the period that they re-

main in such solutions, whereas they

suffer deformation in buffered solutions

of the enzyme. Obviously the degenerative

changes involve an interaction of the elec-

trolytes with the products of tryptic diges-

tion. The observations on both salivary-

gland cells and root-tip sections indicated

that this interaction alters cellular materials

so that they undergo marked swelling

upon the addition of water. When cell

and nuclear membranes are intact, as in

the salivary glands, an increase in cell vol-

ume occurs; when the treated cells have

been cut so that the membranes are broken,

as in the root-tip sections, the cellular mate-

rials spread beyond the borders of the cell

to form a network of adherent threads.

What is the nature of this material that

is capable of undergoing such marked

swelling? Last year's report presented

some evidence that nucleic acids are in-

volved. The swelling ordinarily brought

about by the trypsin-water-buffer-water

treatment can be retarded or inhibited if

the nucleic acids of the cells are degraded

by ribonuclease or desoxyribonuclease, or

if they are extracted with perchloric acid

or trichloracetic acid before the final water

treatment. No swelling occurs when the

nucleic acids are firmly combined with

proteins in the form in which they occur

in fixed but undigested cells; for control

experiments have shown that such cells

do not undergo any significant increase in

volume when treated with a solution of

electrolytes and then with water. It ap-

pears, therefore, that the action of a pro-

teolytic enzyme serves to degrade nucleo-

proteins in these fixed cells, and that the

nucleic acids or degraded nucleoproteins

produced thereby are capable of swelling

under appropriate experimental conditions.

When swollen, they can be shrunk by the

addition of a solution of electrolytes, and

reswollen by the further addition of water.

This process can be repeated again and

again, each time with some additional

breakdown of structure, until the cell even-

tually disintegrates.

It is thus apparent that the introduction

of electrolytes into trypsin-digested cells

confers on the nucleic acids or degraded

nucleoproteins the properties of a gel,

which is then capable of imbibing water

and undergoing a marked increase in vol-

ume. In an effort to compare the action of

different electrolytes, tests were made of a

number of cations and anions. All solu-

tions were used at pH 6 and at a constant

ionic strength. The results suggest that the

trivalent phosphate anion is especially ef-

fective in promoting swelling. The nature

of the interaction between the electrolytes

and the nucleic acids (or the degraded

nucleoproteins), and the properties of the

gel formed thereby, remain to be deter-

mined. But it seems worthy of note that

the opportunity to analyze these proper-

ties in the fixed cell promises to elucidate

some of the problems of protoplasmic or-

ganization and function involving changes

of colloidal state within the living cell.

Studies with Ribonuclease

An unidentified contaminant of crystal-

line ribonuclease. It was noted last year

that treatment of onion root tips and of

mouse and axolotl liver with ribonuclease
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(concentrations ranging from o.i to 0.6

per cent, time of treatment ranging from

2 to 24 hours, at 37 C.) did not alter the

intensity of the Feulgen reaction. This

result was not surprising, since ribonu-

clease as used in the test tube has no effect

on desoxyribonucleic acid, for which the

Feulgen test is regarded as specific. Con-

flicting results, however, were reported

from another laboratory. Attempts to learn

the reasons for the discrepancy have led

to the following results. Although no sam-

ple of ribonuclease at 37 C. affected stain-

ing of the chromosomes by the Feulgen

method, several samples markedly reduced

it when used in high concentrations

(2 mg./ml.) for periods up to 24 hours

at 6o° C. Of the seven samples originally

tested, three caused reduction under these

conditions. Eleven other samples were

subsequently prepared, of which only one,

and that to a limited degree, gave this

result. The reason that some samples of

ribonuclease should cause marked reduc-

tion in the intensity of the Feulgen reac-

tion at 60 °, but none at 37 °, whereas other

samples cause no reduction even at 60 °, is

still obscure. The striking dependence on

temperature suggests that the reduction is

due to a secondary, nonenzymatic reaction

(occurring during or after prolonged ribo-

nuclease digestion), which is inhibited by

some impurity present in those samples

that do not give reduction. On the other

hand, the samples that do reduce the in-

tensity of the Feulgen reaction may be con-

taminated with an enzyme having a

marked temperature coefficient, which is

responsible for the effect. Attempts are

now being made to develop chemical pro-

cedures that will enable us to test these,

and other, possibilities.

Radiation-Induced Changes

The nature of the changes effected by

ionizing radiations in chromosomes. It

has been known since the early years of

the century that ionizing radiations can

modify the form and pattern of association

of chromosomes, and the course of their

separation in the cycle of mitosis. One of

the most striking effects revealed by cyto-

logical examination of irradiated cells is the

adherence or clumping of condensed chro-

mosomes. The various inferences derived

from such observations about the nature of

the changes involved have been for the

most part speculative and unsupported by

experimental findings. Adhesion of chro-

mosomes suggests changes in the viscosity

of their constituent materials. It has often

been assumed that such changes in vis-

cosity are due to depolymerization of

desoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA). There

is little question that X-rays depolymerize

salts of DNA in vitro if a dose of several

thousand roentgens is given, but it is ques-

tionable whether the comparatively low

doses that will cause adhesion and pycnosis

of chromosomes in living cells (in some

cases as little as 25 r) operate in a similar

manner. It may also be asked whether

depolymerization, which leads to a de-

crease in viscosity of solutions of nucleic

acids in vitro, would bring about an in-

crease in stickiness of chromosomal mate-

rials.

In an effort to answer such questions, we
have applied our cytochemical methods

during the past year to an analysis of the

nature of the changes induced in cellular

materials by ionizing radiations. Irradi-

ated and nonirradiated cells were com-

pared with respect to their stainability with

basic and acidic dyes, and their digestibil-

ity with nucleases and proteases. In a typi-

cal experiment, onion bulbs with vigor-

ously growing root tips were exposed to

X-rays and given a total dose of either 300,

600, 1200, 2400, 4800, or 9600 roentgens.

Some root tips were detached immediately

after the treatment, and others after inter-
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vals of 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 hours. They were

fixed in alcohol—acetic acid, embedded in

paraffin, and sectioned. Sections represent-

ing each dosage level and time interval

were compared with sections of nonirra-

diated root tips (taken from the same bulbs

but shielded during the X-ray treatment)

with respect to stainability with methyl

green—pyronin, purified methyl green, the

Feulgen reaction, and fast green. Intensi-

ties of color were compared visually with

the aid of the comparison eyepiece, which

straddles two microscopes and permits two

preparations to be viewed through one

ocular. In other experiments sections of

irradiated and nonirradiated root tips were

digested in ribonuclease, desoxyribonu-

clease, or trypsin before staining in one of

the dyes or dye combinations mentioned

above.

It is obvious that an analysis of this type

requires inspection and comparison of

many hundreds of preparations, so that

only a superficial survey of the more im-

portant observations can be presented here.

With respect to the widely held view that

adhesion of chromosomes reflects an altera-

tion in the state of polymerization of their

DNA, the results obtained with purified

methyl green are the most interesting.

This dye imparts a brilliant green color to

DNA in its highly polymerized form, but

not in its depolymerized state. Thus treat-

ment of onion root-tip cells for 10 or 15

minutes with water at a temperature of

60 ° C. or higher reduced the capacity of

their DNA to stain with methyl green.

No comparable reduction in stainability

was effected by X-rays within the dose

range tested, which extended from 300 to

16,000 r. Other studies made at Brook-

haven National Laboratory by Moses,

DuBow, and Sparrow, using spectropho-

tometric methods (personal communica-

tion), have shown that 20,000 r of X-rays

do not depolymerize DNA in meiotic cells

of Trillium. It is thus apparent that X-ray

doses sufficient to reduce the viscosity of

solutions of DNA do not depolymerize

this nucleic acid in the condensed chro-

mosomes of living cells of these plants.

When DNA is depolymerized by the

enzyme desoxyribonuclease, the chromo-

somes do not stain with methyl green or

with the fuchsin dye of the Feulgen re-

agent. Only partial reduction of stainabil-

ity is obtained by using low concentrations

of the enzyme or treatments of short dura-

tion. When this method was applied to

root-tip sections, it was found that the

amount of reduction in color was occa-

sionally greater in chromosomes of irra-

diated roots than in those of control prepa-

rations, which were digested and stained

at the same time in the same containers.

Conversely, there was a greater increase in

stainability with fast green, an acidic dye,

in irradiated than in nonirradiated cells. In

the light of previous studies, these results

suggest that irradiation may cause some

dissociation of desoxyribonucleoproteins in

the living cell.

Additional evidence in support of the

interpretation that the action of X-rays

serves to dissociate nucleoproteins was ob-

tained by measuring the amount of swell-

ing induced by the trypsin-water-buffer-

water series of reagents in salivary glands

dissected from irradiated and nonirradiated

larvae of Drosophila. The capacity of the

cells to swell decreased progressively with

increasing doses of X-rays. By way of illus-

tration, in one experiment a 23-fold in-

crease in volume occurred in cells of the

nonirradiated gland, whereas only a 12-fold

increase occurred in cells of a gland sub-

jected to a 1000-r treatment, a 6-fold in-

crease in cells exposed to 2000 r, and a

4-fold increase in those exposed to 4000 r.

Since inhibition or retardation of swelling

also occurs if the nucleic acids are degraded

by the action of nucleases before the cells
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are digested in trypsin, it seems probable

that X-rays effect a partial or complete

dissociation of nucleoproteins. It would be

premature to conclude from this parallel

that X-rays act in the same manner as

nucleases to degrade nucleoproteins by de-

polymerizing nucleic acids, since similar

end results are not necessarily mediated

through identical channels in biological

systems. Certainly the methyl green stain-

ability of irradiated chromosomes suggests

that depolymerization of DNA is not the

cause of degradation of their desoxyribonu-

cleoproteins. Neither does it seem probable

that X-rays degrade ribonucleoproteins by

depolymerizing ribonucleic acid (RNA),

since X-ray treatment increases rather than

decreases the colorability of both cyto-

plasmic and nuclear RNA.
The work of J. S. Mitchell in 1940 sug-

gested that X-ray treatment increases cyto-

plasmic RNA; and our studies are of inter-

est primarily because we detected an in-

crease of RNA in the chromosomes also.

Using a purified, crystalline preparation of

ribonuclease, which was highly specific for

RNA as determined by chemical assay, it

has been possible to demonstrate that the

increased stainability with pyronin detected

in cells of irradiated root tips, grasshopper

embryos, and salamander larvae is due to

the presence of RNA in both nucleus and

cytoplasm.

The experiments that have been outlined

in this section represent only a preliminary

attack on the complicated problem of the

effects of ionizing radiations on cellular

materials; but they call into question some

earlier conclusions that were based on

analogy rather than experimental evidence,

and lay the foundation for further cyto-

chemical studies.

Effect of near infrared radiation on the

production of X-ray-induced chromosomal

rearrangements in Drosophila melanogas-

ter. It has previously been shown that

exposure of Drosophila melanogaster males

to near infrared radiation before treatment

with X-rays effects a statistically significant

increase in the frequency of chromosomal

rearrangements induced in the mature

spermatozoa, as compared with the fre-

quency induced in these cells by treatment

with X-rays alone. Since the beam of near

infrared radiation used covered a wide

range of the portion of the spectrum

around wave length 10,000 A, an effort

was made to test the effect of a narrow

beam centering at wave length 9600 A.

For this purpose a specially designed Far-

rand interference filter was used. Adult

male flies were divided into three groups:

one was exposed to a broad beam of near

infrared radiation from a 250-watt West-

inghouse lamp, which had been filtered

through a saturated solution of iodine in

carbon tetrachloride and a no. 2404 Corn-

ing glass filter; a second group was ex-

posed to a narrow beam from the 250-watt

lamp after it had passed through the inter-

ference filter; and the third group, which

served as a control, was kept at the same

temperature as the vials containing the

infrared-treated flies. Thereafter all three

groups were exposed simultaneously to the

X-rays in containers placed side by side on

a revolving table. The effects of the treat-

ment were determined by cytological ex-

amination of the salivary-gland chromo-

somes of the Fi larval progeny of the

treated fathers. As in previous experi-

ments, treatment with the broad band of

near infrared radiation increased the fre-

quency of chromosomal rearrangements as

compared with the X-ray controls; but

treatment with wave length 9600 A did not

increase the frequency. It remains to be

determined whether any modifying action

of this portion of the spectrum would be

obtained by increasing the intensity or

duration of treatment.

Effect of X-radiation on dilute solutions
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of crystalline trypsin. Results of studies of

the effect of X-radiation on dilute solutions

of crystalline trypsin in 0.005 N hydro-

chloric acid at room temperature were

reported in Year Books Nos. 48 and 49. It

was noted that exposure of such solutions

to X-rays resulted in loss of tryptic activity

;

and that, for any one solution, exponential

curves were obtained when activity was

plotted against dosage. The mechanism of

the reaction is essentially indirect, inactiva-

tion being brought about by an interaction

between the trypsin molecules and the ac-

tive radicals produced by ionization of

water. Extensive data on the variation of

rate of inactivation with changing initial

concentrations of enzyme showed that the

number of micromoles of trypsin inacti-

vated per liter per 1000 r (reaction yield)

was not constant but increased markedly as

the concentration of trypsin was increased

from 1 X io~
7
to 2 X io~

4 M. These results

differed from those obtained by Dale and

his co-workers on carboxypeptidase, the

only other enzyme that had been studied

extensively over a wide range of concentra-

tions. These workers obtained constant

reaction yields with concentrations between

6Xio~6 and 6X10"3 M, although at lower

concentrations smaller yields were ob-

served.

It was also discovered in our studies

that when irradiated solutions of trypsin

were left at 25 ° C, further "spontaneous"

inactivation of the enzyme occurred. No
such spontaneous inactivation was observed

when the irradiated solutions were left at

3 C, nor did nonirradiated solutions lose

activity when left at 25 ° C. for the same

length of time. This finding, together

with the observation that the reaction yield

for any one concentration of trypsin dif-

fered depending upon whether the solvent

was hydrochloric, sulfuric, or nitric acid,

raised the question whether the continuous

rise in reaction yield obtained in our pre-

vious experiments was due to the use of

hydrochloric acid as a solvent and to the

fact that irradiation was carried out at

room temperature. This problem has now
been investigated.

Inactivation curves have been obtained

for concentrations of trypsin ranging from

1 X io"
6
to 3 X io

-4 M, with 0.005 N hydro-

chloric, sulfuric, and nitric acids as solvents.

Each curve has been analyzed by the

method of least squares, and the number
of micromoles of trypsin inactivated per

liter per 1000 r has been calculated from

the slopes of the regression lines. The data

are summarized in figure 2. It is evident

that the reaction yield for the inactivation

of solutions of trypsin in 0.005 N hydro-

chloric, sulfuric, or nitric acid at 3 C, in

concentrations ranging from 1 X io
-6

to

3 X io"
4 M, is not constant but increases

as the initial concentration of trypsin is in-

creased. Whether the reaction yields would

continue to increase indefinitely with con-

centrations greater than 3 X io"
4 M can-

not be determined with our present equip-

ment. It is also evident that the increase is

much greater when hydrochloric acid is

used as the solvent than when either sul-

furic or nitric acid is used. The marked

differences in reaction yield observed be-

tween hydrochloric acid and sulfuric or

nitric acid with 1 X io
-6

to 1 X io"
5 M solu-

tions of trypsin are not seen with 3 X io~
4 M

solutions. This suggests that when the con-

centration of solute is low the chloride ion

can effectively compete for the active radi-

cals responsible for the inactivation.

The differences noted between hydro-

chloric acid and sulfuric or nitric acid were

not due to impurities in the hydrochloric

acid, since redistilled hydrochloric acid

gave the same results as nonpurified hydro-

chloric acid. For example, in an experi-

ment in which both samples were treated

and assayed simultaneously, o.i2i± 0.006

micromole of trypsin was inactivated per
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liter per iooo r in nonpurified hydro-

chloric acid, and o.i 19 ±0.004 micromole

in redistilled acid, the original concentra-

tions of trypsin being 3.04 and 3.00 Xio" 6

line salt mixture of sodium citrate, phos-

phate, and borate to which are added

various amounts of hydrochloric acid—was

tried. Although it greatly inhibits the
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Fig. 2. Variation in reaction yield with variation in initial trypsin concentration at pH 2.5

M, respectively. When the correspond-

ing sodium (or potassium) salts of the

three acids were used as solvents, however,

it was found that the differences between

the chloride, sulfate, and nitrate ions were

much less pronounced. This is illustrated

in table 5.

As was reported last year, our efforts

to determine the optimum pH conditions

for the X-ray inactivation of trypsin were

hindered by the fact that all the buffer sys-

tems then used as solvents inhibited the

inactivation, and the concentration of the

inhibiting constituents of the buffer varied

as the pH was changed. This year Teorell

and Stenhagen's universal buffer—an alka-

TABLE 5

Effect of various solvents on the inactivation

of trypsin solutions by x-radiation

(Concentration of trypsin, 2.4 Xio-6 M)

Solvent
pHof

solution

10-2 micromoles

trypsin destroyed

per liter per 1000 r

H 2 5.07

5.10

5.00

4.92

4.95

2.50

2.43

2.45

26.8

0.005 N Na 2S0 4

0.005 N NaN0 3

0.005 N NaCl
0.005 N KCl

0.005 N H2SO4
0.005 N HNO3
0.005 N HCl

24.8

22.3

19.9

20.2

32.9

38.6

10.4
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amount of inactivation obtained with any

given dose of radiation, the concentrations

of inhibiting constituents do not vary with

pH. Furthermore, no differences in the

reaction yields with this buffer as solvent

were observed when sulfuric acid was sub-

pH 7. Essentially similar conclusions were

reached from experiments in which the pH
was changed by adding various amounts of

sulfuric acid, sodium sulfate, and sodium

hydroxide to aqueous solutions of trypsin,

the concentration of sulfate ion being kept
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Fig. 3. Effect of pH on the inactivation of trypsin by X-radiation. Composition of buffer:

0.0095 M phosphoric acid, 0.0108 M boric acid, 0.0064 M citric acid, 0.066 M sodium hydroxide,

plus varying amounts of hydrochloric or sulfuric acid (0.014 N at pH 11 to 0.07 N at pH 2).

Concentration of trypsin solution: 1 X io~6 M.

stituted for hydrochloric acid. It was there-

fore thought that some information regard-

ing the effect of pH on the inactivation of

trypsin by X-radiation might be procured

with this buffer. The results obtained are

shown in figure 3. Trypsin appears to be

more sensitive to X-radiation in the acid

and alkaline ranges, having a plateau of

minimum sensitivity from pH 5 to

constant (0.1 N). These results are in

marked contrast with those obtained in

studies on thermal inactivation of trypsin,

where the pH of maximum stability is 2.3.

No significant change in the pH of the

solutions as a result of irradiation was ob-

served when water, sodium chloride, hydro-

chloric acid, or sulfuric acid was used as the

solvent. The possibility that ozone played
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a major role in the radiation effects was ex-

cluded by comparing the reaction yields

obtained in our usual experimental set-up

and in one in which the samples were cov-

ered with a layer of mineral oil or liquid

silicone during irradiation. No significant

differences were found.

The data in figure 2 show that tempera-

ture does not appreciably influence the

type of concentration-reaction yield curve

obtained with hydrochloric acid. Whether

TABLE 6

Effect of temperature on the inactivation of

trypsin solutions by x-radiation

Solvent

(0.005 N)

Tem-
pera-

ture

(°C.)

Initial

concentration

of trypsin

(10
-6 M)

10
_2 micromoles

trypsin

destroyed

per liter per

1000 r

HCl
HCl

H 2S0 4

H2SO4

HNO3
HNO3

26

5

25

5

22

5

2.96

2.96

2.79

2.79

3.29

3.29

16.4

10.7

38.6

33.5

39.7

40.1

temperature plays a role in the actual reac-

tion yields at any one concentration cannot

be determined precisely from these data,

since the curve for trypsin in 0.005 N hydro-

chloric acid at 22 ° C. was obtained with a

sample of trypsin different from that used

for the 3 curves (although irradiation of

the two samples of trypsin under identical

conditions showed no significant differ-

ences). The results of preliminary experi-

ments on the temperature dependence of

the systems studied are summarized in

table 6. The results for hydrochloric acid

suggest that the reaction yields are greater

at 26 than at 5 C. The dependence on

temperature appears to be less with sul-

furic acid, however, and negligible with

nitric acid.

Effect of X-radiation on dilute solutions

of crystalline trypsinogen. Little is known
concerning the change in structure of the

protein molecule when trypsinogen, the

precursor of trypsin, is converted into the

active protease. No significant difference

in chemical constitution has yet been found

between the two proteins, although differ-

ences in crystalline form, solubility, and

stability, as well as in activity, are well es-

tablished. It was thought that a compari-

son of the effects of X-radiation on tryp-

TABLE 7

Comparison of the effects of X-radiation on
the inactivation of trypsinogen

and trypsin

Solvent

(0.005 N)

Initial

concentra-

tion of

protein

(10
-5 M)

Micromoles

trypsinogen

inactivated

per liter

per 1000 r

Micromoles

trypsin

inactivated

per liter

per 1000 r*

HCl
H2SO4

2.15

2.57

0.413

1.102

0.285

0.524

* Data taken from figure 2.

sinogen and trypsin might be of interest in

this connection, and yield some informa-

tion about the nature of the group or

groups responsible for the enzymatic ac-

tivity. Preliminary data for one concentra-

tion of trypsinogen have been obtained,

and are summarized in table 7. A com-

parison of the reaction yields for trypsino-

gen at this concentration with those ob-

tained for trypsin (fig. 2) shows that under

these experimental conditions trypsinogen

was more sensitive to X-radiation than was

trypsin. That this was not due to differ-

ences in purity of the protein preparations

used was shown by irradiating solutions of

"activated" trypsinogen and of trypsin

simultaneously. Identical reaction yields

were observed. It appears either that the

"potentially" active groups in the trypsino-
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gen molecule are more sensitive to X-radia-

tion than are the active groups in trypsin,

or that radiation so alters the trypsinogen

molecule that the "potentially" active

group cannot be converted into an ac-

tive one.

CYTOPLASMIC ORGANIZATION AT THE BIOCHEMICAL LEVEL

Kenneth Paigen and Lillian Paigen

Any understanding of the genetic mech-

anism requires an understanding of the

interaction between the gene and the cyto-

plasmic materials through which the gene

expresses itself, and of the effects these

two systems have upon each other. Work
for the past year has centered on problems

of the nature and organization of the

cytoplasmic particles. Investigations have

proceeded along two principal lines, with

the following results:

(1) It has been successfully demon-

strated that the mitochondria of the mam-
malian liver cell are not all similar in com-

position or, presumably, in function, but

represent a class of particles whose mem-
bers differ in their fundamental properties.

(2) A study of the kinetics of the reac-

tion between cytochrome-c and the rest of

the cytochrome system has resulted in a

new interpretation of the mechanism by

which part of this system functions.

Properties of Mitochondria

During the past five years study of the

structure and function of cytoplasmic parti-

cles has become widespread, with the intro-

duction of sucrose solutions as suspending

media. In such studies, mitochondria are

defined operationally, by the technique of

isolation, as those particles which are not

sedimented at 600 X gravity for 10 minutes,

but which are sedimented at 25,000 X grav-

ity for 20 minutes, when 0.88 M sucrose is

used as the suspending medium. It has

generally been tacitly assumed that mito-

chondria, as defined in this way, represent

a collection of identical particles. The re-

sults of our tests show clearly that this as-

sumption is not valid and that mitochon-

dria, as defined above, are actually particles

of diverse chemical composition.

The tissue used was rat liver. The frac-

tionation scheme employed was a modified

form of that used by previous workers.

The procedure consisted in isolating the

standard mitochondrial fraction (MT )

and then subjecting it to further fractiona-

tion (fractions MTi, MT 2 , and MT 3).

About 10 per cent of the total nitrogen of

the homogenate was recovered in the MT
fraction. This represented about 40 per

cent of the total mitochondria present.

A summary of the results obtained is

given in table 8. The P/N ratios are suffi-

cient to establish the fact that particles of

different weights have different chemical

compositions. The optical density at 2700 A
is a measure of the nucleic acid present.

The lighter particles, then, show a mark-

edly higher content of nucleic acid per

unit of nitrogen. The fact that the optical

density per milligram of phosphorus at

2700 A is less in the lighter particles means

that they are very much richer in some

phosphorus-containing material other than

nucleic acid. Since the only other major

phosphorus-containing component of mito-

chondria is phospholipid, it is safe to con-

clude that the light particles are relatively

much richer in phospholipids.

Figure 4 shows the ultraviolet absorption

spectra of suspensions of mitochondria, and

figure 5 shows the absorption spectrum of a

perchloric acid extract (ioo° C.) of the

MT 3 fraction. The other mitochondrial

fractions have similarly shaped curves. The
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perchloric acid curves show an unusual between fractions. The ratios 3000/2450

phenomenon, namely, a very high peak at

2840 A, which does not appear in the curves

of unextracted fractions. The nature of the

substance giving this peak is not known.

and 3000/2230 are further proof that vari-

ous mitochondrial fractions are not identi-

cal. The ratio 2230/2450, however, serves

to establish a new fact. When a mixture

TABLE 8

Some properties of various mitochondrial fractions, which differ in the average

weight of the particles

Fraction

Relative

centrifugal

force

( X gravity)

Time of

centrifug-

ing

(min.)

Phos-

phorus-to-

nitrogen

ratio

(Mg.P//tg.N)

Optical

density

at 2700 A
per mg. N

Optical

density

at 2700 A
per mg. P
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Fig. 4. Ultraviolet absorption spectra of three

mitochondrial fractions.

Since the optical measurements are ac-

curate to 1 per cent or better, the ratio

of optical densities at any two wave lengths

provides a very sensitive test for differences

Fig. 5. Ultraviolet absorption spectrum of a

perchloric acid extract of the MT 3 fraction of

mitochondria.

of two components is separated into a series

of fractions that are increasingly rich in one

component, any quantitative value that

is the sum of the individual values of the

pure components will show a progressive

change in one direction. To obtain a value
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for the MT2 fraction that is higher than

the two corresponding values for the MTi
and MT3 fractions, as in the ratio

2230/2450, a mixture of at least three com-

ponents is required. In terms of the pres-

ent experiments, this means that the re-

sults obtained cannot be explained by any

postulated mixture of mitochondria with a

tenacious microsomal contaminant.

Two points have been established, then.

The mitochondria, as defined by centrifu-

gal isolation, are a heterogeneous group of

particles. Within this group there are at

least three types of particles, differing

widely in chemical composition, with the

content of nucleic acids and phospholipids

increasing as the particle weight decreases.

The Cytochrome System

In studying cellular oxidations that are

mediated by the cytochrome system, it is

necessary to fortify tissue homogenates

with cytochrome-c in order to obtain maxi-

mum rates of oxygen uptake. Kinetic

studies, made by various workers, of the

reduction or oxidation of cytochrome-c by

isolated components of the cytochrome sys-

tem had indicated a simple bimolecular

reaction mechanism. No kinetic studies

of the reactions of cytochrome-c had been

made under conditions in which a normal

metabolite was oxidized by the intact cyto-

chrome system.

Such studies were recently carried out in

this laboratory. By assuming that cyto-

chrome-c reacts with a unit, consisting

of the rest of the cytochrome system, to

form a complex, and that the rate at which

a substrate will be oxidized is a function

of the concentration of the complex, the

equations that have been derived to ex-

plain enzyme-substrate reactions may be

formally applied to this case.

Potassium succinate was used as the sub-

strate, the enzyme source being 5-10 per

cent homogenates of rat liver. Experi-

ments were carried out in the Warburg

apparatus, and the oxygen consumption

during the first 15-minute period, under

standard conditions, was used as a measure

of reaction velocity.

The extent to which cytochrome-c will

dissociate from the rest of the cytochrome

system depends markedly on the nature

of the medium in which the tissue is ho-

mogenized. In distilled water the cyto-

MGS CYT-C PER ML

Fig. 6. Velocity of succinate oxidation as a

function of cytochrome-c concentration.

chrome-c is 91 per cent dissociated, in iso-

tonic potassium chloride only 22 per cent.

Sucrose solutions are intermediate between

these two; in 0.25 M and 0.88 M, respec-

tively, the cytochrome-c is 32 per cent and

55 per cent dissociated. It is obvious that

for the purpose of this study distilled water

is the medium of choice, since maximum
dissociation is desired.

Figure 6 shows a representative plot of

reaction velocity (v) as a function of cyto-

chrome-c concentration. The curve differs

from that usually obtained when velocity
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is plotted against substrate concentration;

the typical curve is a rectangular hyper-

bola, whereas the cytochrome-c curve ap-

pears to have an inflection point and to be

sigmoidal.

To test whether this reaction follows sim-

ple enzyme-substrate kinetics, plots of i/v

l/(CYT-C)
2

- ML2/MG 2

catalytically active complex. This inter-

pretation provides a simple explanation

for the shape of the velocity-against-(cy£-c)

curves, since at low cytochrome-c concen-

trations, the rate will be proportional to

the square of the cytochrome-c concentra-

tion, whereas at higher concentrations the

l/(CYT - C)
2

- ML2/MG 2

60 120 180 240
1

4 8 12

l/(CYT-C) -ML/MG l/(CYT - C) - ML/MG

Fig. 7. Tests of the validity of the postulated reaction mechanism involving two cytochrome-c

molecules. Data for whole homogenate are given in (a), data for mitochondria in (b). For further

details see text.

against i/(cyt~c) were made. Such plots

never yielded straight lines, and therefore

indicated a more complex reaction mecha-

nism than Enzyme+ cyt-c -> E-cyt-c . Plots

of i/v against i/(cyt-c)
2
, however, always

yielded straight lines. Typical graphs are

shown in figure ja. This relation between

i/v and i/(cyt-c)
2

is in agreement with

the hypothesis that the reaction is E+
2 cyt-c-^E-cyt-cz, and that E-cyt-c 2 is the

typical leveling-off effect will be observed,

resulting in a sigmoidal curve.

Thus the data indicate a mechanism in-

volving two cytochrome-c molecules for

each enzyme unit—not one, as the studies

on isolated components had suggested. The
possibility must be considered that the dif-

ference between these results lies not in the

state of organization of the cytochrome

system, but in the state of purity of the
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preparations used. In an attempt to settle

this point, two types of experiment were

carried out. In the first type, homogenates

were made in 0.88 M sucrose, and the mito-

chondrial fraction was isolated by differ-

ential centrifugation. During this proced-

ure the nuclei, the microsomes, and all the

soluble components of the cell were re-

moved, so that the final preparation rep-

resented essentially the purified, intact cyto-

chrome system. The kinetics of the reac-

tion were then studied, using this enzyme

source.

Since enzyme preparations in sucrose

have too small a percentage of dissociation,

the mitochondria were suspended in dis-

tilled water at the last step of the isolation

and held at o° C. for one hour before being

used. A typical result from such an ex-

periment is shown in figure yb. It is clear

that the kinetics observed are independent

of the state of purity of the enzyme.

In the second type of experiment, kinetic

data were obtained using several different

samples of cytochrome-c. The results were

identical in all cases; and it therefore seems

most unlikely that the observed kinetics

are due to any impurity in the cyto-

chrome-c.

The rate of oxidation, then, is propor-

tional to the concentration of the complex

of the enzyme with two cytochrome-c

molecules. Such a complex can be formed

in two ways: by a one-step trimolecular

reaction, for which the basic kinetic equa-

tion can be put in the form

, Vmax . . Km

or by two bimolecular reactions in which

the two cytochrome-c molecules are added

successively. For the latter case it is pos-

sible to derive the corresponding equation,

which has the form

Vmax
i){cyt-c)-

Km
(cyt-c)

+K2 .

In these equations Km is the Michaelis

constant for the over-all reaction, and K 2

is the dissociation constant for the second

of the two partial reactions; Ki (referred to

below) is the dissociation constant for the

first of the two partial reactions. The two

equations differ only in that the second

contains the term K2 . Plotting the left-

hand term against i/(cyt-c) should result

in a straight line; in the first case this line

will intersect the origin, whereas in the

second case the line will have an intercept

equal to K2 . Experimentally, the second

case is verified. Such plots permit the esti-

mation of Km (the slope), K2 (the inter-

cept), and Ki (calculated from KiXK2 =
Km); and the following values have been

obtained: Km = ^.y±o.^Xio~11
, Ki=

2.2±I.0XI0"4
, iC2= 2.3±o.8Xio" 7

.

In cellular oxidations, electrons are re-

moved from substrates two at a time. Cyto-

chrome oxidase, however, can react with

only one electron at a time. Therefore at

some step in the process of electron trans-

port there is a change from a two-electron

reaction to a one-electron reaction. Such a

shift is usually explained by postulating the

occurrence of semiquinones. What is re-

quired, though, is not that a semiquinone

should occur (which theoretically happens

in every two-electron oxidation), but that

the semiquinone which occurs should be

stable enough to react with two successive

enzyme molecules. No such semiquinone

has been demonstrated for the oxidation of

succinic acid.

The finding that two cytochrome-c mole-

cules participate in oxidations mediated by

the cytochrome system suggests an alterna-

tive mechanism, namely, that the two cyto-

chrome-c molecules are reduced simultane-

ously, and are then oxidized sequentially

by an enzyme, probably cytochrome oxi-

dase, that is capable of accepting only one

electron at a time.
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The fact that the dissociation constants

Ki and Ki are not equal implies an "asym-

metry" with respect to the sites at which

the cytochrome-c molecules combine. This

difference in reactivity between the two

sites may be the result of a real difference

in structure, or may simply be due to the

fact that the presence of one cytochrome-c

molecule at a combining site alters the dis-

sociation constant for an adjacent and iden-

tical site. The available evidence does not

permit a choice between these alternatives.
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The period covered by this report was

a notable one in the affairs of the Depart-

ment. It marked the completion of a pro-

gram of investigations that had been un-

der way for over twenty years, and saw the

official beginning of new researches with

different orientation, with new aims and

objectives. On November i, 1950, A. V.

Kidder retired as Chairman of the Divi-

sion of Historical Research. On January 1,

195 1, by action of the Trustees of the In-

stitution, the Division of Historical Re-

search became the Department of Archae-

ology, a designation more accurately de-

scribing our area of operation.

Changes of this magnitude obviously

were not accomplished without much plan-

ning. As long as five years ago staff discus-

sions were initiated in anticipation of the

course that our work should follow on

completion of the then current program.

From time to time the results of such dis-

cussions were gathered together in the

form of memoranda for the use of the

President and the Trustees. Some of the

planning and thought on this subject has

been referred to in previous annual reports,

notably in Year Book No. 47 (1947-1948),

pages 207—208, where the future work of

the Department and some of the reasons

for the selection of the field of study are

briefly outlined. That work is now fairly

under way, and as this report covers the

official beginning of a new program of

operations, it appears desirable to state in

somewhat more detail the areas in which

we expect to work, our interests and our

objectives.

The broad field of interest of the Depart-

ment has for many years been aboriginal

American history. Owing to its apparent

isolation from the Old World before Co-

lumbus, America has long been recognized

as a field of outstanding importance for

the study of primitive peoples and their

cultures. It is probable that greater oppor-

tunities for significant accomplishment oc-

cur nowhere in the world.

History is a term that may be used in a

variety of senses, often being limited as to

subject matter. As is suggested by the use

of the word aboriginal, what is meant here

is human history. This can be defined as

the relation of man to nature and of man
to man. Man is the protagonist, but his ac-

tions are intelligible only against the back-

ground of nature and society. Indeed, the

very essence of the drama is the interplay

of man and his environment, of man and

the rest of his kind. The complete story

of aboriginal man in America is, then, our

wide field of interest, and our broad objec-

tive is to contribute as much as possible to

the unfolding, the understanding and the

telling, of that story.

It is quite obvious that so vast a field is

subject to attack by no single discipline,

much less by any one institution. It is

nevertheless felt that our interests should

not further be limited. Even though we
deal directly with but one section of one

small chapter, we are concerned with the

entire story, and the section with which we
deal is significant only as a part of the

whole. Only by having such wide objec-

tives in mind are our researches, often

highly specialized, kept in proper focus.

As our ultimate concern is with the

whole range of aboriginal American his-

tory, we naturally look, in selecting prob-
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lems of the first importance, to those areas

that seem to have been of most effect in

shaping the course of history and culture.

These are the areas of high civilization, the

two principal foci of which are the Andean

and the Mesoamerican. There flowed the

main currents of history, currents that ex-

erted far-reaching influences. In each of

these regions there seems to be a richer

continuous column of cultural stratigraphy

than anywhere else. Either area constitutes

a very large field of interest, far too large

for attack by any single institution; but

before proceeding to the specific program

of researches to be undertaken by the De-

partment, we may first give some atten-

tion to the aims and methods of archae-

ology.

Archaeology is primarily a study which

extends our knowledge of human history

into periods with little or no documenta-

tion by written records. Though it con-

tributes to many disciplines which are con-

cerned in social and humanistic studies, it

is not itself committed to any specific ap-

proach to the solution of problems of

human behavior, and its relevance to these

problems is limited by the nature of its

material—chiefly the physical remains of

man's past activities. From time to time,

workers in other disciplines have at-

tempted to direct the attention of archae-

ologists specifically to their problems and

to shape archaeological methods to their

objectives. Such efforts on the whole have

not been successful; it is the nature and dis-

tribution of archaeological remains which

determines sound procedure, and the con-

centration on a single objective, or the sole

pursuance of a given hypothesis, results

inevitably either in wasteful destruction

of evidence pertinent to other subjects, evi-

dence which may never be duplicated, or

in the incidental and time-consuming ac-

cumulation of a vast body of irrelevant

material, which must in any case be dealt

with in some way. Since an archaeologist

cannot eliminate or ignore irrelevant mate-

rial, and his selection of evidence is limited

to the location of his excavations, he is con-

strained to pursue simultaneously a wide

variety of problems. The directing aims of

his programs must be founded on broader

considerations than are programs in disci-

plines which can proceed by successive es-

tablishment of specific propositions.

Archaeology, then, cannot and should

not direct its methods specifically toward

obtaining material for the use of certain

other disciplines. Its direct obligation is

the study of human history in the widest

sense. It has nevertheless the contingent

obligation of making available to other

studies material that may be of value to

them, and of making it available in the

fullest form possible, without loss or de-

struction of material germane to archaeol-

ogy and to still other disciplines. In point

of fact, the two obligations seem to run

parallel, for in fullness of detail and in

complete interpretation of materials both

purposes are served and the eventual aims

of archaeology are attained.

It is quite obvious that the chronological

and geographical ordering of the bare

bones of a bygone culture does not com-

plete our obligation toward the study of

human history. Nor does the discovery of

the fact that this or that culture was in

contact with its neighbor or some distant

culture. This sort of information articu-

lates the skeleton, but it remains a skeleton.

Inferences that may be gained in regard to

social and political structure are valuable.

Such knowledge begins to explain how the

skeleton was put together and how the

joints worked. We cannot stop there, how-

ever, for our objectives are not attained by

knowing how man did things; we wish to

know why he did them. We are concerned

with the flesh that clothed the skeleton,

the blood that kept it alive, the nervous
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system and brain that directed it. We wish

to know culture as a living, functioning

entity, and to do so we must know some-

thing of its intellectual content.

So complete an understanding of a past

civilization is most likely to be attainable

when a certain amount of written record

has survived. This is well exemplified in

the Classical and the Egyptian areas in the

Old World. In America no comparable

body of written record exists. Such mate-

rial is not wholly lacking, however, the

hieroglyphic texts and codices of Meso-

america being examples.

The Department has selected the later

stages of the preconquest history of Yuca-

tan as the most fruitful area for our re-

searches. The existence of a native litera-

ture in the form of the Books of Chilam

Balam, the Ritual of the Bacabs, and the

Maya codices, a literature that concerns the

period in question and that will supple-

ment the findings of field archaeology and

the historical records of the conquest, is a

large factor in making this choice. In

selecting this field there is the further ad-

vantage of tying our problems in with

those of the Mexican mainland, for there

is every indication that the late history of

Yucatan was deeply affected by invad-

ing peoples and cultures from highland

Mexico.

The foregoing gives a general picture of

the area in which the Department plans to

work. Let us be more specific. Our im-

mediate field, as was stated, is the later

stages, roughly five centuries, of the pre-

conquest history of Yucatan. We propose

to bring to bear on a group of related

problems the combined evidence of his-

torical records, native literature, and field

archaeology, and to test historical, literary,

and archaeological evidence against one

another and thus contribute a critique of

basic methods and interpretations.

The major aspect of the program is the

archaeological field work. Present knowl-

edge allows us to postulate three periods

in the later stages of Yucatecan history.

These may be termed, in chronological

order, (1) the Period of Foreign Domina-

tion, (2) the Period of Maya Resurgence,

(3) the Period of Disintegration. We
possess considerable knowledge of the ar-

chaeology of the first period, but very little

of the last two. Our field efforts at the out-

set, therefore, will primarily be concerned

with the later periods. In describing the

work contemplated, it will of course be un-

derstood, we are presenting no more than

a blueprint, to be changed and corrected

as the results of research dictate.

Historical and literary sources and super-

ficial archaeological information all indi-

cate that the city of Mayapan was the

dominating influence in Yucatan during

the second period enumerated above. It is

the logical place to search for information

concerning that period, and the major

weight of our effort will at first be there.

What is known of the site suggests that

excavation and above-ground survey be

directed more toward secular aspects of

life—types and arrangement of dwellings,

household equipment, settlement patterns,

and the like—than toward a study of the

ceremonial remains that have received so

much attention at other Maya centers. It

is desirable, however, that all aspects of the

life of the community be kept in mind.

Certain coastal areas of Yucatan were of

importance at the time of the conquest,

and it is believed they were important dur-

ing the period of domination by Mayapan.

The remains of these regions should bridge

the two periods with which our field work

is primarily concerned and should give

breadth and depth to our findings. As

these areas are archaeologically little

known, exploration and superficial testing

are needed: first, to provide a composite

picture of the region; second, to determine
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the locations for any further testing that

may be advisable.

Historical records and the native litera-

ture provide us with a large list of centers

of native population of varying importance

at the time of the conquest, and with

considerable information concerning the

location and extent of, and conditions in,

the various native provinces. We thus are

able to select several sites which were im-

portant during the final period of the pre-

conquest history of Yucatan and which at

the same time have a representative distri-

bution among the native provinces. Exca-

vations at such sites should throw light on

the final period of preconquest history and

should establish contact with matters of

historical record.

In the preceding pages we have outlined

the areas in which we expect to work. Let

us now turn to a review of the recent ac-

tivities of the Department. As noted at the

beginning of this report, the period under

consideration witnessed the official start of

our new program of researches. It might

be thought that the period was divided

into distinct parts, the first concerned with

the work of the old program, the second

with that of the new. That is in a sense

true; for after January i emphasis clearly

shifted. On the other hand, any such

change of direction is not entirely abrupt.

It is rather a wide swing around the

marker, a transition rather than a com-

plete cessation followed by new begin-

nings. All projects do not end on the same

day, nor would it be orderly or profitable

for everyone to initiate new researches at

the same moment. For some time past the

work of the Department has been moving

little by little into channels leading to new
objectives. At the same time the gradual

completion of activities initiated under the

earlier program has been going on. This

latter phase of the work may be covered

briefly.

Certain administrative matters merit re-

cording. It was noted in the last annual

report that the headquarters we had main-

tained at Copan, Honduras, had been

closed. This terminated for the time—and

it is hoped only temporarily—a fruitful

and cordial relationship with the govern-

ment of that country. Our most sincere

thanks are due to the Minister of Educa-

tion of Honduras and to the many officials

of that country who co-operated so whole-

heartedly with the Institution.

The end of 1950 saw the termination of

our contract with the Government of

Guatemala, a move made necessary by the

change in scene of our activities. It is with

honest regret that we end for the time

being an extremely productive and friendly

relationship with that government, and it

is our hope that we may at some future

time resume our work there. Our sincere

thanks are due to the Minister of Educa-

tion of Guatemala, to the Director and

staff of the Institute of Anthropology and

History, and to the many officials and

civilians who collaborated so effectively

with the Institution. R. E. Smith was in

charge of closing the headquarters main-

tained by the Department in Guatemala

since 1926. By the end of December 1950,

all archaeological materials in our posses-

sion had been turned over to the National

Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology,

equipment that was not of further use had

been disposed of, and useful equipment

and records had been shipped to Cam-

bridge or to Merida, Yucatan.

As has been noted in recent annual re-

ports, the staff has for several years been

concerned primarily with the preparation

of reports covering the results of earlier

work. These activities have resulted in a

large number of manuscripts in various

stages along the way to publication. This

has placed a heavy burden upon the Editor

of the Department, and the process of pre-
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paring this material for the press will con-

tinue for some months in the future. A
detailed report by Margaret W. Harrison

covering publications by the staff will be

found in succeeding pages.

An activity of the past season, in part

assignable to earlier work, in part to cur-

rent work, was the ordering and disposal

of large archaeological collections from

Yucatan, collections that had accumulated

over many years. This task was directed

by Shook and is described below in a re-

port by him and Proskouriakoff. Though

much of the material had previously been

recorded, a considerable amount of photo-

graphing and drawing of specimens re-

mained to be done, and all the material

had to be sorted and arranged for eventual

disposition. That this was no small task

is witnessed by the fact that it occupied

most of the time of two members of the

staff and part of the time of two others. By

the end of the season all objects suitable

for museum use had been turned over to

the Merida Museum, a collection of skele-

tal remains had been deposited with the

local office of the National Institute of

Anthropology and History, and the ex-

tensive sherd collections had been arranged

and stored so as to be easily accessible

for study purposes. A type collection of

sherds has been sorted out by R. H.

Thompson, and all that remains in the

handling of this earlier material is the

matching of this collection in sufficient lots

to provide sherd samples for various mu-

seums in Mexico, Guatemala, and the

United States, a relatively short task.

We may now turn to activities concern-

ing our new researches. Again let us note

certain administrative matters. In July

1950, the staff of the Department met in

Cambridge to discuss the work of the fol-

lowing field season. Although the broad

outlines of our future work were by then

well understood, decisions concerning loca-

tion and type of facilities, priority and

personnel of projects needed to be reached.

At the same time, certain specific historical

problems that seemed to offer good hope of

solution through field work were outlined,

the result being a most interesting and

helpful document for staff use. In regard

to facilities, it was decided that office, lab-

oratory, and storage space should be estab-

lished in Merida, and that field quarters

should be constructed at the village of

Telchaquillo, close by the ruins of Maya-

pan. Stromsvik was put in charge of these

operations, as well as of arrangements for

the purchase and shipment of the not in-

considerable quantity of supplies and

equipment needed.

Prior to this meeting of the staff, negotia-

tions had been entered into with the Secre-

tariat of Public Education of the Govern-

ment of Mexico, through the National

Institute of Anthropology and History,

leading to a five-year contract under which

the Institution might operate. This con-

tract reached final form and was executed

near the end of October. Shortly there-

after Stromsvik proceeded to New Orleans,

arranged for the purchase of supplies and

equipment, and then continued to Yucatan.

It at once became apparent that office fa-

cilities of the right type were not easily

obtainable in Merida, but by December

Stromsvik was able to report that suitable

quarters had been found, both in Merida

and in Telchaquillo, and that general terms

of leases had been arranged. Pollock con-

sequently flew to Yucatan early in January,

examined the properties in question, and

took steps to conclude leases.

At this point our operations became

handicapped by the difficulty of obtaining

many of the items of supplies and equip-

ment on order in New Orleans. Although

such delays resulted in our not receiving

the major part of our shipment until near

the end of the field season, Stromsvik pro-
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ceeded with construction at Telchaquillo,

carrying that work as far as possible with

the resources at hand. Shook, who had

taken charge of the Merida office shortly

after the lease was concluded, made steady

headway with the installation of facilities

there. This work was virtually completed

by the end of the season. Stromsvik, with

necessary supplies in hand, is continuing

operations during the summer and au-

tumn of 1951, and there is little question

but that by the beginning of next field

season the quarters will be in readiness.

In last year's annual report it was noted

that the Department had undertaken the

mapping of the ruins of Mayapan. This

project was brought to completion by mid-

winter, and a preliminary edition of the

map is now in process of publication.

During the past season photographic copies

of these sheets were available to the staff

and were an important aid in the archae-

ological work carried on at the site. The

information provided by this map already

has affected our thinking relative to the

character of the ruins, problems presented,

and procedures leading to the solution of

problems. A report by Morris R. Jones on

the survey and base map at Mayapan will

be found below. The Department wishes

to express its thanks to the U. S. Geological

Survey for its co-operation in this project.

The major effort in the field last season

was Ruppert's and A. L. Smith's archaeo-

logical survey of Mayapan. The portion

of the map that had been completed the

previous year had brought out the fact

that here, for the first time at any Maya
site explored, was a wealth of what ap-

peared to be the remains of dwellings.

Jones had estimated 3500 structures within

the walled area, and there was reason to

believe that the greater proportion con-

sisted of dwellings proper or auxiliary

structures. So little is known of the

humbler aspects of Maya life and society,

the great weight of previous research hav-

ing gone into the public, religious, and in

general hierarchic and frequently esoteric

expressions of that culture, that the ex-

istence in such number of these relatively

simple structures immediately pointed up

an interesting and important area of re-

search.

Ruppert and Smith devoted virtually the

entire season to an above-ground survey

of building remains at Mayapan. The
number of remains and the variations in

plan and arrangement, variations that may
prove to be significant, introduced a prob-

lem not only in recording but in the subse-

quent handling of the recorded material.

A system of cards showing scale drawings

of plans and carrying other relevant infor-

mation was adopted. It is thought that,

as the work progresses and material ac-

cumulates, these loose cards can be sorted

and arranged to follow any desired scheme

in the process of analysis.

An interesting allied research is a study

of the numerous stone walls that run

through the site. These suggest boundaries

of properties, but their function will re-

main in doubt until the relation of walls

to house structures and terraces, and of one

wall to another, is brought out by careful

plotting. The study is important because

it has a bearing on systems of land tenure,

population estimates, and other such prob-

lems fundamental to an understanding of

the life of the people. Our work at Maya-

pan is fairly begun, and interesting prob-

lems, only a few of which are touched

upon here, are unfolding rapidly. We may

now review our researches in a different

area in time and space.

The city of Mayapan is thought to have

been abandoned, or at least to have ceased

to function as a governmental and ad-

ministrative center, around the middle of

the fifteenth century. Less than a century

later, during the two decades lasting ap-
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proximately from 1520 to 1540, the inva-

sion and final conquest of Yucatan by the

Spanish took place. Roys has assembled

much documentary material dealing with

this period, but little attention has been

paid to the material remains. Working

closely with Roys, R. H. Thompson car-

ried on investigations concerning the ar-

chaeology of this immediately preconquest

and early postconquest period. Brainerd's

work of a decade ago, not directed pri-

marily to this problem, had produced rela-

tively few remains from these cultural hori-

zons, and he was unable to identify what

might be the typical ceramics. The work

of the past season again met with negative

results. In his detailed report below,

Thompson offers a tentative explanation

for our failure in this search. We shall con-

tinue our efforts toward a solution of the

problem.

It is vexing to have this short span of

time that bridges the gap between a purely

native cultural tradition and the beginning

of a mixed Old World-New World tradi-

tion virtually unrepresented by cultural re-

mains. Until we have a better understand-

ing of this final episode of native history in

Yucatan, we cannot hope clearly to com-

prehend the impact of European civiliza-

tion upon the aboriginal culture, to know
what traditions persisted, what were dis-

placed, what blended. Knowledge of this

sort should, moreover, enable us better to

visualize the similar process occasioned by

the inroads into Yucatan of foreign ideas,

if not actual populations, from the Mexi-

can mainland, a process that apparently

had been going on for centuries prior to

the arrival of the Spanish. We are here

dealing with the dynamics of culture; it

presents intriguing problems.

As noted on an earlier page, Shook and

Proskouriakoff were primarily engaged in

the putting in order of archaeological col-

lections that had resulted from past work

of the Institution in Yucatan. They did,

however, find time to carry on some recon-

naissance in areas which either from docu-

mentary information or from superficial

archaeological knowledge were thought to

hold promise of providing information im-

portant to the central researches of the

Department. Their trip along the west

coast of the peninsula is of special interest

because this is a region that seems almost

surely to have been traversed by any route

carrying contacts between Yucatan and the

mainland to the south and west. Pros-

kouriakoff was also able to look into the

problem of improving our photographic

record of the sculpture, mostly bas-relief,

at Chichen Itza. The greater part of this

sculpture is architectural, and it frequently

occurs in locations that place difficulties in

the way of field photography. The sculp-

ture is important in being the one con-

siderable body, so far known, of art of the

period of foreign influence in Yucatan.

There is a striking opportunity here for

differentiating between Maya and foreign

cultural traits, as depicted in the sculpture,

and there is the hope of tracing the for-

eign elements to their source or sources.

During the earlier part of the period un-

der review, and before we had officially

ceased operations in Guatemala, Shook was

able to advise and assist the Institute of

Anthropology and History of that country

in a most interesting discovery at the ruins

of Kaminaljuyu. His report brings out the

fact that we must revise our ideas as to the

beginnings of formal architecture in that

area.

Shepard devoted part of her time to the

preparation and virtual completion of a

book on ceramics for the use of archaeolo-

gists. The purpose and plan of this book

is outlined in Year Book No. 46 (1946—

1947), page 190. It is awaited with keen

expectation by archaeologists. On the re-

search side, Shepard undertook a review
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of our present knowledge of Yucatan ce-

ramics. Her report discusses certain tech-

nological aspects of the pottery. She has

particularly concerned herself with the rec-

ognition through laboratory analysis of ce-

ramic samples as products of local spe-

cialization, or of intra- or extra-regional

trade. In an area where much of the pot-

tery is macroscopically similar, this ap-

proach is of great importance. There is

also the problem of tracing imported pieces

to their sources, thus drawing lines of trade

and giving information on relative chro-

nology. Shepard has not yet had available

collections of pottery sufficient to furnish

more than an outline of the problem. As

our work progresses, there is good reason

to hope this line of research will be highly

informative.

J. E. S. Thompson has begun the com-

pilation of a dictionary of noncalendarial

Maya hieroglyphs, and in doing so has

stepped where others feared to tread. It is

a huge task, not immediately rewarding,

but the result should constitute a tool of

immense value not only for Thompson's

studies, but for all studies concerned with

the interpretation of Maya hieroglyphic

writing. Thompson also has served as as-

sistant editor of American Antiquity, writ-

ing the "Notes and news" sections dealing

with Middle America, preparing lists of

new publications on that area, and acting

as consultant on articles and reviews sub-

mitted for publication.

Roys, who is engaged in postretirement

studies, has completed a manuscript deal-

ing with settlements in Yucatan at the time

of the Spanish conquest and the subse-

quent destruction of the native architec-

ture. This work is now in press. As pre-

viously noted, Roys has co-operated with

R. H. Thompson in his researches deal-

ing with the conquest period. A third

activity is concerned with the historical

content of the katun prophecies in the

Books of Chilam Balam. These form a

part of our none too abundant documen-

tary sources for the preconquest history of

Yucatan. The present report is, of course,

much abbreviated. It is hoped that further

research will result in a critical text with

translation, notes, and an essay.

E. H. Morris, continuing his work in

Southwestern prehistory, spent the year in

bringing to completion his report on ar-

chaeological excavations near Durango,

Colorado. The substance of this report is

given in some detail in Year Book No. 49,

1949-1950, pages 205-206.

In this period of exceptional administra-

tive activity, the Director has been forced

to spend most of the time at his desk. His

brief trip to Yucatan early in January 1951,

previously referred to, was devoted almost

entirely to business matters. Later in the

season, from the middle of April until the

end of May, Pollock was again in Yucatan

and was able to give part of the time to a

study of the ruins of Mayapan. One of the

purposes of this work was to gather ma-

terial to serve as background for staff dis-

cussions, held in Merida the end of May,

concerning operations for the next field

season. In his survey of the ruins, Pol-

lock was struck with the amount of in-

formation available from surface examina-

tion or relatively minor excavation. He
was also impressed with the apparent op-

portunity to learn something of the hum-

bler aspects of aboriginal culture in con-

trast with the ceremonial, a situation that

has been referred to several times in this

report. These conditions are important in

planning future work. It would seem that

at the outset of full-scale operations at

Mayapan we should avoid excavation of

large structures, confining ourselves to

above-ground survey and to relatively

small excavations in a number of prom-

ising locations. Much of our thinking,

moreover, should be directed toward fam-
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ily husbandry, land tenure, settlement pat-

tern, trade, and other such fundamental

economic and social aspects of the aborigi-

nal community. This is not to say that the

religious and political life of the people is

not interesting and important. It of course

is; but the city of Mayapan seems to offer

exceptional opportunity for a study of the

less spectacular phenomena of native cul-

ture as it existed shortly before the im-

pingement of European civilization.

It is with deepest regret that we report

the death on January 1, 1951, of Robert

Hayward Barlow, a Carnegie Institution

Fellow working with this Department. In

his thirty-third year when he died, Barlow

had made a contribution to our knowledge

of Mesoamerican prehistory that already

was impressive. There have been few

scholars, if any, who have commanded

such knowledge of the protohistoric period

of the native civilizations of Mexico. At

the time of his death he was extending his

mastery of the subject to include the Maya.

Brilliant, with an insatiable thirst for

knowledge, he drove himself beyond the

limits of a none too robust physique. His

death is a signal loss to the whole field of

Mesoamerican prehistory and is a blow to

the researches of this Department that ill

can be afforded.

The retirement of A. V. Kidder on No-

vember 1, 1950, as Chairman of the Divi-

sion of Historical Research terminated an

association with Carnegie Institution of

over twenty-five years. Coming to the In-

stitution in an advisory capacity in 1924,

he was appointed Research Associate in

1926, Associate in charge of archaeology in

1927, and two years later Chairman of the

newly created Division of Historical Re-

search. As might be surmised from this

administrative grouping of the various his-

torical activities of the Institution, it was

Kidder's guiding principle that any true

understanding of human history can come

about only by the co-ordinated efforts of

numerous disciplines. He promptly put

this principle into practice by organizing a

program of allied researches. As time

passed, economic pressures forced the In-

stitution to look more to co-operation with

other agencies than to direct financing of

so broad a program; but Kidder's advocacy

of a multisided approach to the solution of

historical problems remained a potent

stimulus to the many researches, both

within and outside the Institution, that

have gone forward in Mesoamerica over

the past twenty years. This is not the place

to review Kidder's many and brilliant ac-

complishments. Indeed, it would be pre-

mature to do so in any place, for we have

every expectation that his new status will

little alter the course or effectiveness of his

researches. From the point of view of the

Department, our regret at his official de-

parture is tempered only by the hope that

his sage counsel and sound advice will

continue to be available to us.

Survey and Base Map at Mayapan,

Yucatan

Morris R. Jones

In accordance with arrangements made

by the Institution and the U. S. Geologi-

cal Survey, Jones returned to Yucatan on

November 2, 1950, and, after reoccupying

quarters at Telchaquillo, resumed work on

November 6. He was able to engage the

same group of native workers who had

served him the year before, so that no time

was lost in readjustment.

During the previous season, a grid net-

work was surveyed over the ruin area and

lines were cut through the dense under-

brush over this grid. Topography and cul-

ture were mapped by planetable methods,

as described in Year Book No. 49, pages

194-197. At the beginning of the second

season, the still unmapped portion, ap-
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proximately 35 per cent of the entire area,

included the city's eastern and southern

limits. It should be remembered that the

ancient wall which forms the map's bound-

ary is irregularly oval in shape.

The density of ruins in the eastern area

was found to be low. Of note, however, is

an interesting group close to Cenote Itzmal

Chen. It includes four structures so situ-

ated as to form a quadrangle, all built on

the same terrace, and with a small round

building at the quadrangle's center. The

northern structure of this group is the

tallest and most massive. An ancient gate-

way was found at the wall's northeastern-

most point, another where the wall passes

near Itzmal Chen, and a third at the wall's

southeastern extreme.

Work in the southern part of Mayapan

proved fruitful because house mounds

were found to be numerous. Ruins are

especially dense along the wall's south-

western extreme, and cenotes are numerous

in that area. Of particular note was a

house group on which two carved stone

plaques were found. At this same group is

a monolithic altar about 1 m. in height.

Another house construction could be seen

to have been built over an earlier, and

subsequently filled, vaulted room. Along

the wall's southern arc are one major gate-

way and two minor passageways.

The wall's entire perimeter reveals six

main ancient gateways and four minor

ancient passages. The wall has been

broken through at several places for the

passage of modern trails, and it is difficult

to determine whether or not these modern

breaches were minor ancient passages

which have merely been widened. It is

believed, however, that fresh breaks were

made for most of the postoccupation trails,

since one such trail passes through an an-

cient gateway and the original dimensions

of this opening are still more or less clearly

defined. Present-day inhabitants of the

Mayapan area know of no names for the

ancient gateways.

An over-all count of cenotes within the

walled area and 100 m. outside it reveals

fifteen which are known to have water in

them today. Seven more cenote-like cav-

erns were found to be dry, though sherds

found close to some of them indicate they

once were sources of water.

At the beginning of mapping operations,

an elevation of 25 m. above sea level was

assumed for the survey's centrally located

point of origin, and all contours and map
elevations are relative to this. In order to

determine the error between the assumed

elevation and the true position of the point

of origin, a line of levels was run from a

known elevation at Hacienda Xcanchakan

to the ruin area. Elevations as shown on
the Mayapan map were found to be about

8 m. higher than their true vertical posi-

tion. This error is of little consequence

since all elevations on the map are relative

to one another.

Mapping operations were completed

early in February, and Jones left Yucatan

on the eighth of that month, proceeding to

Washington, where all materials were

turned over to the Institution.

Mayapan, Yucatan

Karl Ruppert and A. L. Smith

The 195 1 field season at Mayapan, Yuca-

tan, under the supervision of Ruppert and

A. L. Smith began March 3 and continued

through May 17. Headquarters were estab-

lished in Telchaquillo, 2 km. north of the

ruins.

Previous work carried on at the site by

Carnegie Institution includes Patton's map
of the wall made in 1938 (Year Book

No- 37> I937~I938J PP- 141-142 ) and

Brainerd's and Andrews' reports on ceram-

ics and architecture in 1942 (Year Book

No. 41, 1941-1942, pp. 253-263). The ex-
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cellent map of Mayapan by Morris R.

Jones, completed in February 1951, served

as a key to, and was of invaluable aid in,

the past season's work.

Owing to the great number of structures

at Mayapan, some 3600, it seemed advisa-

ble to undertake no excavations during the

first field season, but to limit the work to

surface examination of as many structures

as possible. At the same time likely places

for future excavation were to be noted.

The map had been divided by Jones into

500-m. squares, each designated by a letter.

To facilitate identification of individual

structures, they were given the letter of the

square in which they occur, plus a number.

When in groups, the structures carry the

same number but are differentiated by the

addition of a lower-case letter. The data

for each structure, in most cases including

scale drawings, were recorded on a 5-by-8-

inch card. Approximately one-third of the

site, Squares A—E and J-N, with a total

of 1
1 43 structures, was examined and re-

corded.

The area investigated is mostly lime-

stone outcrop with little soil, supporting

low, scrubby growth. The contour of the

land is very irregular but does not vary

more than a few meters except where it is

broken by low hillocks. These latter, by

far the most desirable locations, were often

leveled on top and built up to support a

group of buildings. Groups in general,

whether on a hillock or not, are formed by

two or three structures on a single terrace.

The structures examined fall into several

categories : simple low platforms, dwelling-

type structures, other buildings, altars,

pyramidal structures, causeways, and walls.

The simple low platforms vary in size

from 3 by 5 m. to 6 by 10 m. and average

30 cm. in height. They are faced with

roughly worked stones.

Dwelling-type structures, usually sup-

ported by low platforms, vary greatly in

details such as arrangement and number
of benches, walls, and passageways. These

variations are undoubtedly due to the size

and circumstances of the family and the

personal whim of the builder. There is a

great deal of evidence that original struc-

tures were added to, possibly because of

increases in the family. In spite of the

numerous variations, this type of structure

usually consists of one room with one or

more benches, or a front and back room.

In the latter case the front room has at

least one bench, more commonly two with

a passageway between leading into the

back room; occasionally three benches oc-

cur with passageways between them. Back

rooms are consistently narrower than front

rooms. There is little indication that the

fronts of the houses were closed. The
back room often had a doorway at one

end. Small altars are occasionally found in

the inner room, built against the center of

the back wall. In general they consist of

low platforms outlined with stones. Lack

of any debris on the floor or benches sug-

gests that these structures carried thatch

roofs. The walls are of one course in

height and never rise above 60 cm. As
there is no evidence remaining to indicate

that the walls rose higher, the upper part

must have been constructed of perishable

materials. The masonry is of roughly

worked stone. Jamb stones, often better

worked, may rise above the wall. Plaster,

although no doubt extensively used, was

found only in rare instances. Unfortu-

nately the land has for many years been

burned over for milpas, and this has caused

much destruction. In general these dwell-

ings follow closely Landa's description of

house construction in Yucatan (Tozzer,

1941, pp. 85-87).

The third category includes a type of

structure that may also have been used

for dwelling purposes, probably by the

wealthier or more important residents of
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Mayapan. It is similar in plan to the

structures described above, but is built of

nicely cut and coursed masonry. These

structures may have two or four columns

formed of a number of stone drums, or

masonry piers, across the front. Because

of the amount of debris it is impossible to

tell the number of benches in the front or

back rooms without excavation. Very few

structures of this type have been found to

date.

Altars occur most frequently in front

of the larger structures, especially when

the latter form part of a group. They are

small, rectangular masonry platforms ris-

ing an average of 20 cm. In some instances

they support a low wall or a single upright

stone.

A truncated pyramid rising 4 m. on the

south side was found in Square E. It is

the only structure of this type encountered

in the area investigated. Although in ruin

and covered with debris, stairways flanked

by balustrades were visible projecting from

three sides. Two terraces high, the pyramid

supports the remains of a superstructure.

A causeway with one end north of the

pyramidal structure extends approximately

100 m. northwest. Averaging 2 m. in width

and barely rising above the ground level,

it is bordered in most places by stones

varying greatly in size.

An interesting feature is the frequent

occurrence of alignments of stones or

walls surrounding individual structures or

groups. These walls, made of large stones

set on end and placed a few centimeters

apart, probably delimited land ownership.

In some cases lanes are formed by the

parallel walls of neighboring properties.

The portion of the main city wall ex-

amined was for the most part in a very

poor state of preservation. Made of large

rough stones, it does not rise over 2 m.

at any point. In some places there remain

traces of a banquette and parapet. There

is a gateway through the wall in Square B
and another in Square D.

Structures outside the wall are infre-

quent. Those examined do not vary in

plan and construction from those within

the city proper.

An earlier period at Mayapan is sug-

gested by the frequent occurrence of re-

used stones. Some of these stones are

carved elements of Puuc period decora-

tion, others are nicely dressed wall stones

which have been incorporated in masonry

of a far inferior quality. Metates of the

grooved type were found in great quanti-

ties and were often put to secondary use

in masonry construction.

During the season's work it became evi-

dent that in order to have a clear picture

of certain types of structure, some excava-

tion would be necessary. With this in

mind various buildings were recorded as

being the most likely to give the desired

information. At the same time places that

looked as if they might contain caches

or burials were noted. These are in benches

and built-up terraces where depressions,

probably caused by a collapsed vault or

crypt, were observed. In one instance the

capstones and upper part of a vault were

showing below the top of a bench, and it

is hoped that other examples of superposi-

tion will become apparent as the work

progresses.

Yucatan

Raymond H. Thompson

One of the most rewarding aspects of the

Institution's Fellowship program is the

ever-present opportunity for the Fellow to

gain experience and professional training

from association with older members of

the staff. Several such opportunities made

the period under review particularly pro-

ductive in this respect. Early in the year,

between five and six weeks were spent
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with George W. Brainerd, who provided

both a basic knowledge of. Yucatecan ce-

ramics from the material he is preparing

for publication, and a review of the statis-

tical methods which have been developed

for analyzing these data. A similar period

was devoted to studies in ceramic technol-

ogy with Anna O. Shepard. These studies

consisted of an explanation of the methods

used to analyze pastes, instruction in the

microscopic identification of tempers, and

an examination of the characteristics of the

known Yucatecan pastes. After the season

in Yucatan had begun, several members of

the staff devoted themselves to the task of

cleaning, sorting, classifying, and storing

the huge ceramic collections which were in

Merida. This co-operative effort converted

an otherwise monotonous and time-con-

suming job into an informal ceramic round

table.

The research project of the past season

consisted in an examination of Yucatecan

ceramic materials in terms of Gordon R.

Willey's "pottery tradition" concept, with

special emphasis on the late prehistoric,

colonial, and contemporary periods. Al-

though the problem in its purest sense is

concerned with all those traits which run

counter to horizontal changes and persist

throughout parts or all of the pottery se-

quence, very little work has been done on

early sherd collections. Study of the lower

time horizons has been limited largely to

the brief analysis made possible during the

arrangement of the collections in Merida.

The major effort was concentrated on ob-

taining sherd samples from the little-

known late pre- and early postconquest

period. In spite of the importance of this

time period to the Department's program,

its ceramic components are only scantily

represented by collections from Dzibil-

chaltun, Telchaquillo, and Mani. An in-

tensive search this season for additional

sherd deposits of this date has met with

negative results.

During recent years Roys has been com-

piling a list of sites which show promise

of yielding this type of ceramic evidence.

In Year Book No. 48 (1948—1949), page

241, he suggests the towns of Caucel and

Ucu as sites worth investigating. In order

to appraise the digging possibilities of co-

lonial sites still occupied, these two towns

and a third, Chuburna de Hidalgo, were

visited early in the season. Located north

and west of Merida, they were founded

very soon after the conquest. All three

have prehistoric ruins near the plaza and

church. In each case, however, the long

and continuous occupation of the same

small plaza area makes it very unlikely

that excavations would produce samples of

conquest-period sherds, and the chances

for a pure, unmixed deposit are even

smaller. Certain features of the prehistoric

remains are worth noting. Chuburna has

three very small mounds, perhaps what

is left of larger mounds, to the north and

west of the church. These are being grad-

ually destroyed to provide fill for leveling

the plaza in front of the church. They ap-

pear to be dry rubble. No sherds were

found despite a careful search.

Shook and Thompson made a second

visit to Caucel and Ucu to survey the

ruins there. North of the church at Caucel

are the remains of six mounds, one of

which was recently quarried away for the

construction of the Merida-Hunucma high-

way. Several floor levels appear where

streets cut the edges of mounds, and there

are masonry exposures on the two largest

mounds. The approximately 8-m.-high

substructure of Mound 1 is by far the larg-

est unit on the site. The masonry of two

successive terrace constructions is exposed

on the northwest corner. There is also a

stairway on the south side. The masonry

is of medium-sized blocks of roughly
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shaped but undressed stone which sug-

gest Early Classic.

Mound 2 contains a circular wall about

a meter thick and a little more than

5 m. in diameter. This "round" struc-

ture is made of stone blocks of the same

type as the stairway and terrace walls

of Mound i, but the courses are liber-

ally chinked with small stone fragments.

Sherds collected from the fill thrown

out during recent quarrying activities

include some thin slate ware pieces

which would reinforce the suggested dat-

ing for the Mound i masonry, perhaps

raising it to Middle Classic. Round struc-

tures are not characteristic of this period;

yet the masonry does not conform to the

style known for the post-Classic period,

when round structures do appear, nor was

there noted anywhere at the site well cut

and dressed stone such as is characteristic

of Late and post-Classic periods in Yuca-

tan. This leads Shook to believe that "the

masonry style suggests that the round

temple, pyramid, and other structures at

Caucel belong to a period earlier than

Late Classic." Shook also thinks that the

round structure had a single doorway

opening to the east. Thompson, on the

other hand, is inclined to believe that

this circular wall does not represent a

"round" structure contemporary with the

probably Middle Classic site, but rather

the remains of a rainwater cistern built

by the early Spanish settlers of Caucel

with stones robbed from Mound i or

from a mound with similar masonry

now destroyed. There are cisterns in a fair

state of preservation among the ruins of

the abandoned colonial towns of Hunacti,

Calotmul, and Tecoh which have similar

masonry and the same range of wall thick-

ness and diameter. The fact that these cis-

terns are usually built into the side of a

prehistoric mound would account for the

association of thin slate sherds with the

Caucel structure.

There is only one mound at Ucu, close

on the north side of the church atrium. It

is a substructure about 8 m. high with the

remains of a floor on top and a few veneer-

style stones scattered about the sides and

base. In the plaza Shook found a jamb

stone, cut to full wall width, and part of a

sculptured round column. The latter was

broken just above the knees of the male

figure which is carved on one side in low

relief. The lower legs and the end of the

breechclout are all that remain. The san-

dals on the out-turned feet have a round

ornament over the toes. The best guess for

dating Ucu is Late Classic, somewhat later

than Caucel.

Roys (Year Book No. 48, p. 240) also

lists seven abandoned sixteenth-century

villages as likely to yield undisturbed de-

posits of the conquest period. These are:

Calotmul south of Tzucacab, Cauich just

outside Oxkutzcab, Hunacti north of Tix-

meuac, Kanchunup near Sotuta, Kizil near

Uman, Tecoh east of Izamal, and Tuchi-

caan near Maxcanu. Three proved to be

unsuitable for ceramic studies. The co-

lonial town is completely destroyed at

Tuchicaan, and all that remains at Cauich

is a trace of some of the walls of the visita

church. Although the Kanchunup church

and atrium are well preserved, there is so

little soil in the vicinity as to make it al-

most impossible to dig.

It was decided to select from the other

four sites the two which, coupled with the

colonial material that Brainerd obtained at

Mani, Telchaquillo, and Dzibilchaltun,

would give the best distributional sam-

pling of the region. Kizil is still a very

promising site, but, like Dzibilchaltun,

is in the Merida area. Calotmul and

Hunacti are quite near together in south-

ern Yucatan. Since Hunacti was aban-

doned earlier, and therefore is more likely
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to yield a pure sample, it was selected for

excavation. Calotmul, with its somewhat

longer period of occupation, may yet prove

to be the most favorable place to dig.

Tecoh was chosen as the other site to be

tested because its location in the north-

east would considerably extend the areal

coverage of the project.

There are fairly extensive prehistoric

ruins at both Hunacti and Tecoh, those

at the former being considerably larger.

Although pottery of pre-Classic and Classic

types is common in both samples, no sherds

have yet been identified as surely dating

from the time of the conquest. Both sites

have well preserved visita churches and

associated colonial buildings which pro-

vide considerable information on the ar-

rangement of an early Yucatecan colonial

village.

It is difficult to explain why no conquest-

period sherds appeared in the excavations.

The most plausible explanation places the

blame on the time-honored custom of burn-

ing the milpas. The short occupation of

these sites did not allow time for large

accumulations of colonial pottery, and

what did accumulate was on or near the

surface. All known pottery of the period

was tempered with calcite, a type of temper

which does not stand up under intense

heat. Consequently, unless in well pro-

tected and as yet undiscovered places, the

thin soil cover characteristic of Yucatan

has not provided enough insulation against

the heat of the periodic milpa fires. This

same argument can be invoked to account

for some of the difficulties encountered in

obtaining adequate surface sherd collec-

tions from most Yucatecan sites. One can

walk through many a milpa near a ruin

and pick up sherds in a well advanced state

of deterioration induced by the fires of the

burning milpas and aggravated by the

heavy rains of the summer months.

At Roys' suggestion Thompson searched

for and located two other colonial sites. It

was hoped that some early Spanish sherds

might be found at Tzucuaxim, which in

1605 was a sugar finca near Merida. With

the help of D. Juan Martinez Hernandez,

the present Quinta San Pedro Tzucuaxim

on the eastern outskirts of Merida, in the

Chuminopolis section, was found to oc-

cupy the site of, and to preserve the name

of, the old finca. The disturbance caused

by lengthy and recent occupation makes

this an unlikely place to dig. The other

site, Yacman, was identified by Roys

through documentary evidence as a six-

teenth-century village with a visita church.

At Hacienda Mahzucil, an annex of Ha-

cienda Xcanchakan, the name Yacman is

still used by the local people for a good-

sized cenote about 2 km. southeast of the

hacienda center. There are a few small

mounds near the cenote, and not far away

the badly ruined remains of a rather small

visita church. A surface collection of

weathered potsherds included no frag-

ments which could safely be dated later

than the Classic period.

As noted by Shook (below), he and

Thompson made a collection of sherds

from the ruins of the old convent of San

Francisco in Merida. Most of the sherds

recovered are bolster-rim slate ware basins

typical of the Late Classic. Through the

courtesy of Dr. Eduardo A. Duarte E.,

Thompson was able to visit a newly dis-

covered cave about 2 km. southwest of

Tekax. Sherds and two large jars found

in the cave were Classic-style slate wares.

Several large jars were found almost buried

in calcareous deposits, pointing up the an-

cient practice of setting vessels in the caves

to collect water from slowly dripping

sources.

The failure of the concerted efforts dur-

ing most of the season to obtain samples

of conquest-period pottery has led to a

stronger emphasis on the study of the
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archaeological and technological signifi-

cance of present-day pottery making in

Yucatan and Campeche. This type of in-

vestigation is aimed at tracing the "pottery

tradition" through traits which seem to

persist from prehistoric times into the con-

temporary period. Throughout the season

considerable miscellaneous information on

this subject has been collected, and as this

report is being written, a systematic study

of the main pottery-making centers of the

region is being undertaken.

Yucatan

Edwin M. Shook and Tatiana Proskouriakoff

Shook arrived in Merida from Guate-

mala on February 6, 1951, and returned to

Guatemala May 31. Most of his time in

Yucatan was devoted to the organization

of the Merida office as a base of operations,

with a ceramics laboratory and storage fa-

cilities for archaeological material. In this

task R. H. Thompson and Mrs. Thomp-
son co-operated throughout the season, as

did Proskouriakoff during the two months

of her stay in Yucatan.

A great mass of archaeological material,

packed in about 500 wooden boxes, had

been in storage for a number of years at

Hacienda Chenku on the outskirts of

Merida. This material consisted princi-

pally of pottery fragments recovered from

the excavations by Carnegie Institution

throughout the peninsula of Yucatan.

Also, there were artifacts of stone, shell,

bone, and pottery, human skeletal material,

and miscellaneous stone sculpture. It had

previously been arranged with the Na-

tional Institute of Anthropology and His-

tory that all suitable specimens should be

delivered to the museum in Merida during

the past season. It was also planned that

the large collection of fragmentary ceramic

material be divided into representative

study lots for future deposition in various

museums in Mexico, Central America, and

the United States. With these objectives

in mind, the entire collection was moved

from storage to the new Merida quarters,

while still in boxes segregated by site, struc-

ture, or trench within a site, and when

possible by stratigraphic level. The con-

tents of each box or container then were

culled, cleaned, and placed in specially de-

signed shallow trays. Sherds too small or

weathered for determination of ware,

shape, or decoration, and those the pro-

venience of which was uncertain, were dis-

carded, as were many larger body and rim

sherds of wares and forms abundantly rep-

resented in the collection. By the season's

end the ceramic material had been ar-

ranged in cases, readily accessible for study,

comparison, and division into type collec-

tions.

The artifacts, sculpture, and all whole

or restorable pottery vessels were cata-

logued, drawn, or photographed, and de-

livered in May 1951 to the Merida Mu-

seum. Human skeletal material was care-

fully packed, labeled as to provenience,

and turned over to the local office of the

National Institute of Anthropology and

History for shipment to the National Mu-

seum in Mexico City.

As time permitted, brief visits were made

to a number of archaeological sites that

provide comparative and background ma-

terial for the Department's studies in Yuca-

tan. Museum as well as private collections

were photographed and recorded. R. H.

Thompson and Shook obtained pottery

samples from the few remnants of the an-

cient site of Tihoo, over which the modern

city of Merida is built. Demolition of the

great Maya structure, which the Spaniards

used partly as a foundation and partly as a

quarry in constructing a Franciscan mon-

astery, has accelerated during recent years

to provide space for Merida's market area.

From the rubble of the monastery and
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Maya structure was salvaged modern,

Spanish colonial, and preconquest pottery.

The last consisted principally of Late Clas-

sic period slate wares typical of material

from Puuc sites, and a few sherds assign-

able to the period of Toltec influence in

Chichen Itza. The debris also contained

several well cut and dressed stone disks

apparently from architectural columns.

This type of column was used most fre-

quently during the Early post-Classic or

Toltec period in Yucatan. No evidence

of occupation after this period until Span-

ish colonial times was noted.

Thompson and Shook visited ruins at

Caucel, Ucu (see p. 233 above), and Hu-
nucma along the Merida-Sisal highway,

and located or obtained information of

others west and northwest of Merida.

Those visited have suffered damage to a

greater or less degree because they were

a convenient source of stone for construct-

ing churches, houses, or fences in the re-

spective towns, or for the highway. Sur-

face sherd lots were collected at Caucel, at

Ucu, from a low mound being cut away in

Hunucma, and from a site which had been

destroyed on the south edge of the high-

way about 1 km. east of Hunucma.
Southeast of Merida, Thompson and

Shook investigated three sites, San An-

tonio, Tehuitz, and Tepich. The first

proved to be a small site dating from the

Late Classic or the Toltec Chichen Itza

period. Among the debris of vaulted build-

ings were well cut and dressed wall and

vault stones and round, full-height door-

way columns. San Antonio is located 1 km.
northwest of Hacienda San Antonio Te-

huitz on the north edge of the Merida-

Acanceh highway. Southeast of the same

hacienda are the ruins of Tehuitz, a major

archaeological site extending at least 1 km.
north-south, mostly between the highway

and railroad line from Merida to Acanceh.

The site is dominated by a huge, steep

pyramid approximately 18 m. in height.

Several closed, rectangular court groups lie

on the flat and barren limestone plain

north and northwest of the pyramid. Com-
mon at Tehuitz are terraces retained by

large rough limestone boulders, house plat-

forms, and apparently vaulted, multiple-

room, palace-type structures on low plat-

forms. The latter had moderately well

cut lintels and full-width doorway jambs,

but nowhere at the site were noted cut and

dressed wall or vault stones. Wall masonry

is of large rough blocks laid in irregular

courses with much spalling.

Tehuitz and Tepich, a somewhat

smaller site on the southeast edge of Ha-

cienda Tepich, are similar in masonry and

arrangement. Both apparently had their

greatest period of activity before the Late

Classic period. Other sites east and south-

east of Merida were located but not investi-

gated.

Mr. Lawrence Roys spent about two

months in Yucatan mapping, photograph-

ing, and recording several unreported sites

and others not adequately described in

the literature. One such site, Ake, was

visited twice during the field season by

Roys and Shook. They were accompanied

on the second trip by Proskouriakoff. His-

torical sources state that in preconquest

times the cities of Tihoo (Merida) and

Izamal were connected by a paved road.

Remains of the Maya road or sacbe were

discovered and followed 2 km. eastward

from Ake in the direction of Izamal. Sub-

sequently Pollock, Shook, and Proskouria-

koff traced what is believed to be the same

sacbe some 6 or 8 km. westward from

Izamal going in a direct line toward Ake.

The road measured 12 m. in width and

consisted of a dry rock fill between parallel

retaining walls of large, roughly cut lime-

stone blocks. This foundation was topped

with crushed gravel and smoothly surfaced

with lime concrete. That the Maya were
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competent engineers was evident from the

camber given to the road's surface for rapid

drainage.

Ake and Izamal are major archaeological

sites showing similarity in the orderly as-

semblage of huge religious and civic struc-

tures around rectangular courts, and in

masonry and architectural style. Both sites

are characterized by masonry of enormous

cut blocks with lime mortar between

blocks and surfacing of lime plaster. Stucco

decoration often embellished the substruc-

ture terrace walls, further obscuring the

block masonry. Both Ake and Izamal

seem to have completed their major archi-

tectural activities before the spread of the

Puuc style in the Late Classic period. Puuc-

type construction, however, was found in

several instances to overlie typical block

masonry at Ake.

Proskouriakoff spent three days at Chi-

chen Itza, making a cursory survey of

the sculpture which still remains to be

photographed. Chichen Itza sculpture,

being the largest body of representative art

in the region, is a valuable source of back-

ground material for the interpretation of

late Yucatan history. In many cases, field

conditions present difficulties in photog-

raphy, but it is hoped that a practical plan

of obtaining a complete and adequate rec-

ord can be worked out for a future season.

ProskouriakofT and Shook, on a brief

reconnaissance trip to Campeche, investi-

gated two sites along the recently con-

structed highway between Hopelchen and

Campeche. Both sites, Tohcok and Kayal,

4 and 40 km. west of Hopelchen, respec-

tively, had served as stone quarries for road

construction. Part of a vaulted building

remained standing at Tohcok on the north

edge of the highway. Photographs, plans,

and sections of what remained of the struc-

ture, and drawings of the exposed portions

of two painted doorway jambs were ob-

tained. The Painted Jambs building, a two-

storied structure, originally consisted of a

lower level of several rooms on each side

of a broad stairway leading to an upper

range of rooms. Additions from time to

time, some apparently to enlarge the sec-

ond story, required the filling and blocking

of the rooms and doorways of the lower

level. Eventually the renovations com-

pletely sealed and buried the early part of

the structure, thus preserving it until re-

cent exposure by road builders. One com-

plete vaulted room remains of the lower

story south of the stairway. This room has

a doorway in the east and another in the

west wall. Each jamb of the latter door-

way had been surfaced in ancient times

with fine, hard, creamy-white lime plaster

on which was painted in black an elab-

orately costumed figure framed by a rec-

tangular band of hieroglyphs. The same

room has a painted capstone.

The type of masonry and architectural

details of the Painted Jambs building and

other structures at Tohcok belong to the

Late Classic period. The architecture is of

neither the distinctive Chenes nor the

Puuc style; it appears rather to be a blend

of the two. This strongly suggests that

Tohcok is a border site between the Puuc

and Chenes areas, and that these architec-

tural traditions flourished contempora-

neously.

The Kayal site is situated on a low ridge

about 500 m. south of the highway and

village of Kayal. The road builders have

left little more than featureless piles of

rubble, except for one hieroglyphic stone

and one vaulted room of a type found more

frequently in the area west of the Puuc

region. This type, which may be Early

Puuc, is characterized by the use of veneer

masonry for walls and upper facades, while

retaining slab masonry vaults. Despite the

destruction of Kayal, it was possible to

trace down and obtain photographs of a

considerable number of sculptures from the
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site. Some were built into the Kayal

church, others were in the Campeche Mu-

seum, and a number were found in pri-

vate collections in Merida.

Two days were spent recording sculp-

ture, ceramics, and artifacts in the Cam-

peche Museum. The museum collection in-

cludes material from all parts of the state

of Campeche. There is an excellent study

lot of pottery and artifacts from excava-

tions in Jaina.

South of Campeche, on the Champoton

road, surface collections of pottery were

made at two previously unreported sites,

Queja, 1.5 km. north of Seyba Playa, and

La Joya, approximately 8 km. north of

Champoton. Neither site provided evi-

dence of the use of cut-stone masonry or

vaults. The sites apparently were occupied

in widely separated periods. The pottery

indicates that La Joya may be a pre-Classic

site, whereas Queja appears to be Late

Classic or early post-Classic.

Champoton, identified as the home of

the Itza, and the scene of the earliest armed

encounters between Spanish conquerors

and natives of the Yucatan peninsula, lies

at the mouth of a small river emptying

into the Gulf. Native tradition relates that

Kukulcan, on his departure from Maya-

pan, stopped there and that a temple in the

sea was erected in his memory. The tem-

ple referred to is undoubtedly a small con-

struction still to be seen opposite the mouth

of the river on a tiny island almost sub-

merged by water. Two or three well cut

blocks of stone remain in situ, but most

of the foundation is in large amorphous

masses of fill, solidified by lime and broken

and scattered by the action of the sea. No
traces of ancient construction were ob-

served in the town itself, but Shook photo-

graphed in a private collection a large

sculpture of stone and stucco, represent-

ing a reptilian grotesque on the order of

those on Altars G and O at Copan, though

carved in less elegant style.

The island of Jaina, 36 km. north of

Campeche, was next visited. Previous ex-

plorations by Carnegie Institution (Year

Book No. 23, 1923-1924, pp. 201-21
1
) re-

sulting in the discovery of three stelae, one

bearing the Initial Series date 9.1 1.0.0.0, and

more recent work by the Mexican Gov-

ernment had shown Jaina to be of con-

siderable importance in the interpretation

of Yucatan history. Special attention has

been given the site by professional looters

in search of the exquisitely modeled clay

figurines for which Jaina is now famous.

Much of the island's surface is pocked with

holes left by the treasure seekers. These cuts

into mounds and through plaza levels pro-

vided information on construction and sub-

plaza conditions, as well as a large sherd

sample.

The site occupies a slightly elevated east-

west ridge which is the most habitable

part of the small, swampy, low-lying island.

Only a narrow estuary separates it from

the also swampy, low-lying mainland.

From the sea the island would be indis-

tinguishable from the mainland if it were

not conspicuously marked by the archaeo-

logical mounds. Several large pyramidal

structures face east across a series of courts

with lesser units to a high pyramidal

mound about 200 m. distant. The size of

the ancient structures, the sculptured stelae,

the number of human burials, and the

richness of their furniture point to the im-

portance of Jaina and suggest a relatively

large aboriginal population. Yet neither

the island nor the immediately adjacent

mainland seems to provide sufficient land

suitable for agriculture to support more

than a few families. Drinking water prob-

ably was available from the same fresh-

water well which now serves the casual

fishermen who make temporary stops at

Jaina.
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Our knowledge of the environment of

this region is superficial, and what facts

we possess concerning the ruins and their

location can be interpreted in several ways.

It would appear, however, that the an-

cient economy must have been based on

fishing, the production of salt, the supply-

ing of sea shells, trade in these products,

and commerce in general. Agricultural

products, pottery, metates, flint, obsidian,

etc. would have been brought wholly or

in part from outside sources. The famous

Jaina pottery figurines most likely were

never manufactured in Jaina, but came by

trade from some region such as Tabasco.

It is important to note that most Jaina

figurines are found in graves. A careful

search through the back dirt of earlier ex-

cavations and over the surface of the site

failed to turn up even a fragment of a

figurine. The ceramic material known
from Jaina places its major occupation in

the Late Classic period. Some activity on

the island may have continued into the

Early post-Classic period.

Guatemala

Edwin M. Shook

Knowledge of man's cultural develop-

ment in Mesoamerica before the Classic pe-

riod was augmented this year by a discovery

made in Kaminaljuyu on the outskirts of

Guatemala City, when a workman began

removing sod from a grass-covered mound,

C-III-6, located on privately owned prop-

erty, Quinta Samayoa. This property, for-

merly known as Quinta Arevalo, lies en-

tirely within the archaeological site of

Kaminaljuyu, and the major concentration

of ancient mounds is within its boundaries.

The workman, while chopping out squares

of sod from the top of Mound C-III-6,

struck a stone with his hoe. Being familiar

with the local terrain, where no natural

rock exists, he was curious and began

clearing the stone. It proved to be the plain

shaft of a pedestal sculpture which had

been set vertically into the top floor of

the mound. The excavation of this stone

brought to light another, some 50—60 cm.

below the surface, which proved to be an

excellently preserved carved stela of co-

lumnar basalt. The property owner, Sr.

Arturo Samayoa, had the stela removed to

his house for safekeeping and notified the

Institute of Anthropology and History of

the discovery. Shook, on request of the

Institute, investigated the report and rec-

ommended minor excavations where the

monument had been found. The purpose

was to observe, if possible, its association

with pottery and other cultural remains.

Several weeks were spent excavating

Mound C-III-6. The sculptured stela

formed part of an incredibly rich cache

placed in a large, roughly rectangular in-

trusive pit. The pit had been cut through

the structure's top floor to a depth of 1.4 m.

and floored with an enormous stone slab.

Around the slab had been placed three

plain basalt columns, the stela, and two

pedestal sculptures. The last extended

above the mound's floor level and had been

broken off and removed, probably in an-

cient times, leaving only their plain ped-

estals buried in the mound fill. Also found

in the cache were over 70 pottery vessels,

a bird (?) skull containing a necklace of

290 emerald-green jade beads and pendants,

a jade pendant carved in what Shook be-

lieves to be the so-called Olmec or La Venta

style, and 23 small jade beads and mosaic

elements. Ceremonial fires had been

burned around the base of the pit, leaving

quantities of ash and of charcoal, a sample

of which was obtained for carbon 14 anal-

ysis. Among the ashes were scattered frag-

ments of the pottery vessels, which had

been broken ceremonially. Subsequently

the pit was filled and the area resurfaced

with an adobe floor, and presumably the
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structure continued to serve its original

purpose.

Excavations were made below the in-

trusive pit through undisturbed mound fill

to a sterile level. A few potsherds were re-

covered, and all that could be identified be-

long to the Las Charcas phase, the most

ancient known in the Guatemala high-

lands. The cache, however, being later

than the construction of the mound, con-

tained Early Sacatepequez phase pottery

believed to represent a transitional stage

between Las Charcas and Sacatepequez.

The excavations in Mound C-III-6 prove

that architecture of a permanent nature,

serving public and ceremonial functions,

began in Kaminaljuyu at a much earlier

date than was hitherto believed. Monu-
mental stone sculpture, jade cutting, carv-

ing, and polishing show a well developed

technology. The jade pendant carved in

the form of a human figure was evidently

an import. If the specimen is in fact a

product of Olmec—La Venta art, it rep-

resents the earliest example yet found asso-

ciated with archaeological material recov-

ered under controlled excavation.

Two near-by mounds show a type of

construction similar to that of C-III-6. A
ceramic sample from the fill of one,

C-III-10, consists mostly of Las Charcas

wares with a few examples of Early Saca-

tepequez type.

During the year, wood or charcoal sam-

ples were obtained for carbon 14 analysis

from several locations at the ruins of

Kaminaljuyu and Tikal in Guatemala, and

at Tulum on the east coast of Quintana

Roo, Mexico. A total of 30 specimens have

been collected from archaeological sites

throughout the Maya area, ranging in time

from the oldest levels now recognized to

within a century of the Spanish conquest.

These samples are in the Department's

office in Cambridge, Massachusetts, await-

ing analysis.

Ceramic Technology

Anna O. Shepard

During the past year stocktaking with

respect to Yucatan ceramics has been car-

ried on concurrently with the preparation

of the book Ceramics for the archaeologist.

Experimental work with ceramic stand-

ards and methods of pottery making has

extended the latter task. One of the major

trends in ceramic studies of recent years

has been toward standardization in re-

cording outward appearances and away

from consideration of the potter's methods.

Description of appearances has satisfied the

demand for objective reporting and elimi-

nated speculation regarding techniques.

Yet the potter's methods are of greater

interest in the study of cultural develop-

ment than are physical properties which

exhibit secondary variations caused by dif-

ferences either in composition or in meth-

ods or in both. Laboratory analysis, by

establishing the composition of materials

and revealing evidence of the method of

firing, obviates the need for mechanical

handling of physical properties. Further-

more, definitive marks of various shaping

and finishing processes can be recognized

through experimental studies. In line with

this objective of understanding something

of the potter's methods, an extensive study

has been made of surface texture and

finishing techniques. Some time has also

been given to the preparation of material

to illustrate graphically certain basic prin-

ciples of ceramics.

The principal collections of Yucatan

sherds in this country were shipped to the

laboratory in the summer and used during

R. H. Thompson's five-week period of

training in the use of the binocular micro-

scope for the identification of the major

classes of paste. These collections comprise

sherds from Chichen Itza, Puuc sites,

Coba, Holactun, and Oxkintok, and from
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the major phases so far recognized, but

they are selected sherds and include a dis-

proportionate number of unusual and un-

identified types. They are inadequate for

a review of the pottery of any one period

or site, but can be used for a preliminary

study of certain technological aspects of

Yucatan ceramics. It is especially desirable

at the inception of the Yucatan work to

summarize present knowledge as an aid in

formulating problems and judging meth-

ods of solution.

Specific questions that have guided the

review are: (a) whether or not the pastes

of Yucatan pottery are sufficiently varied

to serve for identification of localized types

and for the recognition of interregional

trade, (b) whether or not trade pottery

from outside the Yucatan peninsula can be

recognized by paste alone, and (c) how
Yucatan pottery compares with that from

known Peten sites.

Recognition of local specialization con-

tributes to the understanding of stylistic re-

lationships and development and is needed

to avoid confusing regional with chrono-

logical variations when reliable stratigra-

phy is lacking. Yucatan collections ex-

amined microscopically in 1940 showed in-

dications of regional variations that gave

promise that paste would afford means of

segregating regional intrusives from local

products, a difficult or impossible task

when data are restricted to surface features

and types are mixed through extensive

interchange. Two lines of evidence are

used in the technological approach to this

question of local specialization and re-

gional trade: first, plotting of geographic

distribution of the various paste types, and,

second, correlation of paste with form or

other stylistic traits.

In view of the problem of regional spe-

cialization, the collections in this country

have been used to identify and define the

varieties of the main classes of temper in

Yucatan—volcanic ash and calcite. The
material studied to date has shown a num-
ber of distinctive varieties of calcite and

limestone, but the volcanic ash appears

comparatively uniform in structure and

mineral inclusions. This uniformity sug-

gests that the ash was obtained from the

same or similar sources. The origin of the

volcanic ash in Yucatan pottery was a mys-

tery for a number of years, until Pollock

found in the Merida market pumice said

to have come from the coast, where it is

washed in by ocean currents. Recently, ex-

perimental pieces were made from a sam-

ple of this pumice. Although they did not

show the same structure as the ash in the

pottery, it is quite possible that the pumice

has varied in different periods. Neverthe-

less, certain characteristics of the ash tem-

per suggest a terrestrial source. In addition

to splintery glass and stray fragments of

pumice, the pottery contains particles of

tuff, that is, fine-textured, consolidated ash.

The tuff—which could not be derived from

pumice—often has a reddish clay or a cal-

careous matrix, and appears too soft to have

been water-borne. The source of Yucatan

ash temper is therefore still a question. A
reddish or orange argillaceous tuff has so

far been found only in Yucatan pottery.

The uniformity and distinctiveness of

Yucatan ash temper is a great advantage

in the recognition of intrusive ash-tempered

pottery. Sherds that have been classed as

foreign to the Yucatan peninsula on the

basis of technological analysis include a

few identified types, many odd sherds

which because of their rarity have been

tentatively classed as intrusives by the ar-

chaeologist, and many small, weathered,

nondescript sherds which would ordi-

narily pass unnoticed. The vitric ashes of

these sherds include the rare perlitic type,

as well as fine vesicular pumice and vol-

canic dust readily distinguished from the

ash of Yucatan paste. Also common is crys-
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tal ash, which has not been found in any

Yucatan type, though it is present at

Uaxactun. Another prominent class of

foreign paste has the texture of untem-

pered clay. It is found in certain gray wares

as well as in the various types of fine

orange. Some progress has been made in

distinguishing varieties of this paste by the

presence or absence of calcareous particles,

volcanic dust, and foraminifera. Other for-

eign pastes are tempered with igneous rock,

of which there are a number of kinds.

Although intrusive sherds are easily rec-

ognized by paste, their source is in most

cases unknown, and we do not yet have

enough data or materials from the regions

with which there may have been trade to

make comparisons. But in view of the fact

that a considerable proportion of the intru-

sive sherds have no distinguishing stylistic

features, it seems desirable, as collections

become available, to make a technological

survey of likely areas, to establish the dis-

tribution of paste types. On the Gulf coast,

samples from Tres Zapotes have been stud-

ied, and Professor J. Garcia Payon is sup-

plying us with collections from sites in the

central Vera Cruz area.

The sherds in the Yucatan collections

that have been classed as of Uaxactun style

by R. E. Smith have been examined micro-

scopically to compare their pastes with

those of the type collection from Uaxactun.

Sherds identified as Tzakol are, with

rare exceptions, calcite-tempered, whereas

Uaxactun Tzakol is almost exclusively ash-

tempered. There were undoubtedly many
local paste varieties within the Peten which

we have not sampled, though a number

are certainly represented by intrusives in

Uaxactun. The Tepeu-like sherds from

Coba include both ash and calcite varieties

in the same styles. The ash is exceedingly

uniform and differs in structure from Yu-

catan ash. It is noteworthy that the ash-

tempered and calcite-tempered medial-

molding bowls show minor variations in

rim form and type of molding, a correla-

tion which strengthens the inference that

they are from different sources.

The most obvious difference between

Peten and Yucatan pottery is in decoration.

In contrast with the elaborate polychrome

painted types of the Peten, the principal

type of well finished Yucatan pottery, slate

ware, is either unpainted or decorated with

simple patterns in black. The ware is

readily recognized and has long been

known but has never been fully defined.

Tests of the paint have shown that it is

organic, which makes the ware unique

among analyzed Mesoamerican wares. The

blackish or dark brown paints of poly-

chrome ware of the Peten are mineral

(iron-manganese ores), and this appears

to be the most common black paint of

Mesoamerica. The only other example of

carbon paint that has been sent to the lab-

oratory is that on Classic resist-decorated

sherds. Examples of this ware from Teoti-

huacan and from Copan and Quirigua

have been found to oxidize readily at

550 ° C. The pottery was almost certainly

fired above this temperature, and it is there-

fore probable that the ware was painted

after firing with a vegetable extract and

reheated just sufficiently to char it. Unlike

this black, the paint of slate ware is oxi-

dized with difficulty unless hydrofluoric

acid is used to loosen the texture of the

body. In this respect, Yucatan black is

comparable to the carbon black paints of

the Pueblo area. The presence of a fired

organic paint indicates a highly adsorptive

clay. Thermal tests have also shown that

the clay of slate ware has an exceptionally

low vitrification point. Beading and blis-

tering are noted at 950 ° C. In some in-

stances a clear glass is formed. Still another

peculiarity of some examples of this ware

is the fact that the light drab surface be-

comes dense black at low heat, indicating
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that it was treated with some organic sub-

stance after firing.

Because of the historical and cultural

relations of the Peten and Yucatan, a com-

parison of ceramic technique in the two

areas is of interest. The same classes of

paste are found in both areas, the similarity

being dictated partly by natural resources,

as in the case of calcite temper, partly by

custom, as in the case of sherd temper,

which appears in the early types of both

areas. In contrast with the paste similarity,

the difference in decoration is striking and

raises the question whether or not the

decline in ceramic art in Yucatan was in-

fluenced by limitations of natural resources.

To answer this question fully would re-

quire an extensive survey of Yucatan ce-

ramic resources. It is clear from our pres-

ent knowledge, however, that Yucatan

potters had unusual clays, and that even

though they made no use of their low

vitrification point, they experimented with

them sufficiently to develop a unique ware.

Hieroglyphic Research

J. Eric S. Thompson

It had been Thompson's intention to

study the Maya codices for the light they

would throw on Maya life in the late

period now engaging the attention of the

Department. It became apparent, however,

that in order to achieve worth-while results

in that field it would be necessary first

to make a dictionary of all Maya hiero-

glyphs other than the calendarial group.

The need for such a dictionary has been

noted over and over again in the past forty

years, but because of the magnitude of the

task, no one has been willing to under-

take it.

The noncalendarial glyphs of Copan,

Palenque, Quirigua, and part of Yaxchilan

have been indexed. Photographs of texts

or photostats of reliable drawings are cut

up and the glyphs mounted on large cards.

Similar glyphs are assigned to the same

card with notations of two to four glyphs

on each side of the glyph under study, and

the associated date, for by noting the ad-

jacent glyphs, clauses can be recognized.

Although this project is still in its early

stages, and a full study must await the

completion of the index, material of con-

siderable importance is already coming to

light which may supply information on the

political organization of the Maya area and

its linguistic divisions. Of interest in this

connection are the many cases of glyphs

which are frequent in one or more cities,

but rarely or entirely absent in others. For

instance, the bat glyph with Ben-ich prefix

occurs no less than forty times at Copan,

and there are doubtless many more ex-

amples in weathered texts at that site. It is

also quite common at Quirigua, but at

Yaxchilan it is somewhat rare, and at

Piedras Negras, the glyphs of which have

not yet been indexed, it is very rare or ab-

sent. At Palenque, with its long and well

preserved inscriptions, it is not once found.

Thus, as one passes westward the occur-

rence of this glyph diminishes from great

abundance to complete absence. In con-

trast, other glyphs which are common at

Palenque are absent in Copan. Yet some

glyphs which are quite rare everywhere are

represented by one or two examples in all

the sites so far studied. Clauses, that is to

say several glyphs found in association in

several texts, seem to vary from city to city,

for clauses which are very common at one

site are not found in any other city so far

studied.

It is too early to draw any conclusions

from this material, but when the dictionary

is finished, it should yield information on

relations between one city and another,

and may enable us to group various sites

in subareas, perhaps in connection with

studies of sculpture and architecture. Later,
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it should be possible to identify by glyphic

correspondences the sites of the Central

Area which influenced Yucatan, and per-

haps identify the areas in which the sur-

viving Maya codices were composed, al-

though the poor condition of nearly all

glyphic texts in the north Peten will handi-

cap these lines of research. For example,

one affix which is common in Codex Dres-

den would appear at this stage of the proj-

ect to occur elsewhere only at Palenque.

The inclusion of all Yucatecan sites as well

as the codical glyphs will lengthen this

project very considerably, but at present it

does not seem practicable to separate that

material for treatment in a subsequent

study. When the dictionary is completed,

we shall know for the first time with what

glyph every affix is used. Our previous

studies lead us to believe that the affixes

are the keys to the interpretation of the

glyphs. Already much material on gram-

matical construction has come to light in-

cidentally to the indexing of the glyphs.

Documentary Research

Ralph L. Roys

During the past year the pre-Spanish

history of Yucatan has been investigated

from the standpoint of the historical allu-

sions in the katun prophecies in the Books

of Chilam Balam. Among the Maya, his-

tory and prophecy were closely associated;

indeed, the same word is sometimes de-

fined as a history, sometimes as a book

of prophecies. This was evidently because

what occurred in one katun was expected

to recur in another of the same name.

A katun contained a little less than twenty

years, and the cycle, or katun round, cov-

ered about 256 years.

Our knowledge of the history of Maya-
pan is very incomplete. We have an excel-

lent account of its government and cus-

toms; there is a brief mention of the found-

ing of the city; something more is recorded

about the later years preceding its fall and

destruction. This leaves a gap of perhaps

160 years of which we know little. About

all that we have been told is that there was

a joint government over a wide area; a

group of newcomers called the Xiu were

given a share in the government; and the

Cocom, the most powerful of the rulers,

introduced Mexican allies from Tabasco

and oppressed the people. Consequently

any additional information that we can

glean from the prophecies is of consid-

erable importance. In the latter sources

there are also many references to religion,

especially in its relation to chronology and

astronomy, but this sketch will be confined

to the historical allusions.

Most of the versions of these thirteen

prophecies begin with Katun n Ahau.

Each katun is partly designated by a nu-

merical coefficient two less than the preced-

ing, 13 being considered two less than 2,

and 12 two less than 1. One version, how-

ever, resembles several of the Chronicles in

beginning the cycle with a Katun 8 Ahau,

and the latter system will be followed here.

The prophecy for Katun 8 Ahau con-

tains references to the expulsion of the Itza

from Chakanputun, probably Champoton;

to the arrival of Kinich Kakmo, elsewhere

reported to have been the founder of a

dynasty at Izamal; and to the destruction

of Mayapan. The time of the first two

events has been a matter of controversy. It

could have been either in 948 or in 1204,

but the latter date seems preferable. The
fall of Mayapan occurred in the katun

which ended in 1461. For Katun 6 Ahau,

which could have ended in 1224, there is

an account of insolent-faced rulers whose

speech is shameful. We are told of purse-

snatching and other minor violence; the

halach uinics of the town are beheaded.

Finally, it is stated: "Very evil is the rule

of the three occupants of the mat and
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throne on the dais." This number is rare

for administrative divisions in Yucatan,

and we cannot but be reminded of Landa's

account of three brothers who ruled at

Chichen Itza not long before the coming

of Kukulcan, although he states that only

two of them acted badly and were killed.

In Katun 4 Ahau, the second after the

Chakanputun episode, we read of the ar-

rival of Kukulcan and the Itza. That of

Kukulcan is said to be for the second time,

which would account for earlier represen-

tations of this culture hero at Chichen Itza.

There is also, however, a reference to a well

known epidemic which occurred in a later

Katun 4 Ahau (1480-1500). Katun 2

Ahau is associated with the first coming of

the white men in the decade preceding

1520, but even this is compared with the

earlier arrival of the Itza. One of the

Chronicles states that the town of Mayapan

was founded in a Katun 13 Ahau, and the

only katun of that name consistent with

the ceramic evidence ended in 1283. Un-
fortunately no allusions to this event are

apparent in the prophecies, but they con-

tain references to an erotic cult of the

plumeria flower and to some ill-behaved

"two-day" rulers who do not respect their

parents. These were evidently the Itza,

who were somewhere in the picture at the

time.

The two following prophecies, for Ka-

tuns 11 and 9 Ahau, are chiefly concerned

with the coming of the Spaniards, the

building of Merida, and missionary activi-

ties (1539—1579). There are, however,

brief allusions to the plumeria cult and

moral laxity at an earlier period.

In Katun 7 Ahau, ending presumably

in 1342, the Itza, who had settled at Chi-

chen Itza a century before, are extending

their influence and corrupting people

everywhere with their erotic plumeria cult.

They are lewd rascals who "twist their

necks, they twist their mouths, they wink

the eye, they slaver at the mouth," and

they even make light of the halach uinics.

In 5 Ahau (1342-1362) things have gone

from bad to worse. The Itza are now
actually ruling the country, and perversity

is open and unashamed. The principal

men have turned to sorcery and are trans-

forming themselves into lynxes. This con-

dition continues throughout most of the

following Katun 3 Ahau, until there is

a political upheaval, apparently about 1382,

when the evil rulers are beheaded.

Soon after, early in Katun 1 Ahau, an

unidentified ruler visits a savage retribu-

tion upon the local batabs who had

achieved their position under the evil

rulers. This is confirmed by two passages

in the Books of Chilam Balam of Chu-

mayel, which tell how it came about. The
remainder of the katun, however, is a time

of troubles, and we read briefly of affliction

by the Canul. There is evidence that the

Canul, or Ah Canul, were the so-called

Mexican mercenaries introduced into Ma-

yapan by the Cocom rulers, but it is only

here that we find some indication as to

when this occurred. Later, we are told, the

Ah Canul were the guardians of the gates

at Mayapan, but Maya literature has little

or nothing to say about the Cocom. One
might think from these prophecies that

this was the end of the Itza, yet we learn

from other sources that some of them re-

mained at Chichen Itza until the Katun 8

Ahau which ended in 1461. Since they

were expelled by a group from Mayapan,

the date must have been prior to the fall

of the latter capital; but we have excellent

evidence that Mayapan was destroyed in

this same Katun 8 Ahau.

The Katun 12 Ahau immediately fol-

lowing 1 Ahau was noted for its benevolent

rulers, peace, and good morals. Historical

references seem to be lacking for the suc-

ceeding Katun 10 Ahau, except that there

was drought and famine. This represents
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the end of the cycle. For the following

Katun 8 Ahau, as we have already seen,

there is a brief mention of the fall of

Mayapan. Fortunately Landa and the

Maya Chronicles tell us more about this

event.

It is hard to tell how accurate a record

of events is represented by the historical

allusions in these prophecies. It seems very

probable that they reflect the beliefs of the

sixteenth-century Maya concerning their

history during the 350 years prior to the

Spanish conquest. That something was

known of the preceding period seems cer-

tain from a brief but convincing report

by an early native informant, but it is dif-

ficult to identify any reference to that

period in the prophecies that have come

down to us.

Publications

Margaret W. Harrison

In the Department's publication pro-

gram, one book, Tatiana Proskouriakoff's

A study of classic Maya sculpture (Publi-

cation 593), reached completion during

the year, but a number of reports have been

in process of production.

Nearest of these to final printing is Ex-

cavations at Nebaj, Guatemala (Publica-

tion 594), by A. Ledyard Smith and A. V.

Kidder; to it are appended notes on the

skeletal material by T. D. Stewart, Curator

of the Division of Physical Anthropology,

U. S. National Museum. Of aid in the

preparation of this report was J. Steward

Lincoln's manuscript, "An ethnological

study on the Ixil Indians of the Guatemala

highlands," written in 1945 and now de-

posited in the library of Peabody Museum,
Harvard University. In early stages of

proof is Karl Ruppert's Chicken Itza:

architectural notes and plans (Publication

595) '> galley proof is expected soon for

Copan ceramics: a study of southeastern

Maya pottery (Publication 597), by John

M. Longyear III, of the Department of

Sociology and Anthropology, Colgate Uni-

versity.

Volume XI of Contributions to Ameri-

can Anthropology and History (Publica-

tion 596) has begun with four papers:

Geologic observations on the ancient hu-

man footprints near Managua, Nicaragua

(no. 52), by Howel Williams, of the De-

partment of Geological Sciences, Univer-

sity of California, and Mound E-III-3,

Kaminaljuyu, Guatemala (no. 53), by

E. M. Shook and A. V. Kidder, are in

galley proof; Conquest sites and the sub-

sequent destruction of Maya architecture

in the interior of northern Yucatan (no.

54), by Ralph L. Roys, and The ball courts

at Copan, with notes on courts at La Union,

Quirigua, San Pedro Pinula, and Asuncion

Mita, by Gustav Stromsvik, are prepared

for publication.

Two manuscripts recently received are

now being edited: The conquest and col-

onization of Honduras, 1502-1550, by

Robert S. Chamberlain, of the U. S. Cen-

tral Intelligence Agency, and Pottery of

Uaxactun, Guatemala, by Robert E. Smith.

It is expected that they will be ready for

the printer by the end of the calendar year.

In the series Notes on Middle American

Archaeology and Ethnology ten papers

have been issued: Certain archaeological

specimens from Guatemala, II (no. 95),

by A. V. Kidder; Tlaloc effigy jar from the

Guatemala National Museum (no. 96) and

Rim-head vessels and cone-shaped effigy

prongs of the pre-Classic period at Kami-

naljuyu, Guatemala (no. 97), by Stephen

F. De Borhegyi; A polychrome Maya

plate from Quintana Roo (no. 98), by

Frans Blom; "Olmec" pictographs in the

Las Victorias group, Chalchuapa archaeo-

logical zone, El Salvador (no. 99), by

Stanley H. Boggs; A group of jointed

figurines in the Guatemala National Mu-
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seum (no. 100) and A study of three-

pronged incense burners from Guatemala

and adjacent areas (no. 101), by Stephen

F. De Borhegyi; Some archaeological speci-

mens from Pomona, British Honduras

(no. 102), by A. V. Kidder and Gordon F.

Ekholm; "hoop-nose incense burners in

the Guatemala National Museum (no.

103), by Stephen F. De Borhegyi; and

Ethnological material from British Hon-
duras (no. 104), by William R. Coe and

Michael D. Coe.
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Notes and news: Middle America.
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by Delia Goetz and Sylvanus Griswold Mor-
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Recinos. Amer. Antiquity, vol. 16, p. 175
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Rubber in America before 1492. Boston,

Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc. (1950).

Some anecdotes about Vay. In: Mor-

leyana, pp. 252-256. Santa Fe (1950).

Some recent publications: Middle

America. Amer. Antiquity, vol. 16, pp. 375-

376 (1951)-

Tentativa de reconocimiento en el area

maya meridional. Antropologia e historia de

Guatemala, vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 23-48 (1949).



REPORTS OF RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

E. A. Lowe, The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey. Collection

and study of paleographical material. (For previous reports see Year Books Nos. 9
to 35, 37 to 40, and 47 to 49.)

Volume V of Codices latini antiquiores,

dealing with the oldest Latin manuscripts

in the libraries of Paris, appeared in De-

cember 1950. Work on volume VI is pro-

gressing satisfactorily. This volume will

deal with the oldest manuscripts in France

outside Paris. The bibliographical chapter

has been made ready for press, likewise a

portion of the descriptive text that faces the

facsimiles. Apart from visiting a dozen

libraries in order to complete the revision

on the spot, the main task this year will

be the procuring of the necessary illustra-

tive material. It is hoped that most of the

provincial libraries will consent to send

their manuscripts to Paris, where the pho-

tography can be done by the experts of the

Bibliotheque Nationale under the editor's

supervision.

For report of the work of Alfred H. Joy, see Mount Wilson and Palomar Observa-

tories; of Ralph L. Roys, see Department of Archaeology; of Emanuel G. Zies, see

Geophysical Laboratory; of Ralph W. Chaney, see Department of Plant Biology; of

Arthur T. Hertig, see Department of Embryology.
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